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THE POLARITY OF THE COMPASS PLANT.*

The first mention of the so-called '-polarity" of the Compass

Plant, Silphixih hinj,i«t>im. was made in communications ad-

dressed to the National Institute, by General Benj. Alvord, then

Brevet Major, U. S. A., in August, 18-12. and January, 1843;

although the fact was well known to many hunters and others, as

subsequent letters have shown. The truth of his statement hav-

ing been doubted. General Alvord presented another communica-

tion at the second meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, held at Cambridge, August, 1849, in

which he confirms his own observations by those of other officers,

all agreeing in the conclusion that the radical leaves of the plant

really present their edges north and south, while their faces are

turned east and west, the leaves on the developed stems of the

flowering plant, however, taking rather an intermediate position

between their normal or symmetrical arrangement on the stem and

their peculiar meridional position.

General Alvord's first conjecture, that the leaves might have

taken up so much iron as to become magnetic, having been neg-

atived by analysis, lie suggested that the resinous matter, of which

the plant was full, and from which it was sometimes called -Rosin

"Weed," might have some agency in producing electrical currents.

As to its geographical distribution, he stated that it extended



9 on the south to Iowa on the north, and from Southern

Michigan on the east to three or four hundred miles west of Mis-

souri and Arkansas ; its chief habitat being rich prairie land. *

At the same meeting, Dr. Gray stated that "there were plants

then growing in the Botanic Gardens here, and these did not pre-

sent the edges of their leaves north and south, or in one plane

more than another." He thought " that the hypothesis of electri-

cal currents was hardly probable, as rosin was a non-conductor of

electricity ; but that it was due to the fact that the leaves were

inclined to be vertical, ami the direction of their edges north and

south was the one in which their faces would obtain an equal

amount of sunlight."

The statement of General Alvord was confirmed by the Eev.

Mr. Morris, " who had observed the fact while running lines for

surveys on the prairies."

At the nineteenth meeting of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, Rev. Dr. Hill presented a paper

on " The Compass Plant," in which he gives additional evidence

for the truth of General Alvord's statement, t

In November, 1870, Dr. Gray received a letter from Mr. Charles

E. Bessey, of the Iowa State Agricultural School, in which he

says: "we have the curious 'Compass Plant,' S. ladakUicm,
growing in great abundance throughout all tins region. The
polarity of its leaves is very marked. Use is made of it by the
settlers when lost on the prairies in dark nights. By feeling the

direction of the leaves they easily get their bearings."
From the record of these observers there can be little doubt that

the leaves on the prairies do assume a meridional bearing ; and
the cause assigned for this by Dr. Gray is undoubtedly the correct
one, viz.: that both sides of the leaf are equally sensitive to
light. It only remains to be shown what renders its two sides
thus e.mally sensitive. It is well known that the two sides of a
leaf usually diner in structure, that the number of stomata, or
breathing-holes, is much greater on the under than the upper sur-
face

;
and that the tissue of the upper is denser than that of the

peared somewhat alike, Dr. Gray suggested that it would b.- well to

*For his paper see the Proceedings of the Second Meeting of the Aim-ri. an Vsho
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examine the leaf microscopically in order to see if it corresponded

with ordinary leaves in the above respects, or with truly vortical

leaves, the two surfaces of which arc usually similar or nearly so;

also to compare with it the leaves of other species of Siipltiicm.

in which no tendency to assume a north and south position is

shown. The species observed were the S. laciniatum, or Compass

Plant in question, S. perfoliatum, S. compositvm ami N. torcbinthi-

naceum; the magnifying power used was about four handled di-

ameters ; and the results obtained may be tabulated as follows :

The cellular structure of the leaf of S. laciniatum, on making

a traverse section, appeared to be homogeneous throughout; but,

in the herbarium-specimens this could not be determined with cer-

tainty. For this, and for more extensive comparison of the sto-

mata of the two surfaces, further examinations should be made in

summer upon the fresh plant.

But the observations here recorded appear to show that the

meridional position of the edges of the leaf is to be explained by

the structure of the two surfaces, which being identical, at least

in the important respect of the number of the stomata, seek an

equal exposure to the light ;— the mean position of equal exposure,

in northern latitudes, being that in which the edges are presented

north and south, the latter to the maximum, the former to the



THE FAUNA OF THE PRAIEIES.

In an article in a previous number of the Naturalist, * atten-

tion was invited to some of ,the distinctive features of the primi-

tive flora of the prairies. In the present paper, which forms in

some measure a sequel to that, will he noticed the more prominent

peculiarities of the fauna of the same region, f

The general facies of the fauna of the prairies, as well as of

the flora, arc determined by a few predominating species. The

diversity of the animal ami vegelahlc life of a given iv/kui being

dependent upon the diversity of hs physical features, one at all

raphy. would hence never anticipate finding on level plains the

less prolific in species than wooded districts, the prairies, with

their level surface and general ahseucc of timher. hein-e present

stricted to the narrow belts of woodland that border the streams,

so that they thus cease to be either prominent or characteristic.

This is eminently true of the wooddnhaliiting Rodents and Car-

nivora, and also especially so of the hats. On the other hand, a

few other species, which find their congenial homes in an open
country, become at once immerou-Iv represented, some of them
being peculiar to the prairies. A marked dijl'ercnce between the

to the eastward thus results. Althomdi the hats are generally

wide-ranging species, most of those inhabiting the Northeastern



ing them the;

The feline

the Panther

iant ami lii_Y:\ nutritious praivie grasses afford am-

ice to the Herbivora. and in addition to the common
! East (Cervus Wrrjinkuws Bodd.) the prairies were

iiiriiiiy tlic home of the elk and the buffalo, which

jently been driven beyond the Missouri.

airie border. These are the' little Chickaree, or Red

uu-x* Ilmlxmrlu* Pallas), which is to a -reat extent a



of the most characteristic and most numerous species of the

prairies. The peculiar habits of the three last named render them

also among the most interesting.

The Bird fauna of the prairies presents peculiarities similar to

the mammalian. Whilst nearly all the birds of eastern North

America occur here,* most of the woodland species exist only as

either sparse residents or casual visitors during their migrations,

a few either wholly western or strictly prairie species, making up

the bulk of the summer residents. The narrow timber belts that

intersect the prairies are hence in summer comparatively quiet

and tenantless. Even such widely distributed find generally abun-

dant species as the robin, the blue bird and the chipping find song

sparrows, are rarely met with in the breeding season in the unset-

tled districts. The swallows are also rare, as are all the species

that depend upon, forest shelter for nesting places. The field

sparrows of the East, as the Yellow-winged (('ofnmirulns puwr-

inus Bon.), the Field (Spizella pmilln lion.). the liny-winged (
/W-

• Baird). and the Savanna ( Passrrnihis .suramin), find

especially the Black-throated Bunting (Knsphjt Ann- rim,, a Hon.).

and the Western Lark Finch (Chonrte,st<\s (jramhnim Hon.). .are char-

acteristic and predominant kinds which almost alone enliven the

broad stretches of the wild prairie. Not less characterislie than

either, however, are the Homed Lark (Eremoplu'ht alpi'xtrix). and

the Meadow Starling (Sturnella Ludoviciana Swain.), whose song-

is here wilder and far more musical than at the East. Of the

blackbirds inhabiting the grassy marshes, one, the Yellow-headed

Troupial
|
5 'phalus Baird), is also strictly a

bird of the prairies.

Other birds not usually common at the East are the Cerulean
'Warbler (Dendrmca ccerulea Bd.), perhaps the most common
warbler of the prairie woodlands, and the beautiful Swallow-
tailed Kite {Nauclerus furcatus Vigors), whose graceful flight and
elegant form one never tires of watching as it skims over the prai-

ries in search of its reptile food. The Prairie Hen forms the chief

game bird, and is nowhere else so thoroughly at home The slug-

gish Turkey Buzzard (Ctfhartfs <,,,,-« HI.) is also 'conspicuous
here, and the Sand-hill Crane is ;,ls<, „„„.,. .... i..ss <•,..,,„.. ltli



The reptiles afford mainly negative features. In consequence

doubtless of the annual fires that have swept over the country for

centuries, all the land species, including the turtles, the snakes

and the lizards, are extremely scarce, and form but an insiguiti-

Of the fishes, doubtless several species are more or less pecu-

liar to the prairie streams and ponds. l>ut 1 am unable to give at

present any facts respecting them.

The land Mollusca have suffered similarly with the reptiles from

the fiery ordeal to which for long ages they have been subjected,

and are equally scarce and confined chiefly to the timbered river

banks and bottoms. The fluviatile species are numerous, but do

not appear to essentially differ specifically from those of the

western waters generally.

The Insect fauna * presents peculiarities similar to those of the

flora, on which their existence is so intimately dependent. Cer-

tain groups arc represented in an unusual variety of species and

abundance of individuals, but the most numerous forms are often

exceedingly localized. Other group- are again but sparsely repre-

sented. No country, however, it is to be hoped, is richer in

Orthoptera (grasshoppers), either in species or individuals ; and a

few species of butterflies are also especially numerous, of which a

small proportion seem to be strictly prairie forms. The Hemip-

tera and the Neuroptera exist in u'reat abundance, the dragon flies

being richly represented, both as respects the number of the

species and the gorgeousness of their colors, many of which are

rarely or never seen in the Atlantic States. The Hymenoptera,

on the other hand, are eomparatiwk few. especially the bees

and wasps, notwithstanding the abundance of the flowers. If

the Diptera, however, do not make up the equilibrium, it is not

because mosquitoes and blood-sucking flies ( Tuhonidaz) are de-

ficient either in variety of species, in number of individuals, in

size, or in voracity.

As regards Crustacea, the single family by which this class is

mainly represented, the craw-fishes, or Astacidce, seems here to

almost find its metropolis ; and as for worms, the ponds and

streams afford leeches of gigantic size.

In the above sketch, reference is had exclusively to the wild or



unreclaimed prairies ; but in the long-settled parts of the prairie,

great modifications of the original fauna have already taken place.

No sooner does the pioneer encroach upon these districts of unri-

valled agricultural resources than the larger mammalia at once

and forever disappear. The elk. the buffalo and the heaver are

the first to be exterminated, and soon alter them must follow the

crease in numbers, especially the ground squirrels and probably the

field mice, as the farmer's crops afford them abundant sustenance.

their great fecundity and reclusive habits further probating them

from diminution. The Pouched Gopher, from its remarkable

subterranean habit.-, defies all means, except poison, that may be

used for its extermination. Rarely coming to the surface, and

hillocks of earth in hi- garden, and even around hi- \ erv door, as

ited forests for nesting s;

boxes erected for their us

afforded them by barns ai



of bricks and mort:

nesting places.

ences in the habiti

familiar to him as c

districts. The una

fondness for the

shallower parts of the rivers, especial!;} ii i dry seasons, till

miles, in some cases, they seem to have tinDroughly externum

them; and they also search for the eraw-lis]les, which everywl

abound in the marshes, with similar idity.

diminish their numbers. It may he remark*xl, in conclusion, 1

the fauna of the prairies is not of so high a type as that of

adjoining, more diversified, wooded di-diic ts situated under

same parallels. There are fewer carnivora iaid more rodents,

preponderance of the latter being greater than at the eastw;

In other classes, especially among insects, the lower groups

compared with the higher, are there both rel atively and absolu

more numerously represented. In short, as; in the flora, so i

in the fauna, there is a simplicity and un iformity that give

both a comparatively low and uui ,cter.



THE BARNACLE GOOSE.

During the winter I was much surprised to see at the store of

Mr. J. Wallace, Taxidermist, New York, a fine specimen of this

species, which he had recently mounted. On inquiry, he stated

that it had been sent from Currituck Sound, North Carolina, by
a friend of mine, Mr. Elias Wade, Jr., who was there on a' shoot-

ing excursion. Mr. Wade wrote that he considered it very rare,

and wished it carefully preserved.

As it was of much importance to ascertain all the facts concern-
ing it, I immediately wrote to Mr. Wade, for more precise informa-
tion as to whether it was alone or with others of the same species,
or in company with any other kind of geese, etc. I have received
his reply, and as his letter gives the desired information, also
other interesting facts connected with the locality where the speci-
men was killed, I have thought best to add a transcript of it.

"Currituck Club House, Dec. 15th, 1870.

Your favor of the 9th inst, was duly received, and I thank you
for the information contained in it relative to the goose I sent to
be mounted. I regret that I can learn nothing here, about the

or habits of the bird, no one, even amon<> t

gunners having ever seen or heard of anything like ifbefore, and
being of course entirely at a loss to account for its presence or
origin This region being a great rendezvous for geese, for time
out of mind tens of tho home it ig

ting of the kind has ever before been seen by
the oldest people. It, of course excited great .-uriosin- amon-
thenatiyes, and gave rise to all sorts of absurd oonjcCun-s r,la"
tive to its origin, mongrel character, etc
The bird was killed on the 31st day of October, on our oroun.ls

within 600 yards of the club house, from a blind «-],, r
'

1 i

fifteen or twenty live geese decoys set out and it u-, , vi 1 , i U
attracted by them so far as to bring it wit" hi
killed on the wing before alighting among the decoys '!/ ,„?up unaccompanied by any other b

*

M 7
'"

cannot^ be'told'
^ ^ deC°yS

'^ ** 110t been shot
'
of °°™

Our locality is in Currituck Sound, about 60 miles south ofNorfolk, and 30 north-east of Roanoke Island. We SvHLiy



SOME RELICS OF TIIE INDIANS OF VERMONT. 11

all the varieties of ducks, which frequent the waters in the neigh-
borhood of Long Island, the Chesapeake, etc.. except the brants,

which are rarely seen here. The water of the Sound from its

head, some forty miles north of us, and for a considerable distance

below us, is very nearly fresh, being very slightly brackish, ami is

everywhere rilled with a species of grass, which serves as food for

the birds, and for which they seem to have a great fondness.
They begin to congregate the last of September, and remain.
usually, from the first to the middle of March, furnishing generally

the finest kind of shooting during the whole interval.

E. Wade, Jr."

The first announcement of the occurrence of this goose in North

America, was made by Prof. Baird, in the Naturalist for 1868

(Vol. II, p. 49). A specimen was received at the Smithsonian

Institution, from Mr. B. R. Ross, who obtained it in the Unison's

Bay region. It- acquisition was considered by Prof. Baird a

most important one. as thereby its claim to be considered Ameri-

can was fully established. A second specimen now having been

procured on the Atlantic coast, thus bringing it within the limits

of the TJTnited States, it is deemed worthy of record.

SOME RELICS OF TITK INDIANS OF VKRMoNT.

Though more rarely found nowT
, Indian relics were formerly

very abundant in many parts of Vermont. Especially favored in

this respect are the borders of streams emptying into Lake

Champla n. and the higher lands near by, as well as the shores of

the lake and its islands. In a t\'\\' localities the number of do-

the site of a village, or at least

of a frequently occupied camping ground. Near some of these,

burying grounds have been found, in which the dead were placed

in a sitting posture according to the Indian custom.

Remains of ancient fortifications have been found, near which

multitudes of flint stones and arrow and spearpoints strewed the

ground. Here and there the number of unfinished articles, as well

as the trimmings of stone, show where they were manufactured.



On Grand Isle in the lake there was such a p'

the stone used by these primitive workmen ^

ing in the neighborhood.

We are told that the country about Lake (

pied mainly by the Iroquois and ( oosuoks,

other tribes visited these regions not unfre(

of the implements found were made by men
is not known, but some of them must date ft

occupation of the ground by these tribes, as

acter of the work is unlike any they have pro

The greater portion of the relics which h

were made from stone found in Vermont, e

drift, but a few are of different material frc

New England.

Pestles and mortars for pounding corn arc

!<>w cavities in <

the head of some animal, it may be a wc
Small triangular articles are found, w

and smoothness of the edges, seem mad
in garments. Here, as in every localii

are found, great numbers of arrowpoir
been picked up. Many are made of mil
of flint or chert. They vary -reatlv ii

Gouges and chisels are rather commor



the centr

ili;ii!H'h'i\

the stem

gypsum.

inches loi

fourths o

Pots of various sizi-s :iii<l >hapc* have been fou'iul : one holding

twenty quarts. All these are made of burnt clay. There are a

versity of Vermont which are peculiar and worthy of special

This curious relic was found about six miles from Burlington, in

the town of Colchester, in 1825. It was found some distance

below the surface and covered by a stone over which a root of a

large tree had grown ; this tree was quite decayed, and the stone

itself considerably decomposed. The jar is made of a kind of

clay made very coarse by small bits of mica, quartz, and felspar.



and obtained, it may be, by pulverizing granite. This is quite

brittle, and inclined to crumble, but is made firm by a coating both
on the outside and inside of the jar, of a fine smooth clay which
still bears the marks of some smoothing instrument. The jar is

very rudely burned, and is much harder near the top than at tin-

bottom. The color varies with the degree of exposure to fire.

The bottom is reddish brown, which grows darker toward the top
where it is almost black. The interior is considerably darker than
the outside, being of a uniform black. The genernl form is very
symmetrical. The lower third is hemispherical, and without orna-
ment, Above this the form is compressed so as to be quadrilate-
ral, and the sides taper towards the top and are quite elaborately
ornamented. This ornamentation is entirely made up of straight
lines and rings. Beginning below, we have first a row of deeply

around the jar. These ai

e width of the ring itself .08 of i

••29 of an inch in breadth. The
very nearly equal size, though some are more dee.
than others, but were evidently made with the sunn i

cylinder of bone probably
; then come two lines v

gether. Above these the sides are covered with
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an inch wide, and has a row of the same rings around it. Above

this neck the top again swells and becomes square like the sides,

and the edge curves from the corners to-

ward the centre. It is ornamented with

a somewhat different arrangement of

lines from that of the sides, as is shown

in Fig. 1, B. The sides from b to c are

2.5 inches high, and at the bottom about

six inches broad, and five at the top.

Two of them are a little broader than

the rest. Around the inner edge of the

tup there is a band of short parallel lines, but with this exception

the interior is destitute of markings. All the line

are very distinct, indeed they are narrow groove

rather than lines, being on the average .06 of an inch

wide and from .02 to .04 of an inch deep. None

of them are exactly straight, though very nearly I

The rings are twice as deep as the lines. T
thickness increases from the bottom upwards,

piece broken from the bottom shows a thicknt

of .22 of an inch ; at the neck, where a corner

broken off, it is .:52 of an inch, and at the top .37.

Other measurements are as follows : whole height

7.5 inches ; diameter of top 5.1 inches (inside)
;

ameter of neck 4.6 inches ; length of curve, a t

11 inches; circumference of neck 16.5 inches; circumference

Fig. 4. around a, &, i.e. the largest part. 27

Winches ; length of one side of top, i.e.

from c to <L 5.4 inches ; height of c, d,

1.75 inches. When filled to the very

brim, it holds nine pints.

Another larger jar, Fig. 2, was found

in Bolton, Vermont, about fifty years

ago. It is not ornamented except by

a ring about the neck. The general

form Is spherical, the top being con-

tracted to form a neck. The mouth is

wide. The color is a drab, and the whole surface is eutiivly

smooth except the brim. Around this is a band about an inch

wide, made up of oblique lines. Below this is a line of notch-like

les square like the sides.

Fig- a.

ft
this exception

)



grooves, and around the top is a narrow hand and inside, another,

both made up of short parallel lines. This jar is 9.5 inches in

diameter at the largest part, and 7.5 at the mouth. The depth

rig. 5.
is 9 -5 inches. It is about one-fourth of an inch

•
thick at the bottom, and half an inch at the top.

It is in the possession of J. N. Pomeroy, Esq., of

Burlington.

Fig. 3 represents a singular implement resem-

bling a pick. It is made of a greenish saud-

The length is 8.25 inches. The ends are broad

and thin, but at the middle the thickness rapidly

increases, and at this point it is 1.75, while

the breadth is 1.6 inches. The blunt points are

smoother than the rest, hearing evidence of consid-

erable use. This relic was found half a mile south of P.urlington.

ured. * It is made from a ligiii colored taleo>e slate, and i> quite

the apex. From this central portion the sides diminish in thick-

ness towards the edges where they arc quite thin. The whole

length of the implement is 4 inches ; the breadth at the top i:s d.-S7

inches, and at the bottom 1.5 inches.

Fig. 5 is an arrow or spearpoint of unique style. The mate-

rial is peculiar, being, instead of flint or some hard stone, of a

compact, but not very hard, mica slate of dark gray color. The

with the marks of the j£k ^T^T^,
instrument used in jflf&L /^f'fC; f
making it, and is not ^^H^ft*^- ,.

' ^ggTS
at all smooth. The ^HS| i~f Jjjg^^^*~
sides are straight, the ^BHhBEeIP
point rather blunt, ^BBf^tBBBKr
the barbs short, sharp and angular. The shank is thick an d the
edges bevelled. The sides of the shank are scalloped sharp 1yand



regularly. The whole length of this instrument is 2.75 inches,

and the greatest breadth 1 .33 inches. The shank is .8 of an inch

broad and .3 of an inch thick. It was found at Corinth, Vermont.

Fig. 6 seems to be a badge of office, amulet, or something of

the sort. * It is made of a very pretty breccia composed of light

and dark material. It is finely wrought and very smooth, though

not polished. The upper side is worked to a sharp edge, from

which the sides round outwards towards the rectangular base,

which latter has a hole at each end running obliquely through the

ends. The length of the relic is 4.5 inches and the height marly

2 inches. This was found about a mile north of Burlington, Vt.

All these articles, except Fig. 2, are in the Museum of the Uni-

versity of Vermont. Besides such remains other traces of the

Indian tribes are seen in the hieroglyphics. At Bellows Falls two

rocks were found many years ago on which were rudely traced

heads, a large group on one and a single head on the other. Some
of these had rays coming from the top. Near Brattleborough, by

the side of the river, a large rock was found which was covered

with I lacings of animals, as snakes, birds, etc., in all, ten figures,

some not recognizable as representing any animal.

Such are some of the works which tell us of the former occu-

THE PRINCIPLES OF BEE BREEDING, t

On the programme of the Sixteenth Annual General Convention

of German Bee Keepers, held in the City of Nuremburg, on the

14th, 15th and 16th days of September, 1869, the first question

was as follows

:



18

What is the value of mixed breeds of bees produced by crossing

tin Italian, tlw E'j;iptni

n

. tin- <
'<> mioliit n or Heath Bee, with the

common Black Bee?

On the general subject of bee breeding thus introduced, but

Hdth in< idental reference also to the production of improved

breeds, Mr. Vogel, an experienced and accomplished bee keeper

and breeder, of the Province of Brandenburg, in Prussia, who
probably has more diversified, practical and experimental knowl-

edge of it than any other apiarian, submitted the following re-

If we carefully consider the topics embraced in No. 1 of our

programme, we shall recognize, as the substance of them, this

query, "Is it possible to produce an improved breed of bees?

And if so, what are the principles of breeding which we must

I do not deny that on this question I shall speak with a certain

degree of complacency, for that which I have to communicate is

not derived from the indulgence of an idle fancy, hut is based on

observations made at the hive— the only sure, living, and mire

In a discourse on the production of an improved breed of bees,

we have to fix clearly in our minds the distinction between ruricti/

and race, for the two ideas are not unfrequently confounded, or

used in a very arbitrary sense. The idea of variety includes a cer-

tain amount of constitutional properties. In bees there .-ire among
others, good or bad temperaments, swarming propensity or the

want of it, disposition to build drone comb, etc., etc. Allow me to

include all such constitutional properties under the general term
characteristics. Variety, accordingly, is based on the character-
istics. Corporeal markings, size and color do not come into con-
sideration in determining the idea of •• variety." If the bees of any
particular district are distinguished by a marked propensity for

swarming, or by any other special characteristics, ire are warranted
in designating them as a "variety." Tims. j n ,nv estimation, the

heath bees of Luneberg, those of Lower Austria, etc etc. are
simply new varieties of our well-known black bee. The peculiar
constitutional properties which characterize varieties •ire runted in

the psychical or spiritual nature of the inse< t and aie e!i, it.d l>v

the kind or quality of the pasturage, bv particular modes of man-
agement, by diversity of climate. ,, r „,„ 1H .

() ,| 1(
.,-

.I,,,,,:,,.,? j,,,,- .>ecii-
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liarfty of the district. Accordingly these constitutional properties

disappear or are lost by lapse of time, by removal to a different

locality, and thus subjecting the insect to other climatic influences

and other conditions of management or pasturage. Hence, it is

obvious that for the production of an improved breed mere varie-

ties are of very subordinate account. At the same time, however, I

eon te i id that the production of an improved breed of general value

— that is, one equally suited to all parts of an extrusive country-

is an impossibility. On the other hand, I am clearly of opinion

that, for each particular district possessing marked peculiarity o\'

climate and pasturage, an improved breed specially suited to those

conditions may be produced. And in this aspect, the existing

varieties of the honey bees are of high significance and value.

The meaning and extent of the idea expressed by the term race

have long since been settled by science. The term embraces a

certain amount of external corporeal markings, among which are

size and color. When the bees of any extensive region, or even

of a limited district, are found to be strikingly distinguished by

their large or small size, by the color and quality of their pubes-

cence, or of the tint of their dorsal bands, from the common type

of the honey bee— assuming as such, for the present, our common

black bee, we are warranted in designating them as a distinct tori-

ety or race; and that each variety or race has its own distinguishing

constitutional characteristics is generally known.

I am not of opinion, however, that in order to produce or im-

prove breed, recourse must necessarily be had to the foreign races

which have been introduced among us, though it is often alleged

that we should, from the start, have availed ourselves of them, and

have endeavored thus to originate an improved breed. But had

that course been adopted, we should hardly ever have reached a

satisfactory result. The pure races would have disappeared under

our hands long before we could have succeeded in substituting an

improved breed for them. It was much wiser to labor primarily to

secure an ample stock of pure races, while at the same time the

peculiar characteristics of each were assiduously studied. And

now that both these points have been attained, we are placed m a

position favoring and furnishing means and facilities, for the orig-

ination and production of an improved breed.

Permit me now to communicate the results of a series of experi-

ments, all of which had for their object to ascertain the principles

which should guide and govern us in the endeavor to produce and
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establish an improved breed of bees. The experiments instituted

were so numerous, that they might be told by fifties or hundreds.

1. Crossing the black bee with the Italian.— When the Italian

bee was introduced by Dzierzon, it was supposed that the workers

produced by the Italian queen, fertilized by a black drone, would

show an intermingling of the external markings of the parents.

But this was soon found to be a mistake. In the second genera-

tion already, degeneration became apparent— the hybrids divided

og the italian, and the other the

black bees. For the purpose of experiment, I continued breeding

in these two directions, and in the fourth or fifth generation

reached again on the one hand the pure Italian bee, and on the

other in the fourth degree, the pure black bee. The hybridism was
thus again resolved into its ataval elements. The facts thus experi-

mentally ascertained are, however, of very subordinate rignifr aiu-e,

elucidating only the coloration of the hybrids. Of higher and

much greater practical value, on the other hand, is the solution of

the inquiry:— "Do the constitutional characteristics of the two

become commingled in the black-Italian hybrids? Or are those of

the one variety or race simply transmitted to the other?" It is

well known that very different answers have been given to these

questions. Some breeders state that the hybrids of the black and
Italian bees possess the constitutional properties of the Italians;

while others allege the direct contrary. Some assert that the

' hybrids are more irascible than the black bees ; others again say
they are less so. Some declare that they will store more honey,
while others say that they will store less, etc. The truth is, the

constitutional properties of the two are of an exceedingly subtile
nature, which makes it extremely difficult to base a reply on the
results of a cross between them. It is only by croaaing the Mack
bee with the Egyptian that we can obtain any cleat Light on the

point under consideration.

2. Crossing the black bee and the Efajptfdft.—When the Egyp-
tian bee was consigned to me by the Berlin Acclimatization
Society, I was of opinion that this bee was of little. or at most of
only slight importance in a scientific point „f view for I supposed
then that whatever was to be learned of the proposed mysteries of
the bee, had already been revealed by means of the Italians.
Now, however, I feel assured that the future of apitliceU (Aeor* per-
tains to the Egyptian bee.

Very soon some of the Egyptian queens became fertilized by
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drones. The workers produced by these queens were not percept-

iMv larger than tin- pun- Kgyptian workers, and in other respects

still resembled tin- Kgvptian typo very much. The drones pro-

duced by these queens— since impregnation exerts no direct intlu-

ence on them— were still pure Egyptian. I now raised some

young queens from these impurely fertilized mothers, and em-

ployed the Kohler process to secure their fertilization by black

drones. According to the experience derived from crossing the

black bee and the Italian, the worker- produced by such queens

should have been numerically one-half Mack bees, and the other

half Kgyptian. But when the hybrid workers made their appear-

ance our anticipations were not realized. The hybrids diverged

in two directions indeed, but the parental markings showed theni-

tgled or melted into each other, in a portion of the pro-

geny. A portion of the workers resembled the Italian workers so

perfectly, in color, size, and characteristics, that no expert could

distinguish them from pure Italians. Another portion of them

still resembled the Egyptian bees, showing a black body covered

with a <_navjsh pubescence, and manifesting the constitutional char-

acteristics of the Egyptians. These observations led me to suppose

that, probably ages ago, the Italian bee may have originated from

a cross of the black bee with the Egyptian. I communicated

this conjecture to^ Dr. Gerstaecker of Berlin and other friends.

The latter received the suggestion with great disfavor, regarding

it as derogatory and dishonoring the Italian bee, and it required

no inconsiderable labor to convince them that the conjecture had

no reference whatever to any supposed value or want of value of

any variety of the honey bee, but was of a purely scientific nature ;

and that one variety might in economic value still rank high above

another, though it be clearly demonstrated to be of hybrid origin.

Dr. Gerstaecker informed me that he was unable to distinguish the

workers produced byr a cross of the black bee with the Egyptian,

from the pure Italian workers ; but that I had assigned no reason

for my hypothesis, and that the geographical distribution of the

honey bee militated against it. I then again carefully studied the

excellent little treatise by Dr. Gerstaecker, on "The Geographical

1 Ustribution of the Honey Bee," and found that the geographical

distribution of the races furnished no conclusive arguments either

for or against my views. Here the idea occurred to me that the

conjecture would attain to the highest degree of probability, if a



hybrid queen of the second or third generation should be found to

produce drones which could not be distinguished from Italians.

Impatiently did I await the return of spring. The drones finally

made their appearance and diverged likewise in two directions
;

one portion could not be distinguished from Italian drones, while

another portion resembled the Egyptian drones in size, but having

black bodies with grayish pubescence. I then raised young
queens from an Egyptian hybrid queen of the second degree of

degeneration, and arranged to have them fertilized by drones de-

rived from the same mother, but bearing Italian markings. The
workers produced by these queens resembled the Italians, while

the drones diverged in the two directions adverted to. I now pro-

ceeded to breed in-and-in from the hybrids thus obtained, and in

the third and fourth generations all the drones bore the Italian

markings. It might here be objected that on ataval principles.

these hybrids must revert to their distinct parental or primal races.

as is the case with hybrids of the black hee and the Italians. But
I have now before me black Egyptian hybrids of the nineteenth
generation, and these still retain their Characteristic markings
unchanged alike in queens, and drones, and workers, though rather

intensified in degree and permanence. Firmly established, there-
fore, do I regard this fact— From a cross of the black bee with the

Egyptian, a hybrid is produced which no man can distinguish from
the Italian bee.

Now what do these observations teach? For brevity's sake I
will express the question thus :— Did Divine Omnipotence, when
placing the animal creation upon the earth, provide in each case
only owe primitive pair? Or did He create each race at once in
larger groups? And if the latter, were all the animals of the
same class perfectly alike as regards size and color? Or did (iod
create directly the different races of the honey bee'' When we
reflect that no mortal eve witnessed the -rand ftel of creation and
further consider that no reply can be deduced from any known laws
of nature, they may be regarded as highly presumptuous But
the arrogance apparently involved in them vanish,-*, .,

t
,„„.,.' when

I state that I have not deduced the reply from m\ own menfd cog-
itations, but from facts with which I became "an minted' when
crossing the common bla<k bee with the !•'

'

vntcn,'' \iv'',l,<,n-,-

bee.
. portion



dawn of history, and these I denominate original or primary races.

In the course of time others arose from the crossing or intermix-

ture of the primary races and these I call derivative or sevondanj

races, or varieties. The black bee and the Egyptian I regard as

primary races. The Italians, Crecropians, Syrians. Chinese, etc..

etc.—"Who can count the peoples? who name their names?" all

these are nothing more than the hybridous product* springing from

the two original races— mere derivative or secondary races. 1

venture to say that if all these mixed products be entirely removed.

leaving me only the pure black bee and the pure Egyptian. I could

speedily reproduce any desired secondary race, by crossing those

two primaries. Possibly, the strikingly black honeybee of Mad-

agascar may yet prove to be another primary race.

3. Crossing the Italian bee and the Egyptian. - -What has hith-

erto been said is of subordinate importance, so far as regards the

production of an improved breed, because it refers only to the

color or markings which it may be thought desirable to give to the

improved breed. But of higher and more practical importance is

the solution of the questions. Is the constitutional temperann nt

of one race transmissible to another ? And if so, is this to be

effected by means of the queen or drone ? Or, again, do the con-

stitutional properties of the two races or varieties become so com-

mingled or melted into each other by the cross, that new and

special constitutional properties are the result? In breeding we

have hitherto relied mainly on the queen. We said— "this is a

choice, populous colony with a line pr. .litic queen, therefore we must

use some of its blood for raising queens." But I do not believe

that, in the endeavor to procure an improved breed, it is sufficient to

have regard only for the qualities of the queen. According to my
observations, those of the drone, too, must be taken into account.

In order to accumulate facts, it became necessary to cross the

Italian bee with the Egyptian, because these two are the exact coun-

terparts of each other, as regards iteristics —
the Egyptians having a fiery temperament, while the Italian is of

a placid and gentle disposition. The first inquiry was :— Does

the temperament reside in the seminal filament, or in the egg?

In other words, is the seminal filament the germ of the young bee,

or is the egg?

When first the seminal filaments were discovered in the genera-

tive fluid, it was thought that each was the incipient germ of a



nascent creature ; and that the young animal is nothing more than

a fully developed seminal filament. Accordingly, it was assumed

that the egg only contained the requisite nutriment for the suste-

nance and development of the seminal filament. Now, if this

were in reality the germ of the nascent creature, the constitutional

properties must be inherent in the drone. But every bee breeder

is aware of the fact that an unimpregnated queen lays eggs which

produce drones exclusively ; and he further knows that worker bees

occasionally lay eggs from which living creatures are developed,

and that these are invariably drones. From these facts it is evi-

dent that the egg contains the germ of the young bee. Let us now

inquire what observation and experiment further teach. I crossed

pure Egyptian queens with Italian drones. In the hybrid progeny,

the constitutional properties— the temperament— of the Egyp-

tian seemed completely obliterated, as it were, and those of the

Italian substituted. I next crossed the Italian queens with Egyp-

tian drones, and the progeny displayed the Egyptian chiirneteris-

tics wh-.lly. Hence, it was manifest that the temperament of the

bee resides in the seminal filament. Accordingly, in our endeavors

to provide an improved breed, our attention must he preeminently

directed to the drones by which the selected queen is to he ferti-

lized. We come now to the question whether drones possess di-

versities of temperament ; but the elucidation of this brunch of

our topic would occupy too much time at present. I may per-

haps have occasion hereafter to discuss it.

Some may dissent from the views I have here expressed, but we
cannot disagree in our object, namely, by steadfast endeavor and

close scrutiny to attain to the knowledge of the truth which the

Omniscient has embodied in that very diminutive member of ani-

mated nature, the Honey Bee.

HABITS OF THE PRAIRIE DOG.

October 26th, 1869, I received two Prairie Dogs, which
been forwarded from Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory. They 1

about the same size, each measuring thirteen inches in length,
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tail being three and an eighth inches long. For want of a better

place they were kept until spring in one of the large rooms of the

university building, where a box was assigned for their especial

use, with full permission to run about as they chose, provided

tiny remained on their good behavior. Hardly had they heen

placed iii their new (| uarters when they began to make a foraging

expedition about the room, and discovering several boxes of

choice mineralogical specimens wrapped in soft paper, pronounced

the latter article confiscated, and proceeded to appropriate it to

their own use. Seizing the paper with their teeth they would

soon strip the specimen, and sitting on their hind legs, and u-inir

their paws as hands, would cram their mouth and cheek pouches

with the plunder— the long ends protruding— and then with a

peculiar ambling gait cross the room, and, having deposited their

load under a case of apparatus, quickly return for more. This

was continued for several days, till they had gathered an immense

quantity of warm material composed of every scrap of wood or

paper that could be obtained. Not satisfied with this wholesale

_. they commenced an indiscriminate gnawing of table

legs, cabinet cases, boxes, etc., in fact everything upon which they

could exercise their sharp incisors except. the stove, which I

noticed they carefully avoided after once trying their skill upon it.

So troublesome did they at length become, that they were confined

to their box, and only occasionally permitted to run at large

under a watchful eye. At such times they would amble about the

room, occasionally stopping and whisking their tail in a most

Housing manner. At the slightest noise they would raise them-

selves upon their hind legs, with their fore legs hanging down in

front, and writ look in all directions,

endeavor to discover the cause of the disturbance. They soon

became very tame, COi i eating from my hand,

though they would sometime- give strangers who were too familiar,

a pretty sharp nip. Their food consisted of the blade, stock, and

grain of corn, the blades and roots of grass, cabbage leaves,

celery tops, apples, nuts, etc. Of peanuts they were very fond,

but of nuts with a hard shell they seemed to have no conception

whatever. Taking them in their paws, they would try their teeth

upon them, and then let them &ro\ ; in this re-

spect acting very differently from their near relatives, the squirrels.

When the nuts were cracked, however, they seemed to enjoy them

as a great luxury. Their peculiar, short, quick and sharp voice



was often exercised for the amusement of my friends. At a

peculiar chirrup of mine, they would quickly assume an erect post-

ure, their fore paws hanging in front, their heads raised as high as

possible, and with mouth turned upwards, give forth a sound so

nearly resembling the yelp of a domestic puppy, as to confer on

these peculiar animals, the familiar, though by no means appropri-

ate, name of Prairie Dogs. At each cry they jerked their tails, as

if it cost them an effort to speak so loud. They were very affec-

tionate, seldom quarrelling, and often standing with their fore paws

on each other's shoulders, rubbing their noses together. I once

discovered that one of them had crawled through a small hole,

and was wandering about between the laths and outside of the

building. As often as I called, it would answer, and at length

discovering that it had found its way to the ceiling, I removed a

board from the floor of the room above and releasing it. returned

it to its companion. The demonstrations of affection which f'ol-

The next day the other one had not been released ten minutes,

when it too passed through the same hole and probably following

the track of its predecessor, was finally removed from the same

opening. On being returned to its quarters, demonstrations were

indulged in, similar to those of the, preceding day. During the

greater part of December, January and February, they lay in a

dormant state, although then- was usually a lire in the room six-

days in each week. They were generally found occupying the

centre of their paper heap, coiled up in such a wav as to resemble

two small parcels of fur. Their temperature was bo much reduced

that they seemed cold to the touch, and often provoked the remark

from strangers " They are dead, stone dead." They never opened

their eyes, and showed by their actions that they desired nothing so

much as to be let alone. Towards the close of February they

began to exhibit signs of returning life, occasionally leaving their

box, to which, however, they would soon return. Farlv in the

spring I took them to my home a few miles from the city, nnd

placed them in a large pen where they had abundant opportunity

of enjoying their well known digir'uur propensities. Having se-

lected a corner they commenced their labors and were soon old of

sight. In a few days they had raised a mound around the en-

trance one foot and a half in height and two feet in diameter.

Their under-ground work, however, seemed never completed, for

they were constantly throwing dirt from the hole. In digging!



they used their fore feet, throwing the dirt some distance to the

rear with their hind feet. Sometimes they turned around and

pushed the dirt before them with their paws. They had a singu-

lar habit of using their noses as miniature battering-rams, and

were constantly hunting the earth about their pen in tins manner.

They spent much of their time— sometimes one. and sometimes

both— sitting erect on their mound with their paws hanging down

in front, apparently taking a survey of their narrow quarters. At

the slightest noise, they would dart into their hole shaking then-

little tails in a most comical and derisive manner. Hardly had

they disappeared, however, when their heads would stealthily reap-

pear with a gaze of curiosity and impertinence. Though ap-

parently so timid, they sometimes exhibited an adventurous spirit,

as shown by their frequent climbs to the roof of the adjoining

eoal-shed. while their hasty and awkward scrambling to get down

was sometimes amusing to behold. Wishing to examine their

under-" round habitation. I commenced November 24th, to dig

them out. As their burrow passed under the coal shed, its depth

as probably modified by this c

i great as I at first supposed.

In the above sketch, ABC represents the outline of that cor-

ner of the pen in which their hole was commenced, and C BD
the sides of the coal-shed under which they burrowed. The

passages were about three and a half inches in diameter, and

nearly round, being slightly flattened from above, downward.



Their depth is indicated in inches by the figures in the cut, the

measurements being taken from the top of the passage to the

surface of the ground. E shows the position of a side excava-

tion, spherical in shape, and twelve inches in diameter, which,

when opened, was found filled with dried grass, corn fodder, etc.

F was also spherical, nine inches in diameter, and empty. H
was a blind passage, or cul de sac, three feet in length, packed

solid with grass and little masses of dirt, the object doubtless

being to keep moist the winter's supply of food ; the packing

being accomplished by the bunting process already described.

The burrow passed under E as indicated by the dotted lines, and

F .

g 8
as shown by the section in the margin,

where a represents the surface of the

ground, b one side of the granary E, and

c the passage way beneath. The distance

from a to b was eight inches, the width of

b at this point six inches, and the distance

from b to c four inches. The total length

of under-ground excavation was about

twenty-five feet. The question is often

asked, does the Prairie Dog require any

water? The gentleman who brought mine on, said he had had

them two months, during which time he had given them nothing

to drink. I received them October 26th, 1869, and from that

time to the 1st of May, 1870, I am sure they drank nothing.

March 11th and April 3d, I placed a dish of water before them.

Each time they merely smelt of it, and turned away without

drinking a drop. From the 1st of May to the last of Novem-

ber, they occupied their summer quarters, and though always

rejecting the water placed before them, they may have received

an abundant supply from the falling rain, the dew, and the

moist earth. During the month of December, 1*70. one of them

drank four times, viz., on the 7th. half an ounce; the '.Oh, two

ounces; the 14th, one and a half ounces ; the 20th, one and a halt

ounces, and on the 22d, commenced its winter nap.

It is often recorded in the hooks, that the Prairie Dog, owl and

rattlesnake live lovingly together in the same hole. I have seen

and in some cases, on the s:im<> mound. I.nt never saw a snake in



yet to find one who will acknowledge his belief in this singular

phenomenon. In a region of country, where snakes are so abun-

dant as in some parts of the West, it would be very strange if

they were not occasionally found in " dogtowns " as well as else-

where. In the room in which my dogs were confined, was a cage

ntaining two full-grown, living rattlesnakes. This gave me an

cellent opportunity for testing the friendship of these animals

another, but my cautious skepticism exceeded my curiosity,

7 little friends did not, this time at least, fall victims to

ic experiments.

THE FLIGHT OF BIRDS AND INSECTS.

The few last numbers of the French " Revue des Cours Scien-

tifiques" (Nos. 36, 38, 40, 1870), which has been suspended since

the siege of Paris, contain the reports of a course of lectures

by M. Marey on this interesting subject. The distinguished lec-

turer has brought to bear on this difficult theme rare experimental

and mechanical tastes, added to a nicety of manipulation charac-

teristic of his countrymen.

Who of us, as remarked to the translator by an eminent orni-

thologist, can even now explain the long sustained, peculiar flight

of the hawk, or turkey buzzard, as it sails in the air without

changing the position of its wings? and, we would add, the some-

what similar flight of a butterfly? It is the poetry of motion, and

a marvellous exhibition of grace and ease, combined with a won-

derful underlying strength and lightness of the parts concerned in

flight,

Before we give a partial account of the results obtained by the

delicate experiments of Professor Marey, our readers should be

reminded of the great differences between an insect and a bird, re-

membering that the former is, in brief, a chitinous sac, so to speak,

or rather a series of three such spherical or elliptical sacs (the

head, thorax and abdomen) ; the outer walls of the body forming

a solid but light crust, to which are attached broad, membranous

wings, the wing being a sort of membranous bag stretched over a

framework of hollow tubes, so disposed as to give the greatest



lightness and strength to the wing. The wings are moved by pow-

erful muscles of flight, filling up the cavity of the thorax, just as

the muscles are largest about the thorax of a bird. Moreover in

the body of insects that fly (such as the bee, cock-chafer and dragon

fly), as distinguished from those that creep exclusively, the air

tubes (trachea') which ramify into every part of the body, are di-

lated here and there, especially in the base of the abdomen, into

large sacs, which are filled with air, when the insect is about to

take flight, so that the specific gravity of the body is greatly di-

minished. Indeed, these air sacs, dilatable at will by the insect,

may be compared to the swimming bladder of fishes, which enables

them to rise and fall at will to different levels in the sea, thus

effecting an immense saving of the labor of swimming. In the

birds, as everybody knows who has eaten a chicken, or attended

the dissection of a Thanksgiving turkey, the soft parts are exter-

nal, attached to the bony framework comprising the skeleton, the

wing bones being directly connected with the central back hone:

so that while these two sorts of animated machines are so differ-

ent in structure, they yet act in much the same manner when on

the wing. The differences are clearly stated by .Many, some of

whose conclusions we now give almost word for word.

The flight of butterflies and moths differs from that of a bird.

in the almost vertical direction of the stroke of their wings, and

9
in their faculty of sailing in the air without

making any movements ; though sometimes in

the course they pursue, they seem to resemble

birds in their flight.

The flight of insects and birds differs in the

form of the trajectory of the wing in space; in

the inclination of the plane in winch the wings

beat; in the role of each of the two alternating

with a brilliant array of colors,

figure, that each wing writes in

figure of eight (Fig. 0), first «

Pettigrew of Edinburgh.

By an ingenious machine sp,



Marey found that a bird's wing moves in an ellipse, with a point. -.1

summit ( Fig. 10). The insect beats the air in a distinctly horizon-

tal plane, but the bird in a vertical plane. The wing of an insect

is impervious to the air; while the bird's wing
Pif ,. ,..,_

resists the air only on its under side,

there are two sorts of effects ; in the inse

I
ates at that time all the motive force that will be dUpen*ed .hiring

the entire revolution of the wing. This difference is due to the

difference in form of the wing. The difference between the two

forms of flight is shown by an inspection of the two accompanying

figures (11, 12). An insect's wing is small at the base and broad

at the end. This breadth would be useless near the body, because

at this point the wing does not move swiftly enough to strike the

air effectively. The type of the insectean wing is destined, then,

simply to strike the air. But in the bird the wing plays also

under side, when tl

bird is projected ra

idly onward by its a

quired swiftness. In

these conditions the

whole animal is carried onward in space; all the points of its

wing have the same velocity (ritesse). The neighboring regions

of the body are useful to press upon the air which acts as on a

paper kite (cerf-volant) . The base of the wing also in the bird, is

broad and provided with feathers, which form a broad surface on
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which the air presses with a force and method i

supporting the bird. Fig. 13 gives an idea of this disposition of

the wing at the active and passive time in a bird.

The inner half of the wing is the passive part of the organ,

while the external half, that which strikes the air, is the active

part, A fly's wing

makes 330 revolutions

in a second, executing

consequently G60 sim-

ple oscillations ; it

ought at each time to

impress a lateral devi-

ation of the body of

the insect, and destroy

the velocity that the preceding oscillat

trary direction. So that by this hypotl

only utilizes fifty to one hundred [tarts

ance that the air furnishes it.

In the bird, at the moment of lowci

plane which strikes the air in decompos

a vertical component which resists the

and a horizontal component which ini]

zontal component is not lost, but is uti]

wing, as in a paper kite when held ii

Thus the bird utilizes seventy-five c

of the resistance that the air furnish*

iligl.t

birds, is, therefore, theoretically superic

to the division of the muscular force bet

air and the mass of the body of the 1, it-

exertion made in walking on sand, for e

walking on marble. This is easy to mei



5 tail to propel itself forwan I. it performs a double

onsists in pushing backwards a certain mass of

rhe bird is

Kion of the

1 third lec-

uid delicate

The Geology and Physical Geography of BnAziL.*-ln

„-U,unn-- after some of the most notable of the world's travellers

who have visited Brazil, little enough would seem to be left for

another explorer in the same field. By steadily pursuing, however.

for the most part one line of study, though a most cone

one our author as a geologist has brought together in this read-

able book a simple, clear, philosophic account of Brazilian geology

in its widest sense, which, while doing justice to the preceding

writer- contains a vast deal of novel information and does de-

( „i, ,1 credit to American geographical and geological science.

Our really ffood. carefully prepared books of travel can be

counted on the finders' ends. This new candidate for favor may

well be included among the select few. In Humboldt's famous

" Travels" and » Views of Nature " we have the results of years of

travel by a natural philosopher; in Bates-



tives we receive tin- impressions of single-minded zoologists as to

the natural scenery, the customs of the people, the habiN and

itrange ways of beasts, birds and insects ; the works of Ilerndon,

Gibbon, and Orton, are contributions to the geography of the

Amazon valley ;
and in Fletcher and Kidder, and Burton, we see

the human aspect of Brazilian life. To fill up these sketches,

more or less lV:i
:

jciiu-ut:u-y ixml random, we need a faithful study

1 iv a master with tin- ; scrupulous care.

cal geology of the Brazilian Ande-

Amazon. The author confines his sti

'hy of the coast province

Pernambuco. Meanwhile, he gives th

written on the geology of the whole en

ually and naturally enough expand*-.

I

subject. As a necessary part of the

the marine fauna of the shores betwe
quite fully investigated, and the ani

in the hands of experts for identificat

erable extent wen; discovered nhdwa



of Asia and Australia, where two e

and yet are most strangely opposed.

For instance, Professor Ilartt, sce<

Stony Hunt, finds that the t i 1 men

logiea 1 history of Brazil. theTr
agree i reeisely in pin•sical (

stones of the Connecticut valle;

speeieia of Ammonites co nsider

with Texaii forms, which . flour

i

Rocky

Peru.

Moi

Texas alike, b

.nd liv

lays and sands are less like

;ards their fossils, the types 1

he present tropical life of lira

The close analouv to the :

differ, and most of them dissent from such a start

often gold bearing, which are spread over the v

from Rio to Pernambuco, and " in the valley o

westward to the confines of Peru." Geologists \

ally credit the truth of the theory of the glacial 01
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sheet of clay and sand, when the rocks beneath are found to be

grooved and polished, when the coast clays are found to contain

glacial, arctic shells, and the transported boulders described by

the authors are more numerous and unmistakably of ice origin.

But the grand objection to the theory of the former existence of

a continental glacier in tropical America, is the unbroken conti-

nuity of tropical life since the close of the Tertiary period. While

the coral reefs of Florida were slowly rising above the waves of a

heated, equatorial sea, the waters of New York bay, and Massa-

chusetts bay were the home of the walrus, the great auk, and the

arctic sc:ds. and the ocean depths were peopled with a truly arctic

assemblage of animals and plants. At Charleston, however, the

seas, as indicated by the fossils of the post-tertiary period, were

not much colder than now. and the Hondinn fauna was as tropical

as now. Meanwhile in I'.razil nourished giant sloths, and other

quadrupeds, which roamed over the Pampas, while their ally, the

prairies. It would be difficult for us to imagine that the valley of

the Amazon differed so greatly in its climate at that time, and not

leave behind the usual marks (at least more than Agassiz and

Hartt here indicate) of an ice period. The deposit of Tertian-

shells at Pebas, about two thousand miles from the mouth of the

in Professor Agassiz's Amazonian •' drift," must etfectually settle

the question of the Amazonian beds at least. Then.' may have

been local glaciers on the Organ mountains about Rio.

An interesting sketch of the Botoeudos, a verv degraded In-

dian tribe, without a belief in a supreme God, is appended to Mr.

Haiti's narrative, of which we would not take leave without refer-

ring to its value to the colonist and capitalist, from its full

accounts of gold and diamond mines, and other natural produc-

tions. The Brazilians will remain under laMin- obligation to the

author, who has given them a most compact and accurate account

of the geology and mineral wealth of their ma"uilieeul country.

Since its publication, Professor llartt has led a new expedition to

Brazil, accompanied by a huge corps of assistants to make fresh

explorations about the mouth of the Amazon The I-'mperor of

Brazil, who has already done so much tow-mis develonim-- the



paper on the "Eared Seals

the January number of the ]

this accomplished zoologist

on a few points we still sm

had, in the present article, f

portant errors. lie quite se

characters alleged to be dist

claimed for them.

First, in regard to the pelage. The Oulophocinae were cl

etneretts ai bb under fur,

that thc>e animals nre pursued for their fur, ^

cle of high commercial value. 5 The remark



has never yet been confirmed, si. far at least as I have bt

to ascertain. Since such a fact, however, would be con'

analogy, to say the least, the accuracy of this observatio:

to require confirmation. While in 'the hair seals the

logue of the under fur of the fur seals may be considered

in the short, stiff, crisp under hairs,— which are bo few

of Eviuj'Jjrpiit*. and appnrentlv also in (>tnrl<i and Z"/o

they do not accord at all in their nature with the line, sof

dant. silky under fur of the fur seals. The under fur of

graded to absolute nullity."

"more slender" than the ha

— Enuu-itopias and Ca/lorhi,,

of the other species. Not 01

parison to their length in Ca
limbs are also slenderer and
the body. In the comparisc
his review, of the form of E,



But the idea of detenninin:

ni:ils by the number of tim<

in the total length of the b

me, since slenclerm'ss and

is well known, the head as

will doubtless at 0ZTC6 COllT

•••form more Blender' of

is relatively very much longer.

Having said this much in regard i

the species to which they
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other way will their true character be more likely to In- eventually

made evident; for those authors who have recognized them as

valid will be likely to reinvestigate the subject before submitting

to their being dropped from our systems. All zoologist*. I think,

will admit that the tendency is to a multiplication of nominal

species; and all likewise know how dillicull it is to .-radicate a

nominal species from our systems. Probably few naturalists now

doubt that many currently received species rest solely <>n char-

such species as are unipie-tioiiably of this character in the hope that

through some fortunate circumstance they may be some day proved

valid. It seems to me impossible, in fact, that any one who has

compared a large number of specimens of any well known species

with each other, can resist the conviction that, as the number of

specimens in our museum- increases, the number ,,f species will

few really new ones may be discovered. I have myself found that

the more common species of both the birds and man,:

em North America—of which I have examined, in many instances,

hundred- of specimen- of each— vary in size, and even in propor-

tions, in specimens from the same locality and of the sex,



the oared seals proposed by this author in his ahovo-eitod paper,

separation of Zahrphw from its nearest allies, and in regard to its

, of EnrmHnpiaa StrllerL

laracters" of the genera CaUorhinus, Ardoa

are reflected the low ridges indicating the limits



C<tH»Minus rises at fi

sagittal suture, begin

uniting first ii.^.-riorl

posed of two closely i

male skulls of Zalophu





lu-t'<>iv pupation. ;i1 loast (lanin couM never fiml nnv Pint ygnster

The eggs of Platygaster taken from the ovary of :i female two

Or three (lavs jitter leaving the |.ui>:k are l«»nir. <>v;il. with :i long

served in the Sh

flies (Limnobia,

The earliest si



germ. Fig. 16 B, g, shows the yolk or germ just forming .

the nuclei (a) ; and b, the peripheral rolls of the blastoderm si,

"amnion." Fig. 16 C show-, the yolk transformed into the ei

(</). with the outer layer of blastodermic cells (b). The h,

the germ is infolded, so that the embryo appears bent on

Fig. 16 D shows the embryo much farther advanced, with tl

pairs of lobes (md. rudimentary mandiUos ;
d. rudimentary p:i

Development of Egg-parasite Platygaster.

(st). Fig. 17 O, mouth; at, rudimentary antennae; md. mandi-

bles ; d, tongue-like appendages ; st, anal stylets ; the subject of

this figure is of a different species from the insect previously fig-

ured, which, however, it closely resembles) shows the first larva

Stage after leaving the egg. This strange form, the author re-

marks, would scarcely be thought an insect, were not Lte origin

and farther development known, but rather a parasitic Opepodoiis

crustacean, whence he calls this the Cyclops-Uke stage. In this

condition it clings to the inside of its host by means oi

like jaws (mil) /moving about like a Cestodes embryo with its



but little assistance in

cnouuli. the nervous, v

its place. Singularly

n7\mm





the third and fully developed l:irv;il I'm

of abdominal tubercles destined to fora

the legs
; /&, portion of the fatty body

strange fon

direetlv hit

ms. From the non

o the pupa state.

The last egg-parasite notice

opment resembles that of Plr

eggs of G >rris, the Water B
egg; AC, and D, the first sta

tenor divi> onofthebo.lv) h.

ties on eac iside. (/ireprese



with cilia', rivalling tin' larva of Teleas (Fig. />'. C). while in Un-

true leeches (Hirudo) the primitive band is not developed until

after the}' have passed through a provisional larval stage.

This complicated metamorphosis of the egg-parasites, Gania

also compares to the so-called ••hvper-metaniorphosis" of certain

insects (Meloe, Sitaris, and the Stylopidae) made known by Sie-

l.old. N»-\\p..i-i and I'a'i)i»'. and he considers it to be of the same

IK- ; so. in closing, compares such early larval forms as those

i Figs. 17 and 19 to the free swimming Copepoda. Finally,

a few words on the theory of evolution, and remarks
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"there is no doubt that, if a solution of the questions arising

concerning the genealogical relations of different animals among

Micm»el\es is jh,- ihte. c-.»ius >mi at is e embryo!. >g\ will at ford the first

and truest principles." He modestly suggests that the facts pre-

sented in his paper will widen our views on the genetic relatiow

of the insects to other animals, and refers to the opinion first ex-

pressed by Fritz Miiller (Fur Darwin, p. 91), and endorsed by

Haeckel in his "Generelle Morphologie," that we must seek for the

ancestors of insects and Arachnida in the Zoea form of Crustacea.

He cautiously remarks, however, that " the embryos and larvae ob-

served by me in the egg-parasites, open up a new and wide field

for a whole series of such considerations; but 1 will suppress

them, since I am firmly convinced that a theorv which I build up

to-day, can easily be destroyed with some few facts which I learn

to-morrow. Since comparative embryology as a science does not

yet exist, so do I think that all genetic theories are too premature.

and without a strong scientific foundation."

The reviewer is perhaps less cautious, bul lie cannoi refrain from

of Ganin. In the first place, these fads bear strongly on Cope

and Hyatt's theory of evolution by ••acceleration and retardation."

In the history of these early larval stages we sec a remarkable ac-

celeration, or hurrying up, of the embryo. A simple sac of unor-

ganized cells, with a half-made intestine, so to speak, is hatched.

and made to do the duty of an ordinary, quite highly organized

larva. Even the formation of the "primitive band," usually the

first indication of the organization of the germ, is postponed
to a comparatively late period in larval life.

°
The different ana-

tomical systems, the heart, with its vessels, the nervous system.

and the respiratory system (trachea;), appear at longer or shorter

intervals, while in one genus, the trachea' are not developed at all.

Thus some portions of the animal are accelerated in their develop-
ment more than others, while others are retarded, and in others

still certain organs are not developed at all Meanwhile all live

in a fluid medium, with much the same habit- and .nrroiuided

with quite similar physical conditions.

The highest degree of acceleration is seen in the reproductive
organs of the Cecidomyian larva of Mia. tor which produces a

summer brood of young. .-ilnc. ;m d wide), live fre > in the body "f

the child-parent
; and in the pupa of ('hj r , mmm ul i,h has been



lays eggs m the

ie virgin repro-

i of generations

adult qiurii bee. are -imply animaN in different degrees of organi-

zation, and with reproduetive systems differing not in quality, but

in the greater or less rapidity of their development as compared

almost be said to. pass through a hyper-nietamori

While Fritz Muller and Dohrn have considei

having descended from the Crustacea (some prin
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and Dohrn has adduced the supposed zoea-form larva of these egg-

parasites as a proof, we cannot hut think in a subject so purely

speculative as the ancestry of animals, that the tacts hrought out

hv Ganin tend to confirm the reviewer's theory, expressed in the

last number of this journal, that the ancestry of all the insects

(including the Arachnids ami Myriapods) should he traced directly

) the worms. The development of the degraded, aherrant arach-

nidan Pentastomuni accords. important respects,

of the intestinal worms. The Leptus-form larva of .lulu

strange embryologieal development, in some respects so like that

of some worms, points in that direction, as certainly as does the

embryologieal development of the egg-parasite < )phioneurus. The
Nauplius form of the embryo or larva of all Crustacea, also points

back to the worms as their ancestors, the divergence having per-

haps originated in the Rotatoria. In these similar modes of devel-

opment between the worms and the Crustacea on the one hand,

and the worms and insects on the other, have we not a strong

genetic bond uniting these three groat classes into one -rand siih-

kingdom; and can we not in imagination perceive the successive

stepsby which the Creator, art i i

i

U through the secondary laws of

evolution, has built up the great articulate division of the animal
kingdom?— A. S. P.

NATURAL HISTORY MISCELLANY.

— Professor McXah of Ci

published an important
The plant experimented o

laurel (Prunus lauron-rus,

ity of ascent, lithium ci,,-,

detected by means of the

results under the follow in



leaves when immersed in it. The mean of sev

gave 4.37 per cent, in one and one-half hours,

aqueous vapor absorbed by leaves in a seclu

cent. The bad weather, and the lateness of the se

the experiments before several points of interes

determined.— A. W. B.



Male Flowers on the Ear of Indian Corn.— In the April

number of the American Naturalist, we expressed a desire to see

specimens with a part of the ear male, that being so very much

mrcr than the case of the nude panicle bearing female flowers

and fruit, which, indeed, is common enough. Our correspondent.

Dr. Henry Shimer, of Mt. Carmel, 111., has sent us a specimen,

accompanied by a long communication, touching upon hypotheti-

cal matters which we do not care now to discuss. \\ e will only

remark that the instance is not the one we had in view in asking.

We wanted to see male flowers on the ear, that is, male flowers in

the place of female ones, or else hermaphrodite Bowers. Bot Dr.

heated by hot water pipes co

carefully concealed. The set

May last, and the first flowe



largest h:\nllv excccd-

is notth.-i , any marine animal at

all seasons of the year, can hope to accomplish anything more than

the most fragmentary work. The time of spawning of many of



and several seasons are frequently wasted in finding out this point

alone. The difficulties are greatly increased when the workers live

at some distance from the coast, and instead of the shirs the writer

seems to cast upon the work which has been so well done as far

as it is intended to go (see paper to be issued in Memoirs Boston

Soc. Nat. Hist. 1871), he might have spent some of his ingenuity

in looking over the long list of marine animals, known to live on

the coast of Great Britain, of which the development is unknown

he could to fill the gaps. We might suggest to the reviewer the

Spatangoids, the Ctenophorae, the eggs of which can he more

readily supplied to him than thereof hamulus, from the Knglish

science will be astonished to hea:

development epitomizing p:d;eo

learn that A. Dohrn and E. Van
the " speculations on the phyl

writer seems to have but a pai

done in Germany and Russia,

Zeitschrift for further informatic

The Pigeon Hawk.— In the

nal, Vol. iv, page 439, Mr. W
ments upon Mr. Samuel's staten

the Pigeon Hawk, and knows o

ever been found in New Eno-la

uel could not have inquired r

Stearns, has found no less tha

Amherst. Unfortunately for

nately as enabling one to test



strating at once that tho hawk- referred to by Mr. Stearns were

the latter birds. which are not uncommon in that part of the State.

I deem it of sufficient importance that an error in bird history so

described by the author at considerable length, and

j good figures. The eggs are developed in the same

the spring and in the autumn, although in the one

as they present no difference in their structure, the



author regards them all as eggs, and rejects the distinction int<

ova and pseudova. He seems inclined to adopt the notion thai

the supposed cases of Parthenogenesis may be due to self-fecun

dation.— The Academy.

GEOLOGY.

icovery by Charles M. Wl
ve in 'the auroral limestom

Postpliocene Mammalia.

celebrated skeleton of the Man
in such a remarkable state of

Petersburg contains a gallery

the Eh-jJuis primir/puias, inch

skeletons. The most perfect

probably one in the Museum i

and recently put together by
the Museum. An almost entir



Fossil Meteorite.—A new met(;orite has just been d iseovcred

in the Miocene deposits of Greenl

It has been offered, we understand.

Museum for the sum of 240/. This

and, and brought to

,e British

of a truly fossil meteorite having l><B6D met with. - The Academy.

ANTHROPOLOGY.

Did Man Exist in the Tkktiaky Agk?-— Tl

dueed by M. Bourgeois of the discovery of flint flal

in the Miocene strata of Thenay, along with

ground where thev are very abundant. While M. Ilamy acknowl-

rd-v. this to be the case, he does not see its full bearing on the

value of the testimony. The implements are probably of a Qua-

ternary, or even of post-quaternary age. and certainly cannot be

considered decisive of the sojourn of man in Europe during the

Miocene epoch, although the climate at the time was almost tropi-

cal, and the conditions of life easy. Nor can the evidence of the

grooved bones of Halithere, found by M. Delaunay at Puance in

Maine-et-Loire, be accepted, because it cannot be proved that the

grooves may not have been caused by some other agency than

that of man. The proof of the existence of man in Europe

during the Pliocene epoch derived from the striae in the fossil

bones found at Saint Prest, and in the valley of the Arno, accepted

by U. Hamv. is equally unsatisfactory. The flint -arrow-head"

and other rude fragments said to have been obtained at the

former place from the same horizon as the bones of Elephas

meridionalis, by M. Burgeois, the stout champion of Miocene man.

do not afford the precise and exact testimony which is demanded

for the establishment of the case.

The presence, indeed, of man in Europe in the Miocene and

Pliocene epoch is as yet non-proven, and we must be content to

await future discoveries. The results of the labors of archa-olo-

cdsts and geologists throughout Europe during the last ten \ear>

I „ ,„ , „ i Iumii ol man further back than the river
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gravels of the Somme, and the epoch of the caves, both of which
are post-glacial or post-pliocene, or quaternary, in other words,
posterior to the great submergence and refrigeration of Northern
Europe, through which many of the Pliocene mammalia were
destroyed.—W. Boyd Dawkins, in Nature.

Murxn.XEAR PRINCETOX,lLL
the kindness of P. D. Winship, Esq., I
and a half miles south-east of Princetoi

several small mounds, one or two of wh
ers had previously opened. These moi
situated along an old terrace, which i<

-In. 1870, through

showed, however, that in this mound

10 tnose found in ordinary Indian burhl
About forty or fifty fv«, t from l(

'V

skeletons and axc-Iik,. inihlemc
was made, from wind, Mr. Wlnahin and



22). This piece

It is comparative

larly wrinkled 01

being intended ft

pottery there art

ranee on the outside, just where eacl

the instrument been forced through.

appears as if worn off, and thus an

one side to the other ; the opening- on

small, as seen by the figure.* Two
jasper, and the other of coarse jasper

About fifty rods further down the si

the tr ck 1 i t \ 1 in. being indicated by a well :

pression. That this is no modern affair is shown by tl

a large oak which is standing right in the middle ol' tin

which of course shows us that the tree of which it is i

from an a< 'here since the track c

used .— Sanborn T i : x x i; v . II 7// u <m s College.

Professor Ao \-mz recently addressed the Massachusetts Legis-

lative Committee on Public Kdueation. on the- present needs and

future prospects of the Museum of Comparative Zoology. lie

-rated that the annual income amounts to a little over §10,000.

This was insufficient to pay the salaries of the corps of twenty-six

assistants, and individ i <\ the institution !>\

gifts of from $1500, to $6000. The total amounts of these con-

tributions, including grants, was $473,000. Its immediate neces-
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sity, though no criterion for the future, is $50,000, for the ar-

rangement of specimens alone
; $25,000 will be needed for other

purposes.

The state of Massachusetts has been generous to Professor
Agassiz, as Director of what we may safely say, is, on the whole
the best conducted, and in many respects most liberal museum in

the world. The time is ripe for the immediate development of a
museum, that shall in all its appointments be a model for all

others, and we trust the liberal minded citizens of a state which
owes so much to science for its wealth and the development of its

intellect, will not let this golden opportunity pass.
Millions have been voted for developing the material resources

o le state, hhall not a museum, which has already done so
much m elevating the standard of scientific learning in our
I'ountry, have its thousands? From motives of simple economy
in money, and as one of the preventives against ignorance, and
mine, the result of inherited ignorance, we would as editors of a
scientific journal heartily urge liberal legislation to foster science
:nid education. It is by the endowment of the higher institutions
"l learning, and our museums and laboratories, that popular edu-
cation will be hereafter best advanced in our country.

(apt. C. II. Hall has his vessel on the stocks at Washington in
u tor her work among the ice, and is carefully select-

in- ic pmper persons to assist in his expedition. The scientific
assistants have not yet been definitely settled upon.

*Jf*

Y* bad 11 "luiries a°out " a work on Ferns, by Miss Paine,"
" <'» \

.

or soon to be, published. Can any of our readers give
osinformation about it?

I'l"' Indian Government have resolved to institute a general
- aorrey of the whole of India. Maj. Gen. Cunning-

rted Surveyor-General. He is, according to

only one th^ST "^ ^^ ^^ Recorcl
> Perhaps theoim one thoroughly competent for the post.

wLT wnber

,

of

f

he animals at the '"** *• "«<*« ^
;

ttU 'Uatlon have been sold and slaughtered for food.

• IT , ?x
°n the TeXaS Cattle tlisease prepared bv the A«-

i 'crtartment, is hist ™,f +n *. .
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5
me A&

uTh ir ,T ' 18
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Printed

'
not Published."The History of Zoology," bv Victor fWn« , »
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The mining volume of the reports on the survey of the P'tl.

urallel. by Messrs. Clarence Kin- ami I. T. Gardner, ifl iu pT6M

i,l will l.o the most thorough ami valuable work on tin- mint's of

iv.'ions mt'tals ever published in America. The report of the

nitholo-ist. Mr. Robert Ridgewav. is already completed in i

School : Prof. Xt'ueombe of Cornell University, general i

Prof. Ward. University of Rochester, assistant geologist
:

Hon.

George Geddes. ex-President of New York State Agricultural

Society, and State Engineer, in the agricultural interest.

The Calif.

.

: sympathy from the President and others in his work,

iherman has been appointed one of the Regents of the

. f Qen. I Math-id. resigned.
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THE SPRING FLOWERS OF COLORADO.

It is the tenth of April. and althmi-li tin- skies are elenr. ana

the sun's rays warm enough for early June, yet the Colorado land-

scape shows no indications of spring. The mountain range

which fills the western horizon, is still clad in all the dazzling

white of wintry snows, and remains a picture of beauty and sub-

limity quite indescribable. The plains are brown and bare, as

they were during most of the winter. Here and there, tufts of the

evergreen Soap-weed (Yucca angusHfoUa) , or matted masses of

Prickly Pear, show their perennial verdure, and furnish the only

conspicuous signs of plant life. No April showers have fallen to

revive the grasses, and the herds of long-horned Texas cattle -raze

contentedly upon the sere remains of last year's growth. A et at

this early elate, there are wild flowers, modest, and lovely April

flowers, for the eye that knows where to look for them.

Extending all along the eastern base of the Rocky .Mountains.

is a series of high and picturesque table-lands, and below and

among them, numerous grassy hills and knolls, all destitute of

trees, often rocky, and apparently as barren as are the plains

around. On sunny slopes, and in sheltered nooks among these

foot-hills, we find our earliest flowers. By the first week in April.

there appears on the very summits of these grassy knolls a real

beauty, which, as it yet lacks an English name, may hear its Latin

one, Townsendia (T. sericea). The plant belongs to the family

Sffl^lft&SSEfSo



of Composite, an order which has not the charm of furnishing

many early flowers, but which displays its beauties in late summer

or in autumn. Even our Townsendia forms its flower buds and its

foliage in the fall. The plant is almost destitute of a stem, and

the narrow silky leaves form a dense tuft two or three inches broad.

just upon the surface of the ground. Nestling closely among the

pretty leaves are five or six rather large daisy-like flowers. The

rays are either white or rose-color, and the center of each head is

yellow, as is commonly the case in the compound flowers. There

grows with this another species of Townsendia (T. Fri<<U<<r>).

smaller and more delicate, with more numerous heads, but it flow-

ers nearly a month later. These very pretty plants are well

worthy of a place in our gardens, though they would perhaps he

difficult to rear in any other than their native localities. By the

fifteenth of the month Viola Nvttattii appears on the sunny hill-

sides, a fine yellow violet, with its petals prettily painted outside

with reddish brown. With it Mertensia obtusifolm hangs out its

pendant clusters of light blue.

Passing beyond the foot-hills and entering some mountain gulch

or canon, we find the rocky slopes all yellow in some places with

the flowers of the Rocky Mountain Barberry. Though a con-

gener of the barberry of the Eastern States and Canada, it is a

trailing evergreen shrub, and the flowers are succeeded by hand-

some blue berries like frost grapes. This is Berlin's ntjinyhlimn of

the authors. Higher up among the rocks are the large pale purple

flowers of Anemone patens, one of the finest of Rocky Mountain

plants, but it is quite common as far eastward as Wisconsin, on

bleak, gravelly hills. With it in the mountains of Colorado, grows

a modest little cruciferous plant with white flowers (Thlaspi

Fendleri) ; also a peculiar species of crowfoot ( Raininriilnn <jhtl>er-

ninus), all of which are among the first flowers to appear.

By the twentieth of April, the zealous flower hunter will be am-

ply rewarded for his toil, if he ventures to the top of some one of

the table mountains. The task will indeed not be an easy one. for

many tiresome stages must be made, up steep declivities, and

among sharp and rugged rocks, and over what from the base may

seem almost insurmountable. the },-,„-], .,,„] ;l i M1()S t unbroken wall

of perpendicular rock, which invariably encircles the summits of

these table mountains. High among these sublime formations,

which stand pictured against the sky. like giant castle works, wild



Le streams bordered wil

ng the rocks, from th(

crevice and hollow, where there is a lit

handsome cruciferous plant which has yet

known, save the Latinized Greek one, Phi

pretty rosettes of broad whitish leaves, m

to the frosty rock, have now sent up a nui

with golden yellow flowers. A small vari

cea, with fragrant lupine-like blossoms,

soil is deeper, but the larger and more co

flowers a month later, on the plains below

found in perfection before the last of April. It is globose in form

•uid very thicklv armed with whitish spines, so that, when out of

flower, the plants seem like mere balls of bristles scattered about

among the rocks. The flowers are five or six in number, of a

'•right purple, forming a circle around the centre, or rather, apex

of the phmt. It is an object of very singular beauty, alone well

worth the trouble and fatigue of an hour's climbing.

As the first of May draws nigh, the general aspect of the coun-

try becomes more springlike. The grasses are beginning to grow,

and the number of flowers begins to increase so that to enumerate

them would be tedious. However, we must not fail to notice a



tv beautiful, low i! iiage and crocus-

ke flowers, which now begins to whiten the hill-sides nearest the

iains. Its name is ( 'aim-hurt "* rav/stus, and it deserves its name,

Inch, equally for the species and the genus, refers to its beauty.

1 K A I UIE FIREi

Eyeky dweller in the great interior region of North America, is

more or less familiar with prairie tires, or rather, they have often

at nightfall seen their lurid light in the distant horizon, or by day

their huge volumes of smoke rising and blending with the clouds,

and many are even familiar with the consuming march of the

flames themselves. Strangers visiting these regions, between Oc-

tober and May, are often alarmed at the first sight of these illumi-

nations, being impressed with the belief that they emanate from

burning buildings.

Usually, these fires are harmless, but there is always .Linger that

they will cause destruction of property, and even of life, and the

settler in sparsely inhabited districts watches with anxiety until

the almost inevitable annual scourge has swept all the uncultivated

prairie in his neighborhood. The greater part of the combustible

material which feeds these tires is grass, the remainder being tbe

dried remain- of those annual plants so well described by Mr. J.

A. Allen, in the Naturalist for December, 1870. These together

cover the ground every season, for the fires of one year do not at

all impair or prevent their abundant growth the next. Stringent

laws are enacted in all the prairie state-, against the setting of tires

to the prairies, yet each year's growth of uniss upon at least the

larger ones, is somehow almost invariably burnt. The progress of

the fire is usually slow, and is often arrested by a few furrows

plowed around the field for that purpose, by small rills or even by

a slightly beaten road. But when the wind is high upon the great

prairies, the case is very different. Then nothing can withstand the

fury of the fire, and it often runs an unchecked course of more

than a hundred miles, sometimes leaping rivers of more than a
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\<. AliOCT SEEDS.

1>y simply calling attentioi

A few months since I was i

the misfortunes of the French

other, at the adventures of thei
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by the spiral t wist ing- which characterizes many similar fibres.

The evident design of the plumes, as in other cases where seeds

are prowled with such appendages, is to assist in the wide-spread

distribution of the species. Many seeds probably fall quite near

the parent plant, but chance breezes carry others often to a very

great distance.

Someone is already wondering, doubtless, why I have not taken

, the Asclev

cio), the thistle (Ci

of Composite, the

aether with members <

maple and the winged seeds of the trumpet creeper (
7V<-<>„m rofli-

cans), of the pines and the elms. All these are charmim-> objects

viewed by the unassisted eye, or more closely examined 1 , v m(,ans

of the microscope.

I cannot dismiss this portion of my subject without dwelling
for a i\-w moments upon the means provided for the sealrtcrmgof
seeds. Some plants, like the balsam (Impatiens) and the irera-

nium, by a sudden contraction of portions of ihe capsi ile. expel

the contents with a jerk, which often throws them to a consider-

able distance. Others are provided with littl h !

-'<•'
aws. line

hlirs, or some other mechanical „»,„ ,',» atlaHun'^hen. selves to

moving objects and a ifiry :iiil.

There is no American bofmist probably but ha ex,, o-li'ihiti-d

mildly with the chaindike pods of iV.modium which wi II persist

in adhering to one's clothing, ami the removal of whi 1 is no

small task. The barbed acheniiim of /ii)lr„s t)-o,»h,s<i i

'

'.n'otlicr

pest to man, as are the lairs ,,f /„ , „, ,.',, „.'",,'.
-'i.',' ',]<„]< to diecp

and cattle, but we must bear in mind that' in the case' of these

plants, we are merely mediums ,,f conveyance and'hav e tempo
mrily resigned our proud position at the head of nature.

through the system undmeMed • current-, of water in t la'' ocean





gain credence, and with what difficulty they are refuted when once
proclaimed. That some seeds do live for a long time cannot be
doubted, but no such extreme limit is authenticated as that cited
f< * the mummy wheat. There are too many opportunities for error
and even fraud, where a story is received at second hand from the
Arabs. Tin- largest of the accepted statements look a mite apoc-
ryphal. With most seeds the principle of life is evanescent, and it

is with extreme difficulty that many can he transported from one
climate or country to another. Even those that preserve their ap-

to have lost their power of germination. It is claimed, and prob-

springsupina place where it Ins not'heei, seen \lihn- 7>r 'many

insure the vegetation of seed, it

limited space of time, and that
is hazardous. The conditions n

i total amount of seed produced by some plai
tble. Lirmauis says that a single stem of 1
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the microscope, we are astoi

of little threads, which proj
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urn appears as if enclosed in

upon one side, and is aptb
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THE LONDON FOG.

"One of the many things that \ enjoyed i
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light of the cur*

we reached ho
through. The

from which time, till nearly two. the eiteet was most distress]

making the eves smart, ami almost suffocating those who wen
the street, parth ularh ~'M, : persons In the gi

thoroughfares, the hallooing of coachmen and drivers to a\

hght obscurity, and men

iv, step by step, only lorn

brilliantly. The authority before refern

"The fog of Wednesday (Dec. 31, 181

doors. Within door- it was imposs'ihle to read without

But while this fog was thus limited at London, there ^



ilar one the same day in Dublin which w:is probably a part of the

same meteorological phenomenon, as appears from the following

paragraph quoted from a Dublin journal of Jan. 1, 1818 :—
"The oldest person living has n

hours of mx and nine. It was more dense in some streets than
in others, and where this was the ease it was impossible to pass
with convenience without the aid of opened lanterns."

The occurrence of these fogs in frosty weather, is often the occa-

sion of rare ami ex..jui>it<' oi-plays of wintrv beaut ies on shrubs.

ample of a simi

d very different

verland through

A thick fbu- li

In the mornii
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crew, buried itself hiMicath

frost adhering to them.
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THE GAME FALCONS OF NEW ENGLAND.

In the April number of the Naturalist, for 1870, I published

an article on Falconry. I now propose to describe, in this ami

some future numbers, all the falcons found in New England, that

were formerly used, or can be trained to capture game, with an ac-

count of their habits, manner of nesting, and their eirns. While

there are "nine of the subgenus Falco found within the limits of

North America, only three ;ire found in New Fiiirland. if I except

the gerfalcon, which, if found at all. must he whollv accidental. In

all other hawks by a prominent tooth in the upper inaudible,

shaped like the letter V, and a notch in the lower one to receive it.

This genus is considered by naturalists as -the typical, or most

highly or completely organized of rapacious birds."
I will first describe the Falco perey/iuna Wilson. This is very

commonly called the Peregrine falcon, and is inferior to none of

some diversity of opinion as to th«

pean species. Bonaparte, DeKay
tinct, while Nuttall, Pennant. Am
identical. Audubon remarks that

of England, being then about on,.

from it, in the month of July, I

I examined th^^'witircare'' an! in
and those which I shot in America
highly prized and mostly used in J

the many hundreds owned i, v the
Tartary and China, the Peregrine f

none, except the gerfalcon. The.



S. F. Baird, of Dec. 24th, 1876, he sa

our latest researches, is found from La

northern coast to Behring's Straits, and

same general nature as the bird of easl

western Falco nigriceps is, I am now at

race of the duck hawk, and occurs from

to Chili."

This falcon is bold and powerful, and

in rapidity of flight. One belonging to I

flew after a little bustard at Fontaineble

the next morning and recognized by the

miles. One sent to the Duke of Lerma

from Andalusia to the Island of Tene

hundred and fifty miles. In the British

count of one that escaped from its maste

a county on the east side of Scotland,



at least one hundred and eighty-three years old. yet it stil

peared lively, but its eyes were dim, and the feathers abou
collar were changed to white.

It seldom is seen sailing like most other hawks, but eith<

cends with a broad spiral circle till it gains a suitable height 1

lect its prey, or perches upon a tree that overlooks some sw;

of their breeding places t

a dread to the farmer, for

lowing directly after tlu

game, the other is sure to



-lurk lunvk :in<l its ImluN.

rag were taken from the nes

8, as I stated in a series of ai

the "Rapacious Birds of Co



IW. Ili.Meman S! iys. in thai article, -it is asserted ii

on American ornithology that the Falro j,«n-,,rn,«s l.ui

on trees, and not in the clefts of rock as in Europe. S<
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more ck-aiily in their haliits than most hirds of prey. Audubon
says, " their season of hm-ding is m> wry early that it might be
said to be in the winter." This needs a little explanation. At
the time this was written the only eggs of the duck hawk known
to o61ogists on this continent were found north of the limits of

the United States, where the season is so much later than in our

Latitude, that snow is frequently on the ground when the eggs are

collected. One of my collectors in that locality writes, "I got a
nest lasl spring as early as the first of April, when the snow was
a foot deep." This certainly would appear like winter to one ac-

customed to see the frost out of the ground and the roads settled.

the last of March to the middle of April; sometimes ,-arlier. and

Ij.'eu in force i„ the (nil

oological cabinets that were obtai

The common number of e<yo-s j

ably according to the <

subject. The first set o
in size and markings.

Bennett and that ofMr.Boi



me are thirteen eggs of the duck hawk obtain*

localities, viz: Massachusetts, Vermont. Lab

which arc quite irregularly marked, yet as ui

markings as any of the blotched eggs of our r;

my collection arc fifty-seven eggs of the K<

{Buti'o lineatus), and the variations both in siz<

fully as great and rather more so than those

will be sufficient (as those belonging to the t

collection are very uniform in size) to show th:

size is not very great, although they were <

separate localities.

The eggs are oblong— larger at one end than the other. The

egg from Labrador is quite pointed: those from Massachusetts

and Alaska are less so, while those from Vermont are but slightly

smaller at one end than the other. The ground color is light red-

dish brown, mottled with darker shades of the same color in irreg-

ular blotches, most abundant at one end. usually the larger end.

but occasionally the markings are more delicate and quite evenly

distributed. There is now and then an egg in which the ground

color is dirty white.

Length of bird, 16-20 inches ; alar extent. 3C-42 inches :
com-

pact and firmly built; neck short, feet remarkably large, upper

mandible with a tooth-like process, and a corresponding notch in

lower. Adult, head and hind neck dark brown, upper parts bluish

gray with darker hands, lower part yellowish white with breast^

and sides transversely barred with black, checks with a patch «>t

black : tail brownish black with eight transverse bars of pale cine-

reous ; legs and toes yellow, bill light bine, eyeq hazel. Younger

specimens, entire upper parts brownish black, space on cheek black,

with Ion- lono-itudinal stripes of brownish black on the under

parts, instead of transverse as in the adult :
legs bluish lead color.



A HEARTH OF THE POLISHED STONE A<.K.

Ox the summit of a steep hill betwc

Roches and that of the Dhcune, overlool

the Saone, and commanding a view of th

mountains of the Maconnais and the Mo
numerous other camps, is the camp of CI

area of about eight hundred yards in len

from about one hundred to two hundred

i>c termed kite

Beneath a few inches of soil he found a bed rat'

whole reposed on a platform of rough slabs of stc

like the soil beneath them bv the action of fire. 1



uninjured lu-(. were still mounted in stags horn socket

to those with which the discoveries in the Swiss Luke -

Only two are of flint, and one of hbrolitc. the others

which, counting fragments, upwards of sixty

Perrault regards one of the smallest of the ct

a little triangular celt, as a religious emblem,

probable that it was used as a hand-tool, like

The arrowheads o:' flint
'

**enfy-
ô

the* latter both witl^ihl wXut barbi

is such as might ha ve been expected ft

the forms occurring ; also iu Switzerlan

one or two shaped like small hatchets, v

formed by the original edge of the flal

made, and rounded, or truncated at the

that this sharp edge was intended for in

more probably it w as the other end th

the arrows were, so to speak, chisel-poii

arrows which survivek! in use, probably f

metals became known to the ancient E;

heads, if such they 1 >e, have been found

in Sweden, and a feiv in Denmark, as we

of France. It seenis by no means imp

sharp-based instrun Wolds may have

k. usually of hard



the crown of the teeth, so common in ancient times. None of the
grain has been found, but probably most of the cereals known to
the old Swiss Lake dwellers were also known at Chassey.
The objects in bone and horn are almost identical with those

from the earlier Swiss Lake dwellings, and consist of the sockets
already mentioned, awls, chisels, etc. The pottery, which is ex-
tremely fragmentary, is much of the same character as the Swiss.
It has been ornamented both by punctured dots and by a sort of
pillar moulding, as well as by incised lines. In one instance there
seems to have been an attempt to represent the outline of a boar
by lines scratched in the clay when still moist. In another, the
ornament consists of bands of triangles alternately cross-hatched^ l>l«in,a style more in accordance with the bronze age than
with that of stone. Most of the pottery seems to have been
adapted for suspension. The niimher of vih.mII .-it-, or Irmdles
found exceeded two hundred. A few spindle-whorls and beads
were also found, but the most curious objects are the spoons ex-
actly similar in form to those of wood" in common n'-Tiu our
kitchens at the present d.-iv. but formed «., d- iv II is true that
several wooden ladles and at least one earthemvuv spoon were
found in the settlement of Robenhausen. but one' ,-J l.-.nllv re-
press;a feeling of surprise at finding the spoon so fullv and com-
pletely developed among a people apparently unacquainted with
"he use of metal, though it is true that thev 'appear to have had
the materials for porridge at their command
In concluding this short notice of a valuable contribution to

prehistoric archaeology, a regret must he expn'^Ju'lnt 'the -mi-
mal remains discovered in the refuse hep |,,ve not •n>,,arentlv.
as yet been submitted to proper scientific examination so as to de-
termine the species, and which of them were domesticated^ though
some human remains from neighboring tlitil(|!j .,,,, jllt(M , n01lt s are
reported on by Dr. Prune,-,,,, Th, ...ninnU u .".J. I!,!,,'' oceurred
are described as the ov h„,< ; 1. 1,. i ,

'

. . «
goat, and horse,

and the vertpbi

tion of any remains or 1

the bones seems to afford
j

which, if established, woul
reindeer are mentioned as



BRISTLE-TAILS

The Thysanura, as the Poduras an

are called, have been generally ncjr

but few naturalists have paid special

those microscopists who have exami

jects, Ave wonder how many really kn

In preparing the following aceoun

indebtedness to the admirable and ex

Lubbock, in the London Linnaean 1

27). Entomologists will be glad to

to press with a volume on the Podun

the Lepismas, to which he restricts

Collembola, in allusion to the sucker-
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almost obsolete in the Po<

tial characters of that fti

that these and other imp<

have consequently separa

groups on what appear to

slight and inconsiderabl

parts of the Lepismatid

ilous Lepisma. which v

lot of straggling spinules. In all these particular, the iiian.in.ie

of Lepisma is comparable with that of certain ('oleoptera and

Neuroptera. So also are the lnaxilhe and labium, though we are

not aware that any one has indicated how elose the honmlogy

is. The accompanying t.-ure (_>:J) of the maxilla of a beetle

may serve as an example of the maxilla of the Coleoptera, Or-

thoptera. and Neuroptera. In these insects it consists invari-

ably of three lobes, the outer being the palpus, the middle lobe

the galea, and the innermost the lacinia : the latter undergoing the

greatest modifications, forming a comb composed of spines and

halts varying greatly in relative size and length. How much the
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palpi vary in these groups of insects is well known. The galea

sometimes forms a palpus-like appendage. Now these three lobes

may be easily distinguished in the maxilla of Lepisma. The pal-

pus instead of being directed forward, as in the insects mentioned
above (in the pupa of Ephemera the maxilla is much like that

of Lepisma), is inserted nearer the base than usual and thrown off

at right angles to the maxilla, so that it is stretched out like a leg,

and in moving about the insect uses its maxillae partly as sup-

ports for its head. They are very long and laruv, and five or six-

jointed. The galea, or middle division, forms a simple lobe, while

the lacinia has two large chitinous teeth on the inner ed-e. and
internally four or five hairs arising from a thin edire.

The labium is much as in that of Perla, being broad and short.

I two allied forms,

, "Western Nicaragua

ecies are beautifully

ed in tufts on the h.



torn of the group. It has the long, linear. sealeless ho.lv of ('

podea. in the family below, but the head and its appendages

like Lepisma, the maxillary palpi being live-jointed, and the hi

palpi tbur-jointed. The eyes are simple, arranged in a row of se

The next family of "1

two genera, Campode;

thuriche).

In this family the body is long

much alike in size. There is a pail

ring. The mandibles are long ai

four teeth, and, with the other app

cealed within the head, " only the

the rounded entire margin of the q

C.ttoph^inusWestK.. Fi:

a), otherwise closely relal



r only American species of Campodea (C. Americana Pack.)
under stones in damp places. It is yellowish, about a sixth
inch in length, is very agile in its movements, and would

• be mistaken for a very young Lithobius. Haliday has re-

id that this family bears much resemblance to the Neurop-
s larva of Perla, as previously remarked by Gervais ; and
any points of resemblance of this family and the Lepisnrida;
larval forms of those Neuroptera that are active in the pupa
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Spring-tails. 97

:vferred (';n i- IVxluiM. s:i\- with much truth.

"it may be perhaps no unfair inference to draw, that the insect in

question is in some measure intermediate between both." This is

seen especially in the mouth-parts which are withdrawn into the

head, and become very rudimentary, affording a gradual passage

into the mouth-parts of the Poduridae, which we now describe.

The nest group, the Podurelles of Nicolet, and Collembola of

Lubbock, are considered by the latter, who has studied them with

far more care than any one else, as "less closely allied" to the Le-

pismidse " than has hitherto been supposed." He says " the pres-

ence of trachea?, the structure of the mouth, and the abdominal

appendage, all indicate a wide distinction between the Lepismidae

and the Poduridae. We must, indeed, in my opinion, separate

them entirely from one another; and I would venture to propose

for the group comprised in the old genus Podura,the term Collem-

bola, as indicating the existence of a projection, or mammilla, en-

abling the creature to attach or glue itself to the body on which it

stands." Then without expressing his views as to the position

and affinities of the Lepismidae, he remarks " as the upshot of all

this, then, while the Collembola are clearly more nearly allied to

the Insecta than to the Crustacea or Arachnida, we cannot, I think,

regard them as Orthoptera or Neuroptera, or even as true insects.

That is to say, the Coleoptera, Orthoptera, Neuroptera, Lepidop-

tera, etc., are in my opinion, more nearly allied to one another

than they are to the Poduridae or Smynthuridae. On the other

hand, we certainly cannot regard the Collembola as a group equiv-

alent in value to the Insecta. If, then, we attempt to map out

the Articulata, we must, I think, regard the Crustacea and Insecta

as continents, the Myriapoda and Collembola as islands— of less

importance, but still' detached. Or, if we represent the divisions

of the Articulata like the branching of a tree, we must picture tm-

Collembola as a separate branch, though a small one, and much

more closely connected with the Insecta, than with the Crustacea

or the Arachnida." Lamarck regarded them as more nearly al-

lied to the Crustacea than Insecta. Gervais, also, in the "Histoire

Naturelles des Insectes : Apteres," indicates a considerable diver-

sity existing between the Lepismidae and Poduridae, though they

are placed next to each other. Somewhat similar views have been

expressed by so high an authority as Professor Dana, who, in the

"American Journal of Science " (vol. 37, Jan., 1864), proposed a



classification of insects (based on the principle of cephalization).

and divided the Hexapodous insects into three groups: the first

(Ptero-prosthcnics. or Ctenopters) comprising the Hymenoptera,

Diptera, Aphaniptera (Fleas), Lepidoptera, Ilomoptera. Trichop-

teraand Neuroptera ; the second group (Ptero-metasthenics, or Kly-

tropters) comprising the Coleoptera. llciniptcra and Orthoptera:

while the Thysanura compose the third group. LuUtoek has given

us a convenient historical view of the opinions of different authors

regarding the classification of these insects, which we find useful.

Nicolet, the naturalist who. previous to Lulil>ook, h;is given us the

most correct and complete account of the Tliysanura. regarded

st of the Dipte





rated by a deep suture from the clypeus, and i-

The mandibles and maxillae are long and s]

the head, with the tips capable of being ex
ring surrounding the mouth for a very short

dibles (md, Fig. 30) are like those of the Ne
and Coleoptera, in their general form, tin? tip

to six teeth (three on one mandible and six

below (Fig. 41, md) is a rough, denticulated

the food seized by the terminal teeth is tritun

be swallowed. Just behind the mandibles an
are trilobate at the end, as in the three ord
named. The outer lobe, or palpus, is a niiinib

cle ending in a hair (Fig. :il. ,,//>). while the n

is nearly obsolete, though I think I have set

where it forms a lobe on the outside <>!' the h

or inner lobe (Fig. .'51, /,• , ;}>, the same enla

remotely,

31, g). These homologies have neve
seem natural, and suggested bv a e

parison with the above-mentioned ma

the basal joint soldered together earl

two other joints are free, forming a



overlooked hy previous observers. I

ovipositor. In the genus Achorute

ment just behind the spring-beat 'big

median line of the body. It cons

blades, with four rounded teeth on

an additional point of resemManee to the ^europter;

insects, and instead of this spring being an importai

character, separating the Thysanura from other ins<

them still closer, though still differing greatly in repn

It is a small tubercle, with chitinous walls, forming two valves

from between which is forced out a fleshy sucker, or. as m Smyn-

thurus, 'a pair of long tubes, whieh are capable oi being oarted^

to smooth surfaces, and rest in an inverted position.

The eggs are laid few in number, either singly or several to-

gether, on the under side of stones, chips, or. as in the ease of /.s-

otoma Walkerii Pack., under the bark of trees. They are round.

transparent. The development of the embryo of Isotoma in gen-

eral accords with that of the Fhryganenhv and -"--ot^ t ie neai

relationship <>f the Thy-anura to the Xeuroptera.

Sir John Lubbock has given n> an admirable accoun o u n -

ternal anatoim of these little crt itnres. his <
iboi i

dissections filling a great gap in our knowledge of their internal

structure. The space at our disposal only permits us to speak

briefly of the respiratory systc Lubbock found a simple sys-

'

trachea* in Smynthurus which opens by " two spiracles ,n

the head, opposite the insertion of the antennae," i. e., on the

back of the head. (Von Olfers says, they open on the prothorax.)

Nicolet and Olfers claim to have found trachea in several lower
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genera (Orchesella, Tomocerus, and Achorutes, and allied genera),

but Lubbock was unable to detect them, and 1 may add that I

have not found them either in living specimens, or those rendered

transparent by potash, though careful search was made for them.

Having given a hasty sketch of the external aspect of the Po-
duras, I extract from Lubbock a synopsis ,,f the families and

genera for the convenience of the student, with the names of

known American species, or indications of undescribed native

^^^O* I
)len



more or less thickly clothed by c

six-jointed. Eyes six in number ,

form of an S. (One or two beaut if

DegeeHa Nicolet. Segments of 1

f the body subequal, clothei

by clubbed hairs, and provided with scales. Antenna? longer thai

the head and thorax, five-jointed, with a small basal segment, an<

with the terminal portion ringed.

Isotoma Bourlet (Desoria Nicolet). Four anterior abdomina

segments subequal, two posterior ones small ;
body clothed wit]

simple hairs, and without scales. Antenna' tour- Fig. ->s.
^

jointed, longer than the head; segments sub- i \ /
equal. Eyes seven in number on each side.

\
\^^\

j
arranged in the form of an S. (Three species ^g

jjC

are found in Massachusetts, one of which *«

figured on PI. 1, figs. 6, 7.)

Tomocerus Nicolet. Abdominal segments ui

qual, with simple hair- and scales. Antem

very long, four-jointed, the two terminal segments

ringed. Eyes seven in number on each side. (The Eurc

plumbed Linn., Podura phanbea of authors, is one of i

common species. Fig. 29, greatly enlarged, copied from

ton ; fig. 30, side view, see also fig. 31, where the mouth-

greatly enlarged, the lettering being the same. md. vat

mx, maxilhe ; mp. maxillary palpus : lb. labium: lp. la »ia

Ic, lacinia : ;/. portion ending in three teeth ;
l, lobe of lab





1 sucking disc ; tin- -lotted lines pa—in-' through the body

2nt the course of the intestine :
h. end of tibia, showing the

,
with the claw, and two accessory spines : a, third joint of

the spring. Fig. .'»"i. lacinia of maxilla

greatly enlarge.!. Fig. 88, different

forms of scales, showing the great vari-

ation iu BUM «nd form, the narrow

ones running Into a linear form, in-

coming hairs. The markings are also

seen to vary, showing their unreliable

Abdominal

Furopean species, from linrdwicke's " Science

scale. Two species in New Fngland.)

Podura. Abdominal segments Bnbequal.

scales. Antenna? four-jointed, shorter than th

in number on each side. Saltatory appendage

Aehori'tes Templeton. Abdominal segme

tenure short, four-jointed. Eyes eight in nn

Saltatory appendage quite short.

Fig. :'»i; represents a specie- of this genus v

the bark of trees, etc., in New Fngland. It If

". end of tibia bearing a tenant hair, with t

tarsal joint and large claw: b. spring: ''• t

third joint of the spring, with the little spine

the base; fig. 37, the supposed ovipositor;

the two blades spread apart ; b, side view. T

mouth-parts in this genus are much as in Ton

cerus,the maxilla? ending in a lacinia and palpi

The two remaining genera, Lipura and Ann:

are placed in the '-family*' Lipuridie. w

have no spring. Lubbock remarks that

family contains as yet only two genera, Lipura (Burmeister)

,

which the mouth is composed of the same parts as the

preceding genera, and Anura (Ge ^hich the mandibles



disappear." Our common white Lipura is the Euro-

tetaria Linn. (fig. 38, copied from Lubbock). The

spring is indicated by an oval scar.

epresents a common species of Anura found under

i-cii tide marks at Nantucket. Compared with Acho-

>dy i> rather longer audi slenderer and more hairy, while

the hend is much prolonged, almost forming m heak.

I. -1(>) end in a huge, long, curved claw.

ing specimens soaked in potash, f have found tin

(fig. 41, md. mandibles : mx, maxilla1 ; e, eyes, i

cessory group of small cells, which have not be<

fore as far as I am aware) are exactly like those

Lipura. The mandibles, like those of other Po<

three to six teeth, and have a broad, many-toot

below. The maxillae end in a tridentate laciuia

the palpi and galea I have not yet studied.

For the reason that I can find no valid char
ting these two genera as a family from the other

rhem. allowing them



)y a bottle with a sponge saturated with ethei

They may be kept alive in vials for weeks

ips of blotting paper in the vial. In this way

erino the colors' fade. The writer would I.. '

both of Po.luras and Lej.isinas. for study.



• nearly a century ( 1774)

1 comparison between the

vhich he was truly said to

en different parts of the

posterior regions of the holy an 1 tin- limhs. which was first

clearly ami impartially discussed hy -the most accomplished as

well as the most distinguished anatomist of this country." t three

years before the present series of papers began to appear.
Dr. Coues's first paper is occupied with a very clear and intelligi-

1'le discussion of the general ideas involved in the subject : clear.

that is, to those who are already familiar with the "tools of

thought" peculiar to this department of knowledge, which is some-

times, with a shade of derision, called •• transcendental" anatomy;
Dr. Coues accepts the adjective in so far as it expresses "the tran-

scendent importance of investigations that can alone bring order

out of a chaotic mass of observed -facts, and make a philosophy of

heaped upon Oken and Cams and St. Ililaire. who were the pio-

neers in this, till then unbroken, wilderness of homologies; no

wonder the marvellous things which they for the first time beheld,

so charmed and excited them that they became, as it were, intoxi-



f error to be turned from

Inch " so much the worse :

Hut the last ten years ha

paper on "Symmetry and Ho

homology of the bones of th

Prof. Wyman with querie:

^vision in the light of Parker's >p]endid in<>n<grai»h.t The most

important of these determinations is one upon which, in fact, the

whole matter rests, or which rather expresses the result of the en-

the ground of their relative position upon the inner borders of

brought into its more normal position.

That this is the true morphological way of comparing the hand

and the foot, and that the difference in the numerical composition

of the thumb and little toe would be of very little morphological



far as we know, insisted upon by the writer of this notice i

brief communication in l*r,<;* which Dr. Cones appears nol

hare seen
; we allude to it here from our sincere conviction 1

the recognition by anatomist* of the morphological inconseoiK
of numerical composition ascoinpared with relative normal posil

those who adopt a symmetrical homoloo-v of the limh«

the trlrop.

The outer ant

on account of th<

Coues finds him*

i Morphology and Teleologj . Mei



s in several places

• •• morphtoiogioft]

ogical positioner tin- m-:«i.i

is doubtful, if not altogetkt

We luive not Hkkv here



philosophical anatomy in America. And third, these papers are

absolutely free from covert flings and sarcasms at opposing theo-

ries, and their author has done ample justice to the labors of those

whose works he has employed; we must regret the lack of refer-

ence to other, and later papers upon limb-homologies, especially

those in the "Journal of Anatomy and Physiology." But this was

to some extent unavoidable with one who is serving in the army.

and is at least atoned for in one way by the assiduity with which

the author has made dissections of animals which he could pro-

This hasty notice has done scant justice to Dr. Coues's work.

Let us urge upon all. who are. or wish to he interested in the study

of homology, to read this series of papers; we hope before long

to publish elsewhere f a more complete review of these productions

of our morphological brother; to include therewith a notice of

the remarkable paper of Professor Wyman, who is in limb-homol-

ogies our common progenitor; .to add some suggestions respecting

terminology as to both the objects of our study, and the ideas in-

volved therein; to indicate as far as possible, the various minor

problems which will occupy us for the half century prior to the

probable acceptance of these views by all anatomists ;
and finally-

to append a list of all works and papers bearing upon the question

of the homology of the anterior and posterior limbs of vertebrate

animals.—B. G. Wilder.

Forms of Animal Life, }— In its plan, arrangement, and the

great mass of details and its useful illustrations, this work on com-

parative anatomy, is the most convenient manual we now have m

the English language. "Were we going away from libraries, for u

sojourn by the sea-side to pursue anatomical studies, we should

take with us Cegenbaur's incomparable •(irunziige der Vergh'ich-

enden Anatomie" (Principles of Comparative Anatomy ). Huxley s

"Introduction to the Classification of Animals." and his " Ele-

mentary Lessons in Physiology." but if deprived of these, and

one book was to do the work of all. our choice would be Professor

Rolleston's excellent compendium.



ukyikws. Lil

We miss a chapter giving directions to the beginner in the difli-

cult art of dissection. A figure to accompany the explanation of

the part- of the skeleton of a rat in order to illustrate the verte-

brate skeleton, would also add to the value of the manual.

The classification is mostly taken from the anatomical system

•spoken of

suborder.

• telson. It is

capital: thus

opher. solely that he might the better watch the hai'it

:o gratify his wonderful desire for knowledge for its

The discovery of Parthenogenesis by Siebold and Berle]

purely scientific one, but of the greatest value in the ar



raising i H >es. Voirel's article shows how much the future of bee

keeping depends on the application of physioh -ie knowled^-.

obtained by the most difficult and abstruse experiments. So much

is said by " practical " men of the futility of studying bugs, or

cutting up dead or dried plants, or the cruelties of vivisection, or

of "scientific toys," such as the microscope or spectroscope, that a

reminder of what the world owes to the scientific recluse, is natu-

rally suggested.

In some remarks on " Apicultural Progress " Mr. Elisha I Ijillnp.

ci >nt ra sting the abundant bee literature of the present year w ith the

dearth of bee books in 1846, says "we now have three monthly

journals : the American Bee Journal, the Illustrated Bee Journal,

the Bee Keepers' Journal, the Annals of Bee Culture [under re-

view] : while there is •• scarcely an agricultural paper of any note

truthfulness :m .l ability." Mr. Charles Dadant in a "<;ianccat

Italy and Switzerland, says: "As for ( iermany. il would taken

book to record all the UDDprovements, inventions and discoveries

made in that country in the last fifteen year-: suffice it to say.

that in 1868, there appeared four hundred and twelve publications

erica is ahead of all."

he enemies of the bee,

r. Cook says:—
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between that state and our own. Some very fair

ltoon obtained in Concord, not far from Thoreau's favorite Walden

woods. At East Windsor Hill, Conn., at one time abundant sup-

plies were obtained for decorative purposes, but so careless were

the people who sought this dainty "vine" that the Legislature

passed an act forbidding its heedless and wanton extermination.

The name Lygoclium is from the Gro-k signit\dug jh:>'ih< or jle.c'ble

;

/KiliH'ifiiin suggests the resemblance of the outlines of the fronds

to an outspread hand. Success in transplanting the " Climbing

Fern'" depends much upon the care exercised to obtain good roots.

Having these, little complaint will be made of the difficulty at-

tending the culture of one of Nature's daintiest eccentricities.—

Geo. E. Emery.

Parasitic Fungi in the Human Eab.— In the "Bulletin del*

observers, that when the spores of these parasitic funui are sown

elsewhere, the plants which result from them assume way di He rent

forms, according as the substance on which thev are sown is rich

or poor in material for nutrition : and that funui described as dis-

tinct >pecies, or even as belonging to different genera, are merely

different genetic forms of the same plant,—A. W. B.
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seemed somewhat earthy. I had no other moans of examining it

than a pocket lens, under wlii.-h the coloring matter seemed to con-

sisl of tadpole shaped liodies. with rounded heads and attenuated

tails, perhaps tWO lines in length. I afterwards met with the same

phenomenon on the range dividing two hranches of the head

'
-

flowers to fertilize them. By ai

hrand obtained similar resnlts to

case of other plants, that a pisti

titled Ulteriori Osserraziom euUa DfcogKMiM.

rf which the first part fills almost two hu:

pages, and the first faseieuhis of the see

more— he has illustrated the very diversified



natural orders wit h hermaphrodite blossoms, which secure cross-

fertilization as effectively as if the flowers were of distinct sexes.

This treatise is a treasury of observation upon this subject. We
have also from the same author an Italian version of a lecture by

Dr. E. Mailer, on the application of the Darwinian theory to flow-

ers and to the insects visiting the flowers, with extended notes—
the whole of which is worthy of an English version.— Ens.

Lichens.— Since the article entitle;! Lichens under the Micro-

scope" was written, I have met with a notice in Krei

((o-schichte der Lichenologie, vol. i, p. 431) of three fossil lichens,

one related to Ramalina, a second to Verrucaria, and a third to

Opegrapha
; the first two found in the " Keuper," or upper new

Red Sandstone, and the third in chalk.

In regard to the number of the species, it ought perhaps to

have been stated that Krempelhubcr's enumeration includes all

separate name has been attached. Xylander
(
Synopsis. 1 s.V.i )

gives

the number of species at b'Jol, which is probably considerably he-

low the real number.— II. YV.

tion through the Xatukalist of an error in my observations as

given in my paper entitled " American Cervus." On page 7 of

that paper, I stated that the elk (C. Canadensis) , like most other

quadrupeds, has but one pelage a year. I can now state that it

sheds its coat twice a year like all the other species of that genus,

which I have had an opportunity of studying.

The shades of color, and the length of the hairs, of the summer

coat and i

In anticipation of some more extended <>!

)ranch of natural history, allow me to notice a

logical difference between the elk and the tl

>f the same genus which I now have in uv
>inianus, C. macrotis and C. Columbia,, us Kiel
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theca extends along the abdomen to within three inches of the

umbilicus, and has no pendant prepuce, almost precisely as is ob-

served in the Bos family. In the three smaller species named the

theca is suspended from a point so near the scrotum thai when

the animal is standing it occupies a vertical position within hall

an inch of it, the posterior measurement of which \a three to roar

inches, anterior measurement half that length. The lower hall

may be described as an exaggerated prepuce, which is entiie \

wanting in the elk. In this regard but little difference is observed

in the three smaller species.

It would be interesting to know to which of these species the

moose (C. edees) most conforms in this particular, and 1
hop* that

you, or some of your correspondents will be able to inform u>.

J. D. Caton, Ottawa, III, Nov., 1870.

Occurrence op Kirtlaxd's Owl in Maine. A cnaracterou

specimen of the Nyctale tdbifrons Cassin. was shot at Nor\\a\.

Me., September 14th, by Mr. Clarence M. Smith, and by him

presented to the museum of Yale College. It has not been nt i-

erto recorded from New England. So far as known to me, the

specimen taken at Racine, Wis., by Dr. Hoy, is the only one pre-

viously recorded from the United States. Prof. Baird mentioned

another specimen collected by Dr. A. Hall, near Montreal, and in

a recent number of the "Canadian Naturalist" (vol. v. p. 1<>-) a

specimen is recorded as obtained near Quebec, by Rev. D. Ander-

son. The earlv date would indicate that the specimen taken at

Norway was resident there, as it was before the southward migra-

tion had commenced. In a recent letter Prof. Baird expresses

doubt whether the albifrons may not prove to be the young or It.

Acadica. But if so, it is singular that the young of the Latter baa

not oftener been observed in localities where it is common, aa in

many parts of New England. This question is well worthy of

thorough investigation.— A. E. Verrill.

Spawning of the Capelin.— The Capelin (Malfot>i* rdJosxs).

an inhabitant of the northern seas of the Atlantic oo-. <
. - '

ing August and September, for the purpose of spawning, when it

is so abundant as to darken the sea for miles. There are some

Peculiarities ;,.,.„» the method of its .pawning: the *^°*
approaching the beach, being attended by two males, w o
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the female between them, by means of the ridge of closely set.

ltrush-like scales with which the males alone are provided, so that

she is almost entirely concealed. In this state the three run to-

gether with great swiftness upon the sand, and in this act the

.spawn issues from the female, which is simultaneously fertilized.

An immense business is carried on in the capture of the capelin

as bait for the cod ; the French fishermen alone obtaining from

the fishing ground off Newfoundland, from sixty thousand to sev-

enty thousand hou-sheads annually for this purpose.
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ixgxeck Duck.— Mr. G. A. Boardman of Calais. Me., writes

, he found several flocks of the Ringneck Duck. /-V/> collar!*.

;ding on the river, near Calais, the past season, and thai he

ired the old and ••chicks.'" lie states that he knows of no

;r instance of this duck breeding in New England.

[o. kim, liiui) in Maim:.— I found a mocking bird. Minus
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These Devonian rocks. lying- quite horizontally, roach close up to

the base of the Sena do Eieiv. and ran along it for some distance.

The Serra is composed of heavy beds of coarse sandstone, with a

slight admixture of fehlspathic clay, and so exceedingly compact

that a fracture passes through the grains of sand. This is the gen-

eral character of the rock ; some is not so compact, and there are

one or two comparatively thin beds of hardened feldspathic clay.

The rock is without fossils. The whole series dips towards the

southeast approximately, the angle being in some cases as high as

15°-20.° I studied this locality for a month, and I came away

with the only conclusion that seemed legitimate, viz. : that the

Serra was older than the Devonian rocks of the plain to the north.

system as the table-topped hills of Almeirim, Parauqutira and

Santarem, which I believe to be Te rtiary. Th<B group of bills of

Erere and Paituna. is entirely difl'en >n1 from an Vthing else I have

seen on the Amazonas, and it seems : quite uniqi

I did not find the geological structure c>f the Amazonian

valley as simple as I expected. Along the line of the main

river it is very monotonous. So it is along t In i lower Mississippi,

but the valley is bordered by oldei* rocks, Eo;soic, Silurian?, D*
vonian and Carboniferous. Nor are the clays, etc., so uniform in

their distribution as 1 expected to find them. 1 have seen clays

from the Devonian, Carboniferous and Tertiaiv so exactly alike

that it would be impossible to distil] uuisli them , in the hand speci-

men, from the recent clays.

I am preparing a report on my gc(ological stifies on the Ama-

zonas, which I shall publish as s<oon as posijible.— Ch. Pbb«

Haktt, Jan. 17th, 1871.

Origin of Diamonds. -- Frofesso r Morris 1IM started a new

theory as to the source whence dia monds are derived. Hitherto

they have been looked upon as coi niiiL' f'r'.rn igneous and meta-

morphic rocks, like garnets, rubi< •s, and ma „v other precious

stones; a better knowledge of the trcolonv O f the <liamond dis-

trictof South Africa, lends us to co ..elude thai these stones come



gists) that in the stems of the bamboo small crystals of quartz
are found, known by the name of tohash^r; lie suggests, whether
it may not be possible that the diamonds yielded hv these old

Mr. Clarence King announces in the Mai
ican Journal of Science and Arts." the

glaciers, equalling in all respects the fori

system," were discovered by Prof. Whi
are still in existence glaciers on the nc

in Northern California, "the largest abui

length, and two to three miles wide."

found by Mr. Emmons on Mt. Tachom;

miles. The great eroding power of ghu-ial ice is strikingly illus-

trated in this glacier, which seems to have cut down and carried
away on the northeastern side of the mountain, fully a third of its

mas,. The thiekness of rock cut awav. as shown by the walls on
cither side, and the isolated peak at the head of the triangular

*l"ir, iu which the bedding of the successive riows of lava forming
the original mountain crust, is verv re-ular and conformable, may
'"• roughly estimated at somewhat over a mile. Of the thickness
of the ice of the glacier. 1 have no data for making estimates,

though it may probably "be reckoned in thousands of feet."

Eozoox Canadense.— Some doubts having been thrown on the

organic origin of this oldest known geological form of life by a

correspondent in ••Nature.'' Dr. Carpenter has been induced to

I'ecapiiulate the arguments in favor of the organic theory: and

has also brought from Principal Dawson of Montreal, in -Na-
ture" for February 9th, an account of recent explorations and ob-

servations in the Laurentian rocks of Canada, which seems fully

to establish the claims of Eozoon to the character of a veritable

fossil. _a. IV. B.
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At the meeting of the Boston Society of Natural History. Nov.

16, the President introduced Count L. F. de Pourtales, who spoke
on the constitution of the bottom of the ocean off the oast coast

the soundings and dredgings of the United Stales C'oasl Survey.

The chief constituent, he said, is siliciotis sand, from the coast

line to about the one hundred fathom line, a limit which also coin-

cides nearly with the inner edge of the gulf stream (or a -real por-

bigerina" mud prevails and extends probablv under the greater

part of the ocean. The silicious sand is replaced to the south-

ward of the Vineyard Islands, and off the eastern end of Long-

Island, by a greenish or bluish mud, known by the navigators as

the Block Island soundings. Similar mud is found off Sandy
Hook in a range of depressions known as the mud-holes, which

weather. In the neighborhood of New York a few rocky patches

are found which require investigation. Near Cape Fear. also.

rock}- bottom is- sparingly found, ail'ording a foothold to some

gorgonias and -pongee

uniform in constitution, ^

A remarkable deposit of greei

of the Gulf Stream, off the coas

The bottom consists here chiefly

the chambers of the latter bee

At first yellow, it gradually tuni

proper decays and breaks off. 1

and conglomeration with others

of a cast. Sometimes black pe
tion shows plainly the origin din

The dredgings made by the

Florida have revealed the exist

platform off the Florida Reef. <



uted and not rich in animal

considerable variation in its limits, we tind again

mud which also fills the greater part of the (in

Fossil Whale in the Drift.—
allied to the White Whale (Brhnja

MICROSCOPY.

PlIOTO-MlCROGRAPHS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE.* — Before the -llg-

^e t C peuter's last edition on the Microscope, that stereo-

scopic pictures might be obtained by photographing a microscopic

object alternately with the two sides of an objective, I had been

working on the subject with some degree of success. Dr. Carpen-

conveuient illustration, or a scientific curiosity, than as the expe-

dient of great practical utility that I conceive it to be.

Two or three methods seem to be applicable to the production

of such pictures. Some objects, somewhat equal in width and

depth, and visible under a lens of long focus, may be tilted by

a simple, graduated, and carefully centred mechanical arrange-

ment, first toward one side, and then equally toward the other,

photographing each aspect by the same power and under essen-

tially the same conditions: or. of certain objects under low and

medium powers, a conception of solidity may be gained, by using

photographs which are identical, except that, by a slight change of

focus, they represent different planes of the object : or, the object

and lens remaining unchanged, the lateral halves of the objective

may be alternately stopped off, either directly, or by means of stops

under the achromatic condenser, or by means of an achromatic

condenser (of very small angular aperture) inclined first toward
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one side and then toward the other, so that each picture shall rep-

resent the view actually taken of the object by each side of the

objective. The latter method of the three, is doubtless the one

most generally applicable in practice.

Pictures formed in this manner, and mounted upon cards ready

for use in the ordinary stereos-opt-, would greatly excel in ele-

in many branches of microscopical study. As a means both of

popularizing the familiar facts of microscopy, and of interchang'-

ing among microscopists the knowledge of novel results of inves-

tigation, they would be invaluable. Few objects, for instance.

would be more interesting to persons of general, if not scientific

culture, than excellent stereoscopic views of the structure of plants,

insects, and other familiar natural objects; and almost any micro-

scopist would be glad to possess similar views representing the

latot researches into the structure and relations of tissues, the

micro-chemistry of poisons and adulterations, or the anatomy of

typical species in any family of microscopic organisms. Such pic-

tures might be usefully prepared by any public institution, and

distributed to scientific institutions and societies: or. preferably,

prepared by some scientific, not sensational, private source, and

furnished to buyers, like Dancer's micro-photographs, through the

ordinary channels of trade.

In order to photograph, without delay, any field of view which a

working microscopist deems Worthy of preservation, he should
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[Letter from Professor Anassiz.~\

Editors of the American Naturalist :

Cambridge, March 6, 1871.

Dear ^irs:— The time seems to have come when to the

received method- and approved topics of popular education

such branches of physical and natural sciences should be

added as have acquired real importance for the business of

life during the last fifty years. There is only one difficulty

in the way of this most desirable object. There are no

teachers to be had— not enough to be found in the whole

State of Massachusetts -imply to provide the Normal Schools

— whatever efforts might be m;ido to introduce these studies

at present, and the demand is likely to become more press-

ing every day. It would seem, therefore, to be the part of

wisdom to consider what may be done to prepare the way.

For years past I have been urging upon the educational sec-

tion of the Social Science Association, the desirableness of

i a complete course of s r j,Miti!ic instruction in our

Normal Schools, not from text books, but with experiments

and demonstrations by special teachers ; and I now hold that

it would be still better to organize a special Normal School

for the training of scientific teachers. The world will re-

quire them everywhere before many years are passed, and

it would be fitting that, in the United States, Massachusetts

should set an example, timely, in the right direction. But

even this must be heralded in some way or other, and I see

no better or more efficient way than the circulation of sound

information upon the topics regularly to be taught. Your

desire, therefore, to give to the American Naturalist a

wider circulation among the schools, and throughout the

State, meets fully my approval, and I will support your

efforts in every way that may appear practicable. It would

be a step in the right direction if you could secure tor vein

periodical the same facilities and aid which are granted to tie

"Massachusetts Teacher," as the American Naturalist is
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doing, in an able manner, in (ho department of natural his-

gene'ral field of school instruction. Moreover, it ean fairly

be said that the volumes of the AMERICAN NatUBALBT thus

for published would afford to teachers most desirable in-

Wishinff vou ever so much sneeess in the fnrtheranee of

Cambridge, Mass., March 7. 1871.

Dear Mr. Putnam:— It unfortunately happens that I

have a lecture on Thursday at 11 o'clock, which I cannot

postpone, and which will prevent my going in to meet your

committee. I wish you would say, in my behalf, that

I think your application one eminently fit to be made, and I

hope it may prevail. As you know very well, I have fol-

lowed your journal with interest and attention, and I must

say that you have achieved a great and rare success in

making the American Naturalist at once truly «!'!, i[(ir

and truly popular, and I have good occasion to know that

this is a thing not often done. Yet in an edncational view

this is all important. Then your typography and illustra-

tions are first rate and you deserve encouragement for that.

I know that while your journal does efficient service at

home, and aims simply at that, it is very highly thought of

in Europe, as well it may be.

If there should be a second hearing, and you think I

could be of any use, I should like to say what I think of it

to your committee.

I can write only this hurried line.

Believe me to be yours, most sincerely,

Asa Gray



[Letter from Mr. Hagar, Principal of the State Normal School]

F. W. Putnam, Esq.

:

Bear Sir:— I regret that my school duties will not allow

me to be present to-day at the legislative hearing in refer-

ence to the American Naturalist. I should be glad to

say a word in behalf of that most valuable publication.

Having taken it from the first, I have had an opportunity to

judge of its merits, and I am clearly of the opinion that it

is admirably adapted to awaken and promote in the minds of

those who peruse it a lively interest in the study of Natural

History.

It seems to me that if the Legislature of Massachusetts

should furnish the means of placing the Naturalist in the

several school libraries of the State, or, at least, in the

hands of the teachers of high schools and the principal

grammar schools, it would do much toward building up a

department of education which is now generally neglected,

though of great importance.

I earnestly hope that the Committee on Education will

regard with favor your application in behalf of the Natu-

ralist, and that the Legislature will aid you in your labo-

rious efforts to introduce more of practical science into our

public schools.

Yours truly,

D. B. Hagar.

[Remarks by George B. Emerson, LL.D.~\

Mr. Chairman:— I think it of the utmost importance, in

the education of every child, to open his eyes, as early as

possible, to the beauty, properties, and curious structure o

the objects around him. This will lead him to form the habit

of observation upon the simplest objects, will add to

capacity for observation and thought, and will open to him a



source of great and inexhaustible happiness throughout life.

A person whose habits of observation are thus formed, will

be insensibly led to occupy himself more with the works and

thoughts of God, than with man's works and thoughts: and

he will see and learn a thousand things, which, without these

habits, Avould have remained unseen and unknown. To the

future farmer these habits will be of special use. Every

farmer ought to be ail observer. He eannot otherwise un-

derstand the management of the earth he tills, or ol the veg-

etables and fruits he cultivates, nor how to provide tor his

friends, the birds, or against his enemies, the insects. The

American Naturalist seems to me admirably well adapted

to form this habit of observation, and to awaken and gratify

a love of the beautiful. I should be glad to put it within

the reach of every teacher in all the schools of the state.

For more than half a century I have had no higher ambi-

tion than to be a successful teacher.

Not many years after I came into this town, in 1821, to

be the first Principal of the English High School, I was one

of a few, who, meeting first in the office of Dr. Walter

Channing, united to form the Boston Society of Natural

History." After a few years I became president of this so-

ciety, and continued in the office for some time. I did not

feel as if I were neglecting my chosen work in giving a

portion of my time to Natural History. I needed recreation :

and in what more suitable form could I find it than in taking

long walks with Dr. Charles T. Jackson, or A. A. Gould,

or D. H. Storer, to Roxbury or Maiden Hills, or Chelsea

Beach, or a drive with Prof. J. L. Russell, to see Wm.

Oakes at Ipswich, or with Oakes himself, to the Essex

woods, or to examine the trees in West Cambridge ? This

was recreation iu the open air, with an interesting object

in view. I wish that every teacher, worn with confinement

and anxious toil, could get refreshment in the same way.

The subject of suitable exercise and refreshment for the

teacher is of vital importance. Many of the best and most
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devoted teachers, especially females, are breaking down,
from time to time, for want of air, exercise, and sunshine.

The looking for objects for their lessons in Natural History-

would give them the very variety they want, for it would
oblige them to take long walks over hills and through woods,
in the sunshine and in the shade, to get these objects.

Knowing the great value of something of Natural History

in the earliest stages of education, I should be glad to see it

introduced into every school, not in the shape of lessons to

be learned, but as forming the subject for many general

lessons given in a conversational way, and leading to con-

versation in the school and at home.
It is now common, in many of the very best schools, for

the teachers to give instruction— not merely to hear lessons

— but to give real instruction ; and there are few subjects in

which more interesting and valuable instruction can be given

than the several departments of Natural History: and few

sources from which the best materials may be drawn more
surely than they may from the numbers of the America*
Naturalist.

Very valuable instruction on these subjects has now for

several years been given in the Normal Schools at Westfield,

Bridgewater and Salem ; and many of the teachers that have

gone out from these schools are prepared to use, to excellent

purpose, the knowledge given in most of the numbers of the

American Naturalist. I have no doubt that, if the work
were favored by the Legislature, the editors would see to it

that there should be something of special interest to the

teacher in every future number.

[Remarks by W. II. Nile*. L^tnnr Moss. State Teacher* Tn*.}

Mr. W. II. Niles spoke of the Naturalist as adapted to

the use of the teachers of public schools. It differs materi-

ally from a text-book, and therein it has a feature of excel-

lence. Text-books are condensed compilations, and are

often written by those who have little or no experience as



original investigators. Frequently facts which are clearly

related in nature are widely separated in such hooks, and
thus, instead of elucidating the grand laws of nature, they

too often become only volumes of disconnected statements.

The teacher who assigns lessons from such hooks with no

experiences of his own to add, can never lead his pupils to

love and study nature. But in the articles of the Natural-
ist we have original papers from professional naturalists,

the direct results of the study of nature herself. These

articles, in the hands of the teachers, would bring them gen-

uine science fresh from its discoverers.

Again, the Naturalist gives the latest results of scien-

tific research. Natural History is advancing so rapidly that

a text-book a few years old is necessarily wanting in many
most important particulars. There must, therefore, be some

medium of communication between the investigating natu-

ralists and the teachers, to enable the latter to teach the

science as it advances. The Naturalist is the only publi-

cation in this country which furnishes such a medium.

But how are teachers to use the Naturalist in schools ?

To assign lessons to be memorized from these or any other

books on Natural History is useless. Many of the subjects

presented in the Naturalist are excellent topics for object

lessons, and the article- would be very useful to the instruc-

tor in oral teaching. It is through such lessons and teaching

that Natural History is to take her appropriate place in a

thorough system of elementary education. To secure fresh

knowledge, and scientific accuracy in teaching it. the Natu-

ralist should be used by the teachers of public schools.

{LetterfXor,i Mr. B '0

Lo>DON, Dec. 1st,

rHE Editors OF THE America\ N,kTURALIST.

rs:—In the number of your adni irable mag

?mber, I observe that
j
rou do m<) the honor of r



an article of mine, on the Cultivation of Foreign Trees and

Plants, which appeared in the "Quarterly Journal of Sci-

It has occurred to me that you might be glad to receive,

from time to time, items of intelligence from this country,

and the Continent of Europe, in Botany, Geology, and other

branches of Natural Science, somewhat earlier than you

would obtain them by reprinting from our journals. If so,

I shall be happy to act as your correspondent in the matter.

I may mention that I have unusual opportunities of re-

ceiving such early intelligence, being sub-editor of "Xature,

editor of the Scientific Department of the "Academy,'* and

contributor of the botanical intelligence to the "Quarterly

Journal of Science," which you have also often quoted in

your journal.

{Letter from Mr. Hiskey, Sup't of Pnblir Sdiool*. Muiumv<,Us.']

Office of Superintendent Public Schools,

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 10th, 1870.

Editors American Naturalist:—Allow me to thank you

for the August number of the Naturalist. The numbers

have seemed to me to be growing better and better and bet-

ter, but this number is so admirably written that I have

stopped to write you this letter after reading the first three

articles. You, without doubt, have frequent expressions of

commendation, still I imagine you have discouragements, and

hence it gives me pleasure to express thus spontaneously,

my congratulations that the Naturalist is so admirably sus-

tained.

Allow me to extend to you my best wishes,

And believe me, ever,

Yours truly,

W. O. Hiskey.
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It is a great shame that the antiquities of Brazil have so far re-

ceived little or no attention, yet the country is one whose eth-

nology is extremely interesting, and it is very desirable that the

history of its many tribes should be traced out. The neglect of

Brazilian antiquities has arisen, no doubt, from the comparative

rarity of the relics and the difficulty of exploring the country.

Stone implements are found all over the empire, ancient pot-

tery occurs in many localities, especially in burial stations, and

Kjokkenmoddings exist on the coast as at Santa Cruz in the

Province of Espiritu Santo, on the Bay of Rio de Janeiro, at

Santos and elsewhere. But they have attracted very little atten-

tion, though they are occasionally mentioned by travellers.

During my expedition last summer to the Amazonas, I lost

no opportunity of studying the antiquities of the country, and I

was successful in collecting a few facts of importance. On the

Rio Tocantins near the lower falls, I found figures engraved on

rocks, and from the cliffs of the Serra do Erere I copied a great

number of rude figures and signs drawn in red paint. My good

friend, Senhor Ferreira Penna, at Para, was kind enough to give me
a series of drawings from the Serra of Obidos, which locality I did

not visit, together with the original MS. and drawings of a Gov-

ernment report on certain Indian drawings on the Rio Oyapock.

-
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I sent one of my assistants, Mr. Barnard, to examine a burial

station on the Island of Marajo, and he brought me a small collec-

tion of pottery presenting some interesting features. In this arti-

cle I shall confine myself to a description of the inscriptions I

have collected, hoping in another article to describe the pottery

and other relics.

The Tocantins inscriptions occur at Alcobaca, a point on the

left bank of the river, near the first falls, and about one hundred

miles from the mouth of the river. Here are exposed on the

banks during the dry season beds of a fine-grained, very hard,

dark red or brown quartzite, the strata having only a slight dip.

Joints divide the beds into large blocks which often lie in place.

but along a part of the shore they are piled up in confusion. Dur-

ing several months of the year, when the river is high, the locality

is under water, as is the case with similar incised rocks at Serpa

on the Amazonas. My guide told me that here were letreiros, or

Indian inscriptions, and I was fortunate enough, not only to find

several, but to be able to bring away with me two small incised

blocks. The figures are pecked into the rock by means of some

blunt pointed instrument. They are so rude and irregular, that I

l pointed stone may not have answered the pur-

usually wide and not very deep. Occa-

l hand missed its mark and marred the figure,

usually cut on the sides of the blocks of

uch wear; many are hard to trace, and the

or less covered by a shining black film of

manganese deposited by the water. The surface of one of my

specimens, PL 2, fig. 5, has a metallic lustre, like that of a well

blackened stove.

Of these inscriptions, PI. 2, fig. 1, which is about sixteen inches

in length and is somewhat badly preserved, appears to represent a

human figure, but it has a decapitated look. It may perhaps be

intended to represent some lower animal. The position of the

arms and legs conforms to the type of ordinary Indian representa-

tions of the human form, as we shall see further on.

The other figures are, for the most part, more or less complicated

spirals. PL 2, figures 2, 4, 5, 7, and 1 1 . One of these, PL 2, fig- *>

may represent the human face, the upper diverging lines being the

eyebrows, the medial descending loop the nose, and the spiral the

eyes. Equally rude representations of the face occur elsewhere.
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I fresh, suggesting that they were not all executed at the

same time. Standing just in advance of the line of cliffs at some

distance east of the western end of the Serra is a tall, tower-like

mass of sandstone painted not only on the base but high op 6K

the sides, while the cliffs behind and on both sides are covered

with figures. All these localities are very conspicuous and some

of them are so large as to be visible at the distance of more than

a mile.

Not far from the eastern end of the Serra there is on top an

enormous isolated mass of sandstone, the remains of a bed almost

entirely removed, which mass is distinctly visible from the plain

below on the northern side. The irregular western wall of this

mass is covered with figures.

The drawings of Erere comprise several classes of objects. The

most important among these appear to be representations of the

sun, moon and stars. At the western end of Erere, on the cliff

near the top, is a rude circular figure PI. 4, fig. 17, nearly two

feet in diameter. The general color is a brownish yellow. In the

centre is a large ochre red spot, while around the circumference

runs a broad border of the same color. Some of the civilized

Indians at Erere called this the sun, others the moon.

On a very prominent cliff some distance east of the tower-like

mass of sandstone above described, is another similar figure about

three feet in diameter. In this there is a central spot of brick red,

then a broad zone of a dirty yellow, followed by a zone of brick

red, outside which is another of a dirty ochre yellow. To the right

of this are two smaller circular figures, in the upper of which the

lines and centre are red, the innermost zone being of a dirty

yellow tint. These figures are situated some ten feet from the foot

ef the cliff. Similar drawings, composed of two or more con-

centric circles with or without the central spot, occur in great

numbers at Erer6. I am disposed to think that they arc intended

to represent the moon, since they are not furnished with rays.* One

figure, PI. 4, fig. 2, on the cliff at the western end of the Sena.

undoubtedly represents this heavenly body.f Besides the ahove

forms there are rayed figures in abundance. Sometimes they con-

s had been mutilated by
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sist of a single circle, or several concentric circles, the outer one.

only, being rayed, but on the side of the great rock on the top of

the Serra is a figure a foot in diameter (PI. .">, fig. lit), mid very

distinct, formed of two concentric circles, each with a few large.

tooth-shaped rays. Part of this figure is obliterated. At the same

locality is another ligure consisting of a circle with serrated rays

with only a spot in the centre.

Not infrequently, on the painted rock at the western end of the

Serra, occur circles, single or double, sometimes nucleated, which

bear rays only on the upper side, PI. 5, fig. 12. PI. •',. tig. 1.

There are rayed spirals as well. PI. 1. fig. :'.. Some of these

appear to represent stars. They arc either drawn or impressed.

and then pressed upon the rock. Whether these figures always

represent stars is doubtful. At the western end of the Serra is a

curious rayed head, ornamented on top with what looks like a

'/"</"<<. suggesting a comet. At the same locality is the remarkable

ligure. PI. 4, tig. 9, three and one-half feet high, which looks as

though it might represent the impersonation of the sun. dust

west of the tower-like mass is a rock face covered with a large

drawn. The whole group is some six or seven feet long. Of

quently delineated. They arc all exceedingly rude and are just

such figures as children are fond of drawing. Sometimes tin-

body and limbs arc represented each by a single line, as in PI. 3.

figures 3 and 8.

It is noticeable that human figures arc never drawn in profile,

which is the rule with similar drawings by North America Indians

(Catlin). The eyes and mouth are usually alone represented, one

eye being often smaller than the other. There is often no nose,

or a heavy V-shaped curve is drawn over the eyes, the apex pro-

jecting down more or less between them, representing the nose, as

in PI. 3, fig. 1, PL 4, figures 12 and 15.

In some ancient pottery to be described in a future paper the

same peculiarity is observable in the representation of the human

head, the eyebrows and nose forming a prominent T-shaped ridge.

As the most of the busts in terra cotta show the head flattened

from before backward, I would suggest that the Indians who made
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the drawings at Erere, and the pottery in Marajo may have flat-

tened the head as the Omaguas and Flatheads do to-day, which

would give a greater prominence to the brows than in the normally

shaped skull.

The stiffangvilar position of the arms and legs of the figures is

interesting, the upper arms being held at right angles to the body,

the forearm bent at a similar angle and usually upwards. The

legs are wide apart, the thigh extending often straight out from

the body. The figures are usually erect, but there is one on

the west' end of the Serra represented as lying on the side. PI. 7.

fig. 2. Below it is a figure of a snake, the whole appearing U>

commemorate the death of some one from snake-bite. Some of the

heads are rayed as in the case of PI. o, fio\ l. These may per-

haps represent the sun or moon. Some rough drawings of the
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mals. There are several drawings of the yuaraud, or sea cow, PI.

4, fig. 3 (?), PI. 5, fig. 3, PI. 7, fig. 7. Of fishes, there are two at

least, PI. 5, fig. 8, and PI. 6, fig. 4. It is worthy of remark that

there are no drawings of the dog. ox. or horse, and 1 have sen no

figures of plants. Senhor Peima. in a .MS., says that trees arc

sometimes represented, together with •• canoes, oars, henches. am]

other objects of common use," but 1 have seen no such figures .-it

Erere, though they may occur elsewhere.

In the accompanying plates, I have given many examples of

drawings of doubtful significance. The scroll. PL 1. ligures "<

and 7, PL 5, fig. 4, PI. 7, fig. 5, occurs frequently, and also the

design PL 7, fig. 8, which varies somewhat in ditieivut drawing*.

The coin; re. PI. <".. fig. 2. is painted on the

side of the isolated rock mass on the top of the Sena and is about

sixteen inches in height.* The Greek fret occurs once or twice at

Ereiv and quite frequently on the Marajo pottery.

The red paint used in the inscriptions, is. I believe, annatro, per-

haps also clay. It is very rudely smeared on the rough surface of

the sandstone, sometimes when quite dry. There are some draw-

ings in which the paint was laid on as a thin wash which dripped

over the rock. I think the painting was largely done with the

fingers. In some places the rock is soiled where the Indian as-

sisted himself by the hand in climbing. The yellow color was

prepared from clay.

The drawings of the Tocantins and of Erere were carefully

copied. The figures on the plates were transferred directly to the

wood from my original sketches. I do not claim for them photo-

graphic accuracy, but I am sure they give faithfully the Indian

idea. The original inscriptions are even more rude in finish than

might be inferred from the plates. Precisely similar figures to

those of the Tocantins and Erere occur on the Rio Uaupes (Wal-

lace)' scraped on hard granitic (gneissic ? ) rock.

I have given on PL 9, accurate reductions of the copies of

the figures on the Serra da Escama. kindly placed in my hands by

Senhor Penna. A note, accompanying the sketches, says that the

drawings were found on seven stones on the top of the Serra da

Escama, about 400 bracas distant from the city of Obidos. The

most of these are wholly unintelligible to me. One, fig. 2, appears

to represent the sun, and another the moon or sun.
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According to traditions, Bento Maciel, the first donatory of the

ancient Capitania do Cabo do Norte, set up marks fixing the lim-

its between his Captaincy and French Guayana, but these marks,

when the boundary question afterward arose, could not be found.

In 1727 the Captain, Joao Paes do Amaral, who had been on service

in the north, reported having discovered them on the Rio Oyapock.

So important was this announcement that the Governor of Para

immediately sent the Alferes Palheta with a party to report on the

discovery. This expedition proved .unsuccessful, and in 1728

another expedition under Captain Pinto da Gaya was sent out.

This officer discovered the supposed marks on the top of a hill

culled Mont d'Argent and was disappointed to find them nothing

but Indian drawings. These he had all carefully copied in ink, hi*

drawings being submitted to the government, with his report. The

original paper* and sketches Senhor Penna has been so kind as to

place in my hands. Of one of the sets of drawings I have made

an accurate reduction on PL 10, by the aid of photography. Fig-

ures 2, 3, and 4, on the same plate, are from another set of sketches

accompanying the above report. These figures resemble in many

points Indian drawings from Brazil, but the square spiral recall-

some Mexican ornaments.

The antiquity of the rock paintings and sculptures of Eastern

South America is undoubted, and they are mentioned by many of

the ancient writers, as well as by Humboldt and others in more

recent times. It is well known that the drawings of Erere, and

those of Obidos, about to be described, existed more than two

hundred years ago. There can be no doubt that they antedate the

civilization of the Amazonas, and there is a strong probability

that some of them, at least, were drawn before the discovery ot

America.* I hold it most probable that the rock paintings and

sculpturings were made by tribes which inhabited the Amazonas

previous to the Tupi invasion. The sculpturings are supposed to

be older than the paintings. This is also, I believe, the opinion of

Senhor Penna. I think the Erere figures have a deep significance.

A people that would go to so much trouble as to draw figures of

the sun and moon high up on cliffs on the tops of mountains must
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ha vi> attached a great importance to these natural objects, and I

think that these figures point to a worship of the sun by the tribes

which executed them. The clustering of the inscriptions in prom-

inent places, and especially on and in the vicinity of the rock

tower at Erere, seems to me to indicate that these places had

something of a sacred character and were often resorted to. Many
of the figures seem to be the capricious daubings <>f visitors, as,

for instance, the human faces drawn on angular rock projections.

Some of the animal forms may have had a sacred character.

I know of no trace of sun worship among the uncivilized Indians

of Para to-day, nor do they make rock paintings or inscriptions.

The greater part of the Brazilian Indians, such as the Tupis,

Botocudos, etc.. appear to have had no idea of a God, and no form

of worship. We have no historical account of the practice of

-tin worship anions' the ancient Indians of the Amazonas. In

sin- burial stations of Marajo small clay figures occur which ap-

pear to be idols. The probabilities are, that the tribes anciently

. "lie Amazonas were more advanced in religious idea>

than those Brazilian Indians of which history gives us an account.

DR. KOCH'S BOSS

In March, 1*10. I visiu-d the spot on the Pomme de Terre,

Benton county, Missouri, where Dr. Koch had recently disinterred

the skeleton of that large male Mastodon now in the British

.Musi um. which the Doctor mounted and named Missouri >i<n t< tra-

'iiuhxly,). Owen subsequently remounted the specimen and made
a Mastodon giganteus out of Dr. Koch's distorted work.

The excavation was about fifteen feet in diameter and six feet

deep, half filled with water. I was told by one of the men who
assisted in the excavation, that they did not get all the bones out,

as the water was so deep as to interfere materially with their

work. So I hired a negro to go into the pit and fish about, while
I from the bank, felt around with a hoe. In this wav we suc-

tooth, two pieces of i
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several pieces of the skull, lone; bones, etc., etc. The larger piece

was from the base of the left tusk, two feet in length, and flat-

tened on the inner side, evidently produced by the friction of his

trunk. This specimen retains the fine polish as perfectly as when

worn by the living animal. This interest ing specimen I recently

presented to the Academy of Science of Chicago.

Dr. Koch's report, in the Proceedings ,»f the St. Louis Academy

of Science." is unreliable in every particular, saving the locality.

The Doctor certainly exercised a lively imagination when lie stated

that -the bones were found in a layer of vegetable mould which



2 spider, bei'on

l its legs together with the

re whether this ol.servuti



in length, and which, in it- general appearance, resembled a Citi-

grade (therefore quite d liferent from the gossamer spider ). while

standing on the summit of a post, darted forth four or live threads

from its spinners. These, glittering in the sunshine, might be
compared to rays of light. They were not, however, straight

hut in undulations like a film of silk blown by the wind. They
were more than a vard in length and diverged in an ascending
direction from the orifices. The spider then suddenly let go its

hold and was quickly borne out of sight. The day was hot and
apparently (ante calm; yet under such circumstances the atmos-

phere can never he so tranquil as not to affect a vane so delicate

as the thread of a spider's web. If during a warm day we look

either at the shadow of any object cast on a bank, or over a level

plain, at a distant landmark, the effect of an ascending current

of heated air will almost always he evident, and this "prohahly

would be sufficient to carry with it so li-lit an object as the little

If the slu

ho dispel

Such sh

quantity of web upon the ground, w
when the wind chauges, or the sun beg
Mr. Blackwall,f who has devoted a

English spiders, gives the following

of these showers of gossamer :—
"A little before noon on the 1st of

a remarkably calm, sunny day, the
ranging from 55° to 64°, I observed tin

the neighborhood of Manchester were .





I do not know of am [uiMished account ol' similar fli-lits of

cobwebs in this country, but on almost any line morning in sum-

necting the extremities of the twins ;m ,| h-aves in every direction.

% z



I of the stalk ami then descend one or two inches :m,l

owiiii-- the :iir to carry upward the loose thread. At the

' it elevated its ahdomen and the current, acting on da-

ily formed, drew out the thread from the .spinnerets until

t quantity had passed, when it l.roke oil' the end attached

Ik and Jloated away with the weh. In this way he oh-

eral individuals ascend. At the time there was QO per-

tinent in the atmosphere except the upward current
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Eavdrafole occasions I am constantly extending their amount, and
:ts often do I find my deductions supported, namely, that the entire

>a are electrical. In clear, fine weather'the air is iuvari-
alily positive; and it is precisely in such weather that the aero-

nautic spider makes its ascent most easily and rapidly, whether it

be summer or winter. I have often seen 'this in winter, during an
intense frost, a circumstance which renders the action of warm
currents of air. as accessory to its flight, something more than
questionable. Our aeronaut may be met with in its descent over
the Mer de Glace as well as over the Lake of Greneva : and it will

take flight as readily from a point over the frozen sea as from the

heated surface soil of the valley of Chamouny.
"Several circumstances concur to shew^ the phenomena of as-

cent to be electric. The propelled threads do not interfere with
each other: they are divellent. ami this divergence seemed to pro-

ceed from their being imbued with similar' elect rich v. and the

character of that electricity appeared to me to be an 'interesting

subject for subsequent research When a metallic con-

ductor is brought near to the suspended spider, it disarranges its

it hounds from it with eonsidcrabh- energy On the :5d

1822, at 4 P. M.. thermometer (if, K;,hr.. two aeronautic
on separate threads, were brought near to each other: ;i

repulsion supervened: and when one was brought in mo:
i the other, it immediately fell lower in the

"An excited glass tube brought near, seemed to att
thread, and with it the aeronautic spider. When the ins
thus j,ositirof^ electrified, the rapidity which marked its <

and extent of thread spun out. and which I frequently co
was truly astonishing, being at least 30 feet in length."



almost universally

American reader the

or the same kind of

mlly placed in a coutrncted portion, lying generally on the

e with the hands in front of the face and the knees drawn up.

>ugh almost every other position of the body, such as sitting.

bones left after the burning of the body were gathered up and



either placed in a small heap, sometimes "covered with a .small

slab of stone, or wrapped in cloth or skin (the bronze pin which

fastened the napkin being occasionally found), or enclosed in cin-

erary urns, inverted or otherwise. In some instances, even when

placed in urns, they were first enclosed in a cloth." In regard to

the disputed point as to the form of the barrows, •lung barrow,'

••round barrow," etc., which some authors have considered as

indicating a difference of race in the occupants, and have even

to the following concli

h;i> run into

the crevices among the soil and loose stones Is it too

much to suppose that the discovery of lead may be traced to the

funeral pyiv of our early forefathers r I think it not improbable

which lay about became accidentally smelted, would gbre the peo-

pie their first insight into the art of making lead."

The several facts that have been brought forward to prove that

the earliest races of men were, if not habitual lv. occasionally can-

nibals, have, perhaps, not been so very conclusive m is to secure

general belief, but t lie testimony that the earlv races i

a very extensive degree in the equally degrading eustoin of human

sacrifice has accumulated to such an extent, that it can now hardly

be doubted that all races which have risen to a state as high. even,

as "semicivilized," have passed through the stage of h unian sacri-

lice. That the ancient Britons were no better than the ancient

Americans in this respect is suggested by the followii ,g sentence



close by the urn. there uill be „nal] heap, of Imn
any urn. The probable solution of this is. that t

of bones were those of people who had been ,*

death of the head of the family, and burned aroui

Much has been written, and many popular supi

tant. regarding the Stone, or "DruidicaP Circles.

or " Druid Altars." These our author disposes of.

by considering the smaller circles to be simply

commencement of the mound raised over the pla(

the cromlechs as sepulchral chambers, denuded o

once formed a mound over them. That such is tl

thus reducing popular superstition to simple facts

to the means by uhieh the. in many instances, gig

were erected, is left, and it is nearly as great a c

ing of the pyramids.

In this notice we have called attention to onl

points treated of by Mr. Jewitt in the first chapb

book, relating especially to the Ancient British, c

mounds and burial-, under the headings of the

and the Anglo-Saxon Period, thus bringing arclueo

well into the domain of history, and in many in
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The Record of Entomology for the year 1870 will be soon is-

sued, and it is hoped that subscribers to the previous parts will feel

incliiu'il to support this undertaking another year.

Synopsis of European Coleoptera described in 1868. '—This

is a most convenient work for European coleopterists. and is of

considerable value to American entomologists. Each species, de-

scribed as new. is briefly characterized in Latin, so that entomolo-

gists of every nationality can read it. When will the time come

for the publication of a similar yearly synopsis in America for all

NATURAL HISTORY MISCELLANY.

under his kind and most interesting guidance i visited a scene

which was full of painful interest. The gardens had apparently

been a point of especial bombardment, and no fewer than eiglitj-

three shells had fallen within their comparatively limited area.

We went out to the glass-houses to judge for ourselves of the ef-

fects. On the nights of January 8th and 9th, four shells fell in-

to the glass-houses and shattered the greater part of them into

atoms. A heap of glass fragments, lying hard by, testified to the

destruction, but the effect of the shells was actually to pulverize

the glass, so that it fell almost like dust over the gardens. The

consequence was that nearly the whole of this most rare and ?i -

uable collection was exposed to one of the coldest nights of the

year, and whole families of plants were killed by the frost. Some

of the plants suffered the most singular effects from the concus-

sion ; the fibres were stripped bare, and the bai

many instances. One house into which we went r

lamentable appearance of bare poles: scarcely

peeled off

Cited a m



All tlic Orchitis, nil the Clusiaeea-. the (
'y elan t hea-. the Pandanea-.

were completely destroyed, either by the shells themselves <»r by

the etleets of the coltl. The large Palm-house wns destroyed,

and the tender tropical contents were exposed to that hitter cold

night ; yet. singularly enough, although they have suffered se-

verely, not one has yet died. Imagine Kew Onrdens under a

heavy lire, and Dr. Hooker standing disconsolate in the midst of

them, his most cherished plants in rihnnds. and his ^kiss-houses a

mass of powder, and we can form some idea of what M. Decaisnc

sulfered during those lift ecu nights, when shells came bursting un-

der his windows, sending splinters into his (lower garden and

Hhnkillg his house to it- foundations with every explosion. Feel-

ing that, at all eosts. he was hound to stick to his post, he passed

dogy, where it

fcology. Three fell into

a valuable collection of

The houses, historical

os-il.ly l.e supplietl from Kew. while owners of privatt

ons might also he glad to testify their sympathy and ini

-<iciice hy contrihut ini: whatever they may l»t

arc a< soon as the amount and nature of the loss is asee

feel no doubt that it will be enough to make the bets kn



the British public to respond with the snmc o-enerosity which they

have manifested in other instances. The animals fared better

than the plants — not only have none of them been eaten hy the

population of Paris, as the latter fondly suppose, bu1

several shells burst annum- them, they have escaped uninjured.

>r the presenl

rreater is the



above and below this .lea.) space increase annually in girth,

pper portion is now about nine inches in circumference. There

anches above and below the girdled portion ; the lower ones

ng much the stronger. The upper portion makes only two
ee inches of growth a year, and the ''needles" are of a

FhowKiis.— During the summer of lsr.'.l I observed.

»*". with perfectly uhite (lowers. During the past -ea-

that species, not even upon .talks which I believe to



have sprung from th le roots that bore tin3 white flc

served the year pre 1,-ious
, they having appare ntly resuB

specific color.

During the antumn of 1«G8 I disco Northerr.

specimen of Liatris <>,lin< vith per1'ertly W hite liowei

flowers upon the tin talks ie same root beii

This seems more re] uark.:ible t han th:rt of the white do
tioned, because the coloi • of the latter i s at best

ciiic while rose-red i s re< rjirde< iuvaria ble color <

species of Liatris. In other vfords, tl ie color is a gene

acter.— C. A. Whit]

[We print this nol:ice, 'with i;he rem.irk, once ! for all, t

sional white Wnww^ i iecte.1 ii 1 any sp ecies, so 1

liardlv worth while H'CifV nnniero us part icular ins1

Eds.]

ZOOLOGY.
Poison of tiii: Cokka.— At the meeting of the Boston Society

of Natural History, .January 1-sth, Mr. (ieorge Sceva gave there-

suits of an experiment which he had recently made in connection

with Dr. Thomas Dwight, Jr., with the poison of the Cobra di

Capello, Naja tripudians.

January 8th, one quarter of a grain of the dried poison, which

had been kept a little more than seven months, was put into twenty

drops of water, the poison dissolved, and the liquid reduced by

evaporation at a temperature of H»° F., to four drops. This was

exposed to the air at a temperature of 22°, and was completely

frozen in four minutes, the warmth of the porcelain vessel ictanl-

January 9th, the p<>is<
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The poison was injected at 4.32 P.M. At I.;i| i

motion of the bowels. Although tin-, almo-l invariably occurs, as

tlic first symptom of the action of the poison in the lower animals,

yet it cannot he fully relied on in the case uf l.irds. a*, it fre-

quently occurs from fright.

At 5.10 another motion of the howels. followed by slight trem-
ors and convulsive movements, clearly indicating the action of tlie

At 5.15 no further symptoms of importance appeared. At this

tained. He thought these errors might he attributed, in a great
measure, to the general aversion which people felt for all poison-

ous reptiles. This seems to account, when combined with the

usual credulity shown in such matters, fur the many strange sto-

Mr. S,wa. .hiring the past three years, while attached to the

idian Museum at Calcutta, had assisted Dr. Fayrer. the Profes-
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periments with the venom of poisonous snakes. Among those

made to test the value of loeal applications was that of the actual

cautery by plunging pointed red-hot irons deeply into the flesh in

the places where the fangs im <i enu-red. i,u t this failed to destroy

the poison.

This result, however, would not surprise one who fully under-

stood the rapidity with which the blood passes through the soft

tissues of the body, and the instantaneous action of the poison

upon it.

To show the rapid effect of the poison on the blood. Mr. Sceva



llu'ir venom and saliva from their mouths : l.iit In- had momt seen

one bite another, although he had kept :i large number of them
in cages convenient for observation.

Of the great numbers of deaths (sonic thousands) occurring an-

nually from Cobras, the bites were almost always received when
people stepped upon them.

I'ntil very recently it was almost univcrsalh supposed that the

poison of the Cobra had no ctfeet on the mongoose. mii animal re-

sembling the weasel. It was well known that the mongoose woiiM

the bodv. but in these encounters the mongoose. b\ his -real anil-

leg, by having it put into the snake's mouth, the mongoose <

Mr. Sceva added, that sin



Again, certain species are abundant at some particular group, and

gradually Income more and more rare as we recede froi:n their

metropolis, oi speciiic c<

Kaeh grouj ) of island,-i has distinct species of land shel

in fact, every island in ai group possesses its peculiar specifs. For

small species of" land shells. Stciof/i/ra jn ncea and Vertigo pedito-

his range ov(it the Soot h Sea Islands. an<1 are the only esc .ptiolls

to the rule. What is i nost surprising, i that we

Ihid the species eontine< 1 to particular vaHoys, or certain r.arts of

the islands. The small islands are gener:dly richer in spedes than

eoSns!\!hif::H
ti Islands, while

belonging to the

found at the f<

the latter posses;

groups,

mother

Of Xavini. I

EHEE'SH"SzIZ shells.

widi Islands arc all peeuli

rotomid*. Of the former

Most of the Viti fish, en

first time, met with t



Si;\i> ni nii: I.uiiMr.i:. A ("onvsp lent of* •

Water," makes an :iiiih »u in-t-i itt-nt . which is endorsed l.\

of thai paper, to the etl'ect that tin- sex of I.<.I»-Ut>

il V determined l»y the character of their claws, since

I'onrtccii hundred specimens examined, it was aM-ertai

the male, the lilimt, tufted claw is always on the left s

is supplied, as that furnished by Mr. (h

•• Sikamki: L\i \m,i n:. 1
•_' M..

ude 11° 40 ; Longitude •',4° 9'; distance
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iXM-uniii/f. a> they wer

•• This i^ tin- entrv. willi the portions in parentheses added now.

The route of tin- Fivnoh ships is far to the southward of all the

other steamers. Von will see from the map that we came about

three liun. livd miles south of Nova Seotia. a rather 1-im lii-hl for

Warbler (Dendi

M. ,,,/,,,,/,,//„* Itnie,;



?e county. White-throated Sparrow { Z. I t/i,; l ;,!h's Bon.) :

th. Tree Sparrow (>'. mo, ,t;,',,l,i Iiaird) : oommon in

1 A]»vil. Swamp Sparrow ( .1/. r,il,istris Iiaird) ; taken in

Indigo Iiird {('. ft/nm-a Iiaird) : summer: very common,

iiird (<". J7/v/''" ''"""* Bon.); Lee county. /</. ,•/</« :
—

ickbird (.V. frrriifiiiK'iitt Sw.) : Clinton ami Poweshiek

Tiirtnnn'ihv:— Yellow-hellied Flycatcher {/•.'. jhirir,,,-

; summer; not rare. Cvailirfc .-— Ycllow-hilh-d Cuckoo

V«/|'(n Bon.) : summer: only taken in a grove in Kellogg.

unty. Piriilo>:— Plicated Woodpecker ( //. >»7*W//.s

Savig.). rV,/,,,^c.-_ Passenger Pigeon (/;. >„;
;
„W„,-/./ Sw.):

(J/, ijriscus Leach) : Clinton county. Tell-tale or Stone Snipe (
^'.

uiflaonk-nrii lion.): Clinton county. Yellow-legs < (i. jhi,-;r<s

Bon.) ; common in prairie sloughs. Solitary Sandpiper ( /?. nollta-

riu» Bon.). Marbled Godwil (i. /.</-< Ord.). <?rwicte:—
White or Whooping Crane (

G. Am-rlrn.fs Ord.): Tama county.

Ji„li;,hi>:— SoriL or Common Kail (P. CurolhtaYieilL). Coot (F.

Aiiirn'rtiini Gm.). Anatithe:— Trumpeter Swan? (C. bmrhuitor

Rich.) : young. Brant (JJ. ?,rc/^ Stepli.) : large flocks, douhtle-s

this species. Spoonhill (.S. r7>
fl

,<;it,i Boie) : Clinton county. Gad-



bier. Warbling Vireo, Loggerhead Shrike. Bobolink and Great

Horned Owl. are abundant in the district new especially reported

from. I have not met with Wilson's Thrush. Winter Wren, Tit-

row, Arkansas and Great-crested Flycatchers, Yellow-bellied

Woodpecker, Least. Pectoral and Spotted Sandpipers and Sooty

Tern.— H. W. Parker.

The Colorado Potato Beetle ix Xiles, Michigan. — While

iii Xiles. Michigan, this winter. 1 took somewhat special pains to

gain information in regard to the Colorado Potato Beetle, as it had

been observed on one farm in that town. On the farm of James

Hudson, of whom 1 made mv inniiiries. not a bn<>- of this sort was

them. He

inn them.



On the farm above inmt ioned. the hu^s disappeared suddenly

iu the early part of September.

It may be added that they seem to prefer Chenango potatoes

to the Karly linsc ; and that they would hardly touch the Karly

(ioodrich. though ^nmiim side by side with the ( hcnamio. which

they eagerly devoured. I would also add that these insects do

the potatoes theinsel ves. - Sani-.mwn Tknmk U /

irjy -jutted

idinu:. their



hoping to hear from him again. Last night his

I approached with :i subdued light and with gre:

the pleasure of seeing him sitting- among his coi

beautiful solo. 1 observed him without interru]

utes, not over four feet from him. His song wa

a continuous song of musical tone, a kind of to-'

wee-woo, quite varied in pitch. While observii

granted that he was the common house-mouse (i

when lie sprang from the shoe to make his escaj

an immense colony in the roof of an old ice house, at the gahle

end of which was a round hole for air about four or five inches in

diameter. This hole formed the entrance to their abode. Both

their brood cells and the outer ,-o\mng are very brittle, so much

to be made of green wood, in procuring which, they girdle great

quantities of the branches of our lilac bushes.

The mass of comb which \ send you. was taken. I think, two

independent of the outer covering, at the time I secured it:
—

Eighteen inches long, twenty-three inches in circumference. Ihere

were eleven stories or sets of comb. The circumference of each.

commencing at the top, was as follows :— 17. 2.'.. 27, 27. 27. 2*. - s -



vacant spaces, in one of which this iu>t was I'

wr live feet from tin- ground. The entrance waa

I. A M.I -. II'. st /-'.inns. A". )'.

[Mr. A. J. Olmatead writes as that this horn

since IS63, at Biorristown, N. J., and t lint the n
Lin-en wood of the lilac. - It does innch <l:iin:i



The Wing op Bats.— In Max Sehultze's " Archiv," Band vii.,

l
tes Heft, is a most exhaustive and interesting paper on the struct-

ure of the bat's wing, by Dr. Joseph Schbbl, of Prague. Long
ago Spallanzani discovered that bats winch had their eyes put

to avoid threads stretched across it. This faculty he attributed to

some highly developed sense of touch possessed by the wing. Dr.

Schobl lias repeated these experiments: but for the putting out

pillary system. With regard



unci' nr hyaline coat is highly «K-vt-lojK-.l. and. after being «-< m-

•trueted beneath the hair bulb, widens ..ut and encloses the sense-

xxlirs (Tastkiirperehen), one of which organs is connected with

The nerves of the wing may be considered to consist of |i\,.

avers. /. p., there is one occup\ in-: tin.- centre of a trail-

ion of the winjr. which gives oil' on each side of it four others.

mil these !ire successively liner and liner as they approach the op-

iosite surfaces. The inner layer and the one immediately on

ach side of it. consist of nerve fibres with dark borders, the other

avers of pah' fibres only. The tastkorperehen are connected

vitli the second laver. The fifth layer of finest fibres end> as

stance is formed of a prolongation of the cells forming the two

root sheaths of the hair. Their length is 0.02.™ and their breadth

p.nlT.Y . A nerve containing about six dark-edged fibres is

distributed to each korperchen. .Inst before the nerve reaches

this organ it splits into two. and three fibre- pass to one side of

it. three to the other. The fibres are then wound round the body

so ; ,s to sheathe its cellular core. Dr. Schobl thinks it proba-
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covers, running to the tail and then returning to the gill-covers.

He found this to be the young state, and this the manner in which

a dark, solid hand was formed and became perfect when the fish

reached the adult state. Another species forms a band which dis-

appears, leaving only one spot at the head and another at the tail.

A third species begins with a band and ends with cn>-> >tria>.

y thl and

Its crop



* thereafter.— K.

nl' Indianapolis recently held :i nu-t-1 inir f<U'

nelting eoal) Mini Rlast furnaces, of Clay (

i\v attracting much attention ami tin- visit v

g geologically. The other excursion propost

i the Ohio River, where there are a number .

ctories. among them the only plate glass '

ates. One of the largest railroa-1 bridges

i will also rei



We understand that the suit-section of Mkroscopij. so well

started at the Salem meeting, and developed at Troy, will ho well

represented at the next meeting, and we beg to suggest to the

Local Committee the importance of providing a room with proper

light and substantial tables for the use of this sub-section, ami a

safe place for the deposit of the instruments that undoubtedly will

be taken to the meeting if members are notified in the general

circular that such arrangements have been made.

We also trust thai some change will he made by the Association

in relation to the Proceedings on the first day. and the time of

delivery of the President's address, which certainly should come

i mailed to the address of every member from the oflice of the

uralist, in relation to the early publication of the papers to

ead at the meeting, and to request any person, who has not

ural History Sections, to send to the office of the America*

uralist for" one.



of Florida, is probably entirely tin- product of organic life, and

uch. probably tin- most considerable geographical feature on

earth's surface the product <>t' that agent alone. ( ape Ilat-

s. however, cannot be regarded as in any way the result of

' building animals, though it has been suggested thai possibly

banks so like the reel's of Florida, may rest upon auci.-in

il deposit^. Sections through tin* reel's show that they are

t on clay bottoms. The Delaware and Chesapeake Lays may

in part, at least, accounted for by supposing thai the vast lC€

probably derived from the excavation of the

the similar deposits, which enclose the broad v

of Eastern Virginia, are derived from the

the Delaware May.



Liassic rocks of the Richmond «oal held which are much dis-

ced by the elevation of the syenite ridge to the eastward.

ilc the Appalachian*, have this comparatively recent outline to

eastward, they have an ancient ridge in a comparable position

it as far to the westward. The Cincinnati and Nashville

rian domes are only the highest points of a low ridge which

elevated on a position parallel to the subsequently created

•alachian system. This ridge was elevated as early as the

.caches and broken shells in beds of the Hudson River Period,

by the existence of great deposits of salt in the Calciferous

Martha's Vineyard series, to \vhi<

The history of the Appalach

Mountains are characteristically!

veloped away from that line.

The character of the topogra

Weldon. Its character cannot

mospheric influences. The sour

tions. The topography near t!

formed by the action of the sea.

the action of the atmospheric ;



• slmiv. the Bunking

f the great influence

talf Stream from Ifta

okson said thai the

Mr. Slmlcr refenvd to Mr. lleinrichs, who vn

ie eoal measures at Richmond, and hoping soon

if syenite. He expected valuable result- from

Mr. •!. II. Perry said, in regard to the syeni

i the end of the Silurian p<

pginmnsof this uplift in-.



valley,

those c

tends f



lowing the outer cliff to the depth of two or three feet or more, in

iilferent localities. The shores of Nova Scotia. according to the

•hs.-rvalions of Professor Marsh ami others, wen-, if the speaker

remembered rightly, sinking. The shore- of Maine, a- slmwn hv

Dr. ('. T. Jackson. Dr. Packard and other-, were rising.

I'lehead Xeck he had observed a water-worn clilf elevated ei<rht or

ten feet above hi<rh-water mark, and protected by a rid-v of shin-

irle. which forms the hack of the present heaeh. Tliis l.each iinn

intervenes between the clitf and the water's ed-e. which is between



Disappearav !: <>i Aii;<»i;.\ Island. — Referring to the .state-

ment of the disappearance of Aurora Island (one of the New

Hebrides group), recently printed in the newspapers, Mr. Tryon

exhibited to the Conchological Section of the Academy of Nat-

ural Sciences of Philadelphia, at their meeting January 5th. 1871.

two species of shells from the collection, supposed to be peculiai

to this island, remarking that in the event of the reported sub-

mergence of the island being confirmed, these must- be classed

among the lost species. In his report on the mollusca collected

by Wilkes's U. S. Exploring Expedition, Dr. Gould gives the fol-

" The little island of Metia. or Aurora [sland, to the northeast-



both sides. Explorations earried on in the Mediterranean, the

Red Sea. and the Indian Ocean, showed similar uniformity in the

level of the sea bottom ; and the general conclusions arrived at

by (apt. Oshorn were, that in the deep si-:i there is an absence of

hare rock, and that there are no rouirh rid.-jfes. camms or abrupt

chasms: moreover, that the Led of tin- deep sea i- QOl iffected

hy currents or streams, even by those of such mairnitndc as the

(iulf Stream; but that it rather resemble* the prairies 01 pampas

of the American continent, and is ivirywhere covered with a



of his 1-1:

.•nlininililc

H:irtii:ick%

!;.!• Enolisl



of the falsity of our hi-h powers (l-.sfh to l-H'.tli) has led Dr.

Koyston l'i-ott to pay more attention to tlie lower power-, ami lie

finds that though you may not -vt so imieh actual amplification.

you yet *rot a truer effect, and greater clearness of detail, by

employing very carefully made low powers ( 1 -_'<! to l-."*th ). and

increasing the magnify ini: power at the other end of the micro-

scope. -'. ... the eye-piece. We have in this way seen the headed

structure of the scale, of the l'odura more satisfactorily than with

very hijrh objectives, even when corrected so far as they would

admit, and we may say the same of some 1 )i:itom-val\

.

formusuiii. It would be moM important to know how far such a

or even less. A very deep e;

residuary aberrations of the <

fv. Dr. Piirott has introduced
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the best American glasses, and the best of Hartn
and others; the glasses being mounted simila

marks only for recognition, so as to prevent
prejudice on the part of the committee. Were

the finest glass [ have ever seen." We sh

of objectives. Dr. Royston Pigott has exp



-nitiim- tin 1 different countries chielh interested. an\ movement,

if made at all. in reference to it. should be a concerted movement
in Kn-land. (Germany, France, if practicable, and this country, the

same lenses beinji sent for study from out- country to tin- other.

Microscopists niiuht thus he informed, not as to which objectives

arc the •• best.'" but as to which desirable qualities ar.

in an eminent decree bv the lenses of the various n

II. W.



transparent object, the liner points arc npt to be "drow

entirely ; and it is only by modifying the amount of

means of the diaphram. that we are enabled to make out

object, is.

the illumii

that of the



ion of the object to the locus. This difficulty is met chiefly

in- usi> of small, single lenses, tliat aiv held in the hand, and

ay he safely said that a single hour's work, witli a left* of thifl

ription held in the hand, or mounted on an unsl

injury to the eyes than weeks of work where a

ir higher power is used, ll

.eemed to us that watch-makers. cngra\ el -. and tlu.se who lic-

enses. «lo not stilliciently appreciate this faet. They, in general,

nount their lenses on wire stands, w Inch trcuiUingly respond t.»

>very footstep that falls upon the Hour, and thus i

leinands upon the eye for re-adjustment of fo.

lave seen students of hotany poring over plants by the hour, and

isiiig a small hand-lens, which must have heen utterly destructive

,, the eye-. Wherever a microscope single or compound is



cits found fossil in the

these hunts were submi

ie subject of the

,,f London anil

jince exchanged

President of the



.1. (i. Knox :unl (u-uriro (Jinli'ii.

ivnerouslv otfoivd to 1 1 1 1< i*-i takr thr printinir of tho t

t :i r.-vision <.!' Aua— iz"s •' Noinrurhitor." and eoiiiph-trd

flit day. lie promises to l»riii-r out tin- CoK'opt«T:t soon,

rk. if any one ran In- found to <\>> it. i- invaluaMr to t!i<-

> the public the and



world. Mr. Staint
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then imperfect knowledge of the zoology of the West. Bonaparte

first published an account of the bird, with a good figure, in bit

continuation of Wilson's Ornithology, in 1825. It is not so strict-

ly a western species as is generally believed; for in its partial

northward migration it ranges obliquely to the eastward, until

in British America it reaches a meridian of longitude which it is

not known to attain in the United States. It inhabits the region

about the Saskatchewan and Red River of the North ; and we have

Prof. Reinhardt's authority for its presence even in Greenland-

Sir John Richardson mentions its abundance at the fifty-eighth

parallel, where, however, it is found only in summer. It is singular

that it should breed in these almost hyperborean regions, and in

the warm parts of New Mexico, Arizona, and California :
yet such

The XavthocrphaU, Mwph„l,>s. as this species is called, is

one of our handsomest blackbirds, the body being glossy black,

the head, neck and breast rich yellow, and the wings having »

white spot. The female is smaller than the male, and plain <lark

brown, with the yellow of the head restricted and clouded over.

Together with the Lark Finch (Chondestes grammaca) and Prai-

rie Hen, it is one of the earliest indications that the westward

bound traveller has of approaching a different ornithological re-

gion. I saw some on the prairies of Wisconsin, and a great many



"Republican Fork, near Port Riley, V

numbers of Semipalmated an,] Bonaparte's Sandpipt -r-

pUSilhu and Ar(ml,',,,itos li<,„<ir.irt> i ) al.-n._r the river, mixed to-

gether in close Hocks. Not fat al this season. Plenty of Balti-

in. .iv and Orchard Orioles, in tin- high tn

(hats in tin- bushes: Ycllow-u inged Sparrows and Black-throated

lSuiitinirs even where : Meadow Larks in the open, and Partridges

in the woods. Shot a pair of Red-bellied W Ipcckers, breed-

ing. Saw tor first time the Clay-colored Bunting.

Pound two very interesting birds I never saw alive before- -Bell's

Vireo. and NuttaH's Whippoorwill (
]'!,:<> /.

XiittoUi). The former seems quit.- eommoii : shot several speci-

mens; it inhahits thicket- and chimps of hushes, like I

rorrnsis. but lias a different song, the peculiarity of which first

of possible Indi;

tirst antelope yesterday, and to-day abund:

Blackbirds."

The Journal goes on to state, that the

rie zoology in earnest ; the Lark Bunting, B
Dogs, and Buffalo. The Blackbirds were I
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while crossing the Plains. They would collect about camp in

the evening, with flocks of Cowpen birds, and ramble about for

food among the mules and horses turned out to graze. In spite of

the season of the year, I noticed that a large part of them were in

imperfect plumage, the inference from which is, that more than

one year is required for them to become perfectly black and yellow.

I saw them at various points along the Rio Grande, and first

found them breeding a short distance west of that river, near the

Pueblo of Laguna. A small stream there spreads into a marsh,

overgrown with reeds and tall rank weeds ; a favorable spot, that

thousands of the birds had selected as a nesting place, and were

then busy with the duties of incubation. Pretty much all these

birds seemed to be in perfect plumage, and no young of the year

had yet made their appearance.

The nest of this species is a compact, substantial structure,

measuring liv<' or six inches across, and but little less in ib'ptu.

Unlike the true JgeltBi, or Marsh Blackbirds proper, these birds

it, though it is liable to sway back and forth in the wind. It is

plaited and woven entirely of bits of dried reeds, and long, coarse.

aquatic grasses, and is not lined with different material, though the

inside strands are finer than those outside. The brim of the nest

is usually thickened, and folded over a little, to form a firm edge.

The eggs may be from three to six in number. They resemble the

eggs of the Scolecopharji more than those of the Agelai, lacking

the curious straggling zigzag lines. The ground color is a pale

grayish or olivaceous green, which is spotted all over with severa

shades of reddish-brown, sometimes so thickly, especially towards

the larger end, that the ground color is scarcely perceptible. The

eggs vary to a moderate degree in size ami shape; two selectet

The duties of incubation devolve mostly upon the female, ami

while she is setting, the male is fond of mounting the high''- l>^
rh

near the nest, and giving free expression to his joyful anticipa-

tions. He twists and turns about in a curious way, and sing^ '

a manner still more amusing, a queer melodv of guttural "" '

broken at intervals by an odd grating sound, and again by a e
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clear syllables that sound like the tinkling of a bell. When nit-.il

lime conies around, lie <_r<»es oil', and forages with other Benedicts

about the marsh, paying. I suspect, little attention to his mate,

although should she he disturbed from the nest, her cries of dis-

tress soon bring him back. It is not likely that he brings any

food home ; and while she is setting, she sr*«ts anything to eat that

she goes after herself.

These were among the few birds 1 saw in the arid regions about

.Jacob's Well and Navajo Springs, on the confines of New Mexico

and Arizona. This was in duly : some were birds of the year in

their first plumage, and the rest were all moulting. I

some in a marsh near Fort Whipple, but not to he compared in

numbers with the vast hordes of Brewer's and Redwinged Black-

bird-- that live there. In thi- latter locality there were more of

blankets, and blew our numb fingers this morning.

be. The cold nights stiffen our bones, and the he

our noses, crack our lips and bring our eye-balls t

To-day we have traversed a sandy desert ; no water

our worn-out animal-, and v,-rv little gra-. The



are hard to hear, for the line particles cut like ground glass; but

want <<l' water is hardest of all. For some time it has been a long

day's march (nun one spring or pool to another; and occasionally

more: and then the liquid we tind is nauseating, charged with

alkali, tepid, and so muddy thai we cannot see the bottom of a tin

'up through it. Here at our noon-day halt there is not a tree—

scarcely a hush— in >ight. and the sun is doing his perpendicuktt

hest. In the Sibley tent the heat is -imply insupportable, and we

are lying curled up like rabbits in the slight shade we can find in

the rain-washed crevices of the • Well.' Jacob's Well is an undis-

guised blessing, and, as such, a curiosity. It is an enormous hole

in the ground, right in the midst of a bare, (hit plain; one might

pass within a hundred yards mid never .suspect anything about it.

Theimirgin is nearly circular, and abruptly defined ; the sides very

:"st perpendicular in most places ; but a path, evidently

worn by men mid animals, descends spindly, winding nearly hxM

way around before reaching the hollom. It is, in fact, a great fun-
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In l.s«;;,-«;»; Mr. Cha.h- Wright, tl.cn en-a-d in colleetiiu: 11,,

|>lia'iio<r:imous plant- of (nha, upon vi»ilin«£ the seashoi.

of maritime plants. <rathere.l and preserved Mich al_ I

within his reach. This collection, win. h was kindly <riv.Mi to ....•

for examination by Professor (.ray. contained f«»rt\--

which oould be identified, besides few which, from

frail an.l other causes, cooM not be made ..ut. Of these forty-sis

species, eigh.1 uviv Melanosperms, ninet

nineteen Chlorospenns. These immbeTi prohaUy



rilliancv tin- liTtW- ( ul>an [.laiil which possesses a color unii)«iv

mong the alga-,

licshh-s these two orders, so fully represented on our own coast.



been but little rtudied, a solitary >['<virs of a third order. the

Siphoiuuaw, to which the most striking Cuban Chlorosperm- U-

li.n-r. This plant is the Br>/<>psis plimu'sa. which (irows in n>ck\

pools and looks like a small tuft of delicate green feathers.

The order Siphonaeea- (Fig- 17. structure of a plant of this

group) contains plants formed of a single large and generally

s long. The cell-wall is thick and memfc

several layers of cellulose. The sac thu

a semi-fluid endochrome.f The peculis

I the genus is the presence of branching th
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float in the endochrome and fill a good part of the cell. These

threads are merely prolongations of the external cell-wall, and

are not newly formed cells, as they contain no endochrome.

Harvey has compared the Caulcrpre to loose sponges surreundeil

by a membranous sac.

The specific distinction depends on the outline of the frond.

Most of them resemble Lycopods or true mosses. In all, there

is something which look- like the subterranean stem of a Lycopo-

dium. from which fibrils resembling roots are given off. These



Nearly allied to Caulerpa. :nv Ilalimeda :ind I'dotoa. which :i

composed, not as in Caulerpa. of a single coll, hut of several si

ilMr cells packed together into :i frond. 'II,

hardly he called plants at all hy the

me and rOttmb

corals. In fact, they are corallines or

alira- with a calcareous coverinii. In

some species this eoatin<i surrounds

each lilament separately, in others it

surrounds the collective mass of lil.-i-

mentoai cells of which the plant Is

composed. Referrini: to these plants.



of the genus is U. flabellata (Fig. 53, \ natural size), where 1

stem is formed of filaments surrounded by a calcareous coating,

but, as soon as these filaments reach the expanded part of the

frond, they divide indefinitely into root-like branches, the ends of

which are phu-ed, as in Ilalimeda, to form the surface. I

misfortune of the genus Udotea. that very few of the specii



formed. Tin- only species brought by

(Fig. •"»*». iiKicruitifMl l>oo diameters).

everywhere, in the tropins and temperate

Mr. Wright was ('.

which is found ah

zones except on 01

raon in Europe and ( alifornia. hut. on our

\tlantie coast, it has not hoi'n found north of

Key West.

The two orders. Dasyeladea' and Valon-

iacea>, are sometimes regarded as forming a

part of the Siphonacea". Harvey considers

tliem independent orders. The Dasyeladea'

(Fig. IK, structure of a plant of this group)

comprise plants of a single axial cell sur-

rounded at intervals by whorls of branching

cells. It is a small order, represented in

the Wright collection by only I

OasycladM -

st beautiful zoospores. Enveloping the whole is a membrane

nposed of hexagonal cells, on which is the calcareous deposit.



If the two species ju-,1 mentioned were i n-iuni f'u-ant at lirst sight.

the Acetabularia (Fig. 56, A. cremdata, natural size) cannot fail to

delight any one. It seems as though it were a most delicate par-

as. >1 made for some of the smaller i

toadstool, except that its color and textu:

It has a stem composed of filaments bo

coating, at the extremity of which is a

cells tilled with zoospores. Our specie,

tana Mediterranea. except that the edge i



in reality, only a net-work of cells. The frond lupins with :

single oblong eell terminating in from live to seven similar but

smaller cells which in turn divide in like manner. In this way.

a fan-like frond is formed. When moistened, the cells swell up

and appear to be connected, but. on drying, the adjacent cell-

walls separate leaving a net-work. In Mr. Wright's collection

were specimens of the very curious lihuhj, tlin ,;„,(, rrnlths, which

Harvey at first supposed was :i (ladophora. and which is now icm-

por.-iriU placed amongst the Valoniacea- awaiting further develop-

ments. D%Oty09phceria farulnxa, found in all tropical sea>. :.nd

Volnnio ";/":/'•"/"'"'/" looking like a ('ladophora which has Keen

Chlorosperms.

THE LESSEE AIM

called the Lcssi



some distance from the place, my attention was arrested by the

blasted appearance of his apple nursery, the foliage looking, at a

distance, as if it had been scorched by fire. Upon entering the

inclosure, the authors of the mischief were readily detected. Up-

on putting apart the two halves of the folded leaves, a little worm

could occasionally be seen, but at this date, most of them had

passed into the pupa state, and many of the moths had already

emerged, so that a flock of them could be put to flight almost any-

where, by brushing against the plants. Mr. Wier says that, little

known as this insect seems to be, this is not the first year that it

has injured his nursery, and that other nurseries in bis neighbor-

hood have been equally infested.

Tins little insect furnishes a remarkable example of the sudden

appearance and rapid multiplication of noxious species. The

moth is so rare that I cannot learn that it has ever before been

seen, even by entomologists. There is not a specimen of it in

the collection of either Mr. Walsh or Mr. Riley ; and Mr. Glover

of Washington, who is himself an experienced lepidopterist. and

is familiar with most of the eastern collections, and to whom I

had an opportunity of showing my specimens, said he had never

seen it, and remarked that the species is so conspicuous, notwith-

standing its small size, on account of its bright orange color,

that he felt confident that he would recollect it if he had ever seen

it ; and since then I have received a letter from Mr. Glover, in

which he says that he has recently had occasion to examine several

of the large collections of insects in Philadelphia and Boston, and

that he could find no specimen of this moth. And yet this sum-

mer, in a single nursery of young apple trees, specimens enough

could have been captured, in a short time, to supply all the cab-

inets in the world.

The larva of this moth is a small greenish naked caterpillar

with a pale amber-brown head and pale incisions. In some indi-

viduals the whole body is of a pale brownish tint. These caterpil-

lars occupy the upper side of the leaves, usually singly, but some-

times two or three in company, eating off the upper cuticle and

curling the sides upwards till the edges nearly or quite meet, and

tying them together with a web. In this inclosure the little cater-

pillar goes through its transformations. It lines the opposite

sides of the leaf, where the pupa lies, with fine white silk.

The pupa is three-tenths of an inch long or a little less, termi-
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nating anteriorly in a little knob, and posteriorly in a pair of

hooks bent downwards, by means of which it works itself half way

out of the closed edges of the leaf before the moth emerges.

There is also a series of minute spines on the edge of some at'

the segments which assist in this operation.

The moth is three tenths of an inch long, the average expanse of

wings being half an inch. Antennae brown annulated with whitish

on each joint, most distinctly on the under side ; first joint densely

clothed with orange scales. Palpi orange, horizontal ; the scales

project around and beyond the end of the penultimate joint so as

to form a little cup in which the small ultimate joint is inserted.

Tegulte more than half the length of the thorax. Head, thorax and

fore wings bright orange. The orange scales which cover the wings

are observed, when seen under a lens, to be mixed with numerous

whitish, almost silvery scales so arranged as to form about ten

indistinct, transverse, sinuous "or wavy lines. Hind wings, abdo-

men and legs whitish, with a silken lustre. There is a little plume

of divergent scales at the end of the abdomen.

There are at least two broods of this insect in a season. The

first brood of moths make their appearance early enough to de-

posit their eggs in the folds of the young leaves as soon as they

begin to open. Another brood was just emerging, as I have

above stated, in the third week of July. This brood, as Mr. Wier

afterwards informed me, by letter, began at once to deposit its

eggs upon those leaves which had escaped the ravages of the first

brood of larvae.

According to my own observation, the caterpillars of the earlier

brood draw the edges of the leaf upwards by means of their

web, till they meet, thus forming a roof over the insect which pro-

tects it from the weather, and must also in a great measure serve

to conceal it from birds and other enemies. It must also form a

serious barrier to the effective use of any destructive applications

on our own part. But Mr. Wier informs me that the young of

the last brood, hatching as they do, on the surface of the mature

and rigid leaf, do not draw its edges together, but simply protect

themselves by constructing a web over the surface of the leaf. In

what form they pass the winter has not been determined. Mr.

Wier affirms that he has seen the worms on the leaves so late m
the fall that they were actually frozen to death.

From the above account it is evident that this insect resembles.



in most of its habits, the larger Tortrix (Lozotcenia rosaceana) of

the apple and the rose.

If this insect should spread so as to infest other nurseries, as

it has that of Mr. Wier, and others in that section of country, it

would prove itself a pest of the most serious character; and, as

far as we can judge from present appearances, it will be a difficult

matter to reach them with destructive agencies, both on account

of the closure of the leaf in which they dwell, and their webby

covering. Fortunately, as is the case with most other double-

brooded insects, the first brood is comparatively limited in num-

bers ; and Mr. Wier thinks that it would have paid him well to

have gone through his nursery, early in the season, and picked off

the folded leaves.

The importance of combating evils in their incipient stages

can find no more apt illustrations than in the department of eco-

nomic entomology. Many noxious insects can be substantial!]

eradicated in their infancy, which, if permitted to attain a larger

o-rowth and a wider range, are wholly beyond our control. This is

illy the case with the present species. It is evident that

whatever applications we may make use of here, must be made be-

fore the young insects have time to close the leaf above them, in the

case of the first brood, and before they have covered themselves

with a web, in the second. These periods will probably be found

to be about the first week of May and the first week of August.

But the time will vary somewhat with the character of the season,

and must be determined by actual inspection. These little worms

are so tender, and so unprotected by any hairy covering, that 1

should expect them to be easily destroyed by any of the ordinary

applications, such as lime, ashes or soapsuds, provided we can find

a time when the substance applied will really reach them. Mr.

Wier informed me that he discovered a bug with many bright

stripes, preying upon these caterpillars, which, from his descrip-

tion, I suppose to be the Harpactor ductus, a well-known preda-

ceous insect of the Hemipterous order. But this tribe of predaceous

insects is not usually sufficiently numerous to check the increase

of such a locally abundant species as the Tortrix malivorana.
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We desire the reader, whether he be a botanist, or a lover of

scenery, to accompany us for a few miles up the canon of Clear

Creek ; assuring him at the outset that if he has any due appre-

ciation of any of these things he will not regret, in after days, a

few hours' toil among the picturesque wilds of this grand gateway

to the higher mountains.

Following the stream for the distance of half a mile above

Golden City, we quite suddenly find ourselves shut in on either

side by a rocky wall of prodigious height, and either so nearly per-

pendicular, that to ascend would be impossible, at least in many

places. In most hilly and mountainous countries, rivers have

their valleys. Not so here ; for since the mountains are almost

solid masses of rock, the waters, during the lapse of ages, have

worn out for. themselves, narrow and deep gorges or canons in-

stead of broad valleys.

On the north side of the stream, there is left sufficient space for

a narrow wagon road, and along this sort of terrace we pursue our

way. At this season of the year, swollen by the rapid melting of

snow in the higher altitudes, Clear Creek is a torrent ; and as it

comes boiling down over the rocks and forcing its passage through

narrow defiles, it seems to jar the foundations of the very moun-

tains. The constant roar drowns all the voices of the hundreds of

song-birds that occupy the trees and shrills whirl) .-tow among the

rocks, and would be tiresome indeed, did we not forget our ears,

while admiring with our eyes the manifold beauties of the scenery

around and above us.

But at length we issue forth upon a broader pathway, and the

mountain sides become less precipitous. We may now begin

the work of filling our portfolios. In the more open situations,

there grows among the rocks, a fine liliaceous plant, with a laruv.

whitish, tulip-like flower, and narrow, grassy leaves. It is the

lAi<<'<><:riiin in moiitanum. Three or four very nmanu'nial >lirul»>-

all with snow-white blossoms, are conspicuous along the water's

edge, and under the shade of overhanging cliffs ; a raspberry

(Bubus deliciosus) with smooth stems and entire, roundish leaves,

with solitary flowers as large as wild roses ; a dwarf, and pro-

fusely flowering variety of Spiraea opulifolia; and more beautiful

than either, the Jamesia Americana.

From almost every crevice in the rocks, Campanula rotundifolia

hangs forth, on thread-like stems, her toneless bells of deepest



blue, and with this grows a very pretty yellow flowered Senecio

which we cannot now name with certainty. We notice several

kinds of wild currents aiaonu the more common shrubs. The one

We have now come to a rude wooden bridge, apparently con-

structed some time ago, for the accommodation of some company

of gold seekers ; for, on the other side, are various indications thai

mining was once undertaken there, but with short-lived success.

The mountains on either side are now gradually drawing very

close to the creek, and it is evident that we cannot proceed longer

up the stream, for want of a path. We cross the bridge. A deep

ravine, shaded by tall spruces, and filled with a variety of under-

brush, leads up the mountain at the left. We follow this ravine in

the hope of finding yet other novelties. Having climbed up for

our hands to a painful extent, annum- wild gooseberry bushes, we

reach at last a kind of broad terrace, where we find a delightful

spring of water, whence a clear and laughing streamlet runs musi-

cally down to join the noisy flood below. Strawberry plants, and

pale Canada violets are blooming abundantly along the streamlet.

and among the bushes is a handsome composite with large yellow

flowers on stems a foot high, the leaves clothed with soft woolly

hairs. This proves to be Arnica cordifolia. But what is tlus^ lit-

tle gem of a plant, growing all over the wet. mossy surfaces o

shelving rocks? The delicate stems are only two or three inches

high, each supporting three or four pendulous flowers of a deep

purple. A nearer view shows the flowers to he those of the shoot-

ing star (Dodecatheon Meadia). But how very diite.vni the whole

plant seems from the specimens one sees on the borders of woo, >.

east of the Mississippi, where they grow tenfold larger, and have

white or rose-colored flowers. However, the prop«

have pronounced the Rocky Mountain plant to be only a vaneH

of the original Dodecatheon Meadia. Fefc

gather, as we ascend, Clematis alpina. Antennaroi <
<>rj.«t >. am

three specimens of the very rare and interesting Ranunculus

Nuttallii.

In the midst of all this wildness of scenery, in an almost in-

accessible solitude, where it might well be supposed no human
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foot, not even of an Indian, had ever trod before us, we are sur-

prised all at once to meet with a veritable log cabin. It stands

under the spreading branches of a giant fir-tree, and covers an

area just about large enough to furnish lodging room for two per-

sons. From the earth floor to the flat roof of hewn timbers, the

height is not more than six feet. A large fireplace has been dug

in the bank immediately in front of the broad doorway. Such

w.'iv doubtless tin' winter quarters of some hermit hunter and trap-

per.

Finally, we reach the comparative level of the mountain top,

and find ourselves at once in a pleasant grove of stately pines.

Several hours have passed since we left the bridge, and now we

can only hear a soft deep breezy murmur from the torrent far be-

low. The number of flowers has Li'radually diminished from the

gay profusion of the lower part of the canon, until on this cool and

airy height, we find but a single species. It is Erigeron compost-

turn, a pretty little alpine composite, with white, daisy-like flowers.

We have not met it before, though he

But the day is fast declining, and i

chill dews of approaching ni<_rht. The monotonous din of a cow-

bell assures us that we are not far from the haunts of men, so

we may yet take a little time to admire the scenery of this 08W

place. Passing from the pine woods we enter upon the most beau-

tiful of pasture lands, where a numerous herd are graxing and

slowly wending their way along what seems their homeward path.

Little groves of lurch and aspen scattered here and there, are re-

joicing in their young and tender foliage, while amid their branches,

a harmonious choir of robins warble their vespers.

But how shall pencil trace, or pen describe the glory of this sun-

set? A line of snowy peaks, canopied by clouds of purple

tinged with gold, extends along the western sky, while southward,

all seems an undulating sea of rich dark forest. The plains below

are already darkening in the shadows of the mountains. To them

the sun is set, and we must hasten to the nearest " ranch " and se-

cure lodgings for the night.



During the past ten or twelve years I have continued every

summer to make observations on the habits of the Striped Squaajl

beetle, or Cucumber beetle (Diabrothica vittata Fabr.). Sim-o I

discovered and published the account of the breeding place of

these insects, in the roots, chiefly, of squash, cucumber, melon and

similar plants, I have looked long and closely for some natural

enemy of the insect. Almost all insects are liable to be preyed

upon by some kind of parasite, which is most efficient in checking

their undue multiplication, and far more useful in restraining them

than anything that man is capable of doing.

But what insect preys on the Striped Squash beetle^ rt

peared dillieu It to discover. The you

such enemies, ,
living as it <loes either

on or in the roots of the ^rines, and,

I presume, is almost free from such

annoyances. The eggs are deposited

on the root at the surface of the
^

ground, or on the root just below the

upper loose particles of earth, for al-

though the perfect beetle does not

burrow into the compact ground, yet

it often is found down along the s

or root, just below the surface, under

the loose, dry clots or finer particles of earth winen are «,

pressed closely, or beaten down by rains and hardened in drying,

"baked," as farmers say. In this situation the egg, before i t u

hatched, may be, and doubtless is, sometimes pn-y.,1 »P»" b> P»,-

daceous, ground beetles, but by what inserts ami to what ex en

have no means of knowing from actual observation.

Last May and June we were annoyed b> an unusual number-of

Striped Squash beetles that had developed from the

entered the ground the previous autumn. As ^^^^
uncommonly dry, we expected, judging from past y
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in spite of the best directed preventative efforts, we should have

the roots of these vines greatly injured by the larvae. I looked

frequenl Iv but found scarcely any larvae on the roots. The proper

time to look for the first young larvae is when the vine is about be-

ginning to run out over the ground. If the root is and has been

free from them, it will be smooth and white. hut if atfeeted. its

surface, and the surface of the lower part of the stem beneath the

ground will appear rough and rust colored. We might speak of

till that part of the plant beneath the surface of the ground as

root without much impropriety, tor in due time it assumes a true

root structure, but at this early age the true root is only found

below where the seed lies, and above this point it is stem.

I was greatly surprised at finding no larvae, inasmuch as the per-

fect insects were swarming among the squash and other vines, now

so largely grown as not to require close precautions againsl the

perfect insects, on account of what they might eat themselves. A
rig. ei. few of these beetles will soon ruin

^rffXUJJlr^^ &e plants by their own feeding

fair* ] <*
.

~<rM^y wnen the seed leaves alone are

developed, but after the third or

«rs fourth set of true leaves appear,

J *v the growth is so rapid that many

beetles may be supplied with

food without great damage to the

But still at this time the larvae often do great damage to

the plants, and therefore the perfect insects must be kept away if

possible (hungry bugs, however, are very hard to manage, and

will brave much opposition rather than starve), especially if the

plants are scarce, for where the perfect insects abound we usually

expect that eggs will be deposited.

But on this particular occasion there was an abundance of vine

plants, four or five times as many as were needed for the ground.

The prudent gardener who is acquainted with the depredations of

these notorious pests, will always plant ten times as many seeds as

the plants he needs, so that he will have not only enough for the

parent insects that he may not have time or ability to keep away,

but also for the larvae that they will thrust upon his unwilling care-

We had then an abundance of good healthy vines, but still it ap-

peared necessary to keep an observing eye upon them lest the larvae

should destroy too many of them, the weather being so dry and
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therefore the most favorable for their development. But I could

find few or no larvae, which seemed to me very unusual and re-

markable. I searched the ground about the roots long and < arc-

fully. I closely and frequently watched tor the inexplicable cause

of this paucity of larvae, but all in vain; I could find no enemy
about the roots or on the ground that might lie destroying the

eggs. Thus baffled in my attempts to discover the hidden treas-

ure, I thought of directing my observations to the bodies of the

perfect insects themselves. Accordingly, upon dissecting a large.

apparently pregnant, female 1 discovered the secret I so anxiously

sought. Instead of a well filled ovary I found a large, dipterous

larva filling almost the entire cavity of the abdomen. Others were

examined with like results; instead of eggs I found larva-, one in

each female beetle. Some of the larva? were still small.

On still other beetles I found attached to the surface another

species of parasite, drawing its nourishment by penetrating the

abdomen. It was apparently some species of mite. I did not

find time to study it any further, and have no specimens at com-

mand now. I bottled forty or fifty beetles for the purpose of

breeding the dipterous larvae. This was done on the 7th of July.

1870. Twelve days afterwards, that is on the 19th, I was re-

warded with five small black flies in my breeding bottle, belonging

to the great family Muscidw, genus Tachina Fabr., or more cor-

rectly .e of flies by Dr. Loew,

family Tachinidse. I sent one of these flies to Dr. Lebaron, state

entomologist of Illinois, who locates it in the particular Tachina

genus J/,/,,,,,,,,,/,,,,-,/ Meigen. * The maggot comes out of the

body of the fly and forms its brown seed-like pupa on the sur-

face of the ground.

The abdomen of the beetle that has been well eaten out by one

of these parasites often appears whitish yellow beneath, instead of

black, as do many others.

On the 22d I found other beetles in the field infested with small



lvd mites attaehed to the posterior extremity, not very unlike those

often seen about the roots of the wings of grasshoppers, except

that these were smaller. These also interfere greatly with the re-

production of the species. I am not aware of any other instance

where a perfect Coleopterous insect is so infested with Taehina

parasites. A much larger species has been bred from maggots

found in the larva of the Colorado potato bug.

In the summer of 1869, I accompanied the Harvard Mining

School Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, under Professor J. D.

Whitney, and during the trip, I made some notes that may be

worth putting on record, although very imperfect from my igno-

rance of the specific characters of the animals.

Our explorations were prineipally in the region about South Park,

Colorado, and along the crest extending to beyond the head waters

of the Arkansas, and north to Gray's Peak. The altitude of those

parts of South Park where we spent most time is from 9,600 to

9,900 feet. I was on the following peaks in fine weather, and on

Gray's Peak, 14,145 feet ; Irwin's Peak, about the same height

;

Mt. Lincoln, 14,123 feet; Horse Shoe, 13,806 feet; Silverheels,

13,650 feet; Mount Yale, 14,078, besides numerous points over

11,000 feet. (Mt. Harvard, the highest point of the Rocky

Mountains, 14,270 feet, was ascended by other members of the

party on a very unfavorable day.)

On these peaks, the limit of tree vegetation, as had been al-

ready shown by Dr. Parry, is a little over 11,000 feet, and on all

the peaks named, there were considerable masses of snow at the

time of our visit, which was from the middle of July to the first of

September. ,

In South Park, deer are abundant. Elk were occasionally seen

(we saw but three). Mountain sheep are found on the ridges
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in the high Sierra Nevada. The kinds most abundant in individ-

uals were specitk-ally (ami. I think, even generic-ally) distinct from

the more abundant butterflies of the High Sierras. They ranged

up to the highest points visited, but were most abundant both in

species and individuals above the forest line, but below the ex-

posed rocky summits, flying near the ground, very agile, alighting

often, and after short low flights, and concealing themselves in the

low herbage, their concealment being more easily effected, as well

as more effectual, from the brilliancy of the alpine flowers, which

constitute a marked feature of these heights.

Crickets are very abundant, several species are found at 12,000

to 13,000 feet, and in favorable localities the number of indi-

vidual-- is very large ; some are very brightly colored.

The most striking feature of insect life, however, there, is the

anmber of grasshoppers. They are numerous at all altitudes

visited, and to me appeared to embrace a number of species, of

which at least two ranged to the highest points. They fly much

more than our eastern species, both as regards the length and

height of their flight, and on warm days they fill the air, even to

the highest summits. If they ehanee to alight or fall on the snow,

they soon become chilled, and perish there in numbers that chal-

lenge belief until seen. It is no exaggeration to say that tons of

them may be seen. When large snowbanks melt in the summer,

the number of dead grasshoppers left on the rocks is so large,

that the stench caused by their decay often pollutes the air for a

great distance. At altitudes of about thirteen thousand feet, the

conditions are most favorable for this to take place, and we saw

frequent examples. Mr. Bowles speaks several times of the abun-

dance of grasshopper life. I quote but one passage :
—

" The only life was gras

sands, by millions, sportir _
but the batter's chill seemed soon to overcome their 1

lay dead in eountless numbers on its white surface. In some
places the di :•! have been shovelled up by the

bushels, and down at the edges of the snow, cold grasshopper
soup was to be had ad libitum. There was a feast here for the

bears, but we could see none enjoying it." ( Park- and Mountains

of Colorado, p. 93.)

The day (August 4th) I was upon Mount Lincoln (14,123 feet)

was very clear during the three and a half hours we were on the

summit. It is well known that by shading the actual disk oi
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the sun, and looking into the atmosphere very near it, solid par-

ticles in the air can be seen most plainly, ami doing this at that

place, the air seemed filled with grasshoppers in flight, myriads of

them, extending high enough to appear as the finest specks, even

with a field-glass. They certainly ranged some hundreds of feet

above that summit in immense numbers. An occasional Initterfly

was seen also on the summit, but they were few.

Several species of flies are peculiarly abundant at 8,000 to

12,000 feet, which at times nearly set our animals frantic, hut the

most voracious kinds were troublesome only when the sun shone

— even a passing cloud would drive them out of sight.

The Genesis of Species.*—Among the works called out by

Darwin's epoch-making work, as the Germans happily style it.

the present volume stands preeminent. It is a series of criticisms

by a thorough evolutionist, and one who was originally a Darwin-

ian. It will interest the general reader, the style being char and

attractive, and the spirit of the author thoroughly candid and calm.

The author is well known in scientific circles by his original papers

on the anatomy of certain of the vertebrates.

The object of the book is "to maintain the position that -Nat-

ural Selection' acts, and indeed must act, but that still, in order

that we may be able to account for the production of known kinds

of animals and plants, it requires to be supplemented by the ac-

tion of some other natural law or laws as yet undiscovered." Far-

ther on he says " The view here advocated, on the other hand.

regards the whole organic world as arising and going forward in

one harmonious development similar to that which displays itself

in the growth and action of each separate individual organism."

He thus sums up the difficulties against Darwinism, or the doc-

trine of " survival of the fittest" maintaining :
—
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the obje ii from the physiological differ

tWCCH -sj: ecies" ai ul -races" still exists3 unrefuted.

• of which, if the\ could he attained- might throw light

upon specific origination.
" Besides these objections to the sufficiency of 'Natural Selec-

tion' others may In- brought against the hypothesis of fc Pangene-

sis,' which, 'professing as it does to explain great, difficulties

seems to do so by presenting others not less great — almost to be

the explanation of obscurum per obscurius."

These theses are the subjects of successive chapters in which
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celeration and retardation of certain parts of the animal, during

its growth, and Professor Hyatt previously * showed that the de-

velopment of the individual Cephalnpud i < an epitome of the devel-

opment of the cephalopods generally, and that the successive forms

were produced with comparative suddenness.

Previous to the appearance of Mivart's work in this country the

re\ iewer, in the present journal (vol. iv, p. 755), while remarking on

the ancestry of the King Crab, Trilobites and other Branchiopoda,

accounted for their origin rather by a process of acceleration and

retardation, involving a more or less sudden formation of generic

tonus, than by the theory of Natural Selection, and offered several

of the objections against Darwinism which appear in the work

under review. The former law, probably in active operation dur-

ing the earlier portion of embryonic life, accounts for the origin of

the differences, while Mr. Darwin simply assumes an inherent ten-

dency to variation. Cope's law may account for the origin of the

new forms, while Natural Selection apparently plays an entirely

si i'.ordinate role, and even may be found to account merely for the

preservation (as suggested by the Duke of Argyll) of the specific

form, keeping it within limits by the survival of the fittest, and

the lopping off of monstrosities and by the checking of all ten-

dencies to variation in a useless direction.

Medical Microscopy, f— Dr. Richardson's book is an exper-

iment in an absolutely unoccupied field. Other works of somewhat

uire are books for microscopists who are physiciaiisi

this is a book for physicians who are not microscopists. Meagre

in its account of apparatus and inaccurate in its scholarship as

it must be confessed to be, it is an earnest, straightforward and

successful attempt to enable the practicing physician to make the

microscope useful in his daily work. Some who use it for this pur-

pose will be disappointed, for successful microscopical work requires

a delicate tact and a mechanical ingenuity which are possessed by

very few persons, and which are wanting to many even among

physicians. Good microscopists, too, are developed, not made

;



and a high success can rarely be attained except by those whose

dexterity and skill in effecting mechanical and optical results have

been matured by long use before the exigencies of a full medical

practice rendered abundant drilling in the w.>rk impossible. For

these reasons, Medical Microscopy will always remain to some ex-

tent a specialty, most conveniently referred to the 'few physicians

more particularly devoted to it. But for the microscopical work

which physicians, as such, can do to advantage, for the using of

the microscope, like the stethoscope and the test-tube, as an ev-

ery-day aid to diagnosis, a really available guide book is now

for the first time published. For the general reader it is too

technical and uninteresting to be compared with other works that

are available; to the scientific physician it is a valuable* aid.

Students of this book should begin in the middle of it ; reading

the first part last, if at all. Nothing less than the author's excel-

lent success as a microscopist could save a beginner who had waded

through the opening chapters from abandoning the work in con-

fusion and disappointment. The first two chapters are devoted to

a description of instruments, apparatus, etc., and it is astonishing

that so good a microscopist could be so bad a critic in regard to

his own tools. Aside from the tediousness and general confusion

prevailing- in this part of the work there is much that is liable,

unless corrected, to seriously mislead the beginner.

The simple microscope is described as one of a single lens

:

and the compound microscope, by way of contrast, as one in which

lenses are so arranged that each adds to the power of the other.

This is precisely what occurs when a doublet or a triple combi-

nation is used as a simple microscope, and is radically different

from the action of the compound microscope where one lens, or

set of lenses, by magnifying the image formed by the other, mul-

tiplies its power instead of adding to it.

Three or four of the microscopes first mentioned are described

as furnished with sets of separating objectives like those on cheap

European instruments, and these lenses are spoken of with some

approval, although it would be more safe to state that to render

such instruments really available it is necessary to discard such ob-

jectives and furnish at least second-class lenses by some respect-

able maker. The objectives of Tolles* students' microscopes are

very properly called by their honest name, tbi the} ar. •

quality lenses and nothing else, but it should Ir
u



for the information of beginners that the lenses previously

mentioned are. i»v the same accepted standard, far less than sec-

ond quality. The one-inch lenses furnished lately with Tolles'

students' microscopes have been too cheap to be good; but his

second-quality one-fourth, one-sixth, etc. (which arc most used by

are incomparably better than the cheap lenses, often called trip-

lets, mentioned above.

It is stated that the higher objectives are each composed of three

pairs of lenses or doublets, properly arranged : although it is un-

derstood l>v mieroseopists that the posterior combination is often

a triplet, and that the anterior pair is often replaced by a triplet

or Iry a single lens.

In regard to the qualities of the objective there is an unfortu-

penetrating power being used sometimes in reference to that re-

solving power which is the joint result of definition and angular

But the most astounding assertic

his. that the lenses of various opti

essful up to powers as high as on<

ians, whose names are familiar sv<

.nywhere it has been in the escdle

very moderate use ; and Powell and L
sixteenth have doubtless contributed

twenty-fifth and one-fiftieth. And it

as the opinion of most mieroseopists,

future belongs to those opticians wh<

Li-lii.





termiued without the least knowledge of the position of its stage?

The fact that the apparent size of the object or image is simply

a question of angle, and that, if expressed in linear measure, that

measure must be taken at a uniform distance for all observations

liable to be compared with each other,— in other words, that to use

sines and cosines intelligently it is indispensable to assume a uni-

form radius— would seem to be too simple for argument, were it

not that a misunderstanding in regard to it is a common and con-

i i g enoi Ten inches having been generally adopted as the

standard distance of measurement in microscopy, and being a

the same time a most convenient distance, there seems to be no

reason for reconsidering the choice ; or, for assimilation to the

metric system, 250 millimetres might be substituted without a in-

considerable error.

Of the minor errors and inadvertencies in this part of the book,

may be mentioned the following :—The use, as a condenser in stu-

dents' microscopes, of the concave mirror transferred to a separate

stand (it may often be mounted on the stage for the same purpose)

,

is mentioned, but without the special commendation which it de-

serves. It is not stated that Tolles' students' microscope can be

obtained with the usual form of fine adjustment which is to be pre-

ferred to the --new method'" mentioned : nor that w -the fine adjust-

ment on the stage " of some of the same instruments, and of those

prepared by some other makers at the present day, is so firm as to

be reasonably satisfactory, while similarly situated adjustments on

a lighter class of instruments are usually so insecure as to be en-

tirely worthless. Following the lead of some of the dealers, the

tine-adjustment screw is called a - micrometer screw." an unfortu-

nate phraseology which, to the writer's knowledge, has often proved

confusing to students. Powell and Lealand's splendid Xo. 1 mi-

croscope is mentioned as the ne plus ultra of instruments, whereas

it is only feir to admit that the choice between such instruments as

this (including Ross' large stands, etc.) and the best stands of the

" Jackson " model, is a fair field for the use of taste and judgment,
neither form enjoying a conceded and unqualified superiority. Most

eye-pieces are said to be composed of achromatic lenses, a mistake

which is liable to mislead beginners. The student is advised, un-

der some circumstances, to increase his power by removing the

field-lens of his eye-piece, a worse than questionable procedure ;
nor

is he reminded to blacken the inside of the pasteboard draw-tube
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recommended for the same purpose. Wenham'a binocular arrange-

ment, notoriously consisting of a single prism, is mentioned as an
arrangement of prisms. The use of unground glass slips is men-
tioned with indifference, though the student should never use them,

unless they are to be covered with paper, without rubbing on' the

cutting edges on a grind-stone or on any wet piece of soft sand-

preparation is directed by the author, crochet needles may he

bought of suitable size and style, deprived of their hooked ends

and sharpened on an oil-stone or hone: or the form may he pur-

chased in which the needle is removable and easily replaced by a

common needle, being clamped into the handle hy a screw-move-

ment. Likewise the conical glasses, scratched with a tile, for esti-

mating the bulk of sediments, may be replaced by 4 oz. grad-

uated measuring glasses, which, sold by the dealers in druggists'

glassware, can often be obtained of exactly the desired shape.

"Healthy blood," on page 39, should read healthy human blood.

Such objects as the "various species of acari" should not be

mounted in the dry way, muck less received as typical of a class of

specimens peculiarly adapted for such preparation; nor should a

book of the present day reproduce from the old authorities the

• direction to place a dry object upon the slide and pro-

tect it by a cover carefully laid upon it and fastened down by

gummed paper. Glycerine is. perhaps wisely, recommended to

the beginner in mounting wet specimens, although a more difficult

i use of blue glass (spectac

3 of correcting the yellow
|

the diaphragm or below the aehromatn

the wdiite, translucent • porcelain
'

may. if quite thin, often be used

.
- -
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tinctness that tin' beginner should confine himself to low powers.

not over one-fourth, until great skill h:is boon obtained by long

practice. lie advises that high-power lenses be sent "to an opti-

cian " for cleaning, etc.. instead of saying that they should be sent

to the maker, or at least to a person accustomed t<> make the same

class of work : imagine a Ross' one-twelfth or a Tolles' one-tenth

sent to a local "optician" for repairs! Dr. Beale's directions for

adjustment of objectives by measuring the covering glass by the

screw-collar movement, are given without an intimation that good

performance by lenses made at the present time cannot be obtained

in this way. The amplifier is named as a means of increasing pow-

er, but without the caution that some of the cheaper kinds sold are

not achromatic and are perfectly worthless. Polarized light is

mentioned, on authority of an obsolete remark by Dr. Beale. as

an expedient of equivocal value: whereas the medical expert

finds it of great use in detection of poisons and adulterations, and

in some other investigations: and the polarizing apparatus is too

carelessly described as consisting of two crystals of Iceland spar.

work in photographing microscopic objects. Finally, the list of

microscope makers and dealers is rather less than satisfactory.

In regard to the main body of the book, relating to the practical

work of the microscope in medicine but little need be said. A



doubt, and the study of morbid growths is exceedinuly well sim-
plified and systematized. Cautious microscopists would probably

attention on opening the

lenses and prisms are sufficiently familiar to all exct

alogues of the opticians. Beck's catalogue, for inst

in connection with two or three others to suggest a:

individual differences in the style of different maker.'

than all the ill. Id reasonably be

this volume are
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hasty preparation or of the occupancy of an unfamiliar field— er-

rors which a second edition, sure to be wanted, will easily correct

;

while its advantages are so manifest that it cannot fail of an ex-

tensive usefulness.— E. H. W.

Recent Ornithological Publications.—With the close of the

year we have two papers of interest. Dr. H. M. Bannister,

whose name is associated with the late explorations in Alaska,
offers* "A Sketch of the Classification of the American Anse-
rine." which renders our information more precise, if not more
extended. Excluding the genera Dendrocygna and Chenalopex,
he divides the Geese proper into two sections, Anserece and
Philacteai. The former of these includes the two typical genera,

Anser and Branta,^ in which the sexes are alike and the plumage
nowhere metallic

; and three sub-typical genera, all South Ameri-
can, viz.: Oressochen, n. g., Chhrtmpfots, n. g., and ChloepMga
Eyt., in which either the sexes are dissimilar, or else the plumage
has iridescent tints. The Philacteae are marked by the presence
" of deep rough superorbital depressions, and reversed relative pro-

portions of tarsus and middle toe [the former shorter or not longer

than the latter], together with an exclusively sea-coast habitat, and
a carnivorous diet, corresponding in some of these respects with

the Oidemiae and Somaterige among ducks" (p. 130). This section

embraces one North American species usually called ChloepMga
canagica, here made the type of Philacte, n. g. ; and the South
American Tcenidiestes antarctica. Of the naturalness of this

arrangement, as well as of its convenience, there is probably no
doubt, and though division generice may seem pushed to an ex-

treme, yet this conforms to the usage of the day ; the only ques-

tion is, whether corresponding subtilty would not demand the

recognition of Chen, and even Exanthemops, as distinct from
Anser. We regret that the paper is defaced by too numerous and
inexcusable typographical errors, for which, however, we happen
to know that the author is not responsible.

In the list of North American species we notice the absence of

Anser albatus and Branta leucopa,reia ; the former, if only indeed

a small race of A. Iiyperboreus, we should judge entitled to recog-

nition
;
but the latter has doubtless no such claims ; nor should
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we be surprised if B. Hutchinsii itself were finally resolved into a

conspecies with B. Canadensis, despite the nearly constant discre-

pancy in the number of rectrices. A. eoerulescens, on the contrary,

appears perfectly distinct, as Dr. Bannister has it; and B. leu-

copsis has lately been twice authenticated as American. The
author queries A. ferus and A. segetum as American; we do not

know upon what authority, having had no previous suspicion of

their occurrence in this country. A comparison of the North

American and European Anseres, given below.* which we are. in

part, enabled to make through the personal attentions of Prof. A.

Newton, offers some interesting points :
—

Thus it appears that while Anser proper is essentially Kuropean.

and Chen as decidedly North American, they have both heen devel-

oped in a parallel series, as it were, to an equal number of species,

that may be regarded as strictly analogous, each for each. Such a

division of the geese is in remarkable contrast to the great number

of species as well as genera of ducks that are common to both

countries. But without space to pursue the subject, we turn to

the second paper above alluded to.

Mr. Ridgway very creditably maintains J the position he se-

cured by his first contribution to ornithology, in this more elabo-

rate paper, which is, nevertheless, only "preliminary to a 'mono-

graph of the North American Raptores,'" upon which he has been

long engaged. We trust it may soon appear, since, to judge by

this forerunner, it promises to be of high interest and importance.

Eu:



The present paper witiie-^es his laborious and conscientious appli-

cation, rewarded with _ atifving results in the elucidation of a

difficult subject. Hitherto, we are bound to say. our Raptorial

birds have been investigated wit.li only model a1«' success, and. in

fact, their technical details of form, etc., have never before been

properly worked out. nor adequately presented. To this is due

much of the prevalent and acknowledged confusion, for which, for-

tunately, there will hereafter be little excuse. Mr. Bidgway's

carried to such circumstantial detail, that 1 s 1 l 1 s really

cully, besides this small point, th.

toothing or lobiug of the tomia.* some points in the stn

the feet, and the facial disc of Circus, furnish a basis for

families— Fn.h-nnlihi . (';,;;,,(_<. j<v/y./7 ri.m. Iluiin, i;,," .

and Polyborinw. If reliance, primarily. upon any single

well it works, in marking off sections already determiu

other grounds. Thus the absence of a supercilian sine!

guishes MUvince and Polyborince from all the rest. To
us, however, who always associate ]\i,Klio,i with Ilnlitu.-h

novelty to find the genus placed in Mllrlmr; although, a-

i Mr. Bidgway shows



the peculiar formation oft

Mr. WM^way upon his owi



agitation in the difficult genus Buteo, raised some j^ears since by
Dr. Bryant, is quieted by an unequivocal confirmation of the
general tenor of that gentleman's views ; elegans, calurus, monta-
nus, Bairdii, insignatus, oxypterus, and albonotatus being all sup-
pressed. Those that he gives as valid are, 1 (with four outer quills

emarginate), Conperi. Ilirhmi, borealis, lineatus,zonocercus ; and 2

(with three quills emarginate), Swainsoni, fhliginosus, albifrons,

Pensylcunkus. Of these, Harlani and Cooperi, will bear further
investigation

;
neither fnliginosns nor albifrons really occurs within

our limits
; so that the total number of our unquestionable species

is only five. The northernmost Asturina (A. plagiata) is allowed
;

so is Irtiitia Jfississippiensis. Fctlco polyagrus Cass., is properly
referred to Mexicans Schl. ; certain differences that we pointed
out some time since proving dependent upon age. Our Aquila is

not mentioned, apparently through an oversight.

The three new species are : 1. The Cuban and Haytian Tinnun-
culus, called Falco leucophrys. 2. The American analogue of the
European Merlin, figured and described by Richardson and Swain-
son as Falco msalon, and subsequently spoken of by Cassin, our-
selves, and others under the same name. Mr. Bidgway finds it

quite distinct from msalon, as it certainly is from columbarius, and
dedicates it to Dr. Richardson. 3. Onychotes Gruberi, n. g. et.
sp.. is said to be " utterly unlike any other American species. So
much does it differ in structure, that we do not feel sure that it is

not from some portion of the Old World, instead of from Cali-
fornia" (p. 150), its reputed habitat. — E. C.

The Classification of the Eaked Seals.—Having been kindly
apprized by Mr. Allen that he would be obliged to answer my
review of his esteemed work "On the Otariadge," I awaited with
interest the number of the Naturalist containing it. A few
words in justification of the review seem to be called for.

I cannot perceive that Mr. Allen has met the objections urged
against the exclusive applicability and consequently the diagnostic
value of the characters used in his diagnoses of the Oulophocinm
and Trichophotinai, and after a careful perusal of Mr. Allen's

nnot admit that the significance of the tables * and



my remarks are at all diminished. I. therefore, again refer to

them in justification of my criticisms, and have only to meet cer-

tain statements and objections urged against them.

I. Trichophocinw, "without under fur;" vs. Oulophotinai, "with

tin- applicability ><{' the distinctions based on the pelage, remark-

inferred from the expressions used." Mr. Allen has reluctantly

admitted the existence in Trirhoplmetixv of sparse hairs homolo-

gous with the under fur of Oulophocince. Dr. Peters especially

ished the Oulophocine A. antardtCM (O.RusiUa Peters)

by the very thin under fur. "Since Dr. Peters wrote, it has Ik en

" the ••young. about eighteen inches long"

has the "under fur brown, very sparse" and adults,

supposed by Mr. Allen to belong to the same species, "are so

nearly destitute of under fur. except just on the crown of the head.

that [Dr. Gray is] convinced they could not he dressed as fur-

he calls A. nlrosns* Dr. Muriet has also shown that in Otaria

jidintn, there "is a .reddish underwool, but very sparsely scat-

tered." It may, therefore, be thought that I have conceded even

too much value to the character in question.

II. "Size large and form robust," in Trichophocince ; vs. "size

heads, then ; first, of length ; second, of stoutness,

of Mr. Allen must be met.

1. Length. As Mr. Allen remarks, "slenderness I

of form usually [but by no means always j] involv

well as the trunk.
-

' Mr. Allen, then, at least, cannc

consideration of the length of the head as a fair m
animal.
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{
a - 7v/,/,w ,/,„,/„") .270 miiihm-t

-The U-iijith of a full--rown male |_<>f <"• »/*/«»*]

seven (7) and eight (8) feet."* -The mounted skin ,.

male [Z. Gillespii] preserved in the Museum of the
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To both, Mr. Allen objects; "the comparatively unimportant
character furnished by the rostral outline being far less eharaeter-

istic than its slender elongated muzzle and other features," he
says, and he deems the character of the rostral profile to be "too
trivial to require more than the incidental remarks already given
to it." How, may I ask, is the " slender elongated muzzle " pro-

duced if not by the "straight or incurved fronto-rostral profile,"

i e. the compression of the maxillary and nasal bones, and what

is "the slender elongated muzzle" but the expression of such
structural characteristic?*

As to the "sagittal groove from which are reflected the low
ridges" of most of the species as opposed to the "solid much el-

evated crest" of Zalophus, the characters, it must be remembered,
are comparative and only to be considered with relation to each

other (like the comparative diagnoses of Mr. Allen). Although
backed by Mr. Allen, f I however admit that my language has not

been happily selected and may mislead.

It need only be added, however, in the language of Mr. Allen,

that " Zalophus, so far as the skull is concerned, is the most dis-

tinct generic form of the family Otariadre, it being thoroughly
distinct from all the others. Whether such distinct characters are

more than counterbalanced by such as Mr. Allen has used for the

differentiation of his subfamilies, may safely be left, without
further argument on my part, to the judgment of others.
A word as to "conservatism." I used the term "extreme con-

servatism" because the reduction of species is popularly consid-
ered to be an evidence of conservatism. But Mr. Allen's " extreme
conservatism "degenerates into radicalism in his attack on the cur-

rent views with respect to the limits of the species. The Otaria
Hooperi, for example, has characters sufficiently "tangible" to

have deceived all authors who have examined specimens (among
them some of the first of living naturalists), as to its affinities, and
it has been separated genericaUy from what (with Mr. Allen) I am
disposed to consider its nearest ally and congener, and yet Mr.
Allen (without having seen it) referred it to Otaria }>,hata as an



individual vr n. Mr. Alle

and weight o f autl lority are deci

In conclus ion, I

of Mr. Allen's Wo, k. and 1 onlv

portant errors." I leave the decision 01

tific public. And as there seems to be

questions at issue being obscured by si<l

them. They are :
—

1st. Are the groups TrichnphQ,-;,,<>> an<

the rank of subfamilies on account of the

2d. Is Zaloplms a natural associate of

in a homogeneous and natural <rroup tc

Oulophocince?

Everything not bearing on these is irrel

As may be perceived, the consideratio

values of characters has been distinctly ^

the discussion shifted to the question of

the distinctive characters employed for t

Trichophocince and Oulophochue. I will 1

inal admission that the Trichopltochw? (

Zalophus) and the OulophocUup are natura

subfamilies, definable bv the characters us

The Geology of Iowa.*— These two elegant vohi

"results of examinations and observations made witliii

1866, 1867, 1868, and 1869." The first volume contain:

part an account of the physical geography aioi surface

Dr. White, with a chapter on the climate by T. S. Parv

The second part deseribes the general geology of th

eluding the Azoic, Lower and Upper Silurian. Devoni;

iferous, and Cretaceous Systems, the chapter on the n

Measures by O. H. St. John. The thud part embraces

and regional geology, which is completed in the seco
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part first. The second part of the volume is taken up with chap-

ters on the miinM-.-il. >-\ . lithology and chemistry. In the appendix

is a catalogue of the birds of the state contributed by Mr. J. A.

Allen.

Though the survey was cut short by the mistaken policy of the

state legislature, many valuable result- were obtained that demon-

strate the necessity of a still more detailed survey in the future,

as the geologist was obliged to suspend work, just as important

discoveries of direct value to the state seemed to be imminent.

Among the results thus far attained however, is the • satisfactory

solution of the question as to the relative position of the strata

that underlie and overlie the coalbearing formations, and the de-

terminations .
. f their dips and trends. As a result of this, the opin-

ion is confidently expressed that coal may be sought for over the

whole of Southwestern Iowa with reasonable hope of finding

plentiful supplies at a not unusual depth as mined in other coun-

that the present known coal area of the state, amounting to

•n:il ;

ydraulic lime.

he work is evidently thoroughly done and the details presented

clear and systematic manner. The geological map-model,
ig page 32, is most excellent in its plan and one which will

do in nature. "W e trust the state may yet finish the work so

be described and figured.

he Geology of Michigan.*— In his report of progress Prof.

chell gives an interesting sketch of his projected final report.

lid the state finish the survey, which can be done in two
s. the publications of the results will be invaluable for the

•e development of this rich and influential commonwealth.
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B T A N V .

In the year 1863 I lived about s,

in this State. There was im acre c

door. On the night of the • 11th of

killed all the tassels which were U„

the leaves. Though check.d in gr<

put out its silks (pistils), aml abo •

from the end of the ear.
r

I"his spin

common thing over the * hole aei

remarked about it at the time as

repair damages. The earb; frosts.;

before it matured, but there were

have fructified and mature.

longer. In most instances . howevi

spindle at the end of the e: ir shed i

L:<fo> Mills, Wis.

Tin; Eakliest Known (:.)XIFKK(

witli reference to a notice copied

lumbermen distinguish two very marked varieties Ly the >n, tJ.

One >rl,;ir, the other ml and less hard and strong. I conjecture

that this difference depends solely upon the manner of growth,
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young and vigorous trees furnishing the whiter wood.— H. F.

Bassett.

[These differences in the wood, in this and other trees, are not

accompanied by recognizable dilferences in their foliage, etc. ; they

are not even botanical varieties : the cause of the difference is un-

known.

—

Eds.

"Wasps Carry off Stamens Bodily.—Ch. Morren, of Belgium,

is the authority for the statement, that, having noticed that the

stamens and pistils of certain Fuchsias were unaccountably re-

moved, he set a watch, and found that they were carried off by
wasps; and the wasps were observe. 1 Hying about the garden with

the stamens in their mandibles. Vespa nidulans was the culprit.

What use they make of them is not explained.— (lard, ('hmnh-h-.

April 15.

ZOOLOGY.
Anatomy of the Skunk.— As lizards, toads and snakes had be-

come nice playthings, I had a desire to test the virtues of a skunk

with the dissecting knife. Boys and others had skinned the ani-

mal by the thousands ; so I thought that task not very formidable.

and at it I went. The truth is it was not the nicest job I ever did

in my life, and the fellow was as fat as his skin could hold ; for I

got four pounds of the purest, most pliable oil I ever saw. It was

mainly pure oleine, with a little margaric acid— as good as neat's

foot oil for harness and boots, but with no medical virtue.

I approached the vital organs of the Mephitis with suitable care.

I first examined the teeth, as being furthest off. Next I cut off

the shoulder and breast just back of the ribs. The lungs were

large, the heart fully developed, and the liver enormous. The
stomach contained the crop and intestines of at least one of my
Thanksgiving pot-pie chickens ; so it gave no light on its usual food,

except that chickens' corn, oats and flesh were there. The intes-

tines were very broad, and seemed as if mainly made of colon,

with hardly a trace of jejunum or ileum. The kidneys were

remarkably large, but neither by odor nor by the microscope,

showed any singularity; their internal portions were very like

I approached the pelvis with great caution, and almost supersti-

tious fear. I disjointed first each femur, and left bare the innom-



vith the posterior

molten gold, or like quicksilver of the finest golden color. Pres-

sure on the strips of glass made it flow like globules of melted

gold.

By a power of sixty diameters the same color still appeared.



but seemed as if it would by a higher power resolve itself into

globules, with some peculiar markings. I tried all the combina-

tions of lenses I had, but could only say : "Oh, that I had a friend

to give me a live hundred dollar microscope ! Oh, for a lens that

would show what this almost resolvable gold is made of !" To the

eye. the peculiar and odoriferous secretion of this animal is of a

pale bright or glistening yellow, with specks floating in it. By
the microscope it looks like a clear fluid, as water with masses of

gold in it, and the specks like bubbles of air. covered with gold.

or rather hags of air in golden sacks. The air T take to be the

gas nascent from the golden fluid. Had I known that my inter-

est in the disseciioii would have rendered me so forgetful of the

pungent surroundings. 1 would have had chemical reagents to test

the substance so easily obtainable.

Another thing was a matter of interest. If I correctly made out

the capsule of fluid, the commonly called '"glands" are the mus-

cular tunic enveloping and capable of compressing the reservoir,

and their sole use is to eject the liquid. The teat-like projections

have one large orifice for a distant jet of the substance, and also a

strainer, with numerous holes— like the holes in the cones in the

human kidney— for a near but diffusive jetting of the matter.

The substance is secreted by small glands, dark in color, and of

Hawk.— In the March number

Dr. Brewer ques-

Ir. Wiufred Stearns concerning the jmsi/tot,

ind savs that •>,, Imllon- tr<<»" {> a condi-

tion m which the nest of a pigeon hawk i

page 537 of Vol. IV. of the American Xati

with young birds just able to flv. was foum



oecupied the locality since 1««m.

the conling spring, I shall ende.iv

settle t

hawk.

"The nest with eggs, discover!

elm tree;" was more properly <>,, 1

curious twisting and overlapping
would iiacline one not conversant \

that it 'isiinll;! I.uill within the 1.x

the hranehes or in an open situatio

Dr. Brewer verv truly state. - t

best ver \ limited, and many ornith

dreame- I of in his philosophy.*'

<-orded many instances of peculia

have hesitated to publish, as they m

to my knowledge



in see. and thereto-,, is it I. sirable to j, /.« on -

y giving them publicity?

The past winter has been unusually cold, and the effect on the

mil hie fauna percept ible. The great white owl {Nyctea nivea)

as been quite abundant, seven having been killed near Trenton

nd sent to one taxidermist. The snow bunting {Pkctroph«nos

n-ui:*) has been more abundant with us than ever before: and so

ers.—Ciias. C. Abbott, M. D., Trenton. X. J., March 9, 1871.

cation of his bird (see p. 2.m). and thus thrown doubt on the sup-

osed variation in habits of the Pigeon Hawk, we trust Dr. Abbott

ill settle the identity of his birds beyond question should they

Si-no. Horned Deem. — As the impression seems still to exist

i the minds of some persons, that the spike horn deer is a di>-

nct variety, I must ask for a little more space in your pages

) give a few more facts in relation to them, and I have done.

In tlie first place. I have found, in my study of natural history,

tat the statements of hunters, both professional mid amateur,

ni-t lie taken with allowance, not so much from their desire to

lisrepresent, as to their want of knowledge of natural history,

Lusions which upon ; ? ve to have no founda-

ns. for any facts that he coul

i back, that he had hunted th

. for twelve years, and he Turn

Before the letter reached me



this animal they said was hugor than the others. Upon invcsti-a-

hcrd am! lived b v themselves.

;th of leg, shape of horn, fineness of coat, color, etc., are

" individual peculiarities, and are to be found among all spe-

of deer. The Cervtis levwrus of the Plains is only the Cer-

Vhrjinianus, and not a distinct specie, the difference of name

inatimr with an . had not sven the deer

lualitv anion"' deer as are 1'oiind anions horses and other

Albino Swamp I5i.a< kiui;i>. — A hcantifu! specimen of an al-

bino Swamp or Red-wing Blackbird (A^hiins pI,oe,ucf»s Vieillot)

Its entire plumage wa> while with the exception of a patch of

crimson feathers on each shoulder. It was a young bird, and of

small size, and seemed to me sickly-looking.— Henry Gillman,

lh't,;,;r. Michiqan.
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Pelicans.— In the February number of the American Natural-
ist (1871) is a communication from Detroit, describing a remark-

able specimen of the White or Rough-billed IVIican. which was shot

on Lake Huron, and the writer appear* to think thai the occur-

rence of this bird on the great lakes is a xwy rare thing. The
size of the specimen described by Mr. Gilman was certainly re-

markable, far exceeding anything in my experience. The largest

specimen that I ever measured was ninety inches in alar extent.

less by eighteen inches, than Mr. Oilman's specimen. This was

killed during the present winter in Kast Florida, and was consid-

ered by hunters who saw it, as very large. It was a male in full

nuptial plumage and was ;! magnificent bird.

The White Pelican, Pelecanus ei'>/tfrr'i,'Ji>/nr/rns. was formerly not

uncommon at the South end of Lake Michigan. I myself pos-

sessed a fine male which was killed within the present limits ot the

city of Chicago in 1840, by Dr. John T. Temple, then of that city.

when we were shooting ducks together on the river. I stuffed and

the sand bars and lonely islands. At the Inlets of the Hillsbo

which must have contained several hundreds. They roost on tl

mangrove trees in tlie creek-, a Imo-t breaking down the branch

with their weight, and covering the ground with their dropping

Regularly at young flood they wing Their way to the Inlet to fis

the white sp<

in th.

open

and found it covered with

fed by the old ones with i

of the others driven awa

by multitudes of the Fish

devour both the eggs and
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ural protectors. The
crows, and slaughtered

their prey.*— S. C. C'l

The Pigeon Hawk.
and eggs of which I s

number), I was fully r.»i

cal fact, and I was couth

number of sea-fowl <
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cries over their feeding grounds, usually in shallow, rocky places,

tiie sailors were warned during fog, of their approach to such

localities, and thus enabled to act accordingly. Of the reason-

ableness of the first mentioned plea we have ample evidence in our

came to the rescue from their different abodes on the Great Salt

Lake, and other bodies of water of the central basin. The result

of the enactment is just beginning to make itself manifest in a

greatly increased abundance of sea-fowl on the English coast,

nee. It may be proper, howev er, to say that a careful

son of the crania of the two for:ins, exhibits differences of

more tangible character; the relationships of the nasal

ot agreeing at all, and the muzzh? of the American animal

imch broader than that of its

to Mr. Waterhouse Hawkins i ilso, while the tail of the

m Bison has the hairs close pre ssed. with a bushv tuft at

only, that of the European anim al is full and rather bushy

s root, being much the same diffe rence as that existing be-

le tails of the American Mule or Black-tailed Deer (Cer-

rotis), and our common eastern 1firginia Deer. — ***



GEOLOGY
EoZOON AND ITS ALLIES IN LATER FoiH

time been pursuing investigations of Pri

sils akin to Eozoon either in structure

When these investigations are complete

rocks infiltrated with mineral matter in

from that observed in the Laurent ian Eo,

Nature.

ANTHROPOLOGY.
The Inhabitants of the Nile Watershed.— Perhaps the must

important advance which has been made in ^e. .graphical discovery

dining the past year has heen the exploration of a huge portion

of Central Africa, lying to the northwest wan 1 of the great equa-

torial lakes, by Dr. Schweinfurth, already known through his bo-

tanical studies in the lower Nile valley, the first practised traveller

On crossing the wat(



Governor Hoi--i.-M.vxhMs : ii. l
,r..vnltlK- 1 iot.

Xew York Legislature, authorizing the Bo:

of the Department of Public Parks in the

contract, erect and maintain, in and upon th

tral Park formerly known as Manhattan

public park, square or place in said city, a si

ing, for the purpose of establishing thcivir

and regulations to be prescribed

i and Gallery of Art." and also a suitable fireproof

' Museum of Natural History, at an aggregate cost



now scientific orga

ofessor ffeniy, of the S . lias received

offered in Congress to enable the Professor to accept the
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At a recent meeting of the Board of Overseers of

versity, the President presented votes of the corpoi

Francis Parkman. Professor of Horticulture, and D;

Professor of Applied Zoology in the Bussey Agrici

Mr. F. G. Sanborn has been appointed instruct*

entomology in the Bussey Agricultural Institutio

University".

Congress recently appropriated 810,000 for the ai

of the U. S. Geologist, Dr. F. V. Haydcn, who is

Rocky Mountain region of Colorado.

KSWERS TO (
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THE ANCIENT INDIAN POTTERY OF MARAJO, BRAZIL

The existence of Indian burial places at various localities

the Valley of the Amazonas, in which the dead were intc

3Iartius* mentions the occurrence of these vases near Man
at Fonte Boa and Serpa, on the Rio das Trombetas. and elsewl
He besides incidentally refers f to the recent discovery of I:

collections of them at a place on the Island of Maraj6, or Johan



called Os Camutins.* These last he supposed to be of Tupi

origin. The same author says that the Tupis sometimes buried

their dead in vases which were rude and unornamented. The

Omaguas still use this mode of interment, but the vases are buried

in the huts. I was informed at Rio das Contas, in the southern

part of the Province of Bahia, that the Patachos bury their dead

in earthen jars.

I do not know that any systematic examination has ever been

made of any of the ancient Amazonian burial places. Last sum-

mer, while at Para, Senhor Ferreira Penna, late Provincial Sec-

retary, and the author of a veiy excellent little bookf on the west-

ern part of the Province, called my attention to the fact of the

existence of the Marajo pottery at Lake Arary. Being unable to

visit the locality in person, I sent one of my assistants, Mr. TV.

S. Barnard, to examine it. Mr. Barnard reports that Indian burial

stal ions are quite numerous in the centre of the island. The prin-

cipal ones are, however, the Island of Camuti in the Eio Anajas,

near the Fazenda de Sao Luiz, and probably the same called Os

Camutins, by Von Martius ; another near the Fazenda da Forta-

leza, consisting of a mound from eight to twelve feet high, built

up on the flat campos, forming an island during the annual over-

flow, and full of vases ; another on the campo near Fake Ouajara.

which Mr. Barnard thought might contain four or five acres ; but

the most interesting appears to be the Ilha das Pacovas\ in Lake
Aiary. which was visited by my assistant.

The Ilha das Pacovas lies close to the western side of the lake,

opposite the beginning of the Rio Arary, which forms the outlet

to the lagoa, and just to the south of the mouth of the Iga-

rape das Armas. It is oblong in shape, about ninety paces in

length from north to south, and about forty paces in width. In

the month of November, when the water was low, it was somewhat
over ten feet in height above the level of the lake. It is for the

most part covered with large forest trees. Situated at the northern

end of the island, and separated from it by a narrow channel, is a

little crescent-shaped islet apparently built on as an addition,



and not so high as the main island. Both wore evidently raised

artificially, and are lull of burial vases and pottery of all kinds.

The vases, which :ire about three feet in height, are. in some places.

Imried as many as three or four above one another, but they are

more or less scattered. The waves have worn away the edges of

the island making a sloping shore full of broken burial jars and

thickly strewn over with fragments of pottery.

mains,
,
none were brought home, but I may state here, that an ex-

] .edition is on foot to thoroughly explore this, as wi-11 as some of

the other localities.

Of
j
jars or vases us<;d for burial purposes (ygarai

tmuti, Lingoa gc ral) there are two in the col lection, large

spccinlens which show quite well the form, together \nth a number

of fra<Tments. The tw<:> more perfect specimens (Figi3. 64 and 65),

are of the same general shape, but they differ in the style of

ornamentation. Both <consist substantially of two tnincited Cones

united by their bases, the apieial angle of the lower cone being

much more obtuse than that of the upper, so that the greatest
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diameter of the vessel would be at about one-tenth its height,
measuring from its base. The vase represented in fig. 64, judging
from the curving outwards of the upper broken edge, as well as
from the ornamentation, must have been little less than twenty
inches in height. The diameter of the mouth I cannot give ; the
greatest diameter, measuring inside, is fourteen and three-fourths
inches

;
that of the base is about five inches inside. The sides of

the upper part of the jar slope regularly. Those of the lower part
are slightly concave. Though skilfully made, it is nowhere ex-
actly round, and bears no marks of having been shaped on a wheel.
All the Maraj6 pottery was made by hand. The material is a
rather fine clay with little or no sand. I have not observed, in the
anch nt Miu-aju pottery, any admixture of the ashes of the Caraipe
tree (Luxuiea stills), which are extensively used, at present, both
by Indians and whites. The vase under discussion has broken with
a very irregular fracture. The thickness at the base is about half
an inch, at the top about a quarter. The outside of the vase ap-
pears to have been shaved down smooth, probably with a piece of
wood, and washed with a fine whitish clay which has darkened in
burning. The surface is very smooth, but quite irregular. The
base and inside have not been polished. The ornamentation is

unique and is well shown in the engraving. The lines are deeply
engraved. The broad shaded portions of the chair-like figure
have been roughly scraped, apparently by a stick with a broad
flat end. These portions, as well as the lines of the figure, have
received a wash of red clay laid on very daubily. The broad line,
just above the base, is colored in the same way, but the double
lines, separating the figures, are uncolored. As will be seen from
the engraving, there is considerable variety in the rendering of the
design.

The other vase" (fig. 65) differs from that just described, in being
a little larger, and in having the sides of the basal portion more
concave. The material and the surface finish are the same, but the
wash of cream-colored clay is of a somewhat lighter color, and
the surface has a hard, glazed look. The pattern is quite as sin-
gular as that of the vase just described. The designs and all the
double lines are washed with red clay daubed on as before. This
vase is slighter than its companion.

Both of these vases were probably furnished with projecting
knobs or ears (nambi) around the mouth. These are often in the
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form of heads of animals and men. They are readily broken otf.

and huge numbers of them were picked up on the shore amount

burial urn. whose greatest diameter must lmve been about two feet.

It appears to have been made on the same pattern with tig. 64.
The design was substantially the same, but Ihe eliair-shaped figure

painted red.

colored.

whole surface was evenly smoothed, and the line-fiirun

cut in, or scraped out. One of the tools, used in cutting

narrow chiseblike edge, and was probably the tooth c

rodent. Where large surfaces have been cut flown, the
marks of the tool are very distinct. The mouth of this v

slightly funnel-shaped, and the lip probably bore ornament:
In addition to the above vases there are two other fragn

less interest. One indicates a vase, the bodv of which mu
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There are two or three disk-shaped objects in the collection,

which were probably used as covers to the jars. One of these

has on one side curious engraved figures, which do nol appear to

be mere ornaments, but to be of a hieroglyphic character. This I

am unable to figure here, but I shall describe it in another paper.

Of images or idols there are several in the collection, the most

being in a more or less fragmentary condition. The largest of the

specimens is represented in fig. 67. The body is nearly cylindri-

cal, with two projecting knobs at the base for feet. A constriction

represents the neck. The head was made quite round at first, but

the after application of a high. wide, ami annular ridge of clay,

running completely over it from side to side, gives it a flat look.

This ridge ends abruptly on each side at the neck and is there pro-

rig. 6G. Fig. 67. duced slightly outward. The

its weight, is evidently hollow, as were most of the others.

height is five and a half inches.

The figure represented in outline in fig. 66, is solid. It

ceedingly rudely made of coarse clay, full of sandgrains.

features are very indistinct. The brows and nose are repre

by a T-shaped ridge. Slight projections from the shoulder

at arms, and at the base are two irregular prominences as

67. The extreme flatness of the head is remarkable. In

is a hole, but whether accidental, or purposely made. I <

determine. The height of the figure is about three and

side. The united brows and nose form a wide, prominent, T-



shaped ridge as in the other figures, the aire of the i

however, well formed, though uns\ mmetrieal. The eyes :

and very prominent, the pupil Le-

er, in its being flattened,

furnished with the trans-

ivhich, in this case, is low

and rounded, and in the T-shaped

combined brows and nose. It, however, differ- fr«»m tin- ima^. -

just described in the grotesque ornamentation of the eyes, cheek
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and forehead, and in the figures on the back of the head: All
these are so well shown in the engravings as to need no descrip-
tion. The form of the mouth is peculiar. This figure was made
in the same way as the last described, being built up from be-
low, the top of the head being the last part formed. Instead of
heavy, irregular layers of clay seen in the inside of fig. G8, the
inside of this head shows fashioning by the aid of a narrow, flat-

pointed instrument of wood or bone, which was introduced from
above and before the head was finished, and turned round and
round leaving shallow, irregularly concentric furrows, which ex-
tend nearly to the top. The outside was moulded so as to give
the transverse crest, the brows, nose, eyes and mouth prominence.

FiR
- „

The surface then received a red

wash. After this the ornaments

were left in relief by the cutting

down of the surface. The prin-

cipal tool used had a narrow,

chisel-like edge slightly hollowed. .

which left a little elevation run-

ning along the middle of the

groove cut by it. This instru-

ment, I believe to have been the

tooth of some rodent, The marks

it made are very distinct, but it

has been difficult to represent

them satisfactorily in the engrav-

ings. It is hardly necessary to

add. that all the features and the

•uird is the color of the light, unpainted Hay.
ment of the body below the neck is preserved, showing

|

red figure in relief, so that, without doubt, the whole ido
namented in the same general style as the head. The I

this specimen is four and a half, and the breadth four [ncl
The ornamentation of the head just described Diigh

garded as capricious, were it not for the occurrence in~th
tion of the head of another idol (Figs. To and 71 >. whic
bles it very closely. This last has not only the same
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graved lines, and with ears representing animals' heads or human
figures.

In Fig. 72. n, is represented a fragment of what may have been
a ladle. The fragment is slightly concavo-convex and three and
one-half inches long. Both sides were scraped down to a very
smooth surface, which received a very thin coat of cream-colored

clay, giving it a glazed look. The convex or outer side is traced

with a rather elegant line-pattern in dark red, not engraved, which
appear exceedingly well in contrast with the light background.
Near the pointed extremity is a hole, showing wear, doubtless in-

tended for a string. A shallow dish, of which 1 have a fragment,
is painted inside very much in the same way as that just de-

scribed, while another has a coarse figure drawn in dark umber on
a light ground. 1 may remind the reader, that the variegated

clays of the Amazonian deposits furnish very vivid tints. as reds.

purples, browns, blues and yellows.* With these colors, the In-

dian women of Monte Alegre and elsewhere paint elegant designs

on drinking cup-, of gourd (ruins), upon ;i hack-round of Cumat'i
(•'• Al>or>inai. vol Asrl, -pid,„ fnllirnhiris r Mart.). I have observed
no trace of the use of the resin of the Vxtahi/sim

( I[>/mr lt a>u>

sp.) extensively used to-day on the Amazonas, for ulazinu' vessels

intended for use over the tire.

The Indians of the Amazonas use ;ui earthen utensil for broil-

ing or smoking various articles of food. It is like a large, deep,
heavy basin somewhat wider at the mouth than at the base but

with no bottom. This is inverted over a slow tire, the food to be

cooked being laid on green stems of tabora (Bambnsa), placed
across the opening. This utensil the Brazilians call a ,n <>o vrador. t

A broken one ornamented with human features in high relief, was
found at the lllm das Pacovas.

There is a little cup in the collection about an inch and a half
in height, ornamented with the design, e, fig. 72. In the engrav-
ing it is placed horizontally, but on the cup it is upright. The cup



: washed white, both inside ami

are either not unit*-! at all in tin- middle of the figure, or if u

it is by a single line. In a and a . tig. 72. from the same piece of
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If the maker of the pottery had attached the Christian significance
to the figure he was drawing, he would not have represented it on
the opposite side of the same vessel without the transverse bar, and
if the Indians, who made the Marajo, mounds h;i,l been christian-

ized they would not have buried their dead in jars. It seems to
me that the Indian artist, finding he had a large space to fill up
on one side, drew a transverse line across the perpendicular one
to make the figure larger. The cross also appears on a 1

, fig. 72.

The question of the primary significance of the S-shaped design
I must leave to the student of the philosophy of art, together with
the question of the independent origin of ornament, which also
arises in the study of this pottery." The observant reader will

detect the same pattern that I have just been describing, in use in
carpets, ornamental borders and a hundred other places to-day.
Among other relics from the Arary mound is a large bead of

clay roughly represented in fig. 72, h. It is very irregular in shape,
rudely made, and the ornamentation is badly executed. It is

much broken, its length is two and a quarter inches.
Fig. 72. &, represents the end of an object cylindrical in the mid-

dle, and suddenly swelling out at both ends, one of which is bro-
ken. The design is deeplv en-raved, and t'l bject was perlnp-

very indifferently for that purpose The width across the face i>

about an inch and three-quarters. A somewhat similar figure to
that on the end is engraved on the side. The perforation extend-
nearly through from one end to the other. It midit be taken for

objects of a somewhat similar character are found in the collection.
One of these is a lens-shaped piece of pottery an inch and three-
quarters across the flat face, which appears' to have been ground
into its present form. A hole is bored through it in a direction
Perpendicular to the centre of the flat face. The other is a pear-
shaped object, about the size of a larU e marble, perforated in like
manner from the smaller end. Its use I cannot divine
We have no historical record of the tribe that built' the Marajo

fully into the subject for me, and it would appear that the
mounds antedate the discovery of America. We have no record
of the existence of any tribe in the lower Amazomis within his-

toric times, that buried its dead in jars. I do not fee! like coin-
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, in the struggle

> those individuals in which

appeared. From the Darwinian doctrine, then, there springs

oU.i\\iii«r thesis, which is of general application; that in all

,-t/l. which is not cither use/,/! to its possessor, or (it least is not

it, it from ancestors more or less remote, for whom, at some time.

mired a decided adeanUnjc in the battle of life.

erefore, if we wish to apply the Darwinian doctrine to the

and varied kingdom of Flora, we should, in the first place,

er this question: in what manner ami by what means have

rilliant colors, the diverse odors, and the variegated structure

eir flowers heen of use to plants? The solution of this ques-

n-ir properties are n«»t im na-diafe!,/ useful, hut oiilv mediate/'/:

an. 1 the • wonderful conform! floral structure wliicli

pla QtS Ilave with certain insects. we, like Sprengel. won

fill' 1 into i the belief that such harm. >nies are the cause of th

emjctinj>-. without either kno •r willing it. thetransfe

len from the anthers to the sidgnia:s. while seeking their fo.

fl(cvers. But why should rmature have entrusted to in,



soiiu'tinu's that of others— placed it out of <loul»t that the impol-

lh„,H»„ of the stiffens fit!, the poll,',, of other indir/d.ads. or //„•

intercourse betiecc, distinct i,,di,-id>ads. j,rod>ic<<s •,„ ofsprh^j more

numerous, more robust. a,,d capable of omit,,- dcr,-h,pme, ,t tlont if
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principal applications of the foregoing thesis in the explanation of
the forms and properties of flowers.

If it is true that intercourse between distinct individuals produces
a more vigorous and numerous offspring, il is equally true that

every variation in the flowers which favors the transfer of pollen

from one individual to another secures a notable advantage to the

individual in which it takes place, and therefore cannot fail to be

fixed and perpetuated by means of natural selection.

Now, as far as we know, there are only two external agents

which can effect this transfer, namely, the wind and insects;—

The different species of plants, as concerns the variations which

ling their flowers cither upon an anemophilous or an entomophilous

type.f The action of the wind is simple and uniform, while that

of insects is extremely varied: therefore their self-adaptation to

fore, from the Darwinian point of

first, that the variations of plants :

to the multiform actions of inse<

more frequently than those due to

uniform action of the wind : seeon*





we blow upon one of its mature catkins, we see at jonce small

clouds of pollen emitted and carried away, and if immediately

after we examine the Mirrounding stigmas we find ver\ few which

have not some granules of pollen attached to them. In this exam-

ple, as a condition of the easy dispersion of the pollen by means

of the wind, we have the excellent form of inflorescence of the

male flowers arranged in catkins freely suspended in the air, and,

as a condition of an inevitable intercourse between individual--, we

lind a separation of the sexes, which is a quite general phenomenon

in anemophilous liower>. In other eases, for example in the Plan-

taginacese, the parts shaken by the wind are the anthers which

hang suspended from lon«_>- and very weak filaments, and the inter-

course between individuals is obtained not by a separation of the

sexes, but by a difference of time in the development of the sexual

organs. In the-e plant-, while the anthers are yet immature and

enclosed within the floral envelope, the stigmas, perfectly mature.

have already appeared in the form of long, plumose stalks ; and

only when the stigmas have passed maturity do the anthers ap-

pear. Such are the principal characteristic differences of anemo-

philous flowers.

more highly differentiated in the disposition of their parts. Yet

here, too, some general condition- necessary to secure the visits of

insects, and the transfer of pollen by their means can easily be

determined. And in the first place, it is necessary that the insects

should be aide to distinguish such flowers at a distance. Now this

can only obtain in three ways, either by means of the colors, or

the odors, or both colors and odors at the same time. And this a

priori deduction from the Darwinian doctrine is in harmony with

the facts ; for entomophilous flowers are either colored, or odorous,

or colored and odorous at the same time. In like manner, odors

and colors are n priori perfectly useless to anemophilous flowers,

or those fecundated by the wind, and are not, therefore, properties

which can be fixed by natural selection. With this, too, the real-

ity corresponds perfectly, for anemophilous flowers have neither

colors nor odors.



A second condition which is absolutely necessary to obtain a

ii-ular and indefectible visit of insects is. that the flowers furnish

lcm some substance which is agreeable and of use to tlicin. In

ic more simple cases, for example in Anemone and Clematis.- such

substance is the pollen which the insects fed upon, or irather as

>od for their larva-. In other cases it is not only the pollen which

presented to them, hut also honey, as in the Ranunculi, the Uos-
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In much rarer instances, inlets seek in the flowers neither pollen

nor honey, but a different substance. Some Cpleoptera which are

of comparatively little importance in the fecundation of flowers,

suck the tissues of the floral organs. In the case of a small orchid

from Brazil, according to my brother Fritz, the lip becomes filled

with a kind of flour. In other Brazilian flowers there are fleshy

i which the insects visiting those flowers gnaw.* A



us insects ran transfer

that individual llouvr.
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trine. It has not yet been satisfactorily shown whether or not

there is any plant subject to a perennial self fecundation (selbst

hefriichtnng). that is to say. any plan! with hermaphrodite flowers

where the Mi-ma- are constantly and exclusively fecundated by

their own anthers. This seems the most simple case, and was

probably at first general.*

However it may be with many plants, in the case of the Kanun-

with grcater facility the impollination of the stigmas with the

pollen o f their own flowers (honiorUnOns or homoijamo'is ihi^oUiiui-

thn) th;m the transfer of pollen from one flower to another (Jiete-

"til ig primordial and hoinogamous plants every slightest va-

riation ivhieh might open a way to the possibility of the transfer

of polk-n constituted a signal advantage: and therefore the vari-

ations of color, secretions of honey and viscosity of pollen, became

fixed in the flower by natural selection. In other and more un-

merous cases to these simple dispositions others more complicated

were ad ded, and of such a nature as not only to favor the eventu-

ality of ' heteroclinous fecundation, but render it inevitable and

nccessai•y. The sexes, for example, began to separate themselves

as indiv iduals or distinct flowers, as in the genus Salix and the
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selection, accord in- ti. which only useful qualities can be fixed and

preserved in living things, placed him in a condition to infer from

simple inspection of the flowers, the details of the fecundative

As far as concerns the Orchis of our fields, Darwin had come

to the conclusion that the insects visiting them might suck

the honey enclosed between the inner and outer membranes of the

spur, piercing the hitter with their proboscis: that such an opera-

tion required the precise time necessary for the viscous stalks

of the pollen-masses to attach themselves firmly upon the heads of

the insects: and that the time occupied by the pollen-masses

securely attached to the insects in becoming depressed upon their

stalk so as to be able to rub against the stigma, corresponds

id taken a good many Hombi

aasses of pollen upon their

fly to the flowers of Orchis



vored to brash ol

ess. It then

tliinl llowcr. it stopped ;

its visit, climbing u\

this point I tried t<
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place while the remaining twelve no longer had any. Two had a

couple of pollen-masses stuck upon the edge of the stigma, and

three were without any pollen-masses at all though the stigma was

devoid of pollen. Thus at seven o'clock in the innrning the fecun-

dated flowers were in the ratio of two and one-half. to one hundred,

and at live o'clock in the evening the ratio had reached fourteen

to one hundred.

Thus the conclusions of Darwin are fully continued by my ob-

servations. The bees must seek something in the spur of the tinn-

er or else they would not stop to visit them repeatedly. Since

the honey is not free in the interior of the spur but is contained

between its inner and outer membranes, the insects have to pierce

this latter, which is very delicate and. cannot offer the least difficul-

ty.* Direct observation has shown that a stay of three or four sec-
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again to the small aperture, ami then again climbed up with no

better success than before. Then, after a short pause, it ran with

greater impetus to one of the small apertures (to the left) and
using all its strength, at length succeeded in pressing down the

lip and pushing its head, thorax, fore legs, and finally its whole
hody through this aperture, and so was again at liberty. In this

passage, its right shoulder rubbed against the anther overhang-

ing the aperture and carried away a good deal of the pollen.

The flower of Cypripedium. then, must be considered as a trap

for Andrenas which enter it, allured by a sweet exhalation, and the

minute drops of honey exuding from the apices of certain hairs in

the lip. If an Andrena visits tins -rune during the warmer hours

of the day, that is to say, when it possesses its maximum vital

energy, it easily succeeds after a few minutes in freeing itself

from its prison, but not without first getting some pollen upon its

back which will fecundate the stigma of the next flower it visits.

But if it is caught in the cool of the evening, it must perforce

make up its mind to take lodging- there for the night, and ho Con-
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If we turn from those Lepidoptera. which, endowed with a long

roboscis, hover with. nit alighting, and suck honey from the bot-

»m of flowers with the longest tubes, and regard those which

re of an inferior grade of adaptation, we find all possible grada-

ons from a long proboscis to a rudimentary one. where the buc-

%[ parts are yet recognizable under the form of small fleshy

apilke equally unsuited cither to bite or suck. According to the

arwinian doctrine, all Lepidoptera are derived from a single

;ock, and their characteristic spiral proboscis must have been

>rmed gradually by slight and innumerable variations, which in

i which they appeared, and were therefore, able to accumulate

ereditary transmission. Therefore, as a necessary consequence

f this doctrine, we should expect to find that the order Lepidop-

the analogous form of the wings, and from the internal

ture of the larva.- ; Kirly from analogies in the buccal organ:

Westwood from the habits of the case-bearing larvae of the c

]>*!)>}«' and Tinni, from the analogous covering of the

in the Phryganeidee and some Papilios, and from the tibiae i
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As to flies, it has been until now generally admitted that they

are exclusively destined to fluid nutriment. But in the summer of

18G7. I was somewhat surprised while observing in my garden an

En'sto/is trnn.r upon a flower of (Enothera media, to discover that

it was eating the pollen. Resting upon its middle and hind legs, it

thrust out its fleshy proboscis like an arm. seized a morsel of

pollen with the two valves which terminate the proboscis, and tore

it away from the anther. Since the pollen granules of (Enothera

are tied together by elastic threads, that bit of pollen torn from

the anther was attached to others by a band of threads, and the

insect, in order to free its mouth from that inconvenient appen-

dage began to use it- fore-leg-, lxai-dng both together towards its

mouth, it seized between them the cordon of threads, and rapidly

rubbing them one against the other, much as we do in washing

our hands, succeeded in cutting the threads and clearing them

from its mouth and legs. Then it raised them again, and seized

the two valves of the proboscis, thoroughly cleaning them of

pollen, and the threads yet adhering to it : and in about three

seconds this work of cleaning, was complete. At the same time

the valves of the proboscis, by rubbing against each oilier, had

masticated the morsel of pollen, and bad conveyed the single

granules into the channel of the labium, whence they were pushed

into the mouth. It had hardly finished cleaning its proboscis and

eating the first mouthful of pollen, when it seized another portion

each and all the operations I have described. It was

so intent upon it- meal, that I was aide to observe it in the closest

- manifesting the slightest fear.

The quantity of pollen which an Kristalis can devour in this

way is surprising. Upon making a section of one and examining



. it appeared very huge an

I of hundreds of t

I have had since then many opportunity

pollen, not only in all the species of

genera Rhingia, Syrphus, Volueelhi am

ing of pollen alternates with sucking

any, and I am of the opinion that tin

proboscis of flies cannot be fully expl

account its double function of sucking

In the Tipularise and also in those flies i

live exclusively upon juices, for inst

and guide the sucking tubes, but in the Mies which devour pollen

besides this function there is also that of grinding the pollen, for

which they haw special adaptations, for the margins of the two

parallel bands of chitine. Probably the greater or less distance

of these hands in ditferenl species is related to the diiterent size of

the pollen upon which they feed.

Since the proboscis of the Tipularise often possesses one simple

function and has in accordance with that a very simple organiza-

tion, we may consider these Tipulariae as the most ancient branch

of the stock from which Diptera are derived. A fact casually dis-

covered by me and of which I find no mention hitherto, seems :• i

me of great importance in the systematic disposition of this order.

In the spring of 1868, while engag head of a

gnat, with a view to ascertain whether or not the valves of its

proboscis had the transverse bands of chitine, I was surprised to

discover that the proboscis and palpi were eld

tirely like those of butterflies.

1 find no mention of this important fact in the special works

of Meigen and Schiner which are in my possession. Meigeii

simply points out that in Culex, Anopheles, and Coivthra. scaiy

productions are observed on the venation of the wings, and be

figures some of them which, however, being quite narrow and

with two sharp points, have no analogy with real lepidopterous

scales. The gnat-scales observed by me and figured accurately

(fig. 73) closely resemble the most characteristic lepidoptero-:-

scales. They suddenly dilate from a short and narrow peduncle

surface which is traversed longitudinally
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by a few parallel ridges between which, when more highly mag-

uiiifl. iran-u-r-e wavy I i 1 1 * — . very fine and numerous, are seen.

The only di.O -e scales present compared with

those of butterflies is, that in the former the transverse lines are

not so fine, so regular, nor so regularly distributed over the whole

surface ;
also these lines are entirely wanting upon the scales of

some species of Tipulariae. Finally, while the real lepidopterous

scales are always deeply crenate at their truncated extremity, the

scales of gnats are not ; and their I terminates

in a very tine margin, from which the points of the ionj

ribs sometimes project.

ppear. All the figures are magnified

I have examined several species of gnats and
proboscis, palpi, legs and abdomen clothed with sci

sort, while the thorax and the veins of the wings

termediate between hairs and scales. I observed

nificent Tipula from Brazil given to me by my
Besides this it had as a particular ornament a long

upon its legs.

The presence of these scales upon the Tipula



there is a close relationship betwe
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abode.

ing. This second bi ttto two, one of which

accustomed itself to feed exclusively upon the honey of flowers

:md produced Lepidoptera : while tlie other, less exclusive in its

tastes adapted itself to imbibe all sorts of fluids as well as to

pierce the more tender tissues, and produced the Tipularia-. One

part of these besides sucking different juices, grew accustomed to

eating pollen and thus little by little the proboscis of the Tipulre

was transmuted by natural selection into that of flies equally well

adapted to suck honey or eat pollen.

The Hymenoptera which visit flowers, the bees, being given

exclusively to floral food not only in the perfect state but also

while larvae, present the greatest possible variety of adaptation.

Starting from the mouth of the fossorial Hymenoptera adapted

only to bite and provided with a very short tongue, we arrive,

through numerous transitions, to the highly developed proboscis of

the Anthophone and Bombi which can extrude their tongue to a

length equal to that of their body, and then coiling it up. draw it

hack again into its cavity so as to give free play to the action of

- "
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different species, this or that part of the body has u

special adaptations so as to be able to collect pollen with greater

ease and in greater abundance. A sure criterion by which to com-

prehend these differences thoroughly as well as to estimate cor-

rectly the different grades of affinity between forms so varied, can

be given only by the Darwinian doctrine. But we have no space

to particularize.

We will conclude by discussing some objections which can be

urged against the explanations of facts, and against the general

principles advanced in this discourse.

It may be asked, what advantage can flowers and insects derive

from having elongated respectively the melliferous tube and the

proboscis instead of having them remain of a constant length ? I

answer that in order to comprehend the advantage of this elonga-

tion, it is necessary to consider in one view the benefits and the

injuries which different tribes of insects bring to plants. The Lep-

idoptera are the only insects which, while aiding the plants by

ng pollen from one flower to another, do not cause injury

by devouring the pollen. Therefore a plant which has modified its

flowers so as to exclude bees and flies while admitting Lepidop-

tera, has obtained .1 signal advantage.

Suppose a plant develops a floral tube longer than usual so that

the honey remains at a lower level ; this variation will be an ad-

vantage for that tribe of insects which lives on honey alone and

can therefore adapt itself more diligently to this variation. The
advantage in this case is for the Lepidoptera and will last until the

proboscis of certain bees and flies equals that of the Lepidoptera.

When this equalization has been completed, a further elongation

of the floral tube will be useful to the plant, which will immediately

be followed by a corresponding elongation of the proboscis of the

Lepidoptera, and so on. In this way, by means of the rivalry be-

tween the Lepidoptera, bees, and flies, the fact that the Lepidt <\<u-v:<

do not consume pollen and can sooner adapt their proboscis to the

variations of the flowers than their rivals cooperating, a gradual

augmentation in the length of the tubes and spurs of flowers would

become established, followed by a proportional elongation of the

proboscis, concomitant in the Lepidoptera, later in bees and last of

all in flies. It may be well to give in this place the measure of the

longest proboscides of some of the Lepidoptera, bees and flies of

our country.



This exceptional size led me to infer

have acquired its long proboscis by c<

lift's willi a loiiir pi i»!i<.<ci-, inhabit inu'

: advantageous than the elongation of 1 1

u-

t'estlv that of flowering at night. And tli

7 plants do, which keep their flowers closed

y of their colors and the pungency of their odors at-

tract sphinxes and other moths, showing in an eloquent way liow

advantageoos to themselves is the preference they show for

the visits of insects which are only useful to those of insect- which

are at the same time useful and hurtful. But it will be said; why
cannot bees and flies as well as Lepidoptera adapt themselves pari

paxxu to the noctifloral variations of plants? It is not dilhYult to

see why. Lepidoptera feed only upon honey, and hence are obliged

to follow pari passu the variations of the plants which nourish them

with analogous variations on their part. Flies, however, do not

cated manipulations in the hive. Whence it is plain why Lepidop-

tera only and not bees and Hies as well, can acquire nocturnal

habits, and ad Jit-flowering plants.*
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There is yet a general objection which can be advanced against

the application of the Darwinian doctrine to flowers and insects.

Even conceding, it may be said, that this doctrine can bo applied

to all the phenomena of the organized world, and that in many

points its a priori deductions are confirmed a posteriori by obser-

vation, it does not follow from that that it should be preferred to

the teleological mode of view which explains every property of

organisms as created with a view to the well-being of a given indi-

vidual or of other individuals as well.

night-flowering plant-. Mr



Without stopping 1

of fiicts, all easily explained

explicable by the teleological.

All the numerous instances



A NEW SPECIES OF ERYTIIKOXIt M

Ordinarily it is hardly worth while to make a separate article

for a single new species of plant, even when discovered in a dis-

trict in which a new flowering plant is unexpected. But the spe-

cies of Erythronium are so few, and the present one is so peculiar,

and its habitat so closely bordering the region included in my
Manual of the Botany of the Northern United States, that I need
not apologize for bringing it at once to notice.

The specimens before me, accompanied by a colored drawing,
are just received from Miss S. P. Darlington (a daughter of the

late Dr. Darlington, long the Nestor of American botanists and
one of the best of men), and were collected at Faribault, Minne-
sota, by Mrs. Mary B. Hedges, the teacher of Botany in St.

Mary's Hall, a school of which Miss Darlington is Principal.

The flower is much smaller than that of any other known spe-

cies, being barely half an inch long ; and its color, a bright pink
or rose, like that of the European E. Dens-Canis, reflects the

meaning of the generic name (viz. red), which is lost to us in our

two familiar Adder-tongues, one with yellow, the other with white,

blossoms. The most singular peculiarity of the new species is

found in the way in which the bulb propagates. In E. Dens-i 'anis

new bulbs are produced directly from the side of the old one, on
which they are sessile, so that the plant as it multiplies forms
close clumps. In our E. Americanum long and slender offshoots,

or subterranean runners, proceed from the base of the parent bulb

and develop the new bulb at their distant apex. Our Western E.
atbidum does not differ in this respect. In the new species an off-

shoot springs from the ascending slender stem, or subterranean

sheathed portion of the scape (which is commonly five or six inches

long), remote from the parent bulb, usually about mid-way be-

ciilly, mutually support e
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tween it and the bases or apparent insertion of the pair of leaves :

this lateral offshoot grows downward, sometimes lengthening as

in the foregoing species, sometimes remaining short, and its apex
dilates into the new bulb.

This peculiarity was noticed by Mrs. Hedges, the discoverer of
this interesting plant, to whom great credit is due. Most lady
botanists are content with what appears above the surface ; but
she went to the root of the matter at once. I learn that E. nlhi-

clum abounds in the same locality. E. Americanum is also found
in the region, but is scarce.

It is not easy to find or frame a specific name which will clearly

express the most remarkable characteristic of this new species.

But I will venture to i

without elongation of stal

REVIEWS.

Geological Survey of Illinois. *— This splendid volume is a

fit successor to the three preceding, and in every way a credit to

the great state that has so liberally provided means for Mr. Wor-
then to lay the results of his labors, and those of his efficient corps

, before the world.



volume, subjected to the bite that sooner or later seems to be the

destiny of all museums not placed in fire proof buildings.

The first volume of this survey was published in 186G and con-

tains a neneral account of the geology of the state.

The second volume, published in the same year, is devoted to

the palaeontology, and has tit'ty j » 1 .-

s

l » - on which are figured several

hundred species of fossils. Especially important is this volume

to the student of the fossil flshes and plants of our Coal Measures.

The third volume of the survey, published in 1 *<">*. contains a

The fourth volume, published late in l>7o. contains first a con-

tinuation of the special geology of thirty-three of the i

the state, by the Director of the survey and his assistants. Messrs.

Bannister, Bradley and Green; and secondly, the conti;

the palaeontology of the state, in two sections : first, the fishes by
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Prof. J. S. Newberry and Mr. Worthen, second, the plants by Prof.

L. Lesquereux.

In the 2d volume of the survey, Messrs. Newberry and Worthen
described and figured one hundred and eighteen species of fossil

fishes, and in this present volume they add desci iptions and figures

of thirty-two new species and four new genera, " embracing some
of the most remarkable forms yet found in the Carboniferous Sys-

tem" while investigation is being continued on a mass 'of speci-

mens that will probably " add at least fifty or sixty more species

to the list," making a total of over two hundred species of fishes

from the Carboniferous System alone, "showing that the western

localities of Coal Measures and Lower Carboniferous limestone

strata, are far more productive in this interesting group of fossils

than any other portion of the earth's surface hitherto explored."

In Prof. Lesquereux's report on the fossil plants, after describ-

ing the species that have been discovered since the publication of

the second volume of the survey, and giving a systematic table

of two hundred and fifty-six species of fossil plants from the Coal

Measures of Illinois, he states that the list of species " is more
than double that given in the second volume, and that of the re-

cently discovered species, seventy-nine are considered as new, and
forty, though known already from Europe, had not been recog-

nized before from our American Coal Measures."
Prof. Lesquereux, in concluding his report on the plants, gives a

very interesting account of the "Mode of Preservation of Vegeta-

ble Remains in our American Coal Measures" which is of such

general interest that we shall reprint it in full in the Naturalist.
He also devotes a number of pages to " The Flora of the Car-

boniferous Measures of Illinois, considered in some of its affin-

ities" and to "The Stratigraphical and Geographieal Distribution

of the Fossil Plants of the Coal Measures."
The thirty-one plates illustrating the palaeontological portion of

the volume are engraved in a very superior manner by the Wes-

tern Engraving Company, from drawings made by Prof. Lesque-

reux, Prof. Newberry and Mr. C. K. Worthen, and the whole exe-

cution of the volume is most creditable in all its departments.

From the letter of the Director of the survey, transmitting the

manuscript to the Governor for publieation, we obtain the gratify-

in-- intelligence that the manuscript for the fifth volume is ready

for the printer, and the plates for the engraver: and that the



through a gin!'-. rm, with deeply marked s

ures, like those observed in several species of Cyclus. Tl

the embryonic condition of the modern king crab. was. during 1

Carboniferous period, probably the mature, or at least larval (i

embryonic) condition of the Cyclus. A study of these higl

interesting forms will undoubtedly throw light on the affinities

both the king crabs and the trilobites, and indicate that they ;
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Age of the Mississippi Delta.*— In Ms "Principles of Geol-

ogy," Sir Charles Lyell objected to Gen. Humphrey's view in his

"Report on the Mississippi River, p. 99," "that this river is flow-

ing through it [the delta region] in a channel belonging to a geo-

logical epoch antecedent to the present," stating that the bed of

the river might belong to the delta formation. Prof. Hilgard, how-

ever, from a reexamination of the borings made at the artesian

well in New Orleans, states that the strata are of marine origin,

coni; ini Li ilium i-ous shells of probably quaternary age, so that

;it that time the mouth of the present river was an estuary. "A
river doubtless emptied into the great estuary during the Cham-
plain period of slow depression, but it was not the Mississippi

river of to-day, which excavated its bed, partially into these very

strata, and acquired its identity during the terrace epoch of eleva-

tion." The absence of drift wood, or its debris, "which meets the

eye in every microscopic examination of the Mississippi delta, de-

posits,"' is a •• capital objection to the delta-deposit character of

these strata."

Peabody Museum of American Archeology and Ethnology.!
—Few people are aware of the value' and interest of the collec-

tions brought together is this unique museum. Besides the col-

lections already purchased in Europe and previously noticed in

this journal, the well known Clement collection of remains from

the Swiss Lake dwellings has been lately added.

"It contains, in all, eight hundred and sixty-five specimens.

Of these, six hundred and eighty-seven, assigned to the age of

stone, are chiefly from localities near Concise and St. Aubin. ami

were mostly collected by Dr. Clement himself. Of the remains of

animals, wild or domesticated, there are those of the ox, hog,

sheep, goat, dog, deer, cat, fox, lynx, bear, weasel and squirrel.

Among the implements of stone are spear and arrow points, borers,

chisels, axes and other kinds of cutting instruments. Many of the

stone tools are still retained in their sockets made of the antler of
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rus hvrieaudus, and a new genus and species of snakes, Ennluis

murinus. In the " Catalogue of Reptilia and Batraohia obtained

by C. J. Maynard in Florida," Prof. Cope describes a new lizard.

Phstodon onocrepis Cope, and a new salamander. Mamnlas rem-i-

fer. Dr. Packard in a "List of Insects collected at Pebas, Equa-

dor, and presented by Prof. James Orton" describes as new
Attacus Amazonia. Mr. Smith in the " List of the Crustacea col-

lected by J. A. McNiel in Central America," describes a number

of new crabs : Leptopodia debilis, Ozius integer, Arenmw bidens,

Gebia spinissima. At//a ri cab's, A. tenella, Evatya (n. g.) <t"ssu.

/- "- iieUus.

Corals and Polyps of the West Coast of America.*—Of
this elaborate work, with its careful and detailed descriptions and

most excellent illustrations, we can only give the author's general

results, both from want of space, as well as a knowledge of the

subject. Two years ago Prof. Verrill called attention to the re-

markable contrast between the assemblages of polyps found on

the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of Central America, and the bear-

ing of these facts upon the supposed former connection between

the two oceans, across the Isthmus of Panama. He is now able

to state that "the additional forms now presented make these con-

trasts still greater and more remarkable, and add greater force to

the evidence then brought forward to show that no deep or exten-

sive water connection, sufficient to modify the ocean currents, can

have taken place since the existence of the species now living

upon each coast."

" The polyps of Panama prove to be remarkably rich in sea fans

(Gorgonacea), no less than forty-three species having been already

obtained. Of these the genus Muricea appears here to attain to

its greatest development, since fifteen species, besides several

peculiar varieties, perhaps distinct, are in our collection from Pan-

ama Bay, and others from Acapulco and Peru, while from the

West Indies there are but four well-ascertained species." "The
wo peculiar, gigantic species of Pavonia, a genus

in the Museum of Yale College. ByA.E. Verrill. No. O.-Re-
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>tani>t. M. AlphonseDe

liaracter not mentioned by me in the description, and which i

ery remarkable if it be real ; that is. if it be not an error of th
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draughtsman. The five cells of the ovary are represented as alter-

nate with the sepals ; but in Sarracenia, which he had seen living,

the cells of the ovary are opposite the sepals. The artist who

executed the drawing is the we'll known Mr. Isaac Sprague, who

made all the illustrations for Dr. Gray's Genera of the Plants of

the Tinted States, and in that work the cells of Sarracenia are

correctly represented as opposite the sepals. M. De Candolle

asks, "Has he committed an error in the plate of the Darlingto-

nia? Considering his usual accuracy, I doubt it. On the other

hand, it is difficult to believe in contrary symmetries in genera so

cl<>-elv allieil. 1 have discovered a similar fact in the family of

Campanulacese, and it has enabled me to establish several genera,

which are. besides, indicated by their external appearance. The

thin»'. then, is not without a parallel, though it is very rare, and

should be well examined before being admitted. I would, there-

in making the details of the original drawing, Mr. Sprague had

Co.'s Express, received fresh, living specimens, several of which

have flowered. I am now able to state that Mr. Sprague has

shown •• his usual accuracy" in all the details of his drawing. The

cells of the ovary are alternate with the sepals. Indeed. 1 have

found scarcely anything to add or alter, now that we have the liv-

ing plant for comparison.

The theoretical structure of the (lower of Darlingtonia, we think.



ished. It resembles Brunella vulgaris so closely in its

[ think it may have been overlooked elsewhere. It 1

'ore (1851) found near Montreal, but not, so far as ]

lding of the nest, the period of incubation and the ti:

young left the nest. On the 14th of June we first saw
lding the nest on top of a horizontal branch of a pel
branch was about three-ipiarters of an inch in diamete
nest. The bird' best from the hou
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and built one-half of the circle its full height ; the last half of the
nest she built in one day with the exception of finishing the out-
side with lichens. June 16th she laid the first egg and was busy
at work all day covering the outside of the nest with lichens, and
was one week longer finishing the outside of the nest. June 17th
she sat on the nest all day ; on the 18th the second egg was laid
and was larger than the first egg. On the morning of the 3d of
July both of the eggs were in the nest and at noon there were
two young birds; this makes the period of incubation fifteen
•lays from the time the last egg was laid. July 10th, we examined
the nest, and found but one young bird ; it had a little down on
it, but no feathers. July 13th, I examined the young bird and
found it covered with pin feathers. Qu the 1 5th it picked its

feathers and had quite a long bill. The 19th, after being fed
it stood up in the nest and made its wings move rapidly, us
though it was trying to fly. On the 23d of July the bird left

the nest, which made twenty clays that it remained in the nest.
We did not see a male humming bird near the nest at any time,
but a neighbor's cat caught and killed two or three male birds, and
it may be that it caught the mate to our bird. The old an. I young
birds remained in the garden until late in the autumn and were
quite tame; the young bird would allow me to walk within four
feet of it and examine it. You will sec by this that both the
period of incubation and the time that the young bird remained
in the nest are longer than given by Audubon and Samuels.—
Labdrton Johnson, Bradford, Mass.

Position of the Brachiopods.—At the meeting of the Boston
Society of Natural History held March 15. Prof. Edward S. Morse
referred to the communication of Mr. Wm. H. Dall, "On the Re-
lations of the Brachiopoda" read at the preceding meeting.

Prof. Hyatt said his objections to Prof. Morse's classification of
the Brachiopoda had heretofore rested wholly upon the presumed
affinities of the Polyzoa and Ascidia. He had been led by the
similarities of the adult animals of the two groups to partially fol-

low Prof. Allman in his opinion that these two groups were closely

related. In a paper on the Fresh Water Polyzoa (Proceedings
Essex Institute, vol. iv.) he had compared them, but had at the

same time shown that the differences were much greater between
the Polyzoa and Ascidia than between the former and the Brachio-
pods. Thus, there is no muscular system in the Ascidia which
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iiicates with the Vertebrates, it was interesting to recall two prom-

inent features of the Vermes that are likewise prominent characters

of the Vertebrates, namely: hairs or setae secreted by follicles*

and genitals in pairs, with ini'uinlibiiliform orifico. suspended free-

ly in the perivisceral cavity.

A Zoologist on the Pacific Coast.— Dr. S. Kneeland gave

an account at the same meeting of a trip which he made in 1870,

by sea. from San Francisco to Panama, and presented a few spec-

imens which he had collected. He described the climate, the gen-

eral appearance of the coast, and incidents of the voyage, and

referred to the habits of some of the sea birds and of the flying-

fish. Large petrels (Puffinus cinereus) he said, began to appear

and followed us on the second day out. On alighting in the water,

which they often do, they put forward their webbed feet, check-

the wings spread, before settling on the surface. They came

Flying-fish also began to appear, but neithet

so large as in the Southern Atlantic. The ventrals were expanded

just like the pectorals in the act of flight, the former being much
the smaller. They rose out of a perfectly smooth sea, showing

that they are not mere skippers from the top of one wave to an-

other; they could be seen to change their course, as well as to

rise and fall, not iinfre<|uent!v touching the longer, lower lobe of

the tail to the surface, and again rising, as if they used the tail

as a powerful spring. While the ventrals may act chiefly as a

parachute, it seems as if the pectorals performed, by their almost

imperceptible but rapid vibrations, the function of true tlight.

Another reason which led him to think they perform a true

flight is the way in which they reenter the water. After reaching

the end of their aerial course, they drop into the water with :i

rdual and gentle descent, like the
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cinner. Fie put two young pickerel, about five inches

long, in a trough with a great quality of little minnows of about

one inch in length ; and these two pickerel ate one hundred and

f.venty-eight minnows the first day; one hundred and thirty-two

the second; and one hundred and fifty the third! and then in-

rrt.-i.iserJ one inch in b'mjtli in fnrtt/-<-i<jhf hours! They were mere

machines for the assimilation of other organisms! — Fifth Report

of Mass. Com mix*;* >,,<>'*
<>f

luhh.tl Fi'xh'-rii-s, 1871.

Ticks in the Ear.— I can tell a tale about a tick in my ear

(see Naturalist, May, p. 176). In Cuba I was lost in the woods.

I slept one night on the ground. A day or two thereafter feeling

a curious buzzing in my ear I lay down on the opposite side and
filled the ear with water. It was not very long before the tick

loosened its hold and was taken out. I know nothing of the spe-

cies but suppose it was the common horse or cattle tick of that

island.— C. Wright.

I mole making sii

i lively as if it ha

> be abroad thus

spot upon the back,



the "Suit Lake Tribune" this morning, is quite dif-

; skull of a buffalo. The long, heavy, drooping horns

tore this relic was deposited, but it found its resting place long

bell-re the work was completed, and long before Salt Lake wore

water lines in the mouutains above the "benches." Musk-oxen

and the foot-prints of glaciers left on the quartz rocks of some of

these canyons, suggest a former climate quite unlike that which



eting of the Ne
Natural History, held during last autumn, Prof. Newberry, t

President, exhibited the anterior portion of the cranium of a w;
rus which had been found during the summer at Long Branch 1

a gentleman whose foot struck against it while bathing. It w
strongly silicified, but exhibited no appreciable difference fro

modern specimens. The precise age of this fossil could not,
course, be ascertained, although it is well known that its ran<
was formerly much south of its present habitat. It is not unfr
quently brought down on floating ice off the coast of Newfoun
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mould is artists' modeling-wax. which is a composition akin to

that used l>y dentists ; and, as it becomes soft and plastic by the

Id state it is perfectly rigid, it

may lie applied to the most delicate object without injury. As it

takes the most minute markings and striatum- of the original to

which it is applied, the microscopic structure of the surface of the

original is f- | he east. 1Mb method is briefly

this : 1. Cover the object to be cast with a thin powder of steatite

or French chalk, which prevents the adhesion of the wax. 2. Af-

ter the wax has become soft, either from immersion in warm water.

or from exposure to the direct heat of the fire, apply it to the orig-

inal, being careful to press it into the little cavities. Then care-

fully cut off the edges of the wax all round, if the undercutting of

the object necessitates the mould being in two or more pieces, and

let the wax cool with the object in it, until it is sufficiently hard

to bear the repetition of the operation on the uncovered portion

of the object. The steatite prevents the one piece of the mould

sticking to the other. The original ought to he taken out of the

mould before the latter becomes perfectly cold and rigid, as in that

case it is very difficult to extract. :>. Then pour in plaster of

Paris, after having wetted the moulds to prevent hubbies of air

lurking in the small interstices; and, if the mould be in two

pieces, it is generally convenient to fill them with plaster sepa-

rately before putting them together. 4. Then dry the plaster

casts cither wholly or partially. •">. Paint the casts in water-col-

ors, which must be fainter than those of the original, because the

next process adds to their intensity. The delicate shades of color

in the original will be marked in the cast by the different quantity

of the same color, which is taken up l.v the different textures of

the cast. 6. After drying the cast, steep it in hard paratline.

grocer, will serve the purpose. 7. Coed, and polish the cast by

better than that ol.taincd hv anv other. 'l'h< .!/</ ,,<>ftirtu r<j r <H''l

Builder.

The American Museum of Natural History held an exhibition

of its collections in the Arsenal building, in the Central Park, to

invited guests, April 27th. This Association was incorporated

some two years since, and has made excellent progress in csta'»-
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We are sorry to learn that the Government of Nova Scotia, ii

resorting to the retrenchment system, has withdrawn the small

animal grant heretofore made to the Institute of Natural Science

the only scientific society that colony possesses ; and, moreovei

one which for the past eight years lias struggled to maintain

position creditable to itself and the country in which it is estal:

lished. Surely the trouble and expense of publishing, settin;

aside the gratuitous mental labor of those members who hav

furnished the interesting papers which together form the eigh

annual parts, com - of over one thousand p&gec

should have been considered 1>\ the authorities of the colon;

The Legislature of .

r\ ey. and

hetrinnino;
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dead branches lying about, and especially an overhauling of one
of the little piles of drift wood about the roots of some tree on
the bank of a creek, will furnish you material for a year's work, if

properly used. On one or more of the branches you have picked
up you will find a portion thickly dotted with black spots, which,
under a hand magnifier will be seen to be little black bodies,
closely united and bursting through the bark. Those are really
the ends of as many tubes, which are the necks of globular, oval
or retort-shaped flasks buried in the bark or wood beneath. By
slicing off with a sharp knife, thin horizontal sections of the bark,
through one or two of these little pustules, you will be able to see

rig. 75. these flasks in

ush them out flat by pressure. Examin-
ation of the object thus prepared, with a power of about two hun-
dred and fifty diameters, will show that the contents of the flasks
are little colorless delicate sacs, in each of which are eight minute
colorless, curved, sausage shaped spores.
The little sacs are called theca., or more usually asci, the flask

winch encloses then, being called the perithecium. And the Sph*r-
'

lacei are Fungi in which the spores are contained in asci (as-
comycetes) and the asci are produced in perittiecia, which are
more or less globose, at first entirely closed, at length opening by
a neck (ostiole), or pierced by a small hole or pore at the summit
If each perithecium is by itself, or solitary, not imbedded in a

crust or stroma, but either on, or in the bark or wood it i> called
a simple or true Splneria.
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three or four one-thousandths of an inch as they appear through

the camera. At each of these points draw a line perpendicular to

the base. The most convenient length for these lines is 2£ inches.

Now divide these lines into ten equal parts, by lines ruled parallel

to the base line, and then draw a line diagonally from one of the

-pyVxr inch marks on the base line to the next TTTW inch mark in

tin- tenth line above. Yon will thus have constructed a diagonal

scale which will measure to the ten-thousandth of an inch. To

use it, you lay it on the stage beside the object, and view it with

one eye and the object with the other. You will with a very little

practice see the object projected on the card and can read oil' its

length at once.

On measuring the spores of your specimen, yon find that they

are .0004 of an inch long. The spores of all the species in this

division of the Yalsa- arc shorter than this, with the exception of

define the fruit. The first description

cies was given by De Notaris, in 18

Academy of Science in Turin.

But the mere giving a name to our

name somebody else has given to it, a:

as giving the same sort of mental exei

putting together a puzzle of any kin(

to know, is, how did the Valsa get the

is its life history, and what is its us

And the first question of all to occur 1

little impatient of the very minute poi





time to half a dozen species which he can get named for him hy

some one who has the necessary facilities for so doing in the shape

of identified specimens. For instance, having ascertained that

he has a specimen of Vaha stellulata, let him first see whether he

can get the spores to germinate. First, he may try them with a

little water on some form of growing slide, the simplest form of

which is to take the slide with the spores on it covered with a

microscope, and laying it across a narrow dish of water (a soap

dish or toothbrush dish is just the thing) let two or three thread*

lead from the water to the edge of the thin glass cover. The

growing slides of Hoffman, De Bary, Dr. Maddox. and those de-

served I iy I)r: Curtis and the author in their report on Fungi in

connection with the Texas cattle fever, arc all good and useful.

The spores should be tried not only in water, but in fluids which

will afford them some nutriment . such ;i> juier of fruits or plants.

lengths, say a foot long. ]

that the bark is smooth an

of these pieces plant your

the bark at marked points.
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subject, a few remarks on the habits of the toad
teresting.

From the e
.

been looked upon by the people

while even supernatural powers have been attributed to it. Thus
an old author says: "If the toad burrowed near the root of a
tree every one who ate a leaf of that tree would die, and if he
only handled it, would be struck with sudden cramps." Some of
the antidotes recommended for toad venom are the following:
Ui.-i.-k hellebore, powdered rralis, the blood of the sea-tortoise
iixe.1 with wine, the stalks of dogs' tongues, the powder of the

fight horn of a hart, cummin, the vermet of a hare, the oiiintes-

sence of treacle i

Even in those days

vented some good wj
" toad-stone " is allutl

toads a stone they call

: forewarning against \

one to fall down and knock his

stantly stop the bleeding if he <

had been pierced through with
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A trip to the sea-side is not always easily obtained ; but the

naturalist may he seen in the markets buying the several species

of flat fish, such as flounders and other species which live and

feed at the bottom of the sea. Knowing them to be good col-

lectors, he takes advantage of this fact to procure many and

sometimes rare species, and thus adds to his cabinet, without the

trouble of dredging for them.

llll'l Mod- tOThe entc mologist, likewise, has roc- b to differe

obtain the

<

>bjects of his intere sting si ndv. The foil

of many :

Starting at six o'clock one mornii n the sum
for a walk 1to our beautiful m rmntain to 1i-ollcct ins.

with the requisite apparatus, a wide-:moul hcd liotth

for hectics. and a small flat 1 M.X. lillf •d w itli cork, f





vices thoy render to man in the economy of nature, and will, it is

honed, tend to show that it is the duty of all, especially of agricul-

turists, to preserve such valuable animals.— Can a duin Xotn.ndist

and Geologist.

-

It must not be inferred, from the title above given, that it is tt

purpose of the author, in the following- « Sketches" to impose upo

•dropathy. a fisher's manual, or even a guide to the lakes

>pe in every pool, pond, lake or river in our

fetches in question have not the formality of I

md are divested to a considerable degree of

I hope they may find some readers among

If they serve to recall to the accomplished
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what he who runs may read, ami armed with the microscope seek-

out new sources of pleasure in its wonderful revelations.

The plants to which reference has been made, though in them-

selves far from being microscopic, :ill'<>rd many points of interest

to the microscopical botanist. In the Nymphma. Xuphar and Lini-

nanthemum. for example, are [.resented vessels of an unusual form,

marked like the ordinary dotted ducts so common among land

plants, hut singularly branched in a manner quite unlike what is

usually met with in the latter. These vessels may be easily seen

in a thin slice of the stems of the leaf or flower, or they may be

obtained completely isolated by letting portions of the plant mac-

erate in a glass of water for a few days in summer, until partial

decomposition has taken place, when the vessels in question may
be easily picked out with the point of a needle and examined hy

themselves. In the pure limpid jelly which invests the younger

parts of the Water-shield (Brasenia peltata) is another object

which cannot fail to attract the attention of the botanical student.

If this be examined under the microscope, it will be found that

the plant is not surrounded, as it appears to the naked eye. by a

massof homogeneous unorganized jelly, lait that it is covered with

minute hairs, each one of which is the axis of a cylindrical mass

of jelly excreted by itself. In the Pickerel-weed (Pontederia cor-

data) an interesting subject of study may be found in the slender

crystals (rajthid^s) contained within the large ellipsoidal cells, of

which this plant contains such great numbers, both the crystals

and the cells being much like those which have been called

"Biforines" and which occur in Calla, Arum and other plants of

the natural family Aracece. The true biforines when separated

from the other tissues in water, rapidly discharge the crystals from

one or both ends of the cells, and often with such force as to drive

the cells backwards like a rocket, but this action is apparently

wanting in the crystalline bundles of Pontederia. The dia-

phragms or thin plates of cellular tissue, met with in the stem and

petioles of this plant will also be found to afford very beautiful

objects for the microscope.

The Water Lobelia (L. Dortmanna) is an interesting plant,

easily recognized by its naked stem flowering above water, while

its base is surrounded by a bunch of radical leaves reduced to

mere petioles. This plant, like all of its tribe, has a milky juice,

and the latex vessels in which it circulates may be found in the
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scribe the various interesting submerged plants which will natu-

rally attract the attention. The beautiful feathery Myriophylhm
and Xnias. the interesting Oratoph>/Uti„t , the submerged leaves of

the white and yellow Ranunculus (X. aqvatilis and X. Pursldi) re-

duced to a mass of branching vessels, with a mere trace of paren-

chyma
; the various species of Potamogeton. the Hippuris, etc..

etc., will all prove of great interest to the botanical student, but

we will at present attend to those plants only which a l lord -
1

views of the motion of the sap.

Among the best plants for studying this circulation are those of

the Cham family, a group of plaids formerly included among the

Algae, but now regarded as occupying ;1 separate and somewhat

ditches in all parts of our country, and may easily be recognized

by their leafless stems and branches composed of long joints

which are scarcely larger around than a common knitting-needle.

Each of these joints is a single cell, within the walls of which are

seen minute green particles, arranged in parallel- lines, which go

obliquely around the joint, leaving at one place a narrow colorless

band. It does not need a very high magnifying power to see in

these tubes a most beautiful display of the phenomena of circula-

tion. The fluid mav be seen

along one side of the colorless band, and proceeding along the

whole length of the joint until it reaches the extremity, where it

turns down on the other side of the same band. The large starch

globules and other masses which are borne along by the current,

enable us to follow its course and even to measure its velocity.

A very full account of the observations made on the circulation

in Cham and Nitella, by Amici, Slack, Varley, Dutrochet and oth-

ers, will be found in Hassal's Fresh Water Alga?, p. 78. These

plants may be kept in glass vases without any trouble and will

prove of great interest to the microscopist not only for the phe-

nomena of circulation but also for the curious structure of their or-

gans of reproduction. These organs are known by the name of the

nucule and the granule, the former being considered by some au-

thors as the female and the latter as the male flower. The nucule

consists of a globular body surrounded by fine spirally-twisted
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under the water to ripen." It is to these phei

ciful Darwin alludes in the following lines—

In future ; - sketches'' we shall endeavor to oUain some further

glimpses at the marvels of pond-life.

MODE OF PRESERVATION OK YEOETAULE REMAINS
IN OUIt AMERICAN COAL MEAS[ RES.-

dv asserted

of the plants which are found in the :

laying it. Our bituminous coal is gei

posed layers of crystalline matter, abo

thickness, separated by a thin coat of
]

charcoal, which is a mere compound of



Generally, this agglomeration of broken tissue preserves some

outline liy which the genera, even the species to which the remains

belong, ran he recognized at first sight : leaflets of ferns, .terns of

t'ahunites. hark of Stigtnaria, Lepidodendron. etc. Kill besides

prints of the plants of which it is a compound. This ea-e is espec-

ially ohservahle in a kind of hard, laminated. Hint coal, obtained

in Mercer county by .Mr. II. A. Crcen. which hears on the hori-

zontal surface of its crystalline lamella', however thin they may he-

cut, the outline and nervation of leaves and branches of terns.



way. the plants or their fragments have been first slowlv decom-
posed and softened by humidity, and then more or less flattened

the wood]7 tissue of the plant has bee n de.-t roved,:md the surface
of the stems and branches only are pre»L'l-ved in a thin coat of
coaly matter. bearing impressions of 3 of the 13ark, etc

the leaves, the coaly i aatter representts th e whole 3e and
for the ferns, especially, it preserves the i xact for;tn of tine vege-
table, and is marked lr\

distinct t<) their last divisions. Some leaves of a c ."t'cxt-

ure aye their epideri ais hardened b\ ' mineralizath m, and i^epara-
i from the shale

examined under the microscope, and all the details of structure
recognized. It is especially the case with our Dictyopteris rubella
of Murphysborough, as also with the leaves of Wh'mh*,,,,, ,!„,a lt s

Newb., of Ohio. Sometimes the leaves of Nenroptens hirsuta
have been heaped and compressed together in such mianlity, that

the pinnules are separable from eaeh other as a carbonaceous cuti-

cle, preserving traces of the primitive organism.
The shales, according to the amount of' vegetable matter mixed

in them, and the depth at which thev have been formed under
water, are of a more or less dark color: whitish ,»r vdh.wMi when
of fresh water origin, and with few remains of phiits- bhek and
generally more homogeneous when formed in deep wain- and hav-
ing for a larger proportion of their compound, broken remains of

organized beings. In this case the remains are cither animal or

vegetable mixed together, both fragments of molluscs and fi<hes

with fragments of plants recognizable on the same piece of shale.

ances are easily explained in considering the phenomena accom-
panying the formation of the coal strata? from deposits analogous
to those of our existing peat bogs. For the surface of these hogs.

even in our time, shows the same differences in the superposed de-

posits, according to the depth and chemical compounds of the

water by which they become covered, either by casual inundation
in the interior of the land, or by slow immersion near the borders
Of lakes or sea shores. Even where tin- coal and shales, from the

amount of remains of fishes which thev contain, aimcar to have



evident traces of its origin from land vegetation, and never fron

marine plants. The lower peri of bed of coal, worked new
the mouth of Yellow creek, Ohio, is a kind of cannel coal, or vcn

l)itnniinous compact shale, full of the remains of lishes, whose en

tire skeletons vary in length from one inch to one foot. Vet tin-

shale has an abundance of the remains of hind plants mixed in it-

compound. The same case is observable in Kentucky— for exam
pie. at Airdrie, on Green river, where the upper coal (No. 11 o:

the Kentucky section) is overlaid by a bituminous lamiuatc<

shale, containing teeth of large fishes with trunks of Sigillaria

Lcpidodendron, etc.. and branches and leaves of ferns. Thos<

who have examined our immersed peat bogs along the shores o

New Jersey, have seen in activity a formation of the same kind

ing fragment*, of wood or heaps of mud. are covered with a luxu-

riant growth of ferns, reeds, or bushes, which throw their debris

to the surface, to be conveyed to the bottom and there mixed in

the bed of mud. an incipient shale, with animal remains.

Among the various metamorphoses to which remains of plants

have been subjected in the shah- by compression, decomposition

and other chemical and in< elianieal agencies, one peculiar phenom-

noticing here.

Rhode Island, the \



jle mass, the remains of plant-, following the i'mee of upheaval.

e been, at peculiar places, drawn upwards and therefore elon-

11s. It is peculiar that the raohk and sterna do uo< Bhow any

earance of flexure and of deformation, and it is remarkable

) that the same phenomenon of dimorphism i-

BM plants found in the shale of the anthracite

ania. where the llexures of the veins of OOaJ an- often abrupt,

when- traces of tortion an- frequently sen, upon fragmeatj of

combustible mineral. This deformation of vegetable remains
• give an idea of the difliculties encountered by the pahcontolo-

in studying, as he has 1,, do. men- fra-m.-nts ,,f plant- in their

only do tie— remain* •rein-rally insullicicntly

resent the whole vegetable, l„it often they are deformed by

inMiienee-. to whir], t li. \ are subjected in the

know, from the specimens abundantly fo

of preservation of fossil plants i„ eon*
ent from what it is in an.

wad, especially in the ifa

''' lV"" 1 top to b.-tt of the strata, in th

leas elongated, gencrelrj slightly flatten*.

"••II formed |.\ Hipel|.osit



tenecl for pieces of ferns, in proportion to the breadtl

ments which they have entombed.

The origin of these concretions has been explain

ting ;i general tendency of some mineral bodies t<

around centres, ir/u-t/n r ,«>i;,j;f:i ;
„,j from fusion, solution

This explanation may he satisfactory in regard to ol

concretions, but from their peculiar position, their fo

varying according to the nature and outline of the 1

they contain, the nodules of Mazon creek rather sec

work of infusoria or Bwilhtrio concent rating mole

around some centres, as it now happens in the forr

bog iron ore, or in other deposits, in springs or
]

waters contain a solution of iron. This supposition

fragments, their integrity is complete, and vet some oi

very soft texture. The pinnae or leaflets of terns are i

in them in a flattened position, their axis or rach

through the centre of the elongated nodule, with the

both sides ; the surface of the pinnules, slightly swollei

with distinct veins and veinlets, and their appenda;

scales, are seen in the various modifications which tin

living specimens ; for example, long, straight, flat, (

primary rachis, and becoming shorter, ruffled and cv

upper divisions. The small organs of plants appear.

i found entombed in 1

section of the nodules, wh
by hard strokes upon thei

the fruit is exposed to vie



show distinctly tin- pedicels of the spornmies and the blades in

their natural position, hut even sporan^es with their seeds have

been found in them, without perreptihle alteration. I

section of these Lepidostrohi the sporaiiLre fells form a central

row, which is surrounded by the I. lades in the form of a star.

Peculiar species of plants and animals, or their IV.i-

to have 1-ecn selected as the nuclei of thee nodules. They con-

tain, for example, an ahundance of leaflets of various species of

X-nm^r;*. especially \. /,/,•.,,„<„. of J/, //,„,,<. ,/., SrrM, of Pe-
:

<,s<(. P. ohbrt'n'ntri, //////,c,,o,,/,,/////,.* CUirlli. Amnihrkt
-f ;>/,,«' rlonlrs. etc.. which are either rare or have not yet

in the shale at Morris, while the.,- >hales are rich in

the remains of O./.,,,/.,,,/,.,-/* >W,

th-„, ],•!,„. GirpoUthe* mvltittriatus, scarcely or not at all preserved

in concretions. As the hank of shale bordering the hed of Mazon
creek has not yet been opened, these differences ma\ result from

U'eo-rapl.ieal distrihiition. Vet. as the animals and plant, of soft

textinc. like ||„. -|„-,-i,- of the --UN- ^ -
i 1 1 :, i i, .id< -. have not yet

been found in the shale of our \ . it is evi-

dent thai these remains have been generally destroyed by maeeni-

ily escaped total destruction by their entomhinent in

thee nodule-. The Mime -an he remarked on the remains of

"hall an in, :.!„..
| ()1111( | i,, ,| 1( .. (

. ....ncretieiis

• I and coprolites; uhile of molluscs, they

have a (forded only „,„,„. agglomerations ,, r very -mall -hells.



ig position, and with their roots attached to the trunks, by

nented friend, D. D. Owen. Though entirely metamor-

cicatrices in passing from the stem to the roots. True pet-

non should.

ores of Pen nsylvania and <>f Kentucky. Thiis phenome-

1. there fore, demand hut a passing notice, il
'

it did not

:o some
i discussions concerning the mode a ml cause ot

o? fra cturei of these fossil trees, and also concerning

nts of their petrification.

,g position,

lclosed an<l he matter in whk-I i they have

u ally b uric I, are always found in pieces or broken.

lervable rell in the fbsssil wood of the Carboniferous
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tioiis; for example in tin- Cretaceous and Tertiary heds of our

continent. The fracture of tlie pieces is of two kinds: either ir-

regular, in various directions, like the breaking of mineral sub,

stances produced by hard strokes. ,„ |„ „ i/ontal, as if by a kind of

cleavage, the separate pieees forming disks or regular cylinders

of various lengths. (Jem-rally, in l.<>th cases the fractured surface

is clean, smooth, distinctly angular, and showing that in most
cases, at least, the breaking of the trunks ha- been etfected after

the fossilization. Prof. ( b.ppert. who has visited the fo^ilized

forests of Kgypt. south of Cairo, and has published the result of

his researches.'
| l:l . f, lim ,l ltl4 .,,. ,]„. tn , nks „„,,-„.,.,,.,, ,,,., ki]1(1 f

multiple fracture, produced :it various times and in vai

some of th«- trunks having thei,

if by decay, others showing .

proached to each other. e\i.|.-n

fore explain- their fracture as ,|m . to 1

especially to sudden ,

ill those , .:,,„
,

n-ular frairnients of dlieitn-.l wood, found in



of Bttperposi ,al position.

At Carbondale, in Pennsylvania, a true forest of Calamites has

been crossed in the opening of an inclined tunnel through a hank

of sandstone to a bed of coal underlying it. The fragments of

petrified stems taken out of this passage are in such abundance

that they have been used for the construction of a kind of gang-

way for running the coal cars out of the mines. These fragments,

nearh without exception, are mere disks, varying in length from

one to four inches, without relation to the size or diameter of the

stems, which measure from three to six inches ; the differences in

the length of the sections being as marked for the large as for the

small stems. All these fragments represent only as far. at least.

as I could determine from the examination of hundreds of speci-

ous Brgt. The walls of the tunnel are adorned hy a number of

these trees, still in their standing position and half imbedded in

at various and irregular distances, horizontal fractures where they

natural state were evidently hollow, have been abruptly folded or

or by some external force ; but even at the point of inclination or

tortion of these stems, the fracture is horizontal or perpendicular

to their erect position. At Paintsville, Johnson county. Ken-

tucky, the bottom of the river, which at some places has been

cleanly washed, is marked, as in a kind of irregular mosaic work,

by the broken tops of large trunks of Sigillaria, still in their

fractured. One of these

* -links measures twenty-two inches in diameter. The same pecu-

liar kind of horizontal fracture is generally observable on the

silicilied trunks so abundantly found in some parts of Southern

are, most of them, pieces of stems of fern trees (
'
I'saroiiius"). vary-

ing in diameter from three to twelve inches, broken in disks from

two to fourteen inches long. A few of these pieces of silicified

wood are irregularly broken and di.-ligured on the outside by mac-

eration ; but generally they preserve their cylindrical form, and

when of some length show here and there, at various distances,

horizontal splits, uninti i ruj t< d ill aroiin 1 the trunk, where a dis-



ruption i> ea-ily produced !,\ a hard >tr<-k.-. l-'roni the "Teat bed of

sandstone i.VfilviiiLT tli«' l'itt-l.iirLr ««>:iL near ( ;iv.mi>1.iii-. I have

received, from Rev. \V. I). Moore, lar-e specimen- of fo-sil wood,

most of them Ion;:, irregularly broken, much <l«*a\ . • i

(lently.represciitin.tr sections of trunks l.rokcn len-th.

were found in various portions in the sand-t and were mostly

broken before they were imbedded in it. lint anions them there is

one which bears, attached to a short Mem. three diser-in- branches

of its roots, a proof that it has hcen buried in its original stand-

ing position ; and this one ha- it- top hori/.ontalh broken and Hat.

From these data and a number of others, which it i- useless to

mention, being all of the same kind, and bearing t!.

dence. it appears that the fracture of the t '-— i 1 W 1 is of two

kinds : ine-ular. for trunks fossilized after prostration or in a de-

cayiir_r state, a- they are Generally found in -.in Terh
taceons strata : and horizontal, by -plits perpendicular to the natu-

ral direction of the stems and the roots, jf the cause of fractal*

ill the first ease is. without don

-''I' subjected to the procss of petriti<

tainly dillerent. and can he explained. I think, by the ,1

density of both the surrounding mineral matter and the imbedded

Evidently, all the stems in ti„
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noticed above as marked by horizontal splits, are of the same com-

pound in their whole length.

The siliciiied wood of the Coal Measures of Ohio, as that also

ing their mode of Ibssilizat ion. or rather the origin of the silk-a

which has produced tludr transformation. Two opinions, above

i. and that to explain it
, it is not nee

er in which the vegetah le substance 1

ier in silica than it mity be now ir

limper. on the contrary.
,
asserts that

been siliciiied should h;ive been of a

ndantly saturated with ssilica, and th

kind of mineralization has happene

assertion, the celebrated professor says: that the progress of

the fossilizing process should have been rapid enough to reach the

whole substance of the wood before its decomposition by putrefac-

tion. But the woody tissue, when entombed and protected against

time, and slowly passes, by emerecausis, into coal. It is. there-

fore, conceivable, that in the first stage of this slow burning, when
the whole vegetable has been reduced to a -..ft matter, it may be

penetrated by mineral fluids which, by crystallization, transform it

into stone. Tn the valley of Lode, Switzerland, large prostrate

in the same degree, and already black

woody tissues are easily impregnated
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stances. Unt to omit theoretical discus-ion and merely consider

tacts observable around ns.it is evident that our siiieitied wood, as

well in our Coal Measures a- in the more recent formation*, is

found in conneetion with strata which >how no traee of volcanic

ao-ency. The siiieitied trunks of Southern ( >hio have been washed
out by the creeks from the Mahoning sand-tone. Tlie area cov-

ered by this formation, and over which the trunks are found in

UTcat.T or -mailer quantity, extends from Athens southward, to

the Ohio river, and in Virginia, a. far up the irreat Kenawlia river

as Charleston, or about one hundred miles in a direct line.

There is „o trace of any volcanic a-ency j M ,| i: ,t country. No
disturbance of any kind i- observable in the strata, which liave

their normal, slightly marked ,11,, ,,, ,|„. eastward: nor -loes the

sairl-tone itself indicate, in it- appearance, by a vai

compounds or of its den-ity. any trace of metamorphism. At
Callipolis, near the month of the -,v ;t t Kenawha. a number of

fossilized trunks, still buried in tl protruding

from the bank, in which they have been pehiiied in a prostrate

log :i peculiar direction of the

rought and deposited, a thtm



s containing silicified t

eposited. in the recent formations, the fossil

ly associated with the ml or ferruginous <•

ill area occupied by our Post Tertiary forma'

species of shells <

SYSTEMATIC ZOOLC

The first requisite for the accurate discussion of any subject is

an appropriate nomenclature. The great influence Linmeus exerted
upon the progress of Zoology is due to the universal acceptance of
the binomial system as a most concise and convenient method a

tool admirably adapted to bring order into the chaos of names of



iinuuierablc :iiiiiiinls and plant- previously known in cadi country

simply I'.v their vernacular nam.-. In the hands of Linmeusit

ivas tlie expression of vast erudition, tin- statement of the atlini-

:ies of animals and plants. the formula for the classification of the

n-<:anic world as lie undcrst 1 it. Jn the hands of hi- followers

md di-ciplesit has become too often the end instead of the means

;

md. in the last years, the laws requisite for the establishment of

.he correct name of an animal, or of a plant.

lillicult to establish as the mo-t intricate le-al question. The

pester pari of re.-cn systematic ity?. filled

n-ith pane- of synonymy, for t lie most part taken at second hand,

ivliich have been handed down for years with all the errors of uiio-

:ati<.!i-. It certainly is an absolute necessity that the units

with which zoologists work sho.dd be well defined. B

Miyiiiy. as now understood, the value which ha- been

I'hc history of the present confu-cd condition of noni.

m interesting one; il i- the attempt to show by the binomial

»y-tcm. not only the cornet name of any animal, but. ;

i:illU'es the name llUS

inder-Miie. The name of an animal or plant, is that binomial rom-

.ination which it ha- lii .1 U from Linn«Q»i



Physiology, Comparative Anatomy. Morphology. Kmhrvo

geontology, Histology, Psychology and Geographical I)i-

are as much a part of Zoology as the mere questions of <

tbllowi ng tin • principle s of Linna.ni s we must nowadays return to

okl A I'istoth and take him for our guide.
r

rhe Aristotelian view

of the whole knowledgej of the life of an anianal is the tr

lat Zoolog: The com

broad ba*eo:f Zoology, by workers in the dimjrentfields mentionerl

above. sity of some • element :in common to

the va riable quantities constantly obtained ftom a closer mnd more

aceui-ii.te ex:iinination of nature. This element system;itic Zo-

ologv rurnisl ies. it gives us the qu antities t< , make our equations.

and w hen it takes this broad form i s no long.*r a mere dr;r eollee-

tion ( >f mea ninu'less ilames, but becomes our interpret:ition of

nature s. The facility 1irith which, in a new country, unkii' >wn ani-

mal- . :an be described jmd the notoriety thus readilv obtaii

strono
;
incentive to go on with desiriptive W(>rk, not that ]: would.

as is frequently done, cleny all vain e to systematic Zoolog;h but it
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should not hf forgotten thai the true purpose of systematic wo*

must l>o to increase our knowh >dge of the relationship of animals

of any special group already known, ami serve in some way M a

connecting link in the chain of the various branches

ur memoirs of systei hology, of

Palaeontology, of Comparative Anatomy, of Histology, etc. treat-

ing of their respective sciences as isolate.! departments and

Wrongly biassed l.y the characteristic, of the s,-i, nccs from which

they originated. Comparative Anatomy, ami Physiol..-.

Histology, are the children of Human Anatomy, and this, in its

turn. was gradually developed from the needs of medicine. Era-

bryology and Paleontology, though bo intimately connected, tn

rarely treated together, the latter being considered to belong, by

birthright, to Ecology. Psychology is but now becoming emanci-

pated from specnlative Philosophy. We have, however, no recent

memoir on Zoology in the Aristotelian sense ; the sciences forming

the brane

have grown up independently of one an.-t |»

all converge towards ti common point, eaeh an imporl

the life history of <v. rv animal, and the common link which is to

;;, [p. u, in our at-



and rising by a gentle slope to the height of perhaps

feet, where its abrupt sides are washed by the waves :

wind and tide; the old fishermen telling of the time, w

rods farther out, they used to see

he north, a long, sloping, sandy beach stretches away in a

no- curve to Little Boar's Head, three miles distant, and to

tli a similar beach curves around for two miles to the banks

uptou River, and those Kivermouth Rocks, whereof Whit-

gs. On beyond, lies Salisbury Beach, and farther on, low

n the horizon, appears the blue outline of Cape Ann.

he northern end, the beach is covered with huge boulders

lollowed into caves and recesses and surrounded with little

stretches away for i

, the fine white sand drifts across the beach

Back of these hills, are marshes, interlaced

LI streams and ditches, attractive both to the

my rods in a straight line towards the

t a few inches turns out a little crab

et at liberty, either writes his curious

ats along the sand, or more probably

t himself again with marvellous rapidity.

1 be found to vary the appearance of his



track. If it terminates in a
|

I. a d<-r examination will detect

a little depression in the bottom, with a slight hut constant motion,

and :i stick will reveal his erabship ijiiietly twiddling his thumbs,

and greatly averse to being disturhed. They are hu.

bait for Blue-lish, not often hereabouts for food. They re<iuire

careful handling as their daws have a -avage nip.

A ditferent track, liner and broader, leads to the dee], burrow Of

a most unsightly worm, perhaps a foot long, with myii

Yet another to a large, slow i. taking his

morning walk, his huge foot and distended mantle causing doubt

whether thev can all be contained in the shell: another .-.till dis-

till: larger <

Lfll'LTe aixl fine specimens of the

m found attached to ti„
i

vliich i- often seen twent\ feet in length, with

•ava. and now ami then a Chiton.

On the beach are scattered, often thickly, the large shells of

r
.\'t/>r>',»i Isl'i ntlim. and M.irh.i ,,;.,.,,,!..!. or hen ,1am. often used



The rocks are c<

barnacles, Balann.

among thousands.

way through some other shell

seen in dead shells, and then l

timate inhabitant, so that it se

some empty shell, brandishing

fiercely, but often overcome and

tive attracted by the superior i

The sea-egg, Echimt,

long spines and sen
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tweon them, by which it draws itscll' along. The sea-anemone,

M<<trif1t'ir„) marrjuitituin. occurs lure, and with a little can- in the

search, may be -ecu expanding its yellowish, leathery disk into

ocean (lowers of great l.eauty and varied hue-. Small sponges are

not uncommon. The eggs <>f various fishes, as the square. Mack,

leathery cases of the skate with their four long spin.-, are not

uncommon, ami to the careful ol>ser\ei\ e\er\ h<>nr reveal- some

now form of life, or discover- inl.-r.- • ;i,_ and curious habits of

In the ocean are found in abundance the cod. the haddock,

the pollock, the hake, the mackerel, tie- dinner or sea-perch, the

Bounder, the dog-fish, the fisherman's special enem\ . driving awajf

all other fish, ami even eating from the hooks fish already caught

. that marvel of ugliness, and more rarely

"•-



HABITS OF THE BLACK BASS.

I will now give some account of the growth i

fish, derived from twenty years' experience and

ter stocking a pond no fishing should

years. This gives ample time for a lat

observing angler may class them as to size with some accuracy.

perch. In six years after being spawned they will reach three

pound-, and gradually increase to the maximum size, which may

year. Very many fish from two to three and a half pounds, have

been taken from the ponds stocked in 1850 to 1*52. and hut \'<'\v.

comparatively, of live to six pounds. One of seven and a half

pounds was taken late in .May. bsfi-L which I had placed in a new

pond, two years previous, then weighing three and a half pound- :

but it was a female fish, from which I took a s<i"Jc of spaj.rn nreiijl.-

ing two pounds. Another of equal length taken from another

pond in June, after it had spawned, weighed five and three-quar-

ters pounds. This would indicate a growth of one pound a

year after reaching three and a half pounds, food hieing abundant.

I cite these as facts, with some doubt as to their general applica-

tion. The absence of more large fish may result from free fishing.

and the greediness of the larger growth offish to take the angler's

tempting bait. It is noteworthy that the largest fish yet taken

appear to he those which were transplanted. They spawn in May.

and appear to occup br nearly two months,

being found thereon late in April, disappearing in dune. Large.

clean places are scooped out in four to eight feel depth of water.

verging on the shore of the pond, and some four to ten feet diame-

tinctly visible with fish thereon, from a boat as it passes over or

near them. The Trunk of a sunken tree, a -

awning bed. The;



i-reh. suckers, eels :ni< 1 catli-di in ph-nt \ . r.-ad\ i

on of tli.' ova. I :'l\ :it war with these vora-

ous depredators, driving tin-in otf from moment to moment,

under the current of a heady tlirht." V.-uiilt hass an- not seen

i lanro numbers like the herrinii and smm- otln i

vinuninu near the surface a prey to their enemies.

In embryo life they seem to come In a momenl I From dose

iM-rvation in a small pond when- I placed several fish in April

id May. and where I could daily watch their i

ere mad.- by several pairs, over which the female hoveled contin-

iily. Here they remained until the 1'Hh of .Inn.-. Kvery hour I

atehed them without any evidence of \oum_: fry. In the after-

...n of this day. after an hour's al.-euec. I returned and discov-

ed several hundred- <»J minute \< ><
i

irface of the water, while the parent li-di was in-.'

I -• yoiin- lish were dartin- al t with activity

'.tli- of an inch Ion-, lookiu- like hlack motes in

i.. pt in thiH position, and

of the pond anion-
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returns Tins

three in. -he. in live months.

,vater. repeating this several times with

shake the hook from their mouth.
'

emailed attraction to the angler. Ofte

transported in a barrel halt-tilled with water in cool weather, fifty

oral rule. Indeed, this is the result of present experiment.-, as

those wintered in a small artificial pmid recently, -how that they



the best condition fa

five pounds, in Septa

rich dish, which all «

REVIEWS.

feOGSESI 01 AJKBICAI ObMRBOLOOT. Ifr. Allen
--* lat(

in all iv. p,-,). hi-. ,,„,.; x .-tin: I.

tod essays, for which Winter liinls

rshadowed by the Imp . question* i

fed. He has w..rk.-.i L.,,- :m<l faithfully n

i'l hix labors will r.

lewho differ from him, than those whom be •

quarely opposed to i or..itli..io<.n<



.ye gather two interesting points. The irregularity uhh

bon noticed in the pairing and breeding of some residenl

corresponds to the gradual ami protraeted developmei

other fact, of diminished vivacity of the birds during the breed-

ing season is of similar significance. u In spring, at the North,

the woods . . arc vocal with bird-music : but in Florida no such

at the North as to be sometime:

The list of birds, considered as sim

care and fidelity that mark all 1Ir. Alle

special desideratum. Our loca.1 lists c

very perfect ornithological ma] ) from

the one hundred and eighty-thrc>e specie

manent residents or winter vi sitors —
carefully discriminated— a fev - perhap:

but certainly not may remain u:

name previously unrecorded, or . at leasi

pated from the known range ol • habitat

dissertations, and the tables 01 t measui

therefore, we shall presently inotice ii

chief value rests upon the copicius and

arc always reliable, and generally repre

little consequence

rious. Some of

Allen's general w



lie docs us the honor ( his endorsement in surli a case

to rcco.uniz ir 1'illiln'i Aiifi-i<-ii,ni — a bird that ca

moment upon Mr. Allen's platform: ami in one or t

stances— that of (rrnmlus Fh,rt'il<i,tns. for example.

bly a southern form of (i. ,i;h,,,h„s—Uv is similarly untrue to his

principles.

Arnold the critical discussions that we mentioneil just now. is a

highly satisfactory elucidation of tin- several interesting moditica-

tions in size, form and color that result from climatic and other

physical inlluences upon the birds. The decrease in stature, coin-

cident with lowering of latitude, was perhaps already sullicieiitly

known; but the other points needed the excellent, exposition they

receive at .Mr. Allen's hands. He shows : , singular tendency to

increase i„ the size of the bill of Floridan birds. I

ponds exactly to the remarkable donation of the.tail of iii:my

southwestern forms : and his explanation -ivater activity of per-

iplieral circulation— is doubtless as applicable t ie as to the

other. The third rharacteristicof Florida.! forms is an intensity

of coloration, as compared with Northern hi

is well illustrated in the Ouail. and several ..

particularly the curious little />,,„/„ j„ which the white ,

the Willis and tail are at a minimum, thoii-h the iris, singulsrly

enouirh. is whit.- instead ..f red. • It would be dillicilt to over-es-

timate the importance that attaches to this



i forms furnish

for :i much less nnniW-!

have no other objection to these disquisition^, tlian thai they lead

to nothing tangible, for they seem to us to be merely a recapitula-

Mr. Allen offers of their specific identity being, of course, a fore-

gone conclusion from his premises. It seems to us unnecessary

for Mr. Allen to raise the HylocicMa question for the third time,

merely to repeat, with some expansion, the remarks that appeared

in his "Birds of Massachusetts" and -Birds of Iowa"" : no good

can result, we conceive, from rehearsal of items already the com-

mon property of ornithologists, or from reiteration of individual

opinion.

The many extensive and elaborate tables of measurement- that

enrich the " Winter Birds of Florida," and show not only the dis-

crepancy in size between Floridan and Northern birds, but also the



ariations m each of these, may !„• i.-.u. I.-. I .-is collateral with, or
upplementary to. Mr. Allen's highly interesting

Examination of Certain A-m.,,-,1 Sp.-.-iiie ( I,.-,,

hi. constitutes Part III of the memoir, ami is the nucleus of the

hole. Every paper of .Mr. Allen's which we have had the pleas-

•e of stu-lyinv; has plainly .lisclose.l the drift of farffl rfewa, an<l in

is one his ener-ies are focusse 1 on an attempt to .how that a

try large proportion of the forms we commonly designate hv
eansofthc binomial nomenclature oujrht not to I..

"' propoeed redaction in oar nominal lista la
•

ainly l.y .lis.-ar.lin- all names i,,,,,,,.,.,) „,„,„ •• geographical 1$
Ki-.-IIv : for. since no

K the practice of namin- /,„/,>/,/„„/ variations,

:-al or other climatic varieties are all I

hi. present crusade. The atta. -k is i;.

th an elaborate and Interesting exposition of ,„m .|v in-livhlual



rements demonstrate what ho (

er cent, of the mean dimensioi

> independent of g<'0'_iraphi<:<d <

light discrepancies in size as s

ies. To cite but a single ca

es of several We

to darker or deeper colors in specimens of the same species" (p.

287), and -
sri ionable cases, many of

which will readily occur to the reader. The very notable excep-

tion- afforded by the bleached specimens of the Colorado desert,

furnish the occasion for what we regard as decidedly the most im-

portant point in the whole discussion, and one that we do not re-

member to have seen in print before, [rider head of " Causes of

Climatic Variation" (p. 23'J). Mr. Allen takes humidity of the at-

m<>sj>hr'n\ as determined by the iiwtrn uuiiual ruin-ftdl. to be the

real cause of this intensity of color. In examining Dr. Foster's

"The Mississippi Valley," some time since, we were struck with



exact relations that subsist het ween tin- average ini >n-iiy ol* col-

oration of the birds that collectively inhal.it tin- regions mi defined.

Wr a«v gratified to lind ourselves endorsed l>y Mr. Allen's inves-

tigations. a> appears i'roin the following paragraph :
—

forms, however distim

risk of protracting tl

i justice to our author.



e have a right to demand thai lie -houid say what a spe-

But this is all we have :
— "The question of specie and

5 synonymy is simplified to tliis : that whenever two forms

ve both received specific names arc found To inteviiTn.de.

245.) Simple and easy as this seems, it pre;sents great i

insuperable obstacles ; and we will add just hen , that this sh

of the question from the vital point, namely, the diseussi

what a species is, to a superficial issue, nanielv. the propri.

imposing names upon this or that form, is nc)t what we 8

have expected from a naturalist of Mr. Allen's
]
losition.

Following his rule we hold our nomenciatun -' by » frail 1

indeed : for nothing in biology is move certain t

titude of animals and plants now existing, are t he ramit'icati

comparatively i'ev\ trunks : and nothing i- more unstable th

tergradation which lie proposes as a crucial test. To speak Vol

<-rcr>/tItni<i run* !«to snnvthiiifj c/.sc; not necessaril

this is frequently the case), but at some period . "Species.'

some plant-., are stolon!fcrou* ; they produce < •rfsets that i

Our j-tositive specific forms— those that alone we -hould recognize.

lias concealed or broken their connections with the original -tern :

while all debatable forms (and the- part of our

When a form has diverged to the -lightc-* appreciable degree.

some ornithologist-, like Brelim. for in-taiice. label it with a bino-

..-"

divergence is a settled thing not likely to revert ; but nearly all

will name with the connecting links before their eyes. Mr. Allen.

however, like Prof. Schlegel, would virtually ignore the proc-

ess of divergence, until it has reached a certain, or rather an un-

certain, point, and effaced connections that once existed. We
are opposed to this, •-. if only as "conven-

ient handles for facts" That it is of the last importance to bear in

mind. Pure synonyms are pure trash, of course, and none detest

them more cordially than ourselves ; but we insist upon the advis-

ability. !ii tJn: prwnf $t<ojo of ovr Ncie/to . < :

icid and some other differentiations by name. * No stronger





ice that if the difference in climate etc.. between Kansas and

eunsylvania lias differentiated >'. mqlrrta from .S'. marina, greater

ted— and it is admitted

perceptible: all are of decree only. n<

to name, is a matter of individual di.-

ence, we trust, naturalists will bave disea

ethod of notation ; and then the wonder a

possible, by : • dve symbols a



The Tenei:kiomi>.e of the United States. * —This long neg-

lected family of beetles, of which the meal worm is the type have

at length obtained justice at the hands of Dr. Horn. This exten-

sive group is remarkably developed j,, ( ;difoinia. where the author

devoted four years of held work before sitting down to workup

the family. As the result he has succeeded in bringing before "the

student of our fauna as nearly a correct list, with synonymy, of

all our species as possible, with short de<eript ions and synoptic

tables whereby all our known species can be readily recognized.

or states thai the classilicat ion adopted i- siibstautially

LeC'onte, with such alterations a- the further study of

seems to indicate, "ami while the systems adopted by

d Lacordaire are so widely and fundamentally ditferent.

•ineiil of the genera i- very strikingly similar." Dr.



Zoological Litera

ologists were as

'With this volume

and the <

Marshall.

miralih' treatise on a suhjeet of '.rival importance to agricul-

s. It -would mala- :in exeellent text hook on this suhjeet for

i our agricultural e< .lieges, or, at least a book of reference. It

s with the insect parasites, and then treats of the internal

of the gape worm of the domestic fowl which we shall re-



interest. The

the Hawaii*



NATURAL HISTORY MISCELLANY.

ZOOLOGY.

so marked as to constitute a case of mimetic antalogy. But fev

served in South America, the imitations being eliiefly of the othe:

by EJops.

In this connection was made a reclamation of

this, perhaps the most extensive example of mimet

in Zoology. Alfred R. Wallace, in his admirable ^•ork-'-C^l-ibu

tions to the Theory of Natural Selection," Lon

Dr. Giinther as his authority for the facts of the

to the genera PUcocerus, Oxyrrhopm. Erythrokn2S5
British reviews for 1867. Wallace is quoted 1>y Darwin in hi

"Descent of Man," to the same effect. The fi rs
*
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rer, were very stupid. On the

In- Dth. the peach. On,the 11th.

ris rapae, the new cabbage l>ut-

. tliis fearful pest has appeared



of Aurora Isli

alluded some i

the Academy
dent of the "

whole story is

Hebrides utonp, has been confounded

i the raumotu, Tuamotu, or Low Archi-

>a, or Metia Island, lat. 15° 50' S., long.

,ow Archipelago, has not been visited for

only ; it is fertile and inhabited. This is

It is upwards of 2,500 miles eastward of

the \>iv Hebrides.— Nature.

ANTHROPOLOGY.
from Dr. C. U.

rf Mexican lava,

on, S. C. The



Southwell i.i" Sc.iniii.Tvillc.



Indians. Lieut. 3Iu

Tin: FoeT OF DT
el bcfor<"til-" K

sd the Fly.— Mi

oval Microscopica

\ P.. 1

May :l. is;

rand" int. re-tin^

interesting and i

y^Z
of the malcs are ft lrnishetl with some two 1 mndre

disks, one of which i s about one-sixteenth of a n inch

n inch. mndre

of an inch each. 1?hesc dis3ks, more properly ealle.

evidently d esigned for purposes of adhesion, and b

1 the ma ority of persons to act by atniosr(heric

popularly eailed suekers. 1"hey are evidently comp

furnished tath tube.ilar. bid bous hairs whose bases

gland in tlic tarsus . a viseid fluid from wWcb fills

exudes throu<rh the walls of the bulb. In the.. -. the s;

is found, ex cept tha t the mi note organs are fi irni-h.

bulbs, with flattened . disks. which, by bearing an oqu

port the in dividual. though they are easily :

attachment by the i:ii sect, w hieh separates one . row a

the male D]

s : the t:

e observe an extraordinary modi!

dulav sac. i i open. by apertures visib le uud



urc ami analogous to some catcrpillai -' hairs which have poison

glands at the base. A viscid secretion ft- mh the sa<- fill- the hair

and exudes from its surface. The escape of this fluid when not

in use is perhaps prevented by :i change in shape of the organs

When in a state of rest.

As announced by Blackball in 1*1 r,. ., viscid fluid, not atmos-

pheric pressure, is the cause of adhesion in such cases. The the-

ory of suction or atmospheric pre— uiv. -till popular, is disproved

by the facts that a Dytiscus. chloroformed to pivwnt a voluntary

-il\ with w:iter. and is e\1reinely ii

> thoroughly a- to -.due the disks i

aehinetit. the in-ect e^e.-.ping old



A few weeks ago the "Ex

Thames. She is a little iror

k built for the Robinson Nay

is designed for a most inter'

increase the commerce of th

its natural history. Ascei

will be rolled around the i

penetrate far into the intei

into the rich region of Mj:

the fort of Chanchamayo on

days from Lima.

Mine. Tli. mi-mi Lake. etc. Titer.

than this comparatively unknown locality, which is reached via

(Imld.-rlrmd Station on the AHumy and Susquehanna Railroad.

Among the signs of the scientific life of the present day one of

the most encouraging, is the increasing frequency and enthusiasm

of these delightful occasions of scientific study, intercourse and

recreation called Field Meetings. A day upon the mountains is

worth a week among the books.

Prof. Marsh of Yale College, with twelve other gentlemen, has

started for the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Coast. He will be

absent until winter, and will continue his investigations of the

Tertiary and Cretaceous formations which his explorations last

year proved to be very productive in new species of vertebrates.

Mr. Albert H. Tuttle has been appointed instructor in the use

of the microscope at Harvard University.



Mr. J. A. Allen, of' the Miwum <-f Compnrativr Zoology, lias

been appointed I'liiversity Leeturer <»n < >riiil !io|o- v :it Harvard,

and Mr. J. B. Perry also of the M. ('. Z. has been appointed

I'niver-ity Lecturer on -The Life of tho Primordial Kra."



M. Octave Pavy propose

to leave Petropavlovski. i

Yakan, N. E. Siberia, and

gell Land, in a rubber b<
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AMERICAN NATURALIST.
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NOTES ON THE RANGE OF SOME OF THE ANIMALS

IN AMERICA AT THE TIME OF THE AR-

RIVAL OF THE WHITE MEN.*

In the present condition of this country, since civilization Un-

reached half way across the continent, few persons think of the

prodigious changes that have taken place in the animal life in the

comparatively short time since the discovery of the country. At

that time the whole country was an unbroken wilderness, through

which roamed the Indian- and countless numbers of animals,

of which are now so rare as to be unknown to many and objects

of curiosity to all. The moose which has now been driven almost

entirely out of the United States, was then found as far south as

New Amsterdam, now New York City.

In Sir Martin Frobisher's account of his second voyage to New-

foundland and adjacent land, 1577, he says " There is no wood at

all. there is a great quantity of deer, their skins like unto asses,

their heads or horns do far exceed any, both in length and breadth,

their feet are great as oxen, which measured were seven or eight

inches in breadth ; there are also hares, wolves, etc."

Anthonie Parkhurst in 1578, says of the Island of Newfound-

land, " I saw mighty beasts, like to camels in greatness, and theii

:,
:

:-
,

"':V:./ 1 -.--v;:. ::'.-
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feet cloven." Vanderdonck in his •• History of the New Xether-

lands," 1042. says. •• Then- an- also white bucks and does, and

Others of a black color: the Indians aver that the haunts of the

white deer are much frequented by the common deer, and that

those of the black species are not much frequented by the common

deer." The same peculiarity is noticed now. the moose and com-

mon deer are rarely found near each other.

dames Hall, in his fourth voya-rc duly UiM. 1 :><;:;. saw -in hit.

Co. the tracks of some trreat deer as l-i- as an ox." This shows

the extent of the ranifc of the moose at this period. They are not

found now in Newfoundland, although they are -till abundant in

some parts of Canada. Nova Scotia. New Brunswick, and Alaska.

The reindeer still exists in lar-v numbers from the Ai

to the south end of Hudson"- I5ay.au avcra-c of live thousand

initially shipped from (neenland to F.uropp.

The carraboo abounds now south of Hudson's I'.ay to the Tinted

Mates, and from Newfoundland to the Pacific: and all

remains have been found as far south as the < >hio. its ran^e at

the time of the arrival of the white men was no more extensive

than at present: the settlers of \eu Amsterdam knew of il only

from the Indians, and from their description of it v

their friends in Kurope that the fabhd I nicorn had ben found.

The musk ox is not mentioned h\ 1 he earU travellers, hut some

of them mention having seen in < iieenland the track



1847 ; several were see

The Bison (improp

Mutighticos, which Indian tradition signified to mean bison c

Vanderdonck, in "History of New Netherlands," 1642,

"Buffaloes are also tolerably plenty ; these animals keep tov

the southwest where few people go. These animals are not

wild, and some persons are of opinion that they may be don

cated. Persons who have got them when young, say they be

very tame as they grow older." It is remarked that the ha

tho'.e animals have disappear I and left the country. The

tiers of James River in Virginia also found them, and made s

tempt to domesticate them.

rs of the Northern Colon



rat plenty of Imllalo.'s, elk, etc., existed

iml Parana* Bayi that "in L613, tbefi

covered a slow kind of -attic as Mfjm

: them at the Bay of S1 BerMn
„• <-oa>t of the Golf of Mexto



although scarce; the black hear, the cougar, the lynx.

>x, and the smaller animals are still found occasionally.

juar is not now found east of Texas. Briekell states that

ire found in the mountains of North Carolina as late as

- been averted that the red :

Europe, and

i imported and turned loose at different times, by English

gentlemen for sporting purposes, hut the red fox existed here lie-

fore the arrival of the white men. Capt. dames Hall, in the ac-

count of his fourth voyage 15G3, says, " there are store of foxes

in the main and islands, of sundry colors." Capt. Luke Fox found

an island near the mouth of Hudson's Bay, where he killed several

dun colored foxes, and on this account called the island "Dunne

Foxe Island."

Carver 1763, says, "there two sorts of foxes in North America,

one being of a reddish brown and the other of a gray."

Bartram 1761, says, "The foxes of Carolina and Florida are of

the smaller red species."

"Wolves are everywhere mentioned, and as late as 1820, the

State of New York alone had expended thirty-eight thousand two

hundred and sixty dollars in bounties for killing these animals

during the preceding five years.

Stevens, 1708, says, " some jests ago there were killed five hun-

dred bears in two counties of Virginia."

The beaver was very abundant. Vanderdonck 1612, says,

" That in the New Netherlands, and in the adjacent country,

about eighty thousand beavers have been killed annually during

my residence of nine years in the country."

The dog was found in all parts of the country, and from the de-

scription must have been the same as those now found with the

Indians of the plains.

Columbus, in his second voyage, 1494, says, " no four-footed

animal has ever been seen in this (Ilispaniola) island or any other

islands except some dogs of various colors, as in our own country.

but in shape like large house dogs." These semi wild dogs have

followed the Indians, and are only to he found with them in the

far west. The wild animals having been removed in the march of

civilization to make room for the dome-tie varieties that are more

useful to man, it will, perhaps, be in place to say a word about

their introduction to this country.



The first known to have been brought here, was by a colony of

Northmen, in 102:5. who settled in :i portion of New Km-IiuhI



The researches of Hooker, '

ifera in soundings at a depth

the icy barrier of the South ]

mid of Alphonse .Milnc-lviu .1

much intlui'uce upon ^colu- ic;i

(393)



The great vain.' of sue!) researches as 1 1 .< .-.- so al.lv carried out

by Thomson, Carpenter. au<l .lelfreys is the .1. 'finite knowledge they

impart to the geologist, who is theorizing in the right direction,

but whose notions of the depth at which the sediments contain-

ing invertebnita can be deposited are indefinite, These researches

Contribute to more exact knowledge, and they will materially

assist the development of those hypotheses which are current

amongst advanced geologists into fixed theories. I do no1 think

that any geological theory worthy of the term, and which has

originated from geological induction, will be upset h\

fid investigations into the bathymetrical distribution of life and

temperature. The theories involving pressure and the intensity of

the hardness of deep-sea deposit* will sutler from the

but many difficulties in the way of il„. pa|;eonto]ogi>t will he re-

moved. The researches tend to explain the occurrem-.

.ni/icent deep-sea coral fauna in the I'ala'o/.-ir times in high lat-

itude., and of .Jurassic and Cataozoic fa, ma- .„, tin

and they favor the doctrines of uniformity. Tli.y explain the

cosmopolitan nature of many organisms, past and present . which

were credited with a deep-sea habitat, and they afford the founda-

tions for a theory upon the world-wide distribution ,,!' i.
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ontologists who began to assert that periods were perfectly artificial

notions that it did not follow, because one set of deposits was

forming in one part of the world, others exactly corresponding to

it elsewhere, so far as the organic remains are concerned, were

contemporaneous— and that life had progressed on the globe con-

tinuously and without a break from the dawn of it to the present

The persistence of some species through great vertical ranges

of strata, and the relation between the world-wide distribution of

forms and this persistence, were noticed by D'Archiac, De Ver-

neuil, Forbes and others. The identity of some species in the re-

mote natural-history provinces of the, existing state of things was

established in spite of the dogmatic opposition of authorities

;

and then geologists accepted the theories that there were several

natural-history provinces during every artificial period, that some

species lived longer and wandered more than others, and that

some have lasted even from the palaeozoic age to the present.

Persistence of type was the title of a lecture delivered by Pro-

fessor Huxley* many years ago; and this persistence has been

admitted by every palaeontologist who has had the opportunity of

examining large series of fossils from every formation from all

parts of the world.

Geological ages are characterized by a number of organisms

which are not found in others, and by the grouping of numerous

species which are allied to those of preceding and succeeding

times, but which are not identical. Certain portions of the

world's surface were tenanted by particular groups of forms dur-

ing every geological age ; and there was a similarity of arrange-

ment in this grouping under the same external physical conditions.

To use Huxley's term, the " homotaxis" of certain natural-history

provinces during the successive geological ages has been very

exact. The species differed ; but there was a philosophy in the

consecutive arrangement of high-land and low-land faunas and

floras, and those of shallow seas, deep seas, oceans and reef-areas.

The oceanic f conditions, for instance, can be traced by organic

remains from the Laurentian to the present time, and the deep-sea

corals now under consideration are representative of those of older



It is not a mutter lor surprise, then, that there lioinp: such a

tiling as persistence of type an. I of species, some very old forms

should have lived on through the aires, whilst their surroundings

were changed over and over again. I'.ut this persistence dor-, not

indicate that there have not been siillicinit physical and hiolog-

ical change- during its lasting to alter the face of all things enough

to give geologists the right of asserting the sin-cession of several

periods. The occurrence of early Caino/.oic Madreporaria in the

'
. at Britain only prove- that cer-

tain form- of life have persisted during the \a-1 changes in the

physical geography of the world which were initiated by the up-

heaval of the Alps, the Himalayas, mid lar_r <- masses of the Andes.



: > <"i

. the representative faunas are separable

e.— Proceedings of the Royal Society.

not to be a sufficient excuse at the present day, for the marked

neglect of this department of Natural History. The nature of

the food of the more abundant species, even including those that

are most commonly sold as food, is still very imperfecth known.

Observations must be made in great numbers in various localities

and at all seasons of the year before we can obtain adequate

knowledge of this subject.

During several years past I have improved such opportunities

as have occurred to make observations of this kind, and although

they are very incomplete, and often isolated, I am induced to

present some of the facts thus ascertained ; hoping that the atten-

tion of others may be directed to the same subject.

While spending a few days at Great Egg Harbor, on the coast

of New Jersey, in April of this year. I dissected the stomachs of

many specimens of the common fishes, which were at that time

being taken in seines in the shallow waters of the bay, near

Beesley's Point. The following were the principal result- in re-

Gill) had its stomach tilled with large quantities of shrimp (Cran-

!V>n vultjaris) unmixed with any other food. This shrimp is very

abundant on all sandy bottoms in shallow water along the whole

coast, from Labrador to Cape Hatteras, and seems

very largely to the food of many of our most valuable fisln
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'hite Perch (Merow Amer'n-ann) contained the same shrimp in

idance.

"eak-fish (Cynoscion wjah's (Jill). called - nine-fish" at that

lity had its stomach filled with the same Cranjzoii.

injflish ( I'mhriiKi rt'i/n/is). called •• Hake" on the Xew Jersey

-ad-fish or Oyst.T-li<h Ul,,tf„-I,n* tau). Thia fid. is almost

ivorou-s. The stomach is lame and Usually ilisteiided with a

t variety of food. Vounir edihle crahs (
(

'• ,!/;„, ,-t> s !,<istut>is

v.) up to two inches a< •!•,>--,. <',;,, ,,,,,,, r, ,/,/,, ris. and the com-

prawn (p.ihr,,,,,,, r„l,,„ns Say), were the principal articles of

at that l.M-ality : hut pipe-lidie^ ( S,/„ tj tt „t/,>is /WhunnHH) six in-

lonjr. and the common Mack Xassa ( H>/>i„„ssti nlsnlrtn) were

The Shad (Alosii t>/ru„,His C,\\\) contained larire miantit

Varments of small crustacca. < lii.fiv a small shrimpdike spec

"s Smith) which xvas also captured alive in ti

>ls on the salt marsh. The shad from the mouth of the ('



The "Sum i ed abun-

dance of shrimp (Crangon rulgaria and J/*/*/* J,/*< /vVcorus). In

one specimen we found a full-grown Gebia affinis Say.

The Spotted Flounder ( LnP h,r
L
>^tt<i nuLc,d<it<> (Jill) feeds largely

upon Crustacea of various kinds. Many specimens contained large

quantities of shrimp and prawns {Cr<nig<n, vulgaris, Pahtimon vul-

garis and Mi/sis Auierivauus). The latter often made up the bulk

luurrotiatus Say and (ivh'm ajfini.s Say were sonietinies found. 'The

Gebia we obtained in considerable numbers by digging- them out

of their long, crooked burrows at low-water mark, near Mr. Pea-

cock's hotel at Beesley's Point. The burrows, which are made in

a tenacious clay soil, often with decaying sea-weed beneath, are

from half an inch to nearly an inch in diameter, with smooth walls.

They are several feet in depth and very long and tortuous. The

Gebia has a distant resemblance to a }*oung lobster about two or

three inches long. The real lobster was not found on the Xew
Jersey coast. The other species of Crustacea found in the fishes

above named, are all common in the shallow waters of the hay

among eel-grass, with the exception of the Crangon vulgaris,

which frequents the open sandy bottoms, living half buried in the

sand, with which its color exactly accords, furnishing an excellent

illustration of imitative adaptation for protection.*

Ophidium marginatum DeKay. This species appears to be

very rare and its habits little known. We dug two specimens out

of the sand near low-water mark, where they burrowed to the

depth of a foot or more. When placed upon moist sand they bur-

rowed into it tail foremost with surprising rapidity, disappe ring

in an instant.

At Fire Island on the southern side of Long Island, Mr. S. I.

Smith observed last August a species of worm (Heteronereis) of

a reddish color and two or three inches long, swimming in large

numbers at and near the surface. These were at that time the

favorite food of the Blue-fish (Temnodon saltatory. ^^



,:istport. Mo., ami (irand Menan dunim several w n- past,

made main oh-ervat ions on tliis .uhject. Imt im»tly relating

s of which the hahits art- Letter known, Like the cod, liake.

Wolf-fish (AiKin-hirrts nun'-rimis) is n-.t at all particular as

„,.!. At Eastport I took from the stomach of a largo one

roar quart* of the common round sea-urchin /

A/V„>-;.s V.). most <>f them with the spines mi. ami many of

oite entire. Prom another, I took an equal quantity of a

!,',' M-mv n, the latter were ci.tiiv .„• hut sli-htlv cracked.



r stages of other forms. It has been prov<

lias been proved to take place. '

length of some, whose knowledge

their assumption. It is not very 1<

instance, would be reduced to a si

originated probably rather in pivji

ixalionsinthis. as in oil

It is exceedingly dirt

fungi, especially mould

Messrs*. Tolas ork, "Selecta Fungorum
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Carpologia," have give

phism. We have no reason to <loul>t that in many cases, perhaps

most, they are quite correct, but even some of their conclusions

require verification before they can be accepted as established fact.

As an illustration of the results determined with regard to one

species by these authors, we may instance the very common Spliw-

rifi (J'/cosponi) hi-rhnrttiii. It occurs on the dead stems of herba-

decaving J/.'/"-. On pea and bean stems it is usually plentiful.

In fact.it is almost the commonest Sr f,it ,-/,/. and easily recognized.

The sporidia are. of course, contained in elongated, transparent,

membranaceous asci ; they are of a yellowish-brown or amber

verse divisions. The asci ;ire enclosed within <



morplric fungi.''

Having thus, as it were, defined our

terms, we will proceed to notice two

instances of apparent polymorphism

which have come before us. We say

••apparent" advisedly, because in the

second instance only suspicions can be

predicated. Some two or three years

ago, we collected a quantity of dead

box-leaves, on which grew a mould

named by Link. Penicillin m roxr»iii.

This mould has a roseate tint, and oc-

curs in patches on the leaves; the

threads are erect and branched above,

bearing oblong, somewhat spindle-

shaped, spores. When collected these

leaves were examined, and nothing was

observed or noted upon them except

the Penicilliuni. After some time, cer-

tainly between two and three years,

during which the box rem

turbed, circumstances led 1

Fig. 77. of the leaves, and afterwards of the greater

number of them, and the patches of Penicil-

liuni were found to be intermixed with an-

other mould of a higher development and far

different character (Fig. 77). This mould or

rather Mucor, for it belongs to the Mueorini.

consists of erect branching threads, many of

the branches terminating in a delicate, glo-

bose, glassy head, or sporangium, containing

numerous very minute sid lgl<..b<-»e sporidia.

This species has been named „V>/..w hyolimts.

The habit is very much like that of the Peni-

cillium, but without any roseate tint. It is

ruiV^ran- almost certain that the Mucor could not have
gia - been present when the Penicillium was ex-

amined, and the leaves on which it had grown were enclosed in the
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tin box, but that the Minor afterwards appeared on the same

leaves, sometimes from the same patches. a n • I from the same my-

celium. The great difference in structure of the two species lies

in the fructification. In l'enieillium. of which fig. 7fi is a good

illustration, the spores are naked, and in moniliform threads,

whilst in Minor the spores are emlo-ed within globose membra-

nous heads or sporangia, as shown in fig. 77. The moulds, or

Mueedines to which Penieillium belongs, are included in one of

the large families of fungi termed Hyphoiinjcrt*-*. and the Minors

belong to another family, the /%><„„,/,,-/»•.>. We entertain no

doubt whatever, that the Mucor, to which we have alluded as

growing on box-leaves, intermixed with /',„/,•,///',/ ,„ ,<>.•<>, i ,,< . is no

other than the higher and more complete form of that species, and

that the Penieillium is only its conidiiferons state. The presump-

tion in this ease is strong, and not so open to doubt as it would

be. did not analogy render it so extremely probable that such is

the ease, apart from the fact of both forms springing from the

s;ime mas-, .,f mycelium. In siidi minute and delicate structures

it is very difficult to manipulate the specimens so as to arrive at

positive evidence. If a filament of mycelium could be isolated

successfully, and a fertile thread, hearing the fruit of both forms,

could he traced from the same individual mycelium thread the

deuce, we are compelled to rest with the assumption

researches enable us to record the assumption as fact.

In Lewis's recent -Report on Microscopic Objec



within the pellicle, just as had been observed in a previous culti-

vation, precisely similar revolving movements being also mani-

fested." Here we have another example of a Mucor developed

from a Penicillium, and one observation stivmj.tli.Mis and confirms

the other.

Before entering upon the details of the second apparent poly-

y be as well to give some particulars of the eir-

v< 1. It was our fortune—
good fortune as far as this investigation is concerned— to have a

portion of wall in our dwelling persistently damp f< >r some months
;

it was close to a cistern that hecanie leaky. The wall was papered

with •• marbled " paper, and varnished. At first there was for

some time— perhaps months — nothing worthy of observation

except a damp wall ; decidedly damp, di.-coloivd. but not by any

means mouldy. At length, and rather suddenly, patches of mould,

sometimes two or three inches in diameter, made their appearance.

These were at first of a snowy whiteness, cotton}', and dense, just

like large tufts of cotton-wool, of considerable expansion but of

miniature elevation. about a quar-

ter of an inch. In the course of a few weeks the color of the

tufts became less pure, tinged with an ochraceous hue, and resem-

M to the eye or a lens.

and more entangled. Soon after
*

lade their

itii. or close to, the

woolly tufts : and ultimately similar spots of a dendritic character

either succeeded the olive patches, or were independently formed.

-*_•-
powder, were found scattered about the damp spots. All this

mouldy forest was more than six months under Constant observa-

tion, and. during this period, was held sacred from the disturbing

influences of the housemaid's broom, being consigned to the mas-

ter's care with little compunction, but occasionally it became the

subject of remarks not altogether flattering either to the wall or

the moulds, or the master who was protector and patron of such a

wretched mess.

Curiosity prompted us from the first to submit the mouldy deni-

zens of the wall to the microscope, and this curiosity was in-

creased week by week, on finding that none of the forms found

vegetating on nearly two square yards of damp wall could be

recognized as agreeing specifically with a in de-< rib. i moulds with



roLVMoui-m- i i v,i.

ited. Here was a problem to be solved un-

ronditions. a forest of mould indoors, within

side, nrcwiim-
«

i < t i T
«

• naturally, and all stran-

»c related, or if not. why should all of thorn

»r the first tiin.-:- Whence could these new
v they a new creation? Were they only

Certainlv here was ma-

terial for much reliction, per-

hopg some speculation. Some



This is a most interesting mould helongi

cedines, but it seemed to agree so little with

known -genus, that, on distributing specin

placed provisionally in a new genus under

friends, it has been referred to the old g<

question possessed such positive character

from all recognized forms, that it not onl

in little translucent flakes or scales.

was commonly dark olive. There could be no mistake about the

genus to which this mould belonged; it had all the essential char-

acters of Penicillium : erect jointed threads, branched in the

upper portion in a fasciculate manner, and hearing long headed

threads of spore--, which formed a tassel-like head, at the apex of

each fertile thread (Fig. 76). For the benefit of the mycologist,

we may observe that, although at first reminded of the /V//,V////„,„

spores being oblong ( Fig. 7*',. ,/). instead of globose, and the ram-

ifications of the fiocei are different. limbic again to find a de-



scribed Sj.<(i<- of I'tliiriililllli With which tills 11CW lllOllld WOllM

agree, it was named V>n«ini<i,n ,}„ir!<ir>i ,n.

Almost simultaneously, or but shortly after the perfection of

the spores of the LVnieUlium. other and very similar patches ap-

peared, distinguished l»y the naked e\e nmiv particularly l»y their

dendritic form (Fig. 7'.). <). This peculiarity seemed to result

from the dwarfed hal.it of the third fangns. since the varnish,

though cracked and raised, was not cast otf. hut remained in small

angular fragments, giving to the spots their dendritic appear-

ance, the dark spores of the fundus protruding through 1

Fig. 79.
*"**



Fungi" it is named Sporiik'smi'cm (iltrmaria. for reasons here-

after detailed (Fig. 79, d).

Preuss has described, in " Sturm's Flora," a species of Alterna-

ria in which the spores are attached end to end in a beaded man-

ner, as in other species of that genus, and the spores themselves

are just of the character of the spores of our Sporidesmium, as

will be seen by reference to, and comparison of, Figs. 79. a and b.

Preuss's Alternaria, which he calls A. chartarum, was also devel-

oped on paper, and it is not improbable that it is a more highly

perfected form of the Sporidesmium in question. This view is

strengthened l>y the appearanee of freshly collected specimens of

the Sporidesmium, in which, as seen by a half-inch objective,

the spores seem to be monilifonn ; but if so, the attachment is

so slight that all attempts to see them so connected when sepa-

rated from the matrix have failed. On one occasion a very imma-

ture condition of the Sporidesmium was examined,

simple beaded spores (Fig. 79, c), connected by a short neck.

There is therefore some foundation for believing that the spores

of this species are at first hyaline, simple, and connected to-

gether in a moniliform manner by a short apiculus ; but, as sub-

sequent search did not reveal any further corroborative evidence,

it can only be considered probable. Finally, Mr. C. E. Broome,

to whom specimens of the Sporidesmium were submitted, con-

firmed the observation that, when seen in situ, the spores seemed

to be beaded.

The last production which made its appearance on our wall-

paper burst through the varnish as little black spheres like grains

of gunpowder. At first the varnish was elevated by pressure from

beneath, then the film was broken, and the little blackish spheres

appeared. These were, in the majority of instances, gregarious,

but occasionally a few of the spheres appeared singly, or only two

or three together. As the whole surface of the damp paper was

covered by these different fungi, it was scarcely possible to regard

any of them as isolated, or to declare that one was not connected

with the mycelium of the others. The little spheres, when the

paper was torn from the wall, were also growing from the under

surface, flattened considerably by the pressure. We shall call this

species, for the sake of distinction, Sphceria cyclospora. The

spherical bodies, or perithecia, were seated on a plentiful color-

less mycelium. The walls of the perithecia, rather more carbona-



reticulated, bringing to mind the

Krysiphe. to which the pt-rithi-CMM bear eonsider-

The ostiolnm is so obscure that we could not

existence, or whether tin- perithecia are ruptured

.. is rather from analogy than positive evidence

<plueri:i is »iven (Fig. sn. ,/). The interior of

>ceitpied by a gelatinous substance consisting of

«•- or a»-i. each containing eight globose, color-

{. *<». !>). These are aeeoinpanied hy slender

called paraphyso. supposed to he abortive asci.

i only :

The ,

also at the first granular, and

oridia arc perfected.

now described, u fully as

the four forms of

egetated daring Last winter ami

1. Wlnil presmnp-

belong to one and

I evidence there If



all observations should be recorded which War upon the subject

of polymorphism, whilst great care ought to be exercised in the

declaration of positive judgment.

Reviewing the instances of association above recorded, and we

should prefer, for the present, calling them awdotion only, the

mind naturally reverts to other and similar recorded instances.

Supposing the whole of the four forms described above to be con-

dition^ of Splwria cydospora, there is no greater faith needed to

believe it true than in the case of SpJiceria herbarum. If Alterna-

ria tenuis is really a condition of a Sphajria. why not Altermiria

rith'smiv.hi pvlymorpJntm? And as for Rhinotriehum and Penicil-

liiim, it is just as possible for these to be polymorphic, as for

Dactylimn, Dendryphium and Vertieillium. When the presump-

tion is confirmed by repetition, and more positive relations, there

can be no doubt of a much more ready acceptance of their poly-

morphism than there would have been prior to the investigations

of the Messrs. Tulasne and De Bary.

We are unable, within the limits prescribed for this article to

explain the relations which subsist between such fungi as the

••red-rust" and "mildew" of corn, and the barberry "cluster-

cups;" or between the "yellow rust" and the "black brand" of

the bramble and rose. In other words, the polymorphism of the

Uredines and their allies. This is less to be regretted, since

there has not, during the past four or five years, been any impor-

tant additions to our knowledge on this subject and what had

previously been discovered and illustrated is very generally known.

If we are asked what deductions we are to make from the facts

proved and the presumptions admitted, but not proven, we may

answer briefly— that the tendency of recent discoveries, in the

relations of one form to another amongst fungi, is to demonstrate

that reproduction is not so simple a process in these low condi-

tions of plant life as had hitherto been supposed. "This it is and

nothing more.

"

At one time the word "spore" represented the only recognized

organ associated with the multiplication of fungi. Male organs

or fecundative power was now and then mysteriously alluded to,

but until recently all reproduction was supposed to be confined

to a kind of germinative bud which was termed a spore. Each

fungus was held to be perfect in itself, and reproduced itself, with



no relation to :my other individual, l.y this means. The change of

opinion amongst mycologists is manifested, as mucli as anything,

in the new terms, or the appropriation of terms from other cryp-

togams, now in vogue. Conidia. spcrmatia, oospores, zoospores,

pyenidia. protospores, etc., all relate to organs but recently rec-

ognized in fungi. And however much we may quality the fact,

however much we may doubt the evidence in special cases, we

cannot ignore the conclusion that reproduction is very compli-

cated, although very little understood in these extraordinary

plants. Whilst admitting that the t'ladosporium and the Macros-

porium. the Alternaria, bottle-shaped cysts, and minute sperma-

tia are all so intimately related with a certain species of Spluvria,

that they can no longer he regarded as plants with a distinct au-

tonomy and independent existence, we are unable to explain the

relations which one hears to the other, or l.y what mi

erti its Influence. The field for observation and research is a

large one and promises a rich reward ; all that is required is ear-

ned and careful worker-, in which this, of all Kuropean coun-

tries professing to he scientific, has bith.it.> hcen niosl lamentably

deficient. How long shall such a reproach continue? I'ojwhtf



thirty-six hours (it ought to be forty-eight), in each

e these fish a chance to spawn up the river, now that

s are open, and we congratulate our Connecticut

the good days that are before them, owing to the

affection of "Green's shad" (as they have been called, as Mr.

Green was the person who stocked the river in 18(57) for then-

place of birth.

Many thousand young fry of the salmon, St. Croix salmon,

the rivers and ponds of Massachusetts and adjoining states .luring

the past year, and we confidently expect to live to see good salmon

and trout again abundant in our waters.

Much of the present report is taken up with the work of the

Commissioners in bringing the owners of the Holyoke Water Co.

to realize the fact that the fishes have a legal as well as natural

right to a free passage in i

ing decided in favor of se will

settle all opposition which, as the

take
state, the owners of dams are fast discovering, practic

little or nothing from their water power.

An account of the breeding and habits of the Black Bass by

the late Mr. Tisdale (which we reprinted in our last number), and

the valuable remarks made by Capt. Atwood, the veteran fisherman

and Senator, on the habits and modes of capture of our sea fishes,

conclude this very satisfactory report.

Mr. Atkins in his report as Commissioner of Fisheries of the

State of Maine* enters very fully into the subject of fish ways,

and in a most practical and common sense manner tells us what

has been done, and still better, of the decided success of all the

fish ways that were completed in time for the fish ascending during

the season of 1870. From this report it can no longer be a mat-

ter of doubt but that properly constructed fish ways can be made

at no very great cost, which not only will furnish a free passage

to the fish, but also without materially injuring

of the parties owning the dams. Now that these points

practically, we shall hear but little about the "theory" regarding

fish ways. Their construction on every salmon, shad and alewife



river :iml stream in the country i- now only a matter of time, for

as it is proved that their construction is now simply a matter of

dollars and cents, and also that the interest received by the com-

munity is very large on the small capital required to he invested.

the most penurious of dam owners will he forced in puhlic senti-

ment to keep the fish ways, which the laws oblige them to 1 mild,

in good repair.

Mr. Atkins also enters into the question of -close time" ami

shows that far Letter results would he attained hy giving up the

close time at the mouths of rivers and substituting a law regulat-

ing the depth of seines and pounds, thus allowing a portion of

the fishes a chance to escape tin- nets and ascend the river. As

it is impossible to enforce the present law without breaking op

the fisheries, this proposed change seeins to us a very wise and

practical way of aiding the unjustly treated fishes in their eternal

t4«trUggk Col' exigence."

Aii appendix to the Report gives an account of the fish l>n-cliug

establishment ,,f the Canadian Government, situated on Wihimt's

Creek and under the charge of m , . Samuel Wiltnot. The two

plate, illustrating the various ,,| JIIIS ,, t i^i, way9 j„ use in this

country and in Ireland, will be found of much practical benefit to



is enforced a net might as well be stretch

river and the fishery declared extinct. In

about right, for what use will it be to res

we have laws prohibiting excessive fishing,

fish an unobstructed passage up the river foi

week, or by not allowing the use of anytl

inch mesh, and limiting the depth of all se

Mr. Atkins.

e time of writing the report, were

ill prol.tibly grow to good size, and i

able lisl l. but it is hardly probable

hybrids.

The Commissioners have hit upon the following expedient f

obtaining young black bass and several other (they write it hu

dreds) species of fresh water fishes.

"Although no means of hatching black bass and hundreds

other species has yet been discovered, another method was fou

for reaching substantially the same end. Kvery year large nui

bers of various kinds of bass and other fresh water fish pass in

various State canals, either when they are very young, or else th

spawn there and raise their voting, which attain the size of four

six inches during the summer and by the fall, when the cam
have to be drawn off preparatory to the cold weather.

Heretofore, when the latter event occurred, the larger fish we

taken from the holes



ched what l.i.U

The Fish Commissi. mers hav.- also received authority from the

ark Commissioners to use the ponds in Central I'ark for the pur-

oseof experimenting on foreign fresh water fishes with t lie hope

f introducing valuable species to this country. With this end

i view they have starte.l tin- experiment with the rarp, so

vtensively used GOT food in EllTOpe, Mr. Frank I'.nckland. the

nirli.-di l'i>h Commissioner, having promised In

oosevelt's letter to .Mr. liuckland. however, shows that the New

ork CommisMoners are not very "ell Informed as to American

hthvolo^v. as the following extract will exhihit.

-The carp of all the eastern waters of America is a small, com-

aratively worthless fish, while the western carp is little knmvn.



and as the Western fishes usually ealled carp belong to tin- sucker

family and are pretty well known to ichthyologists, we are some-

what surprised at the broad statement made by Mr. Roosevelt to

the contrary. Then the Commissioners seem to be quite neglect-

ful in not looking up the stock of carp whieh. according to a letter

published in DeKay's " Fishes of New York" (p. 189), were in-

troduced in ls:U and '3-2 by Henry Robinson, Esq., of Newburgh,

Orange Co., N. Y. Mr. Robinson states that he put some six or

seven dozen carp, which he brought from France, into his ponds, and

that •• they increased to a superior degree" and (in 1841) he had

" more than sufficient for family use." It is hardly possible that

the Robinson fish could have become exterminated, as they seem

to have thrived well, and Mr. Robinson also states in his letter

that "For the last four years past, I have put from one to two

dozen carp every spring in the Hudson river near my residence.

They have increased so much that our fishermen frequently take

them in their nets. They are larger than those in my ponds."

In "Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing" (1851) p. 166 an ac-

count of these carp is given, and mention made of a law of the

state protecting them for five years, etc. This is certainly a

matter worth looking into by the State Commissioners.

The Report closes with several characteristic letters from Mr.

Green.

The May Flies.*— This elaborate work is of use to entomol-

ogists generally as it gives a list, with brief descriptions, of many

foreign species, and hence will be of much use in America. It

will evidently prove, when completed, to be the standard work on

this interesting family, and with its excellent plates, full synonomy

and many critical notes, is a great step in advance of any paper

yet published on this group. The author finds that the study of

alcoholic specimen- U absolutely necessary for characterizing the

species, as the bodies shrivel in drying. We hope the students of

other groups of delicate-bodied insects will follow Mr. Eaton's ex-

cellent example, and that insects preserved in alcohol will be

found in all our entomological collections.

The number of described recent species of this family is about

one hundred and seventy-eight, of which fir
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tween entomologists regarding the chissificatk

ture of the Orthoptera and Neuroptera are

would inquire what would recent zoology be

actually ditfer from corresponding portions of any living species

with which it may be compared?

We quote the following useful remarks on the preservation

of these insects for study. "In drying, the color and form of

Ephemeridffi soon change. Color is of little importance, even in

fresh examples
; but form is necessary to the distinguishing of the

species. They are. therefore, best preserved in a liquid. It is

sufficient for ordinary purposes to dip the freshly killed specimen
into dilute spirits, and then transfer it to a tube, or homoeopathic

globule bottle, partly tilled with water. Next. Price's glycerine is

added to the water— one or two drops a day— until the bottle

is gradually filled. A small drop of acetic acid may be added
finally, to prevent the growth of mould. The name of the species

may be written on the disk of the cork, the date and locality of

capture round its side. Hind-wings of the species of Baetis and
Centroptihun should be mounted on slips f grass, for microseopi-

mine, in consequence of their shrinking ; to card them is to render

them fit for nothing."

Why does our author always call the larva a "nymph?" Does
not this term apply to the pupa, alone? The remarks on the princi-

pal points to be studied in the young and adult of these insects
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the families, orders :hm1 cl.-i—.-s ,,f inollu-k-. > '|Mfji:iroil at the re-

ipiest df the Smithsonian limitation, lor tin- purpose of facili-

tating the arrangement ami clas-dfiration of tin- niollusks and

shells of tin- National Miisciuu" i- an < x<-< »•« i i itu'l > useful one. and

every roneliolo,L'i>t will find it indi-pen-alde in .•uran-inir his spec-

.Tisional list, eml

•cent and appr. -

• -n.ups |,y Mr. Dull. Dr-



the bodies of those animal-., and while in most of rhe rmliatos it is

difficult to detect any line dividing their body into halves, the

insects, and indeed all the articulates, are as a rule symmetrical,

one-half of the body, together with its appendices, exactly repeat-

ing the opposite. As our authors remark, however, some of the

Crustacea are asymmetrically developed, and they give as exam-

ples, the entire body of Bopyrus and Peltogaster, low parasitic

forms, and the claws of many Decapods, such as the lobster and

many species of shrimps. They further remark :
—

external genital armature) of the males of Syrphida- and Pipun-

A figure of this organ, belonging to a species of fly, Phora, is

given in illustration, with the left clasp very much stouter and

somewhat longer than the right one.

In study I: f the males of Nisoni-

ades, a genus of butterflies belonging to the skippers, a most

Me asymmetry was detected between the opposite clasps

of the same individual. This is found more or less marked in all

the species yet known, the left clasp "with some minor excep-

tions," being always more highly developed than the right.

It is difficult to account for this asymmetry. The males are

v numerous than the other sex. ami the authors are in-
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Letter acquainted with the habits of insects and the

I' combating them.

Then followt in loooont of the Euro-

pean >aw-lly ( A
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the CaUidtum am "":";
n

s ay (fig. 98). Its larva is represented by

span worm Drej

:::;::!:

})in>i>eraria Pack. (fig. 82; 83, larva and

diilieulty lie distinguished from the twigs

a found to be infested by a small Tinean,

B. thuieUa (fig. tU. ,...!:..

bilineatus Say (;

larva, enlarged,

joining fig. 97 she

lig. KG;

eficial insects are mentioned the ground beetle, Ga-

abr. (fig. 95) whose singular larva (fig. 94, a, upper,

of the head), was discovered by Mr. J. H. Emerton

early in July. The larvae of two dragon flies, Cor-

(fig. 93) and a species of Didymops? (fig. 99) are

NATURAL HISTORY MISCELLANY.

B T A N Y
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SOT am» Animals.— The days of a Sys



ri:uit:inuii. now t imi their number at the 1<

nate exceeds one hundred thousand, has become almost 1
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' • a tax -.11 the naturalist experienced i"

ial bnncfa who should undertake a scientific classification

uosis of all known species. In one important branch. in<

i-h.-. this «. • .;,,(.. rily carried out ii

: i,..uii fishes

d under the mUle.-idiicj title of •(
; ,ta|..

l.rilish .Mu-eum." and recent 1\ ..„„], |,. ted |,\ the issue ol



aracters, and the

tions of others, and it therefore cannot be sc

had examined every specie's himself. The hi

Mrs. Hooker is now preparing an English

"Histoire des Plautes," containing a consic

ful original observations, and illustrated b

but as a general work, one portion is of tot

and in some cases too diffuse to be of mu<

the generic character too technical for a 1M !



with tin- Cni-tM.v:, r..r tin-- third vol-

atile, of which only the <ieneral matter and the Cirripcilia and

Copepoda arc as yd puhlishe.l. :m d three or four parts of a sixth

volume for hirds have l.een issued l.y Seh-nka. t rt-.-it in«r the ana-

tomical :itid other matters in -rreat detail. Another <rencral work

Of merit, although on a smaller scale, has l.een j.r<»ceeilin«i as

slowly. Of Cains and Gentaeckcr's •• Haiidhiieh -l.-i

the second volume, containing the Arthri.|....l :l . Ma!ac<,z <>a, and

lower animals, had Keen already published in lsiJl. and to this

was added in 1868 the firtri half of the Vertebrate for the first

volume, with a promise that the remainder should appear in the

autumn, hut which promise has not yet l.cen fulfilled. Among tl»

other recent |\ published systematic zoological handhooks of which

ran. la as published in various (ontincnt:,l

most important are said to he Hai1iii'_'"s. pitl.li-.hed at Kiel, in the

Netherlands, of which up to ]s7n onlv three voluu



r closely with the ;

petuation of the variety, as well as

the straight-horned.

The Anoplotherium of the Eocene, which has always

ered by Owen and others as the probable ancestor of 1

had no horns, even in the adults. The young deei

born, has none and the process by which they are ac

place subsequently. The general charMcteristics of 1

lers of the Miocene and Pliocene were simple, with oi

or prong like those of the young deer, and the palraat

sively pronged were not brought out fully until the p

To-day a decline seems to he taking place, since neitl

If Darwinism can account for the propagation of tl

by the advantage which the short stabbing horns <

bucks, how could any branching antlers ever have

the Miocene deer? hi accordance with the theory <



\:)-2 sxtvkxl mvr.,i:v mi- ii.i.anv.

sexual selection the h<»nis >h<niM have l.eeoine longer and sharper,

and have dropped their tynes. thus making them Letter weapons.

nly occurred, and antlers devclope.l of extra-

ordinary size, cumbersome and u-eless in comparison with the

short dagger-like horns of the Miocene deer. According to Dar-

win's latest modification, in his Descent of Man. the increase in

the size would 1m- accounted for l.y sexual -election: namely that

the females would select the male- having the largest horns, and

thus the sise of the horn- would be im-iva-ed l-y successive gen-

..ii. how -hall we account for the

rise of the short-hormd variety at the present timer Darwin

<, notes this instance a- an example of natural and sexual selection,

in his la-t hook. -The Descent of Man." vol. ii. p. 248, Am. ed.

Presuming, however, that natural -election doe- account for

ti .u of the branching horn-, an. I al-o f..r the preserva-

tion and gradual increase in numbers of the pie-, ut spike-horned

i ia many instances to a<-l in die

preservation and perpetuation ,,f many chara.-lei i-li.--, it neither

hi account r,,,- the lir-t appearance of h,,i n-. or ihe hrst

appearanee of a full-grown l.u.



overlooked it. He could not however help wond

solute silence preserved with relation to the es,

impostor from the respectable lodger. In an admirable work on

the - Fishes of the coasts of Belg;ium, their Commensals and Par-

asites" published bv the Academy of Sciences of Brussels, he now

1. (hknsihs. fixed: or 2. Cnhmaih>s, free. The Oikosites fish for

their own living and merely ask a free passage from their hosts.

:uitv, as Coronula, Coehliolepis,

Mudioluria. Mne*tra, and Loxos, .ma. temporarilv as the Kemora

Anilocra, Prauiza, or only in the young state, e. </., Caligws and

other hand, never give up their

liberty; they.oecasionally leave t heir host, and between Coinosite
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pied by the followinu; Coinosites : I'iti :.-] - r. St i-lt< »l»liy U-. Stylifer,

I'hronimus. Ilvpena. tin- inanlle by Pinnotheres :iiul I'aiiurus. the

exterior by My/.ostoma, (yamus. I'yenontronon. Caprella ami

Chsetogaster.

visible into several eateries. Some, sneh as the leeeli. fleas,

ami some dipterous inserts, suck the blood of their victim, and

then quit him to lake their after-dinner nap in the open air;

others, such as the ichneumon the-, do not quit their host till they

have become adult, and have in the process exhausted the last

drop Crf blood Of their unfortunate prey. The greater number

lead B free life when youiiiT •'II- 1 merely attach themsch

Crustacea. Then- is a further very interesting -cup. who enter

a host while yet yoitnv:. simply in order that the\ :



some Teleostean li*h. there to fruetif\ — ;i happy late forever lost

to them when by unlueky chance the host in whom they trusted

was swallowed by a remorseless shark. They never quit this re-

Prof. Van Beneden gives directions for searching an animal

for its parasites, and justly claims a high interest for the study of

the fauna of individual species, and urges such neat and sharply-

limited zoological inmiiries on tho-e who do not feel prepared to

study the fauna of a geographical region— to the philosophy of

which, indeed, the study of parasite-fauna1 may furnish important

suggestions. Ninety-three species of fish, with their parasites

and commensals, are cited in this work from the author's own ob-

servation. Eight plates illustrate it.— E. K, L., in Nature.

The Theory of Natural Selection.—In "Nature" for Nov. 10.

Mr. A. W. Bennett discusses the theory of natural selection, which

he holds to be inadequate to account for the origin of species.

Taking as his starting point the two principles laid down by Mr.

Darwin himself, that natural selection always operates through the

perpetuation of exceedingly small changes, and that every change

thus perpetuated by natural selection must be directly beneficial

to the individual, he i
- to the phenomena of

Mimicry, as illustrated in Mr. Wallace's " Contributions to the The-



my of Natural Selection." Mi. Ii.ini.tt maintains thai in those

cases when- a butterlly mimics exactly tin- external fucies of a

species l.cl.)iiiriii'_r to a dilfcrenl tribe, tin- amount of chaniie in the

direction of the species ultimately mimicked which can hare been

established in a - i
n - 1

.
• feneration, i- -• >mal] as to be absolutely

•!.« individual, and hence, according to one of the car-

dinal principles of the Darwinian hypothesis, cannot have bea

brouid.l about by natural selection. He then traces a connection,

which he believes to have been overlooked hitherto, between the

development of the power of mimicry or protective resemblance.

;md that of instinct, in the variolic r|a>— of the animal kingdom,

and argues that their parallelism must result from sonic connec-

tion between these phenomena. In conclusion, he contends that

nment of the theory of natural selection, in

aceountint: for the development of man and of the various races

of mankind, is inconsistent and illogical, and thai whatever "intel-
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? by the curious apparatus on the crown of its head.

?den finds that the common sucking-fish (Echeneis

i upon small fishes. From an examination of the

e stomach in several examples of the pilot-fish (Nau-

ould appear that this fish is oumivcrous— the food

parings of potatoes. These observations have been

I to the Royal Academy of Belgium.— Tl«> AonUuivj.

American Birds in Great Britain.— Mr. H. E. Dresser ex-

libited to the Zoological Society a specimen of the American Yel-

ow-billed Cuckoo (CW.>/.?»* Ameneanns) recently killed in Eng-

X,,,,,,',,;,,.* h>rr,,i;s) lately killed in Ireland.

Wild Rabbits.— Seventy years ago some domestic rabbits were

ntroduced upon Sable Island, a small, sandy islet lying about a
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inarily lvadu-s eastward to tin- I.akr Superior w/um. AVe

radons accounts of it- (M-fiim-nc- in ( >hi<>. llliii

n ( :in:i.l:i ( M.Ilwraith ). Intl..' Wist, the Eremophila breedi

,.iv ..n the plains suited to it- wants, much further south

.11 the Atlantic bolder; thus we have found il

ii June. But tin- fact thai it n.-ts ami lays in March, in

jjcan, may not !.• jrenerally known. K. < .

i. NOTW 01 mi Wiiiit.m. i:\vn i.. S.u-ral pairs of Wlnp-

rfflfl n.-t nearmy bOUUe. On.- male l.inl -it- ni-ht amlinorn-

n tin- roof of my front piazza, an<l >in^s there l.y tin- half

or even l.y tin- hour to-eth.T. Kn.ni windows opening upon

in. at the distance often, eight, often of only

et. The same hird, oi his ancestor, has occupied the same

n summer, morning ami ev.-nin-. for -ev.ral year-.

..n not aware that ain u :

Whipi rwill

g unuels, Inderi

• WI..H Dear, von often hi'ar an intro.liirt.iry rlurk h.'twecn

this -.lurk- which <au srar«-.-l\ he called a

the Wl.ippoo.uiil has thre< distinct notes. There is the

ion, well knoun .il: h.ar.l close by, tl*

is more nearlj first ami hist sylbhles

I

very quickly an<l sharply utt.-r.-l. the last almosl Ufa »
in- Of I whip: while the s.-r..n<l -\llal.le i- -

id. Accompanying <
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to the roof, or fence or whatever it is sitting on.— Fairfax, Vir-

ginia, July 3d, 1871.

The Billfish in Fresh Water.—Mr. G. Brown Gootle of the

Museum of the "Weslcyan l"uiversit\ . informs us that a hue speci-

Car." measuring twenty inches in length, was taken, in .lune last.

relatively very large. "The development of sueh eggs is tli>

completely the early stages
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though HOTI10 fit" tin-in :i|.|M-:ir too- ntain. :i1 fll>t . :i - •• 11 1 . i 1 1 : 1 1 vesicle."

The >lll.je.-t is -He of -|v:i! intere-4. ill connection with the sup-

posed kin-hip of as.-i.liaus with vertebrates, if then- is anything

in the fancied resemblance, which i> much doubted

cautious- and learned r«mparati\e anatomists.

bottom, iind it was stated that the inhal.it ants of I', kin use these

jars for the purpose of confmimr lar-e beetles, which tliey keep

for li-htin-. The beetles arc :dloued no food bl I



way, and in an equal nil

good objects for study."

The embryology of sec

by the distinguished Grer

important results of his >

orth of Mexico, was shot at Hock Rh

tail consists of twenty very narrow leathers, ol win

the shortest. The tail extends only three inches

folded wings. Bill one and one-sixteenth inches fro:

of an inch wide. Wing with second primary longe;

first, even. Iris, brown.

verv small, but after a short time they swell greatly

In ihe'ininrofmath,., ,»<„ Ix-rn,,,-, nhnut 1(P rohler.— A



iponge. I have not only IV. | the spon^,- w ith m.lijro. ami exam-

liked all at tin- moment, but the sponge bo fed was put into spirit

directly aft.Twanl. an. I ,,<,»• shows all tin- ..•lis < monociliatol) with

ThiB, I think, will break down II;«,k,r> hyp<»tl..->is. which is as

iina-inativ.' an. I inroin

Hi- • M:i<r.»p!i;»-ni." to.,. is ti-nr.-.l in tin- - AnnaN'
.h-s.-ril.iMl /„ ,-sh;,m as the mmi-hoi.l ..•11 whi.h it.hal.

r

of the cells or laternodeH of the lion.i.ay -.

r.ut there are no people in Kn-lan.l. it' mi the ( ontinent, who

-''in to !,c :il,lr to show this, if rv.-n th.y !•< co-jiii/ant of it.

i ph.a-e; tli«- lijrht is now Wing



On the surface of the Great Colora

nely polished by the drifting sand, or

byth e drifting sands blown by the winds

It is the tendency , Dr. Kneeland rei

modiTii education to pay less attention to the *

to ai LCient history as a means of culture , and l

and 1iving issues of the day. and esneci ttUy r-

edge of natural phenomena with the elei nentai

>lroom. In this i particular instance it ia

that. if the grooving of rocks by the win.

knou-n by geologists I and physicists aiid by

conclusively that they had a well developed pelvic arc

terior limbs ; although up to the present time no satis
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1

i<
'/' .ui.l rr/,,,r and C

• new Bpeciea of carooodUn^ i

, „,„lns

MlhtHs. ami a,,r,
l
,s) wvrv loiiiul in tin- T.iti.,,



Carpenter and Mr. J. (

Bank in the Mediterra

eery remarkable struct

>ed by Prof. P. Marti]

data Dune. The neee

, and in the same fam

of corals with the c

acteristic of the to

gosa which have a

those of the later :

ticed. and also the

coral faunas of the

tur.-il History

ite injecting P
jrray -ranuhi

brachiopod and gasteropod shells, Crustacea, and the jo
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plates of crinoids, cemented with a little calcareous spar. The

crinoidal remains were, however, found to have their pores filled

a congeries of small cylindrical rods or bars, anastomozing and

forming a beautiful net-work, which, under a magnifying glass, ex-

hibits a frosted crystalline surface, and resembles the variety of

arragonite known as flos ferri. Tins silicate, which also fills small

interstices among the other calcareous fragments making up the

limestone, is greenish in color and forms about five per cent of the

rock. Though insoluble in dilute acids, it is completely decom-

posed by strong acids, and is (bund to be a hydrous silicate of

man in Bohemia, to be in some cases injected by silic:

in composition to that of these crinoids. lie then p

speak of the great class of silicates of which serpent h

pyrosclcrite. fahlunise, and jollyte are members. an<

generally described as the results of pseudomorphic

preexisting silicates or carbonates, but which ho, sin<



especially (Z'omatula. Figures

exhibited and will be publish

the process of filling up the pi

it > i U . whirih was clearly show

coiiMili.lati'on of the fragment;

MICROSCOPY.
Microscope.— R. E. Dudgeon, M.D., de-

scribes under this name, in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical

Science for July, 1871, a contrivance by which the objective of an

ordimir\ microscope can be plunged in water without affecting its

optical qualities. A brass tube with its lower end closed water-

tight by a flat disc of glass is slipped over the objective from
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below so far that the glass disc is considerably within the working

focus of the lens. Thus protected the lens can be lowered into

water, syrup, glycerine, etc., to a depth limited only by the mech-

anism of the microscope or the length of the protecting tube, and

used to view objects floating in the liquid or lying on the bottom

of the vessel containing it. While the common -tank micro-

scope'' can be worked best somewhat horizontally, through the

side of the tank, this arrangement, besides being applicable to

much higher powers, is adapted to give a more or less vertical

view, being entirely free from any tremor on account of the motion

of the top of the water, and is therefore especially useful Ibr dis-

seciiiiLi' purposes. Its object, though not its method, is identical

with that of Tolles' immersion objective Ibr low powers, published

more than two years ago ; though the latter naturally possesses,

being constructed especially lor this use and dispensing with two

calik to ordii lenses. only

ET!
and coi

VUseful'-'tl,

a lway s retain(>d ii i position a>

out irupairing the definition or

be considered as too enthusi:

lenses? of from one inch to oi

ited t a very sma11 angle), an

•mdt
,'!":,!';'

nt!-

; the botton

-R. 11. W.

litions, in the first 1





i i-ihii- iii his hands to be used for archseolog

poses. As the expedition will be limited by the amount

siibserihed for the purpose, we tru-t that some of our libel

P. O. box 6001, N. Y., or by Mr. E. G. Putnam. Bushier Manager

of Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

From Prof. Hartt's very extensive knowledge of the country

and native languages, his well known accuracy of observation and

former extended field work in the geology of North America, we

believe that his return will make known many facts of the greatest

importance to science, and that both Mr. Morgan and the Cornell

University will be proud of the results attained by their indefati-

gable worker.

None of the entomological collections in Paris, says Petites

Nouvelle EntomologifjnPH, have suffered much. Those of the

Museum were unharmed, and those of MM. Chaudoir. Salle, liois-

duval were also un i 1 ij 1 1 red

.

Mr. G. R. Crotch is to spend a year collecting insects in Can-

places in the East. Dr. LeConte is to work up the American

beetles collected by him.

Dr. Boisduval has been at work durum' and since the siege of

Paris in finishing his work on the Sphinges of the world. This

work, which will till up one of the gaps in the Suite a B>tjT>>>u u'ill

form the fourth volume of the Histoire Naturelle des Lepuhqitlres;

it will comprise the Sphingidae, Castniae, and Agaristae.

The great work by the Messrs. Felder on the Lepidoptera of the

Novara (the Austrian) exploring expedition will be completed this

year. It will contain a complete classification of the moths, and

will supplement Guenee's work on them.

Our next issue, which will probably be out by the middle of the

month, will constitute Nos. H and «. containim-- the Address of

President Hunt before the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, and the papers read before the Natural History

Sections of the Indianapolis meeting. The publication of this

double number will enable us to close our volumes with the close

of each year ; an end as much desired by our subscribers as by the
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The Geognosy of the Appalachians and the Origin of Crystalline Rocks.

ADDRESS OF THOMAS STERRY HUNT.

Mil.. I

with the Naval Academy at Annapolis he was the chief instrument

• in L869 to take T lu

chair of Astronomy and Mathematics at St. Louis, where his re-

markable qualities led to his selection, in 1862, for the post of







founders of American geology, at least as early as 1832, distin-

guished in his Geological Text book (2d edition) between the gneiss

of the Adirondacks and that of the Green Mountains. Adopting

the then received divisions of primary, transition, secondary and

tertiary rocks, be divided each of these series into three classes.

which he named carboniferous, quartzose and calcareous; meaning

by the first schistose or aruillaceou, -ir;,1a such as, according to

him, might include carbonaceous matter. These three divisions in

fact corresponded to clay, sand, and lime-rocks, and were supposed

by him to be repeated in the same order in each series. This was

apparently the first recognition of that law of cycles in sedimenta-

tion upon which I afterwards insisted in 1 *03.* Without, so far as I

am aware, defining the relations of the Adirondacks. he referred to

the lowest or carboniferous division of the primary series, the crys-

talline schists of the Green Mountains, while the quartzites and

marbles ;it their western base were made the quartzose and ealca-

have included the limestones of the Trenton group; all ot tnes

rock- being supposed to dip to the westward, and away from t i (

central axis of the Green Mountains. Eaton does not appear

to have studied the White Mountains, or to have considered their

geological relations. They were, however, clearly distinguished

from the former by C. T. Jackson in 1844, when, in his report on

the geology of New Hampshire, lie described the White Moun-

tains as an axis of primary granite, gneiss and mica-schist, over-

laid successively, both to the east and west, by what were designa-

ted by him Cambrian and Silurian rocks ; these names ha

the time of Eaton's publication, been introduced by Eng

ogists. While these overlying rocks in Maine were unaltered. W
conceived that the corresponding strata in Vermont, on the western

side of the granitic axis, had been changed by the action of intrusive

serpentines and intrusive quartzites. which had altered the Cam-

brian into the Green Mountain gneiss, ;md converted a portion of

> Silurian limestones of the Champlain valley into

•lack-on did not institute :mv comparison





Laurcntian gneiss. The co:

where the gneiss is general

Massive stratiiied diorites. i

'

but to consist essentially

are sometimes black and jj

III. The White Mounti

by the predominance of

with micaceous gneisses.

from the presence of whi





The gneiss of the thinl or southern district, that lying to the

south of the Montgomery and Chester valleys, comes from beneath

the Mesozoic of New Jersey about six miles northeast of Trenton,

awl stiviehing southwestw.-inl, occupies the southern border of

Pennsylvania, extending into Delaware and Maryland. It is sub-

of these, passing through Philadelphia, consists of alternations of

dark bornblendic and highly micaceous gneiss, with abundance

most subdivision. The

staurolite, garnet, ry;



ulily confounded with them: and when compared

displayed in tin* southern district, it is diflicult

e have in this so-called azoic or metamorphic

gomeiy and Chester valleys, anything else than

se same crystalline schists which have been de-

Mr southern boundary. representing the liiwn

White Mountain series. We thus avoid the dif-

rg that we have in this region two >ets of -cr-

d two of mica-schists, lithologieally similar, hut

it ages,— a conclusion highly improbable. It

iat Rogers, in accordance with the notions then

1. looked upon serpentine as an eruptive rock.

rind, however, in his report on the geology of the state, no s

factorv evidence of the identity of the two series. On the

tain series. The

Manhattan and t







' beneath the older ones, thus pro-

<-<7.N.N'/'y,/. and making their present

ompletely deceptive. In speaking

lli«- members of his Taeonic sys-

Maivoi

his vniru





ers. as iiov.
-

.n :i s wholly of Potsdam age. in-

cluding the Scolithus sandstone as a subordinate member, so that

the strata beneath this were still regarded as belonging to the New

York system. Hence, while Rogers inquires whether the Taeonie

system "may not along the western border of Vermont and Mas-

sachusetts include also some of the sandy and slaty strata hero

spoken of as lying beneath the Potsdam sandstone"* he would still

embrace these lower strata in the Champlain division.

Thus we see that at an early period the rocks of the Taconic

system were, by Rogers and Mather, referred to the Champlain divi-

sion of the New York system, a conclusion which has been sus-

tained by subsequent observations. Before discussing these, and

their somewhat involved history, we may state two question- which

present themselves in connection with this solution of the problem.

First, whether the Taconic system, as defined by Emmons, includes

the whole or a part of the Champlain division ; and second, wheth-

er it embraces any strata older or newer than the member- <>f this

portion of the New York system. With reference to the first

tify the upper members of the latter with certain portions of the

Taconic. In fact, the Trenton limestone, with the Utiea -kites

and the Loraine or Hudson River shales, making together the upper

half of the Champlain division (in which Emmons moreover in-

cluded the overlying Oneida and Medina conglomerates and sand-

stones), have in New York an aggregate thickness of not less than

three or four thousand feet, and offer many lithological resenv

blanees to the great mass of sediments at the western base of the

Green Mountains, to which the name of Taconic had been applied.

It is curious to find that Emmons, in 1842, referred to the Medina

the Red sandrock of the east shore of Lake Champlain, since shown

to be Potsdam ; and, moreover, placed the Sillery sandstone of the

neighborhood of Quebec at the summit of the Champlain division.

as the representative of the Oneida conglomerate: while at the

of Massachusetts, already referred l, v him to the Taconic system.

t



- of those eonnectr.! with

zoic series. Although. :i< it n<

the Olenns shites was well kn

classic work. Lethaa Suedoa,

some unexplained error, these



limestone, which is the equivalent of the Trenton limestone of the

ii vision. Hence, as Mr. Barrande has remarked, Hall

was justified by the authority of Hisinger's published work in as-

signing to the Olenus slates of Vermont a position above that lime-

stone, and in placing them, as he then did, on the horizon of the

Hud^n River or Loraine shales. The double evidence afforded by

these two fossil forms in the rocks of Vermont, served to confirm

si, William Lnsan in placing in the upper part of the Champlain

division the rocks which he regarded as their stratigraphical equiv-

alents near Quebec; and which, as we have seen, had some years

before been by Emmons himself assigned to the same horizon.

The remarkable compound li'raptoliies uhirh occur in the sha es



overturned Trenton

the overlap." He,



This conclusion was confirmed by Billings, who, in 1861, after vis*

iting the region and examining the organic remains of the Red

sandrock, assigned to it a position near the horizon of the Pots-

dam.* Certain trilobites found in this Red sum hock hy Adams

in 1*4 7, were by Hall recognized as belonging to the European

genus Conocephalus (= Conocephalites and Conocoryphe), whose

geological horizon was then undetermined.! The formation m

question consists in great part of a red or mottled granular dolo-

mite, associated with beds of fucoidal sandstone, conglomerates

and slates. These rocks were carefully examined by Logan in

Swanton, Vermont, where, according to him, they have a thick-

ness of 2200 feet, and include toward their base a m:i- «>f dark

colored shales holding Olenellus with Conocephalites, Obolella,

etc. ; Conocephalite,

and the red sandy 1

Troy and
iiecoinpany

iAtopsof Km....,..-, imw recognized by Hillings as a species oi

Conocephalites.

A similar condition of things extends northeastward along the

Appalachian region. On the south side of the St. Lawrence below

Quebec a great thickness of limestones, sandstones. and -laU~.

formerly referred to the Quebec group, is now regarded h\ Hilling*

as, in part at least, of the Potsdam formation ;
while on the coas

of Labrador, and in northern Newfoundland the sun.,' formation,

characterized by the same fossils as in Vermont, is lnrg

oped, attaining in some parts, according to Murray,

3000 feet or more. Along the northern coast of the island U

nearly horizontal, and appears to be conformably overla

4000 feet of fossiliferous strata representing the Calciferons sand-

rock and the succeeding Levis formation.

Mr. Billings has described a section from the Laur<

Crown Point, New York, to Cornwall, Vermont, from which it ap-

pears that to the eastward of a dislocation which bring* U V
_

T R

Potsdam to overlie the higher members of the Chainplam di\i>i'-m -

the Potsdam is itself overlaid, at a small angle, by a gi

limestones representing the Calciferons. and having - :

some of the characteristic fossils of the L



:iM of this the Levis apim appears, im-lmliiijr the wliite Stoek-

re limestones.* We have here an evhlrnee that the ailirmeti-

u in volume observed ill the lower members of the (
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that the absence of all but the highest beds of the Levis along the

eastern limit of the Potsdam, near Swanton, Vermont, while the

whole thickness of them appears a little farther westward, makes

it prol table that there is a want of conformity between the two;

and I have in this connection insisted upon the entire absence in

this locality of the Calciferous, which is met with a little farther

south in the section just mentioned, as another evidence of the

>:iiue unconformity.* There are also, I think, reasons for sus-

pecting anothe 1 sti itigi iphi i < ik '1 tin summit of tin <>uelie(

group, in which case many problems in the geological structure ol

this region will be much simplified.

It should be remembered that the conditions of deposition in

some areas have been such that accumulations of strata, corres-

ponding to long geologic periods, and elsewhere marked l»y strati-

ous, Jurassic and C
about 1200 feet of

series from the base <

Silurian appears as a



m
latter, according to him. an- seen to pass for considerable distances

beneath nearly horizontal layers of the Hod sandrock. the I'tica

slate, in one case, holding its characteristic fossil. Trior! h

This relation, which is well shown in a section at St. Alhans, litr-

uredby Hitchcock.* was looked upon by Kmmons and by Adams as

evidence that the Red sandrock was the represent.-it i\ -• >

dina samlstone of the New York system. When, however, the

former had recognized the Potsdam age of the sandrock. with it.

Olenellns, which he supposed to be Paradoxides. this condition of

things was conceived to be an evidence of the existence beneath

the Potsdam of an older and unconformable fossilifcrou- m >n< -

already mentioned.

The objections made by Kmmons to HngeiVs view of the (ham-

tinct fauna which the Taconic rocks were supposed to contain. The

first of these is met by the fact now established that in the Appa-

lachian region, the Cttampbun drnnon ia represented by rocks

having, with the same organic remains, very different lithologieal

characters, and a thickness ten-fold greater than in the typical



them in beds immediately above or below the white marbles

which latter, from the recent observations of the Rev. August
Wing in the vicinity of Rutland, Vermont, would seem to

among the upper beds of the Potsdam formation. Thus wh



tin- genus Paradoxides. which also occupies a lower division in the

primordial paleozoic rocks of Bohemia ( P>arrande'.-

the greater pari of which arc regarded as the equivalent of the

Olenns zone of Sweden and the Potsdam of North America. The

Lingula Hags of Wales belong to the same hori/.on. and it is at

their hase. in strata once referred to the Power Lingula (lags, that

the Paradoxides is met with. These strata, for which Hicks and

•ch grits and the Llanhcris slate-.

;. however, heen claimed for the

ivs the dividing line at the top <>f

le three divisions of the Pinuula



g the Welsh roofing-slates beneath) amount to eight thou-

sand feet additional. Recent researches show that these lower

rocks in Wales contain an abundant lamia, extending downward

some 2800 feet from the Menevian to the very base of strata re-

garded as the representatives of the Harlech grits. The braehio-

poda of the Harlech beds appeal- identical with those of the Men-

outlet of Lake Champlain

of green and black slates,

slates before the depositi

the Potsdam conglomerat

concealed, but they or tl

in some part of the grt

not, however, be called Ti

of Cambrian, unless, ind

these slate fragments was
older Iluronian sehists.



Cambrian rocks wwv not Silurian, instead of malnUimi

wu-k's name, which with tin* progress of paleontolo<iical

assuming a irreat zoological importance, devised the

Taconic, as synonymous \ Lower Cambrian ;• although, as \

have seen, there is as vet no palcontolo-ieal evidence to identify

any portion of the Taeonic strata with the well-dclimd Louer

Caml.rian rocks of our eastern shores.

The crystalline infra-Silurian strata, to which the name of the

Iluroniau series has heeu iiiven by the ( icolo^ical Sur\e\ ol ( ana-

to certain rocks in Ai

tered Caml.rian. Tin

their base, are howevc

by Dr. Iiijrsby in 1
*<',;!

iiitermcliate

. cfaloritio

steatite and dark colored

iirome : and abounds in ores



to the Trenton and Hudson River foi

Ramsay's report on the region, it will b





I am convinced that these crystalline schists of German}', Angle-

sun, and the Scotch Highlands, will he found, like those of Xor-

of Scotland, a great volume of hne-:

Highlands also occur in Donegal and IN

the kindness of the Rev. Prof. Haughi

Mr. Robert H. Scott, then of Dublin. J



chiastolitc) >«» tar In-low the <rraptolitic

mpariiiLr th*> rocks of North Wales and

the chloritic and micaceous rock-. «.t

i) arc not represented in ('uinbcilano!.



thew regarded of Laurentian aire. Ii

recognizes the Huronian system as first :



dressed to Professor Dana, concluded from a great num

facts that there exists a system of crystalline schists distinct

and newer than, the Laurenti:m and lluroiiian. to which I ga

provisional name of Ten _ the third of

Mountain series, which npprar- not only throughout the Apr

ians, but westward to the north of Lake Ontario, sad BTOnn

beyond Lake Superior. | Although I have in common with



other American geologists, maintained that the crystalline rocks

of the Green Mountain and White Mountain series are altered

paleozoic sediments, I find, on a en rcful examination of the evi-

dence, no satisfactory proof of such an age and origin, but an

array of facts which appear to me incompatible with the hitherto

received view, and lead me to conclude that the whole of our crys-

talline schists of eastern North America are not only pre-Silurian

but pre-Cambrian in aye.

In what precedes, I have endeavored to discuss briefly and

impartially some of the points in the history of the older rocks,

and of the views which during the past thirty years have been

entertained as to their age and geological relations, both in Amer-

ica and in Europe. I have said some things which will provoke

criticism, and at the same time. I trust, lead to farther study of

•these rocks, a correct knowledge of which lies at the basis of

geological science.

I cannot, however, conclude this part of my subject without

referring to the views put forth in l«C,l) by Professor Hermann

Upper Taconic, corresponding, according to bin

Quebec group, and second, the Potsdam sands

has copied, for the most part, Marcou, who, ho 1

whole of these various divisions in the Tacoi

Credner, rejecting the name, unites a portion

swer fossiliferous

i
places, first, the

, +« « nart of the



the crystalline schists of the Given .Mountains, he rotors the

gneisses anJ mica-schists of the White Mountain- to the >ame

system: while the hroad area of similar rocks from their base to

the sea at Portland, is regarded as Lament inn. This, on Crodner's

map. is also made to include, with the exception of the White

Mountains themselves, all the rocks of the third or White Moun-

tain -cries which over bo targe b part of New BngUwd. Those

who have followed the historical sketch already given. can see how

widely these notion- of Credner differ from those of Kmnions. mh.1

from all other American geologists, and how much they are at

variance with the present state of our knowledge. Il is much to

here-retted that so good a geologist and lithologist should, from

a too superficial study, have fallen into these errors, which can

only retard the progress of comparative geognosy, for which he

sea. winch are prohahly pre-

. like the lischiefer of Scan-

•efers to the latter system, as



given l.ymein 1869,* it maybe added that the observations of
Mr. Richardson, during that season, on the north side of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, confirm the previous conclusions, and show that
the rocks of the Labradorian (or rather Xorian) system there re-

pose transgressively, and often at comparatively moderate angles,
on the nearly vertical Laurent ian gneisses.f We may, I think, in

the present state of our knowledge, regard these norites or Xorian
rocks as portions of a pre-Huronian system.

II. The Origin of Crystalline Hacks.

We now approach the second' part of our subject, namely, the
genesis of the crystalline schists whose history Ave have just dis-

cussed. The origin of the mineral silicates which make up a great
portion of the crystalline rocks of the earth's surface is a ques-
tion of much geological interest, which has been to a great degree
overlooked. The gneisses, mica-schists and argillites of various
geological periods do not differ very greatly in chemical constitu-
tion from modern mechanical sediments, and are now very gene-
ra My regarded as resulting from a molecular re-arrangement of

: sediments formed
of previously existing rocks not very unlike them in composition ;

the oldest known formations being still composed of crystalline
stratified deposits presumed to be of sedimentary origin. Before
these the imagination conceives yet earlier rocks, until we reach
""' -; 1

'••<•'••"' unsTrntitied material which the globe may be sup-
posed to have presented before water had begun its work. It is

'"'" Vl ' v, ' r
'
m

> l"'*'^'it plan to consider this far-off beginning of
se( imeiitary rocks, which 1 have elsewhere discussed.:}:

-
part troni the clay and sand-rocks just referred to, whose coni-

l"^it"»i may !>e said to l>e essentially ljU artz and aluminous silicates.
chiefly in the forms of feldspars and micas, or the results of their
partial decomposition and disintegration, there is another class
<•< <rv talline silicated rocks which, though far less important in
bulk than the last, is of great and varied interest to the litholo-
gist, the mineralogist, the geologist and chemist. The rocks of
tins second class may be defined e

silicates of the protoxyd bases, li
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either alone, or in combination with silicates of alumina and alka-

lies. They include the following as their chief constituent mineral
species: —pyroxene, hornblende, olivine, serpentine, talc, chlorite,

epiilotc. garnet and triclinic feldspars such as labradorite. The
great types of this second class are not less well defined than
the first, and consist of pyroxenic and hornblendic rocks, passing
into dioritivs, diabases, ophiolites and talcose. chloritie and epi-

dotie rocks. Intermediate varieties resulting from the associa-

tion of the minerals of this class with those of the first, and also

with the materials of non-silicated rocks, such as limestones and

which these various types of rocks were formed.

The distinctions just drawn between 1he two great divisions of sil-

icated rocks, are not confined to stratified deposits, but are equally

well marked in eruptive and unstratified masses, among which the

first type is represented by trachytes and granites, and the second,
hy dolerites and diorites. This fundamental diiferenee between

pression in the theories of Phillips, Durocher and Bunsen, who
lave deduced all si Heated rocks from two supposed layers of molt-

hese eruptive rocks are not derived directly fr

hat the whole of the rocks at present knowr
ime been aqueous deposits, has, however, form

upport of this view. I have endeavored to sh

esult of fore. . ion, tend- r
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soda. leaving behind silica, alumina and potash — the elements of

granitic. gneissie ami trachytie rocks. The liner and move alumi-

nous sediments, including the ruins of the soft and easily abraded

silicates of the pyroxene group, resisting the penetration of the

water, will, on the contrary, retain their alkalies, lime, magnesia

and iron, and thus will have the composition of the more basic

A little consideration will, however, show that this process, al-

though doubtless a true cause of differences in the composition of

sedimentary rocks, is not the only cue. and is inadequate to ex-

plain the production of many of the varieties of stratified silieated

rocks. Such are serpentine, steatite, hornblende, diallagc chlorite,

pinite and labradorito. all of which mineral species form rock-masses

by themselves, frequently almost without admixture. No geologi-

ing rocks; a hypothesis as untenable as that ancient one wlacli

supposed them to be the direct results of plutonie action.

There are, however, two other hypotheses which have been pro-

espceially of the less abundant, and. as it v. ere. exceptional species

which thev are composed. have result, I from an altci .t ion of pre-



molfieular, or, al most, confined in certain cases to reactions be-

tween the mingled elements of the sediments, with the elimination

of water and carbonic acid. It is proposed to consider briefly,

these two opposite theories, which seek to explain the ori-in ot

the rocks in question respectively by pseudoinorphic changes in

preexisting crystalline rocks, and by the crystallization of aqueous

sediments, for the most part chemically funned precipitates.

Mineral pseudomorphism, that is to .ay. the assumption by one

mineral substance of the crystalline form of another, may arise in

several ways. First of these is the lillim: up of a mould left by



. results from tin- alteration of Hint : while accord

entine may even be produced from dolomite. \\

is it»elf produced by the alteration of limestone,

all. — feldspar may replace carbonate of lime, ai

me. feldspar, so that, according to Volger, somegr

es are probably formed from gneiss by the su

ite for orthoclase. In this way, we are led fro





loicls appear to owe their more or less complete octohedral forn

The above characteristic examples of symmetrical and asymffl

the external portion of the crystal remains intact. Again the aff

gregates of tin-torn*, quartz and orthoelase having tin- form ot the

latter, are, by Bischof and his school, looked upon as results oi »

partial alteration of previously formed orthoclase crystals. It

needed only to extend this view to the crystals of calcite enclos-

ing sand-grains, and regard these as t

ation of the carbonate of lime. Tl

that these hard crystalline substance

supposed, or can be absorbed and in

living organism. It may. moreover,



vocati-s of this fanciful li\ pot hc-i> havi- not rxplanu-il.

y IJluin an.l Uisfliof. however, these views of the al-

uineral species have not only U'en irenei-ally accepted

mvl tlu' l):isi> of tin- liom rally ivreive.l theon ..f lock-



this neptnnist never attempts to explain, but takes his starting

point from a plutonio basis."

I then asserted that the problem to be solved in regional nieta

chemical and mechanical agencies from the ocean-waters and pre

morphs already referred to, published in 11S.V.J, in wh ich In • main-

taiued views similar to those set forth by ,;; an. 1
psOO

declaring that much of what had bet Ml IT garded a> j psei idoinoi-

phisni had no other basis than the ohse associate His of miner-

als, and that often "the so-called met amoi•phism lim Is its

explanation in envelopment." These rie*•s he abl\ • and i„oVlil

ously defended by a careful discussion le whole r »f fact-

belonging to the history of the subject

My own expression of opinion on this question. .-,:',. ha<

been privately criticised, and I had b ceil <barged w:ith a \vant 01

comprehension of the question. It wjis. tl lerefore, with n> > uial

pleasure, that I not only saw my views so ably suppoi ted bg

Delesse, but read the language of Cai 1 Friedrich NaumaiHi. n'ln

in 1861 wrote to Delesse as follows, refeirring to h is essay ji' s

noticed :
—

"You have rendered a veritable senrice 1to science in res

pseudomorphs to their true limits, and sep aratingu'i iat lu „1 heel

ced, i

incuts have, for the most part, not bin

morphs. and it is inconceivable that tl

many mineralogists and geologists. 1

that they commit an analogous error.

amphibolites, etc., as being, all of thei

phie epigenesis, and not original rod
pseudomorphism has 1 >een so often cont
that this error has found acceptance. 1 on! omorp



• tlu-iv is some crystal tin- for

:i ••<>,, t< iil/i'inilii <>ns :UHl

opim-nts. InmcviT. c\i-

or crv>t:illoi.ls. if they

cnv.'i..pc(l. whether tlii-

peared."*

of homo! ami isomor|»hoii-; -|i

Later, in 1862, I wrote as follow

•• Pseudomorphism, which is tin-



these anhydrous silicates, which are the subjects of the supposed

change, is still unaccounted for. The explanation of this short*

sightedness is not far to seek; as already remarked, Bischof.

although a professed neptunist, starts from a plutonic basis.

When the epigenic origin of serpentine and its related rocks was

liist taught, these were regarded as eruptive and unstratiiied. and

it was easy to imagine intruded masses of dioritic and IV

rocks, which had become the subjects of alteration. As. however.

the progress of careful investigation in the field has shown the

stratified character of these serpentines, diallage-rocks. steatites,

etc.. and their intercalation among limestones, argillites. quartz-

ites, gneisses, and mica-schists, and even anion-- IVldspathie and

hornblendic strata, we are forced to reject, with Naumann, the

a word, sediments of c 1 inrchanical origin, wl lich

by a subsequent process have been c lidated and crystalli;sed.

Whence, then, come these silicates < »f n lagnesia. lime, and ii-on,"

which are the sources of •H-rpentine. | lornl •ire.

etc.? This is the question which I pro]joeed in that same ycar.

when, after discussing th e results of mv examinations of the ter-

tiary rocks near Paris, containiiei la\er's of a hydrous silicat<j of

magnesia related to talc tion, among unaltered li

stones and clays, I renin rked that il evident " such silic:

may be formed in basiris at the earth 's surface, by reactions

some farther dwai^ion, said "fart her iii(|uiries in this di

tion may show to what ir-xtent certa ocks composed of ca

reous and magnesian si be directly formed in the

moist way."t Subsequc ntly. iu a paper on '"The Origin of

dian Naturalist" for June • isno.r
i ,, pealfed these considerate AS,

referring to the well-knoivn fact' that sili cites of lime, magm





ADDRESS OF '

by Daubree that the eh
r n «

• waters, a

clay of the bricks, whk
;i»n with the s

periments show*

weve heated witl

the ine silie

' Of 1naiiiu'si.

without enteriie.

thrc ...jrh which t

feet ed. In this

alkaline solutions, rocks fro

escape change, although the

ing. The natural associate

suggest that alkaline suluti.



; accompanying beds of quartzose magnesian car-

> it was that alreat.lv. iu l*t.;u. a> >ltown above, I







Berthier, a true

These facts ir

quentfy more in

Geological Soei

Dr. Giimbel, wl

tic Eozoon Cam

Robert Hoffman

ination of the Eo/.mmii i'i-hh Ka^m-mui. in Bohemia, <

previous observations in ( anada ami Bavaria. II

the calcareous shell of the Eozodn, examined by bin

jected by a peculiar silicate which may be describe*

composition both to ;_daiieoiiite mid to chlorite.
'

Eozoon he found to be enclosed and wrapped axon

ternating layers of a green magnesian silicate allied

and a brown non-magnesian mineral, which prove

fahlunite, or more nearly to jollyte in composition. |

Still more recently, in the course of the present
,





At the early
i><

'I- n w! i< > the materials of the ancient c

talline schists were accumulated, it cannot be doubted that

chemical processes which generated silicates were much more

tive than in more recent times. The heat of the earth's c

was probably then far greater than at present, while a high t

favored many chemical processes, which, in later times, 1

nearly ceased to operate. Hence we find that subsequently





As regards tin' hypotheses put forwar

doloinitizafion of previously-formed li

process, I may remark that I repeats

varyinu' conditions, the often cited exper

claimed to have generated dolomite by

pressure. 1 sh<

uch. but an adnii?

-eo.u-no^ticul ob>ervati





isoluble lime-compounds of the

I called attention

intercalated amoi





ABSTRACT OF PAPERS READ BEFORE SECTION B.

Monocotyledon the Universal Type of Seeds.—B|

Fhojias Meeiiax.

ledonons: and that division i



;o be found in the "Proceedings of the Academy of Xatu-

mees of Philadelphia" for May. Qwrcus rubra, the Amor-

i into lobes with the other phenomena. M the arums ex-

had three or four sutures on the cotyledon ma<s. mid ex-

; all along the longitudinal surface externally, without

erence to cotyledonal divisions. These sutures extended

of the mass, always accompanied by the inner membrane, as is

the case in ruminated seeds. The whole mass was divided only

in two parts in any that I examined of this species, but the

divi-ion was always iu (he <i; r <:di<>n of the suture*. Hence each

cotyledon was very irregular. Sometimes one-third the mass

only went to one while the other had fwo-thirds of the whole

mass. R ivas easier to burst in t) itance. But



facts, but it requires iui eilbil to believe that oaks, pines, ar

this respect different from other so called dicotyledonous plants

and if we grant that all seeds :ire priinarilv monocotyledonou

may we not ask why in any ca.se are tlwy <lici<kd> We have see

that there is no increase of mass in the division, the same amoui

Indian corn to have its mass divided into two lobes? or would n<

the plantlet be as well provided for if the acorn were in or





tension. In flexion, the radius is pushed forwi

jects somewhat beyond the end of the ulna, impin

radio-carpal bone (scapholunar) , and pushing the

the centre of motion of the wrist-joint so that it is

flexed. In extension, the reverse motion takes p]

pulling back of the radius. The proposition is cai

susceptible of ocular proof by direct experiment.

joint. to provide for the

obvious purpose subsei

whose vertex, a few miles above the juucti
sissippi,is marked by the small Tertiary a

thor hopes that a close comparison of tin-

the Far West, with which they were and p
may lead to the more accurate parallelizati

marine deposits of more distanl regions.



The most ancient shoreline of this einbayment i< formed chiefly

the Carboniferous rocks. The oldest formation cropping out

thin these limits is the Cretaceous, which east of the Mississippi

period, the shoreline receded from its ex-

Illinois, to near the latitude of Baton

parallel to the present one. This seems

upper part of the embs

neet across Texas, with the great basins of the interior, a close

study of their flora (and possibly fauna) may. it, is hoped, enable



~ Tbe Vicksburg series oi

SoutlLWest ; the transition?

are s< > cogent as to render

inadusrissible. The Vicks

chara eter, lesslignitiferoib

cene and Pleiocene depos

unrepresented on the wan

poor!y preserved remain

turtlt j has been found in a

creti<MIS, possibly the rem





mostly cut their channels into a clay forma-

so directly derived; the alluvium being, on

the lower division of the Port Hudson beds.

The upper consists chiefly of yellow and whit

some points form a terrace along the edge of the 1

the hilltops of the adjoining uplands lies the

loam (Loess), of the Bluff formation, differing frc

farther north by the total absence of strati ficatio

sive prevalence of terrestrial fossils. How this si

brought about, it is not easy to imagine, unless
]

Above the Loess we find usually :i stratum c

forms the sub-soil of most of the uplands of the

The Terrace epoch has not left anv marks in

agency of the Mudl

Col. Charles Whii

, : il. At the north there are

stances of coara i overlying ami underlying

allied in age with the Loess and are probably coteinporary with it and

Champlain clays.

This Loess or bluff stratum extends from above the Falls of the Mis

sippi to below Natchez, and IV, nn- a conned in- link between the gulf

>vering a country i









States, ami thence p

> <'.[ •<]• ,::•-.





i complement to be 1<





! Characteristics of t he Primary Gr<)UPS OP THE C
.Mammal,. Br Dr. Tjseodoke Gill.

ie last meeting of the jAssociation, the ;Hithor made a i

;iou on the classiiieation of mammals, based on fact

early become the comnaon property of I-cienee, and in

i .1. An ab:stract giving the conclusions an

been published in the American Natiu-RALisT and in

lings of the Associatic»n. Continued jresearches into

ibject have confirmed ithe propriety of the ordinal gr

limits then admitted, but have necessitated adillerent i

a of'those groups.

divisions into sub-classes first solidly (established by 1

positive and easily recognizable char;

brain which confirm those groups, bi

•,-..

the teleoloViea!



on tlu' collections of tin' >

ral Sciences of Philndelpl

of Comparative Xooloir\ ;

lnodiik-ttions must be si

en si> : i! will therefore be

-ssH <^ssksri h~i



SUB-CLASS MONODELPHIA.

:::•
.

.' ^.
•

Super-Order Educabilia.

{ED UCA D/L F. I n I ".
1 D I! I I'F.li I.



1 in thick hoofs



Incisor^ (
I

) <

ong and curve

i one family.

VI. OKDER PROBOSCIDEA.

(#, or, in extinct forms, § or !!. renewed from persistent

celopedaslonsv tu<Us (-urv.-il i)iit.\v.:inh. K.^t \\
;

^

produced). Unciform directly in front of cuneiform, anc
directly in front of lunar : hind foot with the astragalus at i

portion very short (convex. ) and not dchVctrd inward-. arti<

Contains two families, one of which is extinct.

(EDUCABILIA MUTILATA.)
(Mutilate Series.)

Posterior members and pelvis more or less comr



d phalanges often separated by cartihm'e: and with the sec-

; composed of more than tin < phalanx -. Maraina two, in-

extinct; and Mysticete with two families.

Super-Order Ineducabilia.

n exposed, and in front much of the olfactory lob,-: corpus

al of the hippo* •v'll detined rostrum in

pulps : canines present (but sometimes modified in form) : mo-

ically wi i pointed cusps Lowci i nth condyles transversa-



apted for radius being

ling a very thin leathery skin arising from the

ORDER INSECTIVORA.

sterior member-* id ipb d forpn uression on land:

Contains ten families referabh to two sub-orders; Dii:mum

>ne family, and Gr.uhextia. with nine families, one of which i

(Rodent Series.)

XI. ORDER GLIRES.

Teeth encased in enamel: incisors ( 'z exceptionally, also

ilementary posterior teetli. conihmallv reproduced from persist.

XII. ORDER BRUT;
Teeth (whei1 developed) not encased in « s typically

rs and feet

ambulatorial («aodiiied often for ^raspin- ami
able (discoidal (leciduatein <>< •-,-.. c;dii

uate in Manid

; families, representing five sulI'orderV

1

'yku
ii,/

„,tm>c).



net uipples. (Huxle;



il characiters. The whales among fishes, the barnacles

Husks. Vrere only some of the many 1.hinders made by

iicial \va;

.veil known, and all admit the valves to be dor-

•ntral, w
In- spleia lid memoirs of Lacaze-Duthiers on the anatomy

.lias shewn that the nearest relations art- with the oyster

>, there iire still several zoologists who vaguely imagine

sort of relationship exists between Terebratnla and

This br ief eoinmnnication is made to settle The qnes-

:hose who never care to go more than shell deep in the

r unforti inately the author had only the empty shells to

. It wil.1 also verily the statement made by Forbes and

their sti tnda.nl work on the British Moliusea, where the

adult form refers to these statements and expn

their correctness. •

In examining some sea-weed eollecte't by a

I found a lot of the young of Anomia. In tr





i!"^ii'!i'!!,'i'nr"lilu'i'.'i' I'"''^f11-6^11^'

i£fSi:?jB:E:;:::;

cj the line of an anticlinal,

id the falling, dozen of por-

ts. The anticlinal position

or- masses of the limestone, in two line:3 coinciding with the strike

of the gneiss.

These lines are about half a ndie sipart. extending' in a north-

east and southwest direction ; the strik<

opposite directions from these lines; toi

angle of about 65°, to the southeast at ai

70° to a nearly vertical position.

The deposits are all of very limited

than one thousand feet.

The vein-like character of the limestone is most plain!

in one of the abandoned ouarrics in Chelmsford. The
here occur in two principal veins extending m the directio
sti

'

ik llf U» ^i ta to about two hundred feet in lengt



with apparently no 1

which most of the

mile wIilil no ti



lded

apparently of tremolite, are scattered abundantly in the calcite.

In some portions of the rock the serpentine appear-
in the limestone in definite crystalline forms, apparently pseudo-
morphs of chrysolite, or l.oltonite. In the quarries of Boxboro'





at Chelmsford

largely remove

disturbance of

-called lv.zoon is found,

possible that fossils, or any other

been carried in and deposited in

siuninits iind ai! alon^r the sides

the limestone

hould he evide;



Remarks ox the Geolog

0F MlSSOtJM.— Uv Pb

It was his object to put

of the Geological Survey o;

assistants (one of whom, I

the interruption of the sur

no opportunity ottered for 1

suits the same as represen

i-ontaining at least twenty coal beds, one at least of the 1

coal. Large deposits of specular, haematite, bay and sp:

ores were mentioned. The mineral region-, containing mine

mcl two hundred square miles at (iranly in the lower Curb

?rous rocks. Lead and zinc often cut the coal beds in i

The Potsdam Sandstone rests noncontbrmably upon the A
Gratified slates of Pilot Knob. Hence Pilot Knob.

Prof. E. W. Hilgard inquired of Prof. Swallow whether the ch

iliceous beds in southeastern Missouri, conjectured to be of cretae

ige, did uot occasi ilh coi ,
• grains of ^lauconite, black saud

Upon Prof. Swallow replying in the affirmative, Prof. Hilgard st

hat while such materials were alto-ether foreign to the Cretaceous

t the adjoining states of Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi, a inn



•]\ -llcll (li'poM





Leo, Bays the old

Iders. They said:



! others they

1-l.uil.lev.s oi

the west line of Belmont <

Ward, then of Ci



alphabet. The se i-pent is

I has ;

be made of it iu tl 10 romp;

These inseripth )iis ditfe

modern red man. He is

appears to lie anci

Lieut. W hippie has mei

the Pacific Rail Koad S

character h iscribed upon

of North Carolina , states

cut in the rocka 01f one of

the head of the T-.-nnessee



gings iu Lake Mi.



From this, we may readily infer that the North American lakes

onnnunicated at one time with the ocean, ami that their fauna and

ora. wore to a certain extent lirouuhl to aeeonnnodate themselves

The position of the oceans, relative to the land, and the great

larboniferous epoch, must have had a decided influence in modify-

lg the temperature and in 3 of the atmos-

here, thereby rendering it in every way adapted to the luxuriant

rowth of the tropica! plant* which furnished the carbon so prov-

lentially stored away in the fossil fuel, for we find that many of

There could have been no necessity for any increase of carbonic

lachian field, can be

It is true that the

Though 01

throughout t

to shake my
ment in the I

From a i





that I can recall no prominent locality where it is distinctly refer-

able to one of the other of the above sandstones. For the equiv-

alency of sandstones in the Western coal field 1 have, as yet, been

unable to find any Hthological or paheontologicai evidence which

can lie relied upon as a guide to identity.

In the Indiana Report by Prof. Richard Owen, 1859-60, Prof.

Lesquereux .logical evidence, the sandstone

above the "Knob" coal in Spencer county, to the Mahoning sand-

stone, and appears undecided, whether the position <.>f the • Mar-

tha Washington " sandstone, which forms the bluil' at Rockport and

presents -\ vertical face of thirty to fifty feet on the side fronting

the river, should be referred to the Mahoning or the sandstone

above coal No. 2 of Ids general section given at pages :>!)'.>-o0<i.

(column Xo. 1 of diagram). At these localities, from my own ex-

aminations. I find the Rockport Sandstones to be the Millstone

grit, and the "Knob" coal to be coal L of my general section of

the coals in Clay county (column Xo. :> of the diagram). Conse-

all to an equivalency in the Kentucky section, will be at least

about the place of the Anvil Rock sandstone.

At Washington, in Daviess oouiitv, .Mr. Lesijiiereux found a

paucity of palseontological evidence, nevertheless it was believed

to be sufficient to warrant him in referriii"- the main coal of that



Qndimr :iMotl:

" Brazil sean

that the strat



doubt, to the Mahoning *:imMc.ne. In I'aet. the mis-

c Mahoning sandstone, of Pennsylvania, and the Anvil

indstone of Kentucky. I might continue to trace through-

entire coal field of Kentucky. Indiana and Illinois. In

tacky reports, and the Keport of a Geological Reconnois-

\-ho have written on the western coal measures, the

fished authors appear to have satisfied themselves that the

ieds si lou Id con-



twenty-seven fee

being three hunc

6, three hundm

the e.iuiv;! lent of No. 1,B,



More especially are we led to doubt the equivalency; if

take into account the great preponderance of coal measure str;

greater period of time in the Appala

Though I have assumed that the grea

diana it will not he found greater than

including the Millstone grit. In a ft

there are one or more very thin seams c

. but no coal of anv ecm



from the c:ikin<x-en;ils. hut

At the White Rivor Valley Rolling Mil

formed by the Superintendent, Mr. Sim



Ill the Block-coal zone of the

(4, F and A, which, together, have

feet, and by including the other fo

making a total of twenty-one feet

The superior excellence of th

i ' >n and steel, in all the i

ufacture, has been fully establish

made with this coal is in every

made from the same ores : it is a

outline, and with

the block coal be*

pass into caking <

longer of workabl

river. Of this we



Two and a 1

worked by a sh

the strata to th

places from shafts, thirty

least as far down as coal I.

Though from the records that were kept

.Millstone grit, with any degree of accuracy, it is.

my opinion, that the latter epoch commenced at abt

Judged by the dip of the coal on both sides of the river, the

Wabash runs on a slight anticlinal axis, and I helieve iiu> to lie



of the extent and

tion of this coal t

forms one of the

predict for Indian;

Profrssoi



The number of

The bands or parallel coils of i

unflower discs, etc., embody these

row steeper and steeper, alternat

The elements are radis

) speak, on the opposite



;ls tlu' seeddeaves ni' ll.iwci-iiiu' plants j
n*( »<1 u< -i- prolific u ovules,"

This process, refen. .>r plants in an early

> 1. Tlie nicin'ii -rs of parts in question, successively.

2. The peculiar law of in?i'r/'olfiti<»ix or til' • divergence." viz. :

by :i number of interstices represented by the second preceding

3. It will coivh'de the cycles, if it be supposed that the activity

of each junior meml>er depends on thai of its urogenital one: as

in all ca^es of simple branch developments.

These numbers occur in like manner in the human frame, as

follows

:

3d in all ; whereas the number of the spinal vertebrae,

ose the spinal cord is exactly 21..

There are five pairs of •• extremities,'' organized afte

on plan: (1) the lower. (2) the upper. (3) the tempor

g the lower jaw for a -member.") (-1) the palate-facial

>per jaw for its - member." (o) the opercular or hyo-



The vertebral bloeks.

primitive axial series oi

pletely arrayed, each bi

within fifteen seconds, so t

thirty seconds. Making th

of longitude, it occurred at

utes 30 seconds ; at Albany

seconds ; at Boston, Mass.,

onds; and at Bangor. Mai

seconds. The difference, t

thirty miles an hour ; while





rh,!n,,;;,i,v and

thoTTm>w inhabiting fresh waters

toises of the northern hemi\E '!£:!:;

ten honly shields ou the plastron iver shell), 1

freely si ispmnled from the carapaci (uppe r shell), :im

eervieal vertebwe which can be can i S. and the

by (1 raw-n into the shell in a vertie m1 plan e. The soi:

sphere (livision of the Pleurodira, [.osses868 eleven 1

:
, a pelvis, of which the pubis and isehiui

sutures with two corresponding ele vations

neck which can not be srigmoidalljr tlexed , but is th

to one side, like that of a bird, when it is i.lecessary to

head.

It was5 shown that in the Cretacecus of Xew Jersey t:

a family; (the Adocidce) which ccunbilled the featur

groups. It had eleven scuta of the phi Mix,n (the extr

large a\ id anterior), but the lower bones , of the pel

coussilie d with the plastron, though the hit ter rose in

Professor Cope stated, moivov

as existed in modern times in tin



light structural chara

•tiieXeukopteka.-ByA.S.]Packakd, jr., M.D

ssented at the Burlington nieeiting of the Assoei

jave a brief sketch of the erat.ryology of Diplax

i later stages. Those observa t ions."with the fai

.aborated studies of Brandt* on Calopteryx, an

' the family Libellulidffi, have imade us acquamta

tion to the Phryganeidae and the Podura

rmor primitive band floats entirely or

After the procephalic lobes and radii

of the head and thorax have bo-tin t



1'iiuiiii- lli!-..ii-'li..ut .•mliryoi'.ic 1 i IV-

The oiabryooom- of C'hry-

Libellulidaj. What become;



! i >. i i,' ling back to the posterior pole of the egg.

But after the rudiments of the limbs appear, the embryology of

both genera accords with that of Donacia. I have found that

the embryology of Gash- :'-,- < '..,,.,:•< in its later stages

alsoagreeswi1htii.it of Donacia. ( both being ( 'hr\ annelids. ) A
study of the development of Nenw t».s rmtri'-'^ns. -hows us that

its embryology accords with that of Apis iiw.Wjh-n. The forma-

tion of the blastoderm is as described by Biltschli in Apis.* and

• as studied by G-anin. It also

agrees with thai of the Diptera in mo si particulars.

There is indeed a] a the mode of devel-

opment of the Ilexapoda. as much so perhaps as in the Crustacea

i to determine u hat emhryologi-

be set down as distinguishing even the dilferent

subordersi. These characters . whatever 11bey may be, do ilot prob-

ibly resi(le in the embryonal membranes. or in the relatio n of the

primitive band to the yolk. ]Perhaps thev will be found in the form

A the atIvanced embryos. For examph3. we now know that the

Myriapods. but Newport's obser

is developed in an -
\

i

Are hnid . a i« ma

'he Hymenoplera, Dipiera.

e), and the Phryganeida' a

while the llemiptera and ci



tern and Diptera, as the type of the erndform larva, we find that

those insects with such huw;e are ectohlasts. (The Podunv which.

as in Isotoma, are ectohlasts. and are certainly leptiform when

hatched, form an apparent exception.) Thus the two modes of

development (ectoblastic or endoblastic) perhaps simply depend

on the form of the insect when hatched, and its mode of life.

The leptiform larvae of insects may he compared with the nau-

plius form of Crustacea, and in a much less degree the cruciform

to the zoea form. The three higher suborders of insects may he

compared to the Malacostraea with their zoea> form larva-, and the

four lower suborder- < >rrhoptera and Xeu-

roptera) with the Entomostraca,* in which certain forms, as in

some Phyllopods. and Limulus. and the Trilol.ites. are hatched in a

the Neuroptera and Coleoptera). The larvae of the earliest insects



[irohuMy U'ptiini'iii. ;uid

i lie Lcptus





is encase.] within a one-seeded pistil, as is the case

i'.
;/. with all passes, grains and the knot-weeds : their true ovules

being mostly sessile (as in the entire orders of ]'<>i

and Xyct: _.
, -eeptioiis) aie! considerably co-

above-mentioned coniferous tribes, these one-seeded pistils are

provided with a pervious, "open" stigma; a case corres]

represented in the duck-weeds (Lenmacese) which however have

their seeds borne upon &funiadns.

The seed itself, of Coni ferae, is a complete one, consisting ( I

)

of a germ
; (2) an (oily) albumen and (3) one thin, brown, mem-

branaceous seed-coat (the t<<s?<i). readily separating from the utri-

cle or nut-shell which surrounds it, as in the well-known cases of

the pine-nuts of California. Italy and that of Switzerland (Phum
lembra).

Thus, it is clear that the \riiic-sra Ics are only a woody cup or

<-ob. of indurated u saucers " or involucres (as with acorns) that

ilar involucral cups we find in the harsh cones of the alder, and in

the sterile aments of the wild hemp tribe.

The wing-like appendages of the pine-nuts represent so many
paiem or floral chaff (like that of grains and bulrushes, etc).

In the remarkable case of Welwitschia, the •• kettle-drum pine"
of western tropical Africa, no such indurated scales, but only the

purpureous bracts, as are those of flowering larch-trees, are devel-

nously c. uicrete with the nut, as is the chaff of pines and two-seeded
capsules of Arauearue. Nevertheless, the same identical organ

- styled the preceding

gymnospermism." * The so-called gymnosperms have closed

It is thus clear, that there is no "break" in the vegetable king-



ystem of mutual typical nilmitii's or

ii iK'tail in a subsequent paper.



the upper hcii





whether they are

he witch hazel Ikis

two ranked leaves with

a broad base on short

petioles and the lower

lobe much the fuller.

The common beech,

hazel, mulberry, and

eja]>e have two ranked,





^



vn hundred feet, and yields

second well, a quarter of a

- gives a supply of twenty-five

through one hundred and fifty



R. 11.

,ger.—By Dr. P.

amanders, affords

•

argest of the North Ac
ities for studying the habits and embryonic changes

from the egg to the perfected reptile. The adult female of this

species is from eleven to twelve inches in length. The male

is rather less. They excavate holes in the ground in which they

conceal their bodies, the head only being visible. Thus they

Sllh*



med by those miniature fresh

i flies and water beetles, the

y in the same order. first the

the bind feet the fifth. The

>rs. The orders of

n/gii, Acantlioptcryyi

Professor Agassiz, u



able memoir he purged it of the Plvrtnijunih .-.ml Ln/iL'>!)i-<inr]iiah-

divisions, which are obviously not related to it. These with the

Malacopterygians and Am nfln>
t
>i< rjiijio ns. he erected into a sixth

sub-class, the Teleostei. This sub-class containing the greater

part of existing fishes, embraced six orders, viz.: Acat'fliojtt^n

(Cinder's Acanthopterygians), Ainn-aiithini (new, for the Cod

nearly) ; Plecto<j,«dhi and Lnphobrunchi: of Cuvier. The great

Muller

Selaeh

Telpost



Recurring- to Mailer's system, the writer adopts, as characterized

eyond dispute, his sub-elas>es. or i.nlcrs of l.i.rro< \i:i>h. Dkk-
optkui. Ski.aciiii and Dipnoi, and eoniines himself ;i t present to

le recent (umohh-a and '/',/,,,.</,/.
I have shared in the doubts

ccasionally expressed h\ iethyologists. :ls to the essential dis-

charaeters. k 1

1

that

organism also, there is nothing to distinguish this division from

the Trh'nxtt'f of Miiller. It is true that each of the genera re-

ferred to it possesses marked skeletal peculiarities, but they are

either not common to all of them, or are shared by some of the



paratus, we find an undivided eeratohyal. three hranchihyal arch*

and no inner and but two outer 1 tones of the superior lirauchiliya

present in Polypterus. Ln Lepidosteus and Ami a we have t

double ceratohyal, four branchihyal arehes. with four outer a:

four inner superior elements, characters of the typical Teleost

The maxillary bone of Polypterus. instead of being free distal!

bones representing, in position at least, postorbital and mal;

In the other genera the relations of ihe maxillary are as in osi

ous fishes.

The sturgeons (At.rifH'.iispt'iihi-) agree with Amia, etc., in all

these points but one, differing only in having the superior cera'

hyal and several of the superior iiranchihvals cartilaginous. T

one point of distinction is the extension of the basal radial si

ttie superior is <

taut character

differs more frc



four classes. One of these (tin- ( lam -idea ). h:ivin«r been already

disponed of, it remains to consider the claims of the remainder,

viz: The Elasmobrrfnchii (sharks). Dipnoi and typical fishes.

If we examine the points in which the whole taken together dif-

fer from the linlrn-hla and other classes above it. we find that it

is confined eliieily to the structure of the linil.s and the liyoid ap-

l>aratns. The typical fishes present, however, other important

peculiarities, viz.: 1st. The existence of two or three di-tincl

s in many of the rays: in others, and in the sharks,

ment is wanting ( Mailer. Stannins). An important

exhibited by (liimara. where the hyomandibnlar.

:ists. is continnons with the cart



MTt:ic!i«'(l to the cranii



rather uiili greatly multiplied distal segments. :tn«l with or without

lateral radii. In the Aii-tralian <
'• /•«/'-.>/</>

<

Jiiuther finds numerous

lateral series <>n ln>th sides of those of the axial row. Heme the

limb of this order is considered by Owen, the simplest or primary

type, and this proposition is abundantly confirmed by the beautiful

researches of < iegenbaiir. The foundation laid by this author

for the history of the genesis of limbs will ever lie a landmark

in the history <>f nfxlmi thrurli-n of crrotnm. See his memoir,

I'eber das SUclel der ( i liedinaaM-u dcr \\'irbclt hieiv im Allpmei-

niary importance but for its existence in the ffohmphali,

limbs again are so near those of the shark,

emains. therefore, to adopt the Linmean and luvierian class

. and to «n-aut as sub-classes, the groups of 11 ,i< „,,,)„, 11,



ycereal or heterocereal ; scales cycloid or rhomboid, smooth or

Of the above characters that which relates to the lobate tins is

the essential one. and is the expression of the external appear-

ance produced by the structure of the bones of the limbs already

pointed out by Gegenbaur. The dorsal fins of some families, it is

true, possess a rema.rkable strueture. hut in 1'haneropleuron (Hux-

ley) and some others they appear to be nearly like that of the

Dipnoi. The absence of hranchioste^al rays is important, but is

shared by the sturgeons. The jugular [dates ap})ear to exist in

Elops, Osteoglossum, etc.

with dermal

m by Huxley

Hyomandibular



Opercular bones, well developed

We pass by a



bladder connected with the stomach or (esophagus 1,y a ductus

pneumaticus. Physostomi.

No ductus pnciunaticus : parietal bones separated h v the supra-

occipital; ventral tins usually thoracic or jugular ; no hnsihir se<r-

ments. Physochjxti.

There are two orders in tlTdi^Z' as follows :

_

month border; no suboperculum nor preoperculum
;

incsoptcry-

-i-ium distinct : basihyals and superior ceratohyal not c.ssitied : in-

The first order embr

second that of Accipei

sists, the tail is hetei

developed. The basal



till' I'lif/xorll/.-iti Of till' f:i

and tlio JIolostoDii of the

family of M<ist<ir,,itl><i;<l<i

is in both cases so dose a



lower side of the column, those on the upper side rem

ntal, it will be necessary that such enlarged portion i

he water in the plane transverse to the longitudinal j

ly in order that the weight of the body be propelle

distal vertebra-, or end of the ehorda dorsa

'to the vertical line of the. superior as possit

of tail known as the J, ete race real, as called bj

We find anion- the I >h ;,.-«,d^t! that the low

i the tniloi-Xotoptmis.

member,

of the las

vertebral

the first and secon

curvature of the eolnmn, ai

fin, becornes dipkycercal, b

accomplis

ami othei
' hlefos^r tl,e



//. Ventral Fins Thon

I-'ir-l wrtt'br.'i unUol to rnmiiim



These orders will be more fully defined, and the families which

in tracing the ailinities of the /'hi/snxto,,,;. I hnve point





a true identil

be supposed.

only attained to a point sh<

A at maturity. Here we hi

of descent. But if we now
one species, and therefore



>:,]-, ritv

jority of the genera of the North Ameri



The successional relation of these genera may be represented i

such a diagram as this :
—

1 the history of the i

that the turns increase sueeosively in number, as in Vitrina and

Hyalina. and that finally the lip thickens as in Ilygromia. Then

the umbilicus may close as in Tachea. or (in Triodopsis) remain

body whorl (Polymita, Mesodon), and finally, the full maturity of

How many of the stages of the genera Tn'mlopsis and Mesodon

which the development <

the spike stage of the s(

of this species belong to



Examph' ;>. — Many iinliviilnals of T,-;<><h>i>xis trUh-titatn I







a the segments in other parts of the column.

atirely on the definition of a vertebra. If a

ain it is, however, that the parts of the segments of the eraninm

aay be now more or less conn -

rith each other, and that as we descend the scale of vertebrated

tnd the constituent segments of each become more similar. In

he types where the greatest resemblance is seen, segmentation of

ither is incomplete, for they retain the original cartilaginous

>asis. Other animals which present cavities or parts (5f a solid
,

upport are still more easily reduced to a simple l.asis of segments,

irraimed either longitudinally (worm) or cent rifu-allv (star-fish.

tissue of the anima

That the ultimate or

duced originally by

with \ arious modific

compl ax, is taught 1

the ti>sues is as folk

Fir t Change—Yo
geneo is protoplasm



C. Ill muscles by simple continence of cells. end to end and

mingling of contents (Kolliker).

I). Of cartilage by format ion of cells in cytohlast which break

up, their contents being added to cytohlast ; this occurring sev-

eral times, the result being an extensive cytohlast with few and

small cells (Vogt). The process is here an attempt at develop-

ment with only partial success, the resull heing a tissue of small

vitality.

Even in repair-nutrition recourse is had to the nucleated cell.

For Cohnheim first shows that if the corner of a \\<>>j;'± eye be

es have a greater proportion of these cor-

, whence probably the greater facility for

of lost limbs or parts enjoined by them.

s only nucleated blood corpuscles.



of the amount

Before disci

cated growth

which these

Acceleration i

Howeve



tin- increase (.flood i



Another case which has also

Bat the effect would be most frequently t«» destroy or

animals (retard them) thus brought into new situations

vould only ensue where the changes should be introduced

ually. This mode is always a consequence of the op-

and the adoption of means In

;. It is here that intelligent seh

a guide of use, and consequently

eneies here proposed. The prefc









Microscope having the body focussed

any desired height upon a stand like

densers. Probably few naturalists ha\

usefulness of this little piece of appai

of objects living in an aquarium or |.

permanently fastened upon sheets of
[

diaphragm ami mirror below and -

be used as a dissecting microscope

greatly preferable to use the Tank
and to place the object, if opake.



i adjustment, while

viiiiT the whole ins

i solar focus, to b« -

ired the upright pillar of the Tank Micro-

raw may be made of steel, which is some-

The cost of t
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delicate efforts. There are several w;ivs in which their

s may be shown without the aid of the microscope, but

nost common is that of sprinkling some light powder over

motion is impart ii( to mi

hu> generally been suppo;

I. Experiments in wm
Anodontas are well suite

the free edge, and on the

of cilia on each other

piece of cork under

ond gill about a half



piece from ;

II. Exp*
Tnios and I

di*.-»

idopted the following method. Tli



from the roof of the mouth,

skin from near the throat o

alf an inch square, is placed

unci that these vibrate fr

Although the results are

idea of the force exerted,

distance through which 11k

experiments shows that

15mm. in 61.2 seconds, or

ing on a surface 12mm. sq

resting on the same amc

fortv-eight grains re>tin:



agt space of 7mm.

(1).' point of the in-

tVfi. One complete

. This motion may



which the instrument rests, should l>c made longer than in. the

figure so that the block to which the membrane is attached, may be

off from the wheels.

latest sign of vegetable 1

ter parts, he will find it very servkeaM

A few words as to the structure of

which they differ from other plants mi
speaking of them, we will add a word
their very next of kin. Both of these



The sedge family mines first in onlrr. and includes the m^I^s

,'ss familiar plants, all resembling the grasses, vet differing from

hem in essential particulars. Tin- greater part of them have

olid stems, called culms, around which the leaves form a closed

heath. The llowers are in spikes, have no calyx or corolla, and

and form, v

beaked nut I

icir general uselessm^s. Unfit though they

any way to the benefit of man. they are yet,

and exceeding grace, most charming to any

i- been once directed to them.



mens or drawings, is a difficult matter. Let the following

tion supplement the above remarks :

••A IVw rudimentary leave.-; collected at the ends of the l>

perhaps one of the

there is little or no .ten

It is useless to speal

It is enough to say tha



many i "r 1 1 1

<
- i

I

"i 1 1 resemblance* mi*' s*h-s in plants. We were latch

quite provoked to lind tlint Wint hr<>] -. with wlioin we certainly

never had conversed. had hit upon an idea which we esteemed pe-

culiarly our own. l! was the comparison of the heads of timothy

to cannon sponges. .Many other curious similitudes have heen

observed, nor has man in his architectural and ornamental work-

manship, begun to avail himself of one quarter of the lovely model*

at all times displayed before him.

If one make* a hompiet consisting aloi f grasses, he will soon

perceive how beautiful they really are. The panics and herd'*

The Geographical l)i*tribulion of organized I

unfinished chapters of natural history. Much ha

the last twenty years in defining zoological and

inces: but we are still verv far from knowing l!



nately on either side of the Andes. IV. mi :m ignorance of the

value from this want of cure and precision. • Could we ouly know

the range of a single animal as accurately as Alphonse De Can-

dulle ha- lately determined that of many species of plant-*, we

might begin a new era in Zoology. It is greatly to be regretted

i1 ish.ped th:



about in": ami the extremes in a year are 1.1 ami

annual fall of lain II 70 inches.

Tin- reuion belongs t.> Sclater's • Neotropical

"

larly. it is t ho northern part of Schutanla's sul>

conn try of llamas ami eomlors." When we have

will In- intcrostintr t.» compare life in the Ouito

nature ami relative proportion of inhabitants in .

Darwin has pointed out the important lessons

learned from tin natural hi>toi\ of tin- latter: a





of tlu> camel :

surprised at the absence «'t'

ml Edentates which abounded

e. "Undoubted





H'CH'S 11) tUO lllUKU-Cll irclltTM.

fferent. The majority of the

About eighty species range



,inls .1 the high 'Vail

The 2V11US II'



A (k
]



.
- minute grai

or on wood, their struct'

When developed beneatl

stems, the pcrlthccium is

in form and size',— wo are justified , I think, in conclud

these spores are mature.

If, on the other hand, we find thait some of the asei do

tain spores, but merely the mass of

which liv segmentation will nhiinately form them, while ol

contain greenish spores the conten ts of which are divi

tate spores— we may consider the sj)ecimen as immature.



t be remembered that the classification of the genus
st be as yet provisionally, not being based at all

its kin,], i:

their id.jnlity



It will bo observed that 1 have taken no note of the

ferences which the perithecia present

An examination of many varieties ami specimens

that in //. ptdiatre, for instance, the perithecia may 1

short, wide or narrow, striate or smooth, with lips thi

and more or less gaping, the variations appearing to

'orm. Ilvstcrinm has

Tidasne affirms I hat

oJ™,y™!"C'lliV'-uT^n'-Z^Z u llereMhi^es

1 '

peeially in regard to those species with cellular sp. >ivs. in which

each loculus gives 1 ise to a mycelial filament. I

resembling very inu ch the sexual process as it on airs in some

algie. but as yet am ttot prepared to say that it is ol ' a sexual na-

bare. 1 recommend the subject for observation an

to those who have m icrosoopes and no definite work on hand for



enel's herbarium, marked //. <l<q> rfs.su m I>. and ('. Other spor

in the same specimen were one-fourth less in size. With the





SOME DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WESTERN AND EAST-

ERN BIRDS.

very marked change. Many plants and
new ones take their places.

'

The buffalo,

before the advancing Line of civilization

within the settlement ; the deer, wolf and
pear as the country becomes populated, and







t of them with a 1:1111 on mv -I Mer. withoiil alarminsr them in

least. The meadow-lark la as tame as the bluebird in the

t. ;m<! sinus faniiliaih from the roofs of houses in tin* villages,

I the marUod jroilwit will lot von walk ap within twenty or

riv yanls without siu'ininir aware of your presence. In the



em but little affected by the settlement

rwing-od bunting, for instance, is scarcely



the Missouri Valley,



above.

in- <.'poc

Hayden's rem;







the Tcrli:

fossil
J

> I :

i





Most of the sp

nodons proper,

from Cyprinidi

The material wi

while the abundai

The genus Clupea ranges from the Upper

and I believe essentially i! e I'yg; -.- . f Agnssiz of Eocene age.

from Monte Bolca. The peculiarities piwnted by the genus

found by Dr. Hayden are of such small significance as to lead me
to doubt the beds in question being of later than Eocene age.

though the evidence rests chiefly on this single, new and peculiar



The position of these fishes, seven thousand feet above the level
of the sea, furnishes another illustration of the extent of eleva-
tions of regions once connected with the ocean, and the eompura-

period of geologic time at which, in this case, this ele-

If we find so much of interest and novelty iia the preliminary

report, how much has our senmce in store whe]u the final report

and its illustrations appear !

Geographical Distribution of the Beetles.*— In this ex-

ceedingly interesting and suggestive essay, the author divides the

Coleoptera of the world into three great "stirps," or assembla-
ges :— the Indo-African, the Brazilian, and what for want of a

better name he calls the "microtypal" stirps; the species com-
posing it "being of a smaller size, or, more strictly speaking, not

containing such large, or conspicuous insects as the others."

Thus all but the tropical, even including the Australian insects,

are considered as belonging to this mass of small forms. "The
coleopterous fauna of our own land [(ireat Britain] may be taken

bution of fauna' correspond in<_:' to the polar temperate and tropical

climatic causes.

Mr. Murray believes that the diffusion of animals and plants by
accidental means " bears no important part in the establishment
of any definite fauna or flora." He thinks that actual continuiry
of soil and subsequent isolation alone produce fauna- with a defi-

nite character. While he thinks these changes of surface took
place before the Tertiary period, and do,- not believe that the
new Atlantis, to take a case in point, existed during that period,
yet he is one of the most ultra in the school of writers on geo-
graphical distribution who take up and pal down continent like

checkermen. Thus the Azores. Canary Wands and St. Helena.
Ascension Island, St. Paul and Tristan dWunh.-i. aiv to Air. Mur-
ray the relics of a former continent, when the Atlantic was dry
land, and Europe and America ocean beds. lb- puts down a



America, both being "

By the same mode of

from an Australian, as

both belong to the sa

America has no specia

As to the European fauna and flora being 1

rotypal" fauna, we wonder what would have 1

tandard, if modern science had developed first i

ira of North Te
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ica any more European, than is that of northern Europe, North

Temperate American? This is a species of anthropomorphism in

science that we are disposed to distrust, as facts of distribution of

life in palaeozoic times, as Mr. Murray acknowledges, tend to show

that the Silurian continental nucleus of Europe was not indebted to

that of North America for its fauna, or vice versa ; and in all prob-

oas been no Interchange of forms between the Arctic

and Antarctic lands. Do not the known facts in geogj

distribution tend to show that the different continental nuclei have

been from the first, distinct centres of distribution and evolution

for the larger proportion of animals and plants, which may have

evolved from ancestral forms, at the outset restricted to separate

ocean beds, and separate continents?

The Brachiopoda of the Coast Survey Expedition.*—In this

valuable contribution to our knowledge of the Brachiopods, Mr.

Dall instead of being content with giving a synonymical list of the

species, with descriptions. enters as thoroughly as his material would

allow into the anatomy of these animals. He also enumerates the

characters of the class, and the two orders in which it is divided.

As a striking feature in the anatomy of T<'r<-hr<ifnhi. Cnh^iisis he

also notes "the absence of that gnat scries of sinuses in the an-

great pallial sinuses.' " The illustrations are excellent.

Sea Side Studies in Natural History.!—A second edition pi

this useful book has appeared. As a preparatory note states, it is

a mere reprint of the first edition, with a few verbal changes. A
brief notice of the recent deep sea explorations is added.

Catalogue of European Lepidoptera. J—A catalogue of Eu-

ropean butterflies and moths is of great use to the American stu-

dent, and we are glad to see an enlarged and revised edition of

the present work, the only available catalogue we have.



.1. has at hMijrtli appeared. Aft or dosi-rihinsi

r TerebratHtma MtptontrionaHs, whirl) are Og-

Is on two fxcll.-nt plates. 1W. Mor>«' dis-

of Brachiopods with the Polvzua. :md in

NATURAL HISTORY MISCELLANY.

ctical dioecism in the trailing arbutus (Epi



MitcTieUa repens, in which he pointed out that these plants, though
apparently hermaphrodite, had the stamens and pistils of different

characters in separate plants, and were therefore subject to the

laws of cross-fertilization ns indicated by Darwin. He had had
his attention called to the Bouvardia, by Mr. Tatnall of Wilming-
ton, Del., as furnishing a similar instance to that of Epigtea and
Mitchella, belonging to the same natural order in which the Cincho-

aeona division of the Rubiacese, Bouvardia, was placed. These
had some plants with the pistils exserted, while in others only the

visible at the mouth of the corolla tube. Mr. Tatnall

suggested to him early
it was so in all cases

; but he believed that these flowers, which
practically might be termed pistillate and staminate, were found
entirely on separate plants. This is a very important fact, as

Bouvardia is not raised from seeds in ^rc'ii-houses. but from
cuttings of the roots, and therefore, all these plants with separate

sexes must have been produce, | iVorn on.- ori<dnal individual, with-

supposing an emigrati

In the specimens of Deutziu '/ru,-;
{

on the same plant. Besides the largi

tils apparently perfect as generally
small flowers in which the petals we
The filaments were entirely wanting,
feet, if not larger than in "what we ah
Anyone could Bee that these small i

fieient nutriment, and would be apt t



iii general i

ago, an interesting amcie up

ties, and its mode of fertilizati

its anthers, which are general]

nett, observing that the prese

American Plants Illustrated." i

gives a drawing of P. Carolini

say: "I do not. however, find

Prof. Gray's observation in I

botanists, Dr. Torrey and Mr.

rowed their descriptions from

species which I have been able

in this respect from the ordinal



as " fixed by the base, introrse." The first volume of the "Genera
North American Illustrated" appeared in 1848. This season I

have, for the first time, had the good fortune to see both P. palus-

tris and P. Caroliniana in flower, in the Botanic Garden of Har-

vard University, the,former blossoming at the beginning, the latter

at the close of August. The difference between the two species

••in this respect" is obvious.

In P. palustris, the anthers are certainty extrorse as to inser-

tion ; but the line of dehiscence lateral, with introrse rather than

extrorse tendency.

In P. Caroliniana, the anthers are quite as much introrse as

extrorse as to insertion, and truly introrse for dehiscence. A
transverse section removes all doubt, showing the connective or

solid part to be posterior, and the anther to be as truly introrse as

possible.—A. Gray, American Journal of Science.

Geographical Distribution of Sea Grasses.—Under this ti-

tle, Dr. P. Ascherson gives an account, in a recent number of

Petermann's " Geographische Mittheilungen." of the distribution

of the species of flowering plants native to sen water. < )f these he

enumerates twenty-two, belonging to eight genera, and two natural

orders. The area of each species is generally very limited, its

distribution being mainly dependent on the present condition of

the sea in which it is found, as to temperature, etc. Those which

grow in temperate regions are frequently represented by closely

allied species in tropical seas. Although the Isthmus of Suez is of

comparatively recent geological date, the nine species found in the

Red Sea are entirely distinct from the four species of the Mediter-

ranean, and, with one exception, belong to different genera. A
good map accompanies the paper.—A. W. B.

The Structure of Bog Mosses.— Dr. R. Braithwaite, the

highest authority in England on the mosses, has published in a

recent number of the "Monthly Microscopical .Journal." an ac-

count of the structure of the Sphagnina or Bog-mosses. Dr»

Braithwaite follows Schimper in considcrinir them as a distinct

order of the same rank as the true Mosses and Liverworts; the

muscal alliance being thus formed <>f the three orders Br.'fhiw.

SphagnincB and Hepaticince. The spore of the bog mosses does

not, on germination, produce the much-branched confervoid pro-



thallium of mosses ; 1

ous production simik

water, the prothalliur

forms roots, and the v

young plant is developed. The male organs of Si>hujnhm> <

also from those of mosses, and. in tin- arrangement and An

are remarkable from the cell-walls being perforated l>y boles

through which it is common to find that infusoria have pasM'<]

which may be seen sporting about in the cell-cavity.— A. Y\ . V

Peloria in Labiate.— In a recent number of the "Sitnmgt

berichte der Kais. K6n. Akademie dcr Wissensehaften" of Yienmi

Dr. J. Peyritsch records the continuation of his investigations <

Peloria, or abnormal irregularity in the flowers of the Labiata\ II

finds the pelorial flower to be very commonly the terminal one i

the inflorescence, the lateral ones being of the usual bilabiat

type. The numbers of the parts of the calycine, corolline, an

staminal whorls vary from two to six, the number being som<

times uniform throughout, and sometimes varying in each whorl

by far the most common arrangement being four of each. Th

pistil is usually quite regular, but in one instance the ovary wa

found to be six-lobed, surmounted by a -ingle style and three sti<;

mas. Examples of Peloria are recorded in the following species

-Galeobdolon luteunu La,,v»m mo.-.loh, ,„. li>i!h,t„ ,„y.i. r/.V

podium mdgate (one only). Oatominiha Nepeta, Micmnvru, mj,,

in the Botanic Gardens than in the wild state. The paper is illus

trated by several excellent lithographs.— A. W. B.

Lemxa trisulca ix Flower.— The flowering of the Crucifon

Lemna (Lemna trisulca L.) is of such extremely rare occurrenc*

that my discovering it on Belle Isle, in the Detroit river, will fa



deemed worthy of record. Floating on the surface of a small
pond on this island, which is opposite the east end of our city, I

this small, compact, depaupera
th air-cavities which float it tc

' found flowering. Hkmu (Jiu.m v n Detroit WU-JiUnn



it, and having adjusted our microscope, what do we Bee?

First of all notice the vegetation contained in this drop of i

ter. That long pointed ribbon, having the green colouring mat

twisting and curling through the centre, is one of the Confer

a species of Spirogyra. and close beside it then- is another join

species having the chlorophyll or colouring matter m patch

this is a variety of Stigeoclonium. These are purely vegetal

and are the resort of many little creatures which revel and b

themselves among their tiny clusters of bands.

The first intruder in the field of the microscope we would <

attention to is that shapeless mass near the centre. It looks 1

a small piece of clear jelly with little black dots or granu

out ; a finger-like process is flowing out here and there

:



granule

sumed ;i shape somet

you art5 looking it h

That is i one of the

life; it is called the

111. •>".!»" This ;

Clark's "Mind in Natui

In the Amci'lci we see

without lungs or gills,

aeh, moves without limhs. and contracts witlim

muscles. Like other animals of simple typ<

which live for the most part in the deep sc:

and which from the possession of root-like fee

are called Rhizopods, its body is composed of

jelly-like substance called Barcode.

these creatures have silicious and so

and contracts, it is nearir

fer which is attached by

Presently the little mass o

and touches him, but too

Rotifer to make his esc:ipe

ulated by the contact, the



We well remember -\

perienced to possess a

might be obtained. As
bottle was produced, the

microscope adjusted, and

; - : and from t

ter now and then added to compt :

- - h
' Ur

piece of pond-weed (Anacharis alsinastrum ), or duck-weed (Lemna)



ottle of water containing these ere

uiwing thrni. they were as lively as

ave also placi _m1 a huge-sized drop

slip of glass, and held it over the

imp, long enoi igh for the glass to be





m animal and vegetable life ; their bodies are annulose, or com-

posed of rings havi] lg hair-like processes on each segment, which

enables them to mc>ve about with considerable quickness ; their

Fig. 117.
mouth is capacious and ciliated; the in-

—

inly seen, and their

served through their

We have seen them

ads, bell animalcules

and other animals ; in fact they refuse

nothing. They are produced from eggs.

That slipper-shaped species is very

\>V MM

That restless little fellow with four horn

is Cyclops quadrkomis (Fig. 118). Th

only way to get a good look at him is t

bring a little pressure to bear by givin

-

with four antenn

pairs of feet and
has in the centre of its

Cyclops, after Vulcan

each of the joints, are

creature in swimming
The female carries tw<





struggle going on among them, each preying on, or being preyed

on by other species.

Even in our aquarium this struggle can be witnessed, as illus-

trated in the first part of these sketches ; also among microscopic

creatures, the subject of the present paper. They also have their

enemies, the fish swallow them in countless thousands, while the

smaller ones supply the larger ones with food.

In the economy of nature no creature lives for its own happi-

ness alone, but by its destruction, contributes to the happiness of

others. The balance of power is not entrusted to any particular

class or species, and He who in wisdom made them all governs

and guides the whole.— A. S. Ritchie, in Canadian XatumUst

and Geologist.

• Hybrid Between Cat am. Raccoon-.— I saw yesterday (May

2d, 1871) the most interesting hybrid animal I ever examine!;

and iKisty as the examination was, it may he worth mentioning.

Passing through Taunton. Mass.. I saw in the doorway of Mr.

Dunbar's bookstore what struck me. at first, as being the hand-

somest cat I had ever beheld. The second glance revealed an

unmistakable look of wildness ; and. lor a ni.wiiciit.it seemed to

something else than a cat. On inquiry, I found it to he the off-

spring of a domestic cat and a tame raccoon, kept in the same

family in China, Maine. I was informed that there had been sev-

eral litters of these hybrids, and Mr. Dunbar had before owned

one of a previous litter. That had been stolen, and he had ob-

tain. 1 this younger one, now seven months old, from Maine.

She is larger than an average cat of that age, and is at once

distinguishable both in shape and color. The color is a dark

tawny, brindled with streaks that are almost black, on body and

legs, and more obscurely on the tail. The under side of the body

is lighter, as you will see from the matted hair which I enclose, and

which was cut from the under side of one of the hind legs. (
she lii

just now shedding her hair.) All the darker tints arc quite asiSm

any that I ever saw in a cat. In shape she is somewhat -Under.

I should say, though this is concealed by the great length of the

hair. The legs seem longer than a cat's, and there is something

peculiar in her gait as if they were set on differently. Her walk

is neither plantigrade nor yet quite feline, while it is easy and not





We give the following copy of

ton, I shall follow iq

) give you farther inf

the Little Black-headed Duck, F«h\c ,

his collection, and he found a pair <

Americana, breeding near Calais.
'

found the Red-head in summer.

A New Species of Alligator.—
travelled extensively in South Ami
"Zeitung" an Interesting account ot

He discovered a new species, which
E. D. Cope under the name of Pnm

The Duck Hawk.—Mr. Williai

writes us that he found the nest of

near the Profile House, Franeonu
young were able to fly from the nest,

sticks placed round a slight hollow c



forward-. A Uutge amount of

ancient motmd-baiktan was m-

were selected from unong tin-

tibia was one of the peculiarities, as also his al



characteristic in the corresponding bones of the ape. wi

to receive attention. He says— "In some of the tibiae the amount

of flattening surpasses that of the gorilla and chimpanzee, in each

of which we found the short 0.67 of the long diameter, while in

the tibia from Michigan it was only 0.1s." Similar comparisons

of the other bones, particularly «»!' a large number of crania and

of the pelvis, are equally suggestive, and lender this one of the

most valuable of the reports issued by the trustees.—Henry Gil-

man, Detroit, Michigan.

The Tanis Stone: A New Trilingual.—A trilingual stone

recently discovered in excavations made at Tanis. on the eastern

or Pelusiac branch of the Nile, has been deposited in the Museum

of Egyptian antiquities at Cairo. It is a perfect stela, about six

feet high, two and a half feet broad, and a loot thick, the summit

arched. The inscriptions cover one entire face and most of one

side; hieroglyphics occupy about three-fifths (the upper portion)

of the face, the Greek version the remainder, while the Demotic

translation covers scarcely more than two-thirds (the upper part)

Of the left side. The letters are small, closely crowded, and all

perfect and sharply cut, the stone not having been defaced in the

slightest degree ; in the extent and perfection of the inscriptions,

it is. therefore, much superior to the "Rosetta stone." Plaster

casts of the Tanis stone have recently been taken, and copies

sent to the museums of London and Perl in : and throuirh the in-

REM ARKS ON FOSSIL Vl
remarked that the collect

the Philadelphia Acaden
J. Van A. Carter and ,

est. They consist of r<



usual hexagonal form reversed. The third plate, little longer.

La quadrate with convex sides. The first vertebral teote la vaee-

incheswide in front, four and three-fourths inches near the middle,

and three and one-half inches at the hack border. The second

scute, of the ordinary form, is five inches long, and four im h.->

wide.

been upwards of a foot and a hall in length, and i> se\en melie>

and a half high. The sternum is flat, and about ^ fifteen in.-h,->

long. Its pedicels ascend at an angle of about b> am

inches and a half broad. As in the living Dermatemys. and the

sea turtles, they are covered with large scutes, four in number. £l s

in Bcena arenosa. The intermediate vertebral scutes are longer

than broad— the third being four inches long, and three and one-

a iride. A peculiarity of the species is the undulating



actenstic. A jaw fragment among
ments of the true molars, would ap;

Pulwosyojjs much larger than P. pal,

evidence, it might be viewed as a sp<

name of P. major. The true molars

a half inches. The last molar m<

eighths fore and aft, and an inch trar.

Dr. Carter had also sent some fc

which were portions of jaws, with i

Hyraclujus aararius. This animal i,

codon and Lophiodon. The formula

eoutaining the last premolar, and the I

a larger species of /////v/,/,y,/.s, which 1

The crown of the last premolar is sev,

tero-posteriorly, and live and one-half
molar has measured about eight and o
and six lines transversely. The depth <

the true molar is over an inch and a halt

Another fossil is a mutilated inciso

Thorns rather more than half the siz

A femur of Paksasyops poJudosus in t

third trochanter, characteristic of the \

The astragalus of this animal almost i

Among the remains of Di
greater part of the lower jaw
broken to attempt to give an c

acter, until it is in some deore



lie veteran Herpetologist and [chthyologia

i E. Holbrook of Charleston, S. C, died at N
ept. 8th, aged seventy-sis years, eight months

cipal publications were the Herj»'-tolo<jy of

all the Xoi American R«-ptiles kiio

th>/.

>wledge

vuliun

""[

;,j>ith Carolhi>

the reptiles o:;;;;;{[;;

the state . >f :South Carolin a. though

tha

iug

in adva

"Zj£?
S '!'v!'n'n-li

[r. S. I. Smith, Assistant in the Sheffield Scientific School, has

1 appointed State Entomologist of Connecticut.



Mr. J. A. McNiel proposes to make another expedition (the

fourth) to the Pacific Coast of Central America. He will leave

New York about the first of December and solicits orders for spec-

imens ill all departments. His address is Binghamton, N. Y.

It will be remembered that last year Dr. William Stimpson and

others explored the bottom of Lake Michigan at great depths with

the dredge, and with the most gratifying success. We learn that

Mr. S. I. Smith, zoological assistant of the Sheffield Scientific

School has been dredging during the past summer in the deepest

parts of Lake Superior.

Professor Henry recently, in a few remarks before the California

Academy of Sciences, presented the results of the meterological

observations which have been made and collected by the Smith-

sonian Institution. The paper will soon be published. The rain-

fall of the United States comes from three different quarters, the

Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific. Perhaps the largest

comes from the Gulf of Mexico, the bottom, as we term it, of the

trade wind. Although nothing appears more irregular than the

rains in the Eastern States. ;i long series of observations estab-

lishes the fact that they are very regular.

The speaker explained briefly the law controlling the movement

and precipitation of vapors, and exhibited several charts, showing

on what months the maximum and minimum of rainfall were ob-

served to occur in different localities and upon different areas.

He also displayed a number of the latest compiled chart-, show-

ing by graduated colors the comparative amount of the rainfall in

various localities. He explained the fact of the rainfall being

wholly absent in California in summer.

In Florida the rainfall was light in winter and heavy in summer,

owing to the fact that in winter the trade wind which brought the

rain took its course more to the southward. The temperature of

Sitka was about seventeen degrees wanner than it would other-

wise be from the influence of the summer trade winds.

In connection with the present condition of science. I'rotessoi

Henry enlarged on the reasons why wealthy men should give b >-

erally to the cause. Large donations had been made to the cans*

of education, while science was nearly neglected. This shott**

not be. Education is merely the diffusion of knowledge alrea \

gained. The Chinese are highly educated, but they lack seien<



and are therefore non-j>rogiv>-.ive.

add something to the general fund.

No civilization is possil.lt' witho

The ancients had their power in sla\

by slave labor. Athens had four

twcutv thousand masters. The ci

is estimated as being eq

bodied slave, working ter

for his life, lift ecu tons <

I slave.

of the Coast Survey.

Scientific men should endeavor to impress <

their interest lies in the advancement of scic

diffusion of knowledge already gained.

Professor Henry referred to his recent visit

the rapid strides which science was making in I

uted it to the advantages which are given to

pioneers in original discoveries.

l great degree of i

on by Prof. Baird, the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, at Woo

Hole. Mass.. during the past season from June till October,

has called to his aid several naturalists, and by their united ex

tions much light has been thrown upon the distribution of 1

fishes and the invertebrate animals which form their food. 1

fishes have been collected in large numbers, and will be worked

by Prof. Gill. Over two hundred photographs of fishes from 1

have been taken, rays in different stages



development, affording rich material for illustration. Dredging
parties have gone out in every direction within a radius of thirty or
forty miles, and i material, ineludinu: many

r forms and others not before known to exist on this side of
the Atlantic, has been Among the mo;
in- di.rmvries arc two Pteropod.s ( f,„„/,„„ trnh-ntnta and Clio
aci>-'>hL*

)
not previously known upon our coast. The invertebrates

will form the subject of an elaborate report with numerous [.Kites.

•by Prof. Verrill and Mr. S. I. Smith. Among the fishes, sixteen
species, new to the state, have been obtained and much informa-
tion collected relative to the nature of the food and rates of growth
of the species used as food. We hope in subsequent numbers of
this journal to give farther information as to the sei,. u .ilie results
of the commission.

Among the visitors to Wood's Hole taking part more or less in
the exploration of the commission were Prof. \ ]•; Venill. Prof.
D. C. Eaton, Prof. W. I) Whitney Mr s I Smitt IV f \Y II

Brewer, Prof. Todd, and Mr. Thatcher *of New Haven Prof \
Hyatt and Col. The,, Lvman of !•„,.., „, iw r v

'

;, n,-

and Mr. Rockwell of Washington, etc.

We learn from the "Academy" that the P,r
has expressed its willingness to rapport Dr. Car
prosecuting deep sea explorations throughout tin
Southern and Pacific Oceans.

Under the title of » An Early Hero of the Pa.
land Monthly" for August has a very readable a

of David Douglas, the botanist, during the te
he passed on the Pacific coast,

A new edition, the third, of "Griffith and
graphic Dictionary" has just eommenced
press. John Van Voorst publishes it at Xo 1

London, at 2s. 6d. per part.— R. h. W.

The French " Cosmos," one of our most valued
the late war, has reappeared under the title of ••

tifique." The first number appeared Sent lot!
is the editor.



Till- CHICAt.n ACADKMV i >F SCIENCES.

deuces was organized. A room was tak<-n ami a

it owing to the financial crash that came upon the

ry, very little was done until the year 1859, when it was organised

orporation under the title of the Chicago Academy of Sciences. In

;he lamented Kennicott returned from his three years' exploration in



672 NOTES.

the Arctic regions, richly laden with specimens, a part of which were to

become the property of the Academy. In the winter of 1863-4 advantage

was taken of Prof. Agassiz* visit to Chicago to gain his opinion of the

value of the collections secured by Mr. Keimicott. His endorsement of

Mr. Kennicott's work, and his urging the importance of the formation of

a great museum in the Northwest was so strong an incentive that money

was at once secured (a large -mm being L'iveii ai an impromptu meeting,

- greatly increased by the efforts of Mr. Scammon) and the

funds placed in the hands of trustees for the formation of a Museum of

which Mr. Kennicott was appointed Director. In 1863 Mr. Kennicott, in

order to add to the materials of the inn- ! ointment on

Telegraph Survey. From this ill-fated expedition

he never returned. At this time the charge of the museum was uiveii to

Dr. Stimpson. On June 7, 186G, a large part of the collection of over forty

thousand specimens, and all the plates for the first part of the " Transac-

tions" were destroyed by fire. Soon afterwards the text of the same

volume while : termet the same fate. The Acad-

emy however started forward with renewed vigor, and erected what in

any ordinary Are would have been a lire proof building,

and library were rapidly iii<Tea«-d. until, at the date of

, for Dr. Stimpson to dcs

The Academy had published its th

forty-eight pages of its " Proceedings.

several plates printed and stored at th<

After remarks on the great loss whii

tion of the character of the collectio
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had been swiftly drawn in opposite directions, sometimes at right

angles but frequently at angles more acute. Probably, at the

moment of trans, tion from a fluid to a solid condition, the trans-

parent centred, or nucleated, cells assumed the form of a square.

Fig. 119.

$ f f | *j+ Y f*

>4>
* ® © #

#\

»4
-Haw

a lozenge, a starry hexagon, a crdss

which could be formed of the part

the spherical cells, these parts seen

at least, to consist of m'nute trian^i



illicit have envieil. in form :is varied. I.ut

tliaii the ftosl work on :i win.low pane Of I

Some of the finiiivs. :is I afterw anls \\

retained their outlines for several hours,

(lavs, even when expos,-,! to the nioislni





of the richly at

tired males

be found for

of the femal

r.",\

\





before us. Kneh tfl differently . •.ii-tnirted : and while all tliif.

evinee wonderful powers of weaving. one of them in partieular i

astonishingly ingenious. dUplayin- the united aecomplidmients o

weaving and hasket making, Before proeeedinix. we ma\ preinis<

that the idea of the nest is a sort of l>a<r or purse, eh.sely wovei

of slender pliant suhstanees like strips of lihmus hark, passes



six inches deep and four broad. hanging to several sprays

mistletoe, which were partly interwoven with the nest t

a graceful drapery. The felting material was long, soft, i

ble fibre of a glistening silvery bistre, in artistic eontra-

the dark-hued foliage. A few hairs were sewn throng

through, for greater security, and the pretly fabric was lint

a matting of the softest possible plant-down, like that of a 1

wood or an Asclepias.

The general shape and the material of the third nesl wen

the i



the opposite view.



Tin- c-ultivVim









ami each stmli'iit u;i> [>r« >\ i<1<m]



followed. I'xhiltitinir typical scal-

and other forms of tissue : aUo the

.f recognizing starch and cellulose

ic fern the class passed on to the

It- general nior-





l.l,.>n..i..<

cranial
[

table ua



placed in the duct of the submaxillary gland. Great care was

taken that none of the experiments exhibited to or performed by

the members of the class should be open to the charge of cruelty,

the animal- u-e. 1 being either completely narcotised, or (as in the

case of the frogs), having the cerebral portion of the nervous sys-



rm. N.vn-KAi. niM.-m ..i v . n„. . :• .;

Cadged simply upon the merit- of ber

ne lady anion-: tin- thirty-nine students

u tin- other hand, this (net will prohably

oeling, akin to the trades-unions' hostil-

t'rom our greatest edueational institu-

j man. It has been supposed

zards go highest, snakes nex

st. There are no chelonians

it we lbund frogs as high up :



and San Pablo Lake, it is remarkable tl

is the Cyclopium HumbohlfAi S\v.. one o(

in the Maehangara. but we have never :

inches long. According to Dr. Gill it i

the Shiijnijf,,)'* flu iiibolfUii of Gunther

;

it from the Pimelodus cyclopum mentic

ftslll'



:,>t:ili:.. //<„,/*/„»* 111



The following' X»tes en, the Terrestrial Moll'*-,* nf the Valley of

Quito, with a Catalogue of the spetiw, have been contributed bv

the eminent conchologist, Mr. Thomas Bland.

Looking at the subjoined catalogue* of the Terrestrial Molluseo

attributed to. or which are known to inhabit, the valley of <>uito.



iHE NATIKAI. HISTOID «M ol

it does not appear thai any considerable number <•!' tin- species

have passed beyond its limits. The most interesting question re-

>peeting tlirir distribution, is to ascertain if any occur both on

the Pacific and Atlantic slope- iA' the Ivpiatorial And.--, mid s,

,

far as 1 am informed there are scarcely any. While several of the

valle\ -pecies are found also to the south in Peru, and a larger

feiffer in his monographs),

meriea. In the (ialapagos

lliar Bulimi, but I believe no

mlus, while the isk



Both Bulimus and

ther to the eastern than to the western side of the continent.

ArhatiiHi irifi'-ptijira. as Pfeitler sno-ovsts, is probably an < h'thalicus.

Oleacina is most numerously represent ed in Mexico and Central

America, and the nearest adjacent islands „f the West Indies.

Clans ilia is a European gei

and a lew species of the sub-;

only in the West Indies, C. ti

of three Opercnhited u'cnera

tus, Cyclophorus and Bourcie



.•iloiiLi' tin- Illinois >i,lr of the Mi-si

Worthen, tin- thic



and other not yet mentioned ••layers" of the crii-t are so railed

by almost imperceptible decrees. The outer surface

is renerally light colored— either yellow, or drab, or yellowish

brown: but when there is much oxide of iron present the color

deepens to chestnut brown. The general form of the geodes is

more or less spherical and in a majority of the specimens it is

quite regularly so. but the character of the interior seems to have

some influence in shaping the whole mass. In my own collecting,

taiued only quartz were most regular in form and those lined

with crystallized quartz are rather more regular than those lined

with chalcedony. Those specimens that contain oxide of iron

are often quite flat, as are those with caleite, thouuh these latter

mass, or, more commonly, a large one is surrounded by
much smaller. These are not Often so firmly attached

geodes are found in the crust of huge and heavy ones, an
times these extend so far over the surface that the geode i

like a ball coated outside and in with crystals, with occa
a thin clayey crust over a part of the outside.

regie In some places

;::'

nfre

icklv as t

"!uite'i

ItT.Hie Stance to!!'"

numl .er'. form
'

si ;;;;;;;

man\ • oi- the geod es are s

tears ls 1:o judge :by the v



is solid or hollow. and :ils,> how hard a Mow is needed to break i

open, if he finds it light enough to he hollow ; tor a heavy blow

such as is necessary to crack a thick crust, would dash a thinne

one into small fragments. Those large geodes that contai:

the side, covered with

outside gives little or



ch elegance. Bat pick up that dull, dirty-looking ball, and

>e a good specimen, its extreme lightness attnicN attention ;

ites euriositv. and now the impulse is to see what there is





arely, flesh colored calcite. Isolat

-Ids of pearl spar or dolomite, are o

th in the quartz and calcite geodes.

nineral is less common. The erysta

compared with the size of the geode

to Prof. Brush (111. Geol. Rep., Vo
lins --a huge per cent, of carbonate

Prof. Brush describes one of these as "apparently more than half

tilled with asphaltnm, breaking with a clear conchoidal fracture,

having a high lustre and jet black color and containing imbedded

in it detached crystals of quartz" (111. Geol. Rep., Vol. 1, p. 92).

This v\;is four by three inches in size. Instead of asphaltmn

some are filled with petroleum. Besides those minerals enu-

merated, Prof. Brush reports finding in a verv few cases minute

crystals of gypsum and in one of arragonite. ' Water is found in

closed when the crust





i collected by the curator. He



bearings of these facts on

quote as follows :
—



cism of the positions taken by the reviewer as to the classiiieation

of fehe Neuroptera. We will first quote the opinions of this able

and experience*! observer, and show wherein and whv we differ



hi Trkhoptem wi



lulidse is perhaps as thoroughly known as tha

group of insects. During the past summer the writ

with considerable care the embryology of Chrysop

"true" Neuroptera. in the restricted sense. In

later stages the development of this genus is almo

that of the dragon flies, as regards the structure

the "amnrion" and "visceral membrane," the i

primitive band, the early form of the embryo, i

just previous to exclusion from the egg (see this
j

The differences are merely such as we would ex

tween two families of the same order. Thus ci

lationship of these two divisio

dse, through the Ephemeri.Ue.

PerUdffl and Psocida- : on the o

as we believe, the Phryganeh

related than any other group o:

sideration the structure of th

and pupa, and their metamorp
lulida? and Ilemerobi.Lc is in.



n

from a dilferent standpoint. Wo
which .Air. McLaehlau relies upon

them out of sight for the momen
(l.rnis the moiv essential ones.



noticed in the caddis flies are just those characterizing the Ne

roptera. If we place our trunk of a caddis fly by the side of th

of any one of the Hemerobid;e we -hnll lin.l a much greater sin

larity to this family than the moths. So far as we are awa

uniformly overlooks! the eharaeters noticed above, and which a

the lepidopterous p

1 nomMr. MehacldanT-l^

lot" with those'of

l

°tt

dibles of the imago.-'

:- larva mid adult?

May wo



regard the moths

of E. Muller (see \



wan Is att empted 1:o show that OpMura was pt'eoei•upied, and

nine. <>r L /,,,,.,,,,/.,,
, to take its pi lie question

i Oi>ln'f}i/l>/i>lt<i nodosa Ltk . or Ophio-

r Dr. 1

two parties to th

consider real

names of authors

uthor's n.

tain, thatzE .st

l

'si-ht''i'

V

T
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,*;:, HosTviewsl'

with the]

. tha t the credit of a

zoologist ( Iocs not i

T
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hiiig Letter.
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;
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that -MH-I arethe eoiivet hey are sim-

ply the -t rademark s- of workmen."

We may add tintt the ftblowing rule reg:anlii Igthis subject was

tcdMlL! in lahellittUrlSSjfiL^itoi oMhe T -sorgho

lust unite, l,e -hell as

the author e name. and thai when t he n:ime of the original

describer of the spi given it shall be '""

NATURAL HISTORY MISCELLANY.

BOTAXY.
The Parasitic Fungi Found in the Human Eab In

llallier and other previous observers, that when th

these fungi are sown elsewhere they assume very dittt

material for nutrition: and that fungi described lye
as distinct species, or even as belonging to different



of this yen

Ripley, Es«

May, 1870

hranehes.

nncil unon its tmnk. Mr.

of these trees, and h-'iim' [.rotect

the fimetions of the entire bark.

fchor of the " Ve





PurUvk hods hiwv l>«vn

tofeasar Owen, sir CI



Though the species of animal, therefore, is of triflinj

and though the technical argument is too complex 1

into on the present occasion, we must examine how f;

of the science have been obeyed. Cuvier has said. •

chose a faire dans IV-lnde d'uii unimal (bssile, est d

of Dr. :

prominent appearances whi
conformable conclusion are

phenomena whicli require

their full significance is rea

prehension of the whole. I

than outspoken by Nature."

The lesson, therefore whi<

true affinities of an animal i

men
; that one solitary prer

found a theory of the " salti

it belonged : and that the tl



Plarjirnihw, although tin- :ilk-ir:r

these forms are unq

"opossums" of Au:

from anything prov



qnainted with Nathan Boone (son of Daniel Boone

cl then a captain in the service*), informs me that

. in 1 .s 4
'

> , from Nathan Boone himself, who killed

has handed me a letter addressed to him by Dr.

nick. Surgeon V. S. A., dated Fort (ribson. Chero-

bust 18th, 1844, in which the particulars are given.

ay:—An officer to whom Dr. Simpson mentioned

cffewy, Md.

La*d Sbisixs of Westers Mar

riven by Mr. Morse



C:iliforni:i ,\

the catalogu





terly Journal of .Alums,.r
a remarkable paper on th

searches on the ear of the

surprishiii- results. The 1

the "Quarterly,

spores like those

also observed th

Institute of Jena l»v Pr«J



devoted to tl.es

Cause of Piiosi-houks. <f.nci; in Animals.— M.
sented to the recent congress of naturalists and

Turin (Italy) the results of some investigations as t

phosphorescence in animals, :ind especially in iisl

nuoted l.y plaeiug tin- j.l

Pabasetb. — It wil



brought t<> ino in roinpli:

find them to be of the g<

cabbage butterflies there

From the close resoinl

list.

[We have also raised this parasite i

nd also received specimens from Ver

eared a Dipterous parasite from the eo<

The Fauna of Madagascar.—M.
ently returned from his third voyage of

ud has shown that the riches and ecco



To the Editors of the American Waturalist. sirs :—Having in t

course of a too short visit to North America been honored by ]

niarkable kindness and attention on the part of my brother nal

ralists in this great hemisphere, I am rather disappointed

seeing in your excellent periodical a notice of the report submitt

to the Royal Society of London by my colleagues and myself

the deep-sea exploration of parts of the North Atlantic, in II. M.

Porcupine, during the summer of 1869. The writer of that notii

Mr. W. H. Ball, criticises in what I cannot help considering ov<

its of animals ;" and he gives as an instance, Waldheimia septige

and Terebratella septula, which he states belongs to different g<

era, although I have included both under the same specific nan

I do not agree with Mr. Dall in his statement. Having had c

portunities of examining the types or original specimens of Te

bratula septigera Loven, at Stockholm, and of Terebratula soph

(Philippi), at Berlin, and having carefully compared these spe

mens with the published descriptions and figures. I am convinc

that both belong not only to the same genus, hid to the same sj

penned his hasty critique, was that Professor Seguenza of Messi

had referred a species of Ten-brafclhi from the Sicilian tertiaries

Philippi's species, and a species of Terebratula found in the sai

formation to Loven's species. The former may be the Terebrate

Marim of Mr. Arthur Adams from the Japanese seas ; the latl

Atlantic. I have the honor to be. Sirs, your very obedient servai



uthority contributes a paper on the ultima

mis sponges. c(Hi1ii'iniiiLi' what has already 1

nl-jeethvPror. II. .lames Clark of Lexinot

Rhizopo.la. in the presence

subservient to the secretk

While opposed to Prof. Ha

Chrysomelulae in the wo

2 l.n. and

Both were



Gigantic Salamander from China. — Father David, a oak-

at Pekin, and an enthusiastic naturalist, has discovered in China,

besides several new and extremely interesting species of* animals.

:i gigantic agnatic salamander, allied to the great Sieboldia of

Japan. The remains of a closely allied reptile (Andrias) are

found in the tertiary fresh water deposit < of Central Europe.

can landshells that are remarkable for a wide range of distribu-

tion is the little Helix (Ilyalina?) Uneata of Say. already credited

with a range in latitude from -(ia-pe to Texas." with a longitude

from the Atlantic to "New Mexico." I was much surprised to find

specimens in a box of Helices recently collected on the hanks and

in the neighborhood of Salmon River, Idaho, and sent to me by

Henry Hemphill, Esq. The internal peripheral teeth I should

judge to be coincident with varieal development or periodical

growth, and rather eccentric in occurrence and number; not al-

ways being in "pairs"* — but sometimes showing only one.— R.

E. C. Stearns.



can exceed the delicacy and linisli ,.f the Ihjmv-.

mologist.

Tub Dam Pas

History, New Yoi

the sequence of

marked break, a

north-western sta

Epoch. Durin

le deposition of

orth of the Ohi

thousand one Imndred feet at

of south eastei•n Ohi,). and n

oflykhKl^ Ti'icinu out 't

find that the <lepression was

the Alleghaniei3 and their foo

shore, but a cc ntinental limit

sea of the late r Drift Epoch



nated as the later lacustrine, non-glacial drift. Daring the depo-

sition of tin- Loess the interior sen was already narrowing and

growing shallower \>y the cutting down of its outlet or by conti-

nental elevation, or both. The descent of the water-level and

decrease of water-surface have been going on perhaps constantly,

but not uniformly, to the present time, when the area of the great

lakes is the insignificant eighty-live thousand square miles it now is.

In the descent of the water-level, retarded at certain periods, ter-

races and beach lines were formed at various places by the shore

waves. With these history begins. This then is the classification

J would suggest of the drift deposits as they occur in the valley

of the Mississippi, premising that here, as in other geological pe-

riods, the column is u< iiplete :
—

I

—
I
—

I



ided with chips." These stories I forme



t their growth results from t

year by year, such thickenings

> the exterior of the previous gn

ings which have be



time there does not ripp.'.-u to be any <r„od
:

from the system the (iulf Stream, as is don

Prof. Dana also seems to agree with ('roll a-

of the Gulf Stream.

Ni-.w (' \ki-.omi i.kc.i s Si'idku.— Mr. Wot

stated in ••Nature." from the Dudley eo:il

spider which he named I-:<>/>!u\>iii"x Pn-xInrH.

spider had previously been found, also a V\

from the same formation. The present anin

»roup vlii.-li li\ed

M I ( 1M

Proceedings or Tin: SectiO

ut ^ul.sr.nient <

ts own. Ho in

he had used th
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ide Aug-. 11, developei

vas deYeloped.

Mr. Greenleaf showed a slide with a .small hole drilled

outre. By resting- the slide on the edge of a shallow tn
aining water, so that the hole shall be below the watei
re have a self-supplying water cell, which is completed by

;

»lr. Stodder said. '-Dr. Woodward
>tog r!l phy to greater perfection than

Mr. li i, knell spoke of th

vertically, a position which i

serving living animals in fl

sand, etc. He had obviated



volving diaphragm placed Let ween the lenses in the place

he diaphragm i> usually placed in an eye-piece. There ;iiv

oles of different sizes Tor direct light, one hole with a central

r dark field, which gives an adniirahle ett'ect with objectives

:>ll
D

: and two oval openings, and one ohlong opening espe-



.qiholoo-iciil development the animal was two stages below the

ungest described embryo of the lowest kind of fish, but one.

The larva of the lamprey was the earliest condition of a fish's

L the simplicity

. to the 31.-111111
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niK MAMMOTH CAVE AND ITH

about the centre of the state, flows westward passing in close

westerly 'to the Ohio.

The limestone formation in which the cave exists, is a most in-

the mountain linu-toiir of Ihc Kumpran g,-.,|. , nj.N . :m -l of con-

.portamv in the th'tcrminat ion of the west-

ern coal fields.

S. Lyon's report in the fourth volume of tin- Kentucky Geological

•• The sinks and basins at the head of Sinking creek exhibit



[i-i..uiiiiiiu lli»-«' ^Impressions is.

roppinu' I'oi-ks within :we :ilso ne;

there is mi opening of iVom tin

evidently come
The size of the

that these caviti

known, and, therefore, the i

So much has been writter



loi->. <
- ; « 11 eoiive\ any tiling 1 1

U . an ;; leniiate idea o) the | • 1 .-

n

• spending tifteen hours within if> clianilKM-s.il is absolut.

\itinii' to road the descriptions which have been current in t

•s of newspaper correspondents for a quarter of a cvntm



two hundred and fifty feet, a cases

teeps the entire surface of the 1

. This, falling into a deep pit 1

i it hears away a portion of th

urged us to go, and told us the sight of this I)oine was worth all

the vest, i

'

- crawled

and climhed our wa\ to the lirink of the pit. the bottom of which

was reached by a rickety ladder. >! • ith water.

Zosc pebbles w

of the Chainpl



to correct a popular error concerning the formation of the heauti-

ful -.tructures that adorn the cei linos of some portions of the cave.

In the drier Localities, where the Moors are <luM\ and evervtliinir

liy exposure to ail

ilphur an ! the iron, producing sul

hich combined, form a sulphate



posed at the surface

:

the parts
the surface around the
towards the centre of the nodule
thrown out. and the rosette forn
fracture in the surface : of the roc

The wreaths and otl

si'ttcs. niav lie caused l.y tlie ch
place around the edges of large n

These crystalline forms occur
cave. Where there is

:

the Li-ypsiun merely for

IV. ..in nodules of the iro

With these general remarks on

Insects, -md ( 'rnVacea „,

U

V;.'Z





E AND ITS INHABITANTS.

upon the Kentucky river. It is closely allied to the Mammoth
Cave species. According to Mr. Scudder, the specimens of E.
stygia were found by Mr. A. Hyatt " in the remotest corner of

Hickman's Cave, in a sort of a hollow in the rock, not particularly

moist, but having only a sort of cave dampness. They were
found a few hundred feet from the sunlight, living exclusively
upon the walls." Even the remotest part of that cave is not so
gloomy but that some sunlight penetrates it.

The other species is found both in Mammoth Cave, and in the
adjoining White's Cave. It is found throughout the cave, and
most commonly (to quote Mr. Scudder) « about ' Martha's Vine-
yard' and in the neighborhood of 'Richardson's Spring' where
they were discovered jumping about with the greatest alacrity

upon the walls, where only they
turbed, clinging to the ceiling, upon wh:
they would leap away from approaching footsteps, but
cessation of the noise, turning about and swaying their long an-
tenna- in a most ludicrous manner, in the direction whence the

had proceeded; the least noise would increase their

trenmlousness, while they were unconcerned at distant motions,
unaccompanied by sound, even though producing a sensible cur-
rent of air; neither did the light of the lamp appear to disturb
them

;
their eyes, and those of the succeeding species (R. stygia)

are perfectly formed throughout, and they could apparently see
with ease, for they jump away from the slowly approaching "hand.
so as to necessitate rapidity of motion in seizin-- them."
The Thysanurous Neuroptera are represented by a species of

Machilis, allied to our common Murhii;, ,,,,;,,/,;/;* Sav eommon in

Kentucky and the middle and southern state. So 'far ns Tell-





I many of the spiders. : ,s well as the Tin sanura. live in

dark places, so thai we would naturally find them in

o, also, with the Myriopods, of which a most remarkable

form* (Figs. 130, and 130a
front of head) was found by
Mr. Cooke, three or four miles



A



ninth Cave, a brownish centipede-like myriopod. over an inch in

length, which moved off in a rapid zigzag motion. Unfortunately,

lie did not capture it.

Next to the blind fish, the Mind crawfish attracts the attention

of visitors to the cave. This is the Cambarn* p^btrkhis (Fig.

Fg. i3i. 131, from Hagen'a

Astacidse) first de-

scribed by Dr. Tell-

kampf. He re-

s that "the



why embryologUta arc anxiously >-—^) 7

in pools of fresh water. We .-an also imagine how a speeies

Asellus, a fresh water Isopod, could represent the Idoteida? in (



es, all in the neighborhood of Adelsl*





generally between
Besides, it is clear



able vigorously to discriminate between the two. We shall ac-

cordingly look upon tin- subterranean fauna, or more properly

faunas, as small ramifications which have penetrated into the earth

from the ii-eoLrr:iphically-limiteil fauna- of the adjacent regions;

and which, as they extended themselves into darkness, have been

accommodated to Mirroundin<r circumstances. Animals not far re-

yellowish white, or
ponderance of the
stalactite caves, in

accordingly, either f



756 THE MAMMOTH CAVE AND ITS

ed, the caves of the western and middle

boniferous limestone rocks, though the IV

by Wheatley and Copef is in the Potsdai

not have been formed under water, but w

by large rivers. This could not have occ

assic period. Prof. Dana in his ••Mann

a

the Triassic continent spread westward fr

Kansas, and southward to Alabama: fo

there are no rocks more recent than the I

Mesozoic period [comprising the Trias

Kennedy cave, with its re

insects, vre arc led to beli

Prof. Coj>e that our true

pliocene, period." V\V ,

article 01 i the IV.rt Kcnn,

"The
the AUt-i hany and Mi^U

EH:&',!

dirc-th,.,

by the s
2-K



musses of rocks fall in. which intern

however, exist when the strata an

part of the West I„



uvrc inhabited by pustplioc

size. These are associated

bly subsequent to tl

this country does

; caves (Mammoth

the ocks in which th

Sch odte are situated

Eoc

the close of the Ten
wet evidently create

prol ably the beginnii

part of the Pliocene e



Assuming on the principles of evolution thai the cave animals

were derived from other species changed h\ migration from the

outer world to the new and strange regions of total darkness.it

seems evident that geologically speaking the species were su<l<l, ,,l
;i

formed, though the changes may not have l>cen wrought until after

several thousand generations. According to the doctrine of natu-

ral selection, by which animal species pass from one into another hy

a great numher of minute variations, this time was not sutlicient for

the production of even a species, to say nothing of a genus, lint



Schiodte spends it- life in crawling ten to twenty feet above the

floor over the columns formed by the sfahictites, to which unique

mode of life it is throughout perfectly adapted, is remarkably
different from other Silphids. It- leg- are very long and inserted

far apart (the prothorax being remarkahly long), with surprisingly

long claws, while the antenna, again, are of great length and
densely clothed with hair-, making them most delicate sense or-

gans.* So also are the limbs of the false scorpion, and the spi-

der and pill bug (Titanethes) of remarkable length.

But the modifications in the body of the Spirostrephon are such

that many might deem it- aberrant characters as ,,f generic impor-

tance. It loses its eyes, which its nearest allies in other, but
smaller, caves possess, and instead gains in the delicate hairs on
its back, which evidently form tactile organs of great delicacy

;

the feet are remarkably long, as also the antenna?. These are not
r formations I

use of organs present in the othe

5 apparently,

the mole), are larger in the you

nt from a sj>ecies endowed with 1

lult the appendages are modified

up for its km of eyesight, in ore

e animals are modified in vark
s very hair v, others with long i

ed in the s;ime way in homologc
oof of their descent from ancesti



whoso habits >

thrv been spe

afforded by the part!

SIXGIX G HESPERO M Y S

.



Albeit the miserable end of poor M»s „nis,-„J„s, we arc hold to

declare our knowledge of the existence of singing mice of the

above domestic sort; and farther, our holief that they are not

of the Naturalist an aristocratic, and entirely new candidate for

Last spring, my friend Philip Ryall. Esq., brought from Florida

a mouse which he had captured in his residence there. He
says that for a number of nights, a low sound of a more or less

for about a :

nightly mus
the visit |,ei

of the smallest of i

to make it the object of
as it w;is fast becoming :

its object was a female. \



one occasion my little boy sai.l :
•• Papa. 1 would lik.- to see iiimisii'

milk just once." Her taste was quite omnivorous : although unlike

the domestic mouse, she .lid not care iniu-li for cheese. Bui meat,

bread, eorn, nuts, sugar, and even pudding and ti-h were all accept-

able. A little sod ol' fresh grass and white clover was oeeasioiially

put into the cage. This she enjoyed greatly, eating the greens like

the moment 'of this writing (for

Perhaps, however, it will seem m
formamv-s ;nv deM-i

'

up with a M ui



apt to become monotonous from its admitting :di

Monotony was not chargeable to Hespie's Wl
unconscious skill she would work out of it a ^

Instead of the first measure she would sometin

second one, then follow it with the first. Or she

the third, following with the second, or the fi

seemed to dictate. Then she had her own whim

of repetition of each bar ; that is to say, she woi

NO. I. THE WHEEL SONG.

. 2- THE GRAND ROLE.

L^^^^=kmmmHH=

^ .+-*.<>.**!£(£*&&&£*£ * £ !

#tes^&

'ti'Urary. !.UKt ><•(,].! ..! cxecllt loll.

She had one role, which although
that of the Wheel Song, yet I think 1



difficult. It is certain that shr was far more chary of

maoce; and to me its etfeci seemed more impressive,

account of its less frequency distinguished it as Tin a

This was seldom ixiven. yet quite often enough to alh

written down. The second measure would he sun«r

soundinix almost like the pecking of the woodpecker <»i

and at other times it would he slow like the dropping

Although slie had no ear for time, yet slie would keep

of l'» (two flats), and strictly in a Major key. This far



and during all this singing the muscle could be seen in vigorous

action through the entire length of the abdomen. This feat would

be impossible to a professional singer; ami the nearest to it that

I have seen was the singing of a wild mocking bird in a grove.

For several days the wheel grated on its axle. This afforded

Hespie great delight ; and her own little warble was completely

lost in the harsher sound, it was pretty much as it is with

some of the modern methods of praise ; as when the vocal is

subordinated to the instrumental, a mere murmur of song, on

which the organist comes down as with the sound of many waters.

A drop of oil, and the sound of the friction stopped. This quite

excited her temper; and she bit the wires of her wheel most

viciously. A little device was hit upon which set her in good

humor again. A strip of stout writing paper, a half inch wide.

wa> pinned down in such a way that its clean cut upper cd^

pressed against the wires of the wheel, making with its revolution

a pleasant, purring sound. It was on the principle, exactly, of

nessing an analogous sight, when, unseen.

voice, in keeping with the loud whirring of

Without her wheel the domestic life of litt

rather monotonous. Expecting to see some i

line, the trick was tried of covering a part

wheel with smooth sized paper. Mousie enti

wheel, and in the prettiest way jumped the -

every revolution, actually keeping the propi

pretty feat. We next shut her out by corki

She worked desperately at the closed aperti

gave vent to a piercing little cry. It wa



now. although running about her cage

indicating exquisite grace and agility,

tiful strain of song. It occupied ahoi

it considerable scope and variety. Fi

ciated expression like that of the co

note, with a deliberate slowness. T

domestic mouse, of 1



one (.lay he captured 1;wo spectrinins of the wlliite-footed m<

{[L-s
t >-,'<nn;i*

Irticopits). and suppo:ring it would 1be good comp:

he put them into the cage. Great mistake i t was. The

white-footed barbarian- . abused the hospitality, aQd murdered
|

Mus musculus.

low we ask are these phenomena that have been

I the result of an abnormal condition of things c

3h truth is there in the theory of some that the sin:

ce is the result of disease, or of some bronchial

In my opinion the following reasons disprove the t



tin- inspiring breath in singing, though he e:

t. Now this fact, in the ease of our llesper

astronomer applies t«i matter far <li>taut in -

We would not run into the vice of genen

1 caught a young rabbit in a patch

with the silvery musical ring of its

It is worth asking how far man's t:

and improve this potentiality or



ught the object o

lary. If this is a

TIIK LON(.;-( UKsTKI) -i A ^

Tins bird is the Cjinynira hairrohqJi<i

enus it belongs to is distinguished am

iiuie

dilfei

it is represented by two kinds, Steller's and the Long-crested.

so much alike that they might be considered as one species ; the

last named runs into the C. coronata of Mexico, and this into a

South American kind called C. galeata; while from these last



Mexican species, C <lia



!

a'iven with -ci.n- accuracy: it includes the

tain region at large. To the north, and especially about the Co-

lumbia River, they become mixed up with Seller's jay, which is

the boreal extreme, reaching' into Alaska ; while in the opposite

direction they run into the O/uhin-u coronuta on the Table Lands

of Mexico.

The imposing crest of this jay merit- more than a passing al-

lusion. It does not acquire its full size and beauty, after the July

-ay up ; the colored

something like little

spots of like color

ments. when the bird i:

high, unless | 1( > happens



principle in such cases, of each c



• lo-nin. w hen :<>• r'} wj-aWw'S upon acorns, or hopping about with

no particular object in view, or curiously peering down through

way. as if thinking aloud and elmckling over some comical notions

called Omnicori. The long-crested jay will eat anything that is

eatahle. They say jays kill and devour small birds
;
perhaps they

may. but I do not think it is their practice. That they will rob

res with his i



REVIEWS.

Gray's Hand List of Birds.— With the third

ppeared this year, one of the most remarkabl

ittle hope that the want would lie supplied, mvi:

Mr. Gray has prove



The three unpretentious volumes simply

takes to present and hie:

i's. and over thirty thousand specific names, have been <

I identified, either as synonyms or as valid designate

appreciate what lias been done. The index alone (wl

lilianty with the literature of the science hardly to be e:

one man, to say nothing of the library work required i

up authorities, and the mere clerical labor of transc

thoroughly digested, the valid species to he sifted out and assigned

toother proper sub-genera and genera, and then the load of sy-

nonymy to be correctly distributed. Yet this has been approxi-

mately accomplished.

It is not within the bounds of possibility that all this should

have been faultlessly done. Tn the first place, ornithological

synonymy cannot now be completely disentangled ; in every fam-

ily, and in every extensive genus, there are names that cannot

of species cannot be fixed, owing to the well-known and unfortu-

nate lack of agreement as to what shall be held for species and



upon the same type. The rest are g



genus, we should be completely at a loss. One other reason for

tin- prodigious number of ovneric names indexed, may be found in

a peculiarity of Mr. Gray's; he invariably preserves the original

es of this work,

be fully carried out.

Sysst&ma NbUuroB, the

The classification i

>Ye hesitate about mem
rk that does not satisfy us ; for it is

a feast why he does not have one
?c proporti.>n of the species (the

indicated 1 •y references to the woi



ieal laws. lie

and each of these into t\

of fifteen minutes." Tin

vo1d[) into higher or^ani

nycelial structure o

>ome Bacteria may



"It has long been kno^a ihai r,;u-r«-ri:i nud Toruhe are fre-

quently to be found within vegetable cells, taken even from the
central parts of plants whenever these arc in a. sickly condition or
:uv actually dying. Thc\ are apt to exist also wi; hin epithelial

of the Bacteri

>'»•'" (though thev are nnlv ahle to develop ami mamlW
selves when the "higher organism*, or the parts of them

else we must imagine that when the vital activity of anv <>]

whether simple or complex, is on the wane, it's cons'titu
tieles (being -.till portions of living matte] 1

) are capable

question. Just as the life of one of the cells of a 'night
ism may continue for some time after the death of the <;

i'

;

-eif- so. in accordance with this latter view, may one of
tides of such a cell be supposed to continue to live after c
life is impossible."



then tfives t!i e result S of a

show quite e< melu^iv elv tlia

gether made(mate t.

boiled fluids in ben t-nerk

moreover, to his pa rtk'iihiv

initiated witllout th< s agenc

the contrary, wholly oppoa

our author k'marks :
—



other fluids;, lioth processes are really alike inexplicable— both

products are similarly the result of the operation of inscrutable

natural laws, and what seem to be inherent molecular affinities.

mode of collocation of the atom, and molecules entering into its

in the existence of a special • crystalline force." The ultimate cl-

d vers, .h,p '-. 'l , ureatel

niodiiiahilitv of living matter, and the rep reductive property by

which ir is essentially distinguished from crystalline matter, seem

NATURAL HISTORY MISCELLANY.

B T A N Y

.

On the Lever-like Anthers in Salvia.— It must, I 1

evident to many ohseryers that what we are prone to

uses which would be subs.

this for some time, but

and purpose. Last year,



i.lou that if tin- p-l;.ln



ation by animals, through which fertilization and dispersion

subserved?— Eds.]

ins of Clematis (Aim<v'in) al;>nw. which have well developed

id. and quite as deeply colored

•h of the leaves on !im> paper. th-> wi-i-ht an

i„ tl„. ,liM -iv i.v ni weight he e;dcul:.ted the



ZOOLOGY.

Spawning of the Goose Fish (Lophius Amerkanvs).—»mmg

esentecl the appearance of a continuous sheet of a purphs

1

width, composed of a n

the presence of specks dis

uppci holes. To on surpris. on • - >* ^" '

-

oi etiihrvonic l\S\ liMviim- vi--.»nMi^lv in their envelope but without



any appreciable latitat

Portions of this veil,





recent biography of the celebrated Swiss naturalist Clapaivde, by
M. H. de Saussure, published in the "liibliotheque I'niverselle,"
he is said to have made the strange discovery that anions the eo-o-s

contained in great numbers in the capsule secreted bv the worm
(Clitellum) one only transforms into an embryo. This' rapidly in-

the surrounding eggs, which thus seme as a reservoir of food.
This phenomenon is analogous to that which has been described
in certain gastropodous molluscs such as Purpura, etc.

stroy them. The editor of " Petites Nouvelles Er.
thinks that varnished brass pins may last somewl
that these will eventuallv nei-kh in' tl„. ...

'

Hymenopterous Parasites in a Beetle.— Wishing to compare
certain muscles of locomotion of butterilies with those of some
other insect, I selected from a bottle of alcoholic specimens -, spe-
cies of Pimelia which I had collected in K<rvpt -a hu-o. compact,
very hard-shelled beetle, with elytra connate to the last°de<n-ee. On
opening the beetle from above' and removing- the mass of nearly
or quite developed eggs which lay on the upper surface, I noticed
some vermiform bodies lying free in the cavih of ,!,, ;i bdomen.
Kxamuung them carefully, my astonishment was oreat on discov-
ering that they were hymenopterous larva', closely re^embli'mr
those of certain species of P.raconida- whirl, are s«,' (

.

from some lepidopterous larva'. I hud dou,' \l,\
"!',

was called away, and was afterwards rmahh. to',,;'.
the dried up mass how many larva- il mhdit have • .

••
;"

1

hymenopterous larvae ever before been found >
•' "';

• >
I

>

*•

b
dominal cavity of a perfect hexanod' I

l

,,u - ,>ll ' (

expect to find them
.

,7'' Td



inquiry. M. W. Peng

the coal measures.



well preserved. In she

which had disappeared

those which are not pre

remarks that it is well

more frequently found

Mr. Sorby that' the carbe

ters and other molluscs

'The late Col. Hami





depth of eighteen feet ; and eight feet below, two phalanges of a

rhinoceros."

Other discoveries, made since 1860, and well known to our

loaders, are alluded to. The writer might have added the case,

now apparently well auThontieated. of the human skull found by

Professor Whitney, under Table Mountain, California, associated

with remains of the mastodon.

Fresh Discoveries of Platycnemic Men in Denbighshire.—

Mr. W. Boyd Dawkins records in '-Nature" the opening of some

freshly discovered bone-caves in Denbighshire, Wales, in which

were discovered the remains of men with the skulls rather above

than below the preson 1
,

; ity. hut with some of

the leg-bones remarkable for the peculiar antero-posterior flatten-

ing or platycnemism of the shin bones. They are associated with

the remains of sheep or goat, pig. fox. hadger and stag, and with

four flint flakes. The interest of the discovery consists in the fact

be referred to the Neolithic age. And we can now be cor

those people who have manifested the peculiar flattening

well worthy of note that the cranial capacity of these

men was not inferior to that of the average civilized man,

the ridges and processes for muscles indicated a greater

power.— A. W. B.

GEOLOGY.
Geological Expedition to Kansas.— I Avrite to giv

account of the expedition of seventeen days which I

made in the valley of the Smoky Hill river in Kansas.



project two inches ab<

palaeontology, and ma;



Cretaceous seas. It

ries among the fishes :

On another occash

as well as the

>n we detects

smallerz !'!J

ts cotempora-

nuated bones

projecting from the si<:le of a low b luff of
2

They "wen

V

Znd to belong

Instead of being expanded into

tder and flat. The tubercular portic

"se shield to beyond the capitular arti

but both it and the genus arc clearly new to science, and its aflin

ties is the great tenuity of all the bones. It may be called Prut

stega gigas.

The greater part of a large TJotloa in-origer Cope was four

one point, his huge, truncascattcrcd ove r a denuded

bowspri t-like snout betray

of other • exaraplea of this

mains (jf sev< •ral species o

in the ileighborhood of Fc

found i n the side of a bl

canon
;
M irti n Hartwcll e

Cope almost icomplete.



pencils of light pass upwiivl trom t



crossed an d at the same tinie rendert

prisms of flint glass place (1 base t<

eye-pieces through tubes s nmnetric:

axis of the instrument, as iin Mr. W.
fracting binoculars. Adju stment fe

in Wenham's present arrarIgt'lllCIlt .

stereoscop ic effect, as well as in illn

polarized
:i-ays being ntilnsed), the

inferior to Tolles' binocuhir eve-i>ie

advantage of enabling the eyes to

convergentt tubes, at the ilatural an

made in tl le form of an e^re-piece a

or. more satisfactorily, as

ble of beiiig easily fitted t

ingused interchangeably <,vith the

stand BI. H. Ward.

is merely a modification of the amceboid movement of protoplasm.
••Ciliated cells are of two kinds. In the one kind. /-,>7 //<<//»//*

flagelMum, each cell is provided with a single lonu- ila-vllum or
lash. Sponges possess only this kind; in the other. A>7/„ //.//„

flagellum. This is the kind found in most of the higher animals.
The old notion, that in ciliated cells the cilia arc attached to the
outside of the cell membrane, must now be considered as entirely
set aside. Many, probably most, ciliated cells are destitute of a

membrane, and the appendages, whether fiaiadla or cilia, arc di-

rect processes of the protoplasm of the cell."' Prof. Ibeekel's

tation of amoeboid cells.

Francis Deas has introduced to the Roval Sncietv ,,r Fdinbnrdi



resolves Amphipleurc

This is a high one-fi

Lson with them.

Fresh-water Alg.e.— Dr. T. C. Hilgard's pape

read before the Mirro-eopira! Section of the Amei

at the Indianapolis meeting, was inadvertently o

list of papers published in the Association Xuml

October certain improved met

for photographing the soft tissi:

; Lines.—President Barnard judges that it is not

;nt the whole of one of Nobert's bands in orde

mistakably, but only to count a measured portk



Si'an^tref.t's Links. h>hn F. Stanistreot. Esq.. of Liverpool.

has ruled some stars on o-lass and steel, the rays of which, some

fifty in number, consist of bands of parallel lines two thousand to

about to establish works a

eouini . Th< > Teaclu

-m ilennai

time
|

:j:ist. The present

p"',m mean"' ioi-mlik

the !.

peri inmi t o he workcl oi

there! vilhou

ver tin

Pr< f. Xi !es made a low

of te acliin

Bhow Ml 111.lit tin- project,



We learn from one of the comimiU'L' that they have long reeog-



smaller classes, so that each teacher will he able to use specimens

and carry out completely the system ol' object teaching. The

committee hope by so <i . t!ie schools, wherever

practicable, with type specimen-., to meet the immediate wants of

teachers, and by introducing them to practical laboratory work, to

induce them to pursue for themselves some special branch of natu-

efforts by the masters of the public schools, especially the chair-

man of the masters' committee, Mr. Paige, and also by the super-

intendent of public instruction. Mr. John 1). Philbrick. The ex-

periment owes its support at [.resent entirely to the generosity of

one of the committee, Mr. John Cummings.

The aims of the committee (consisting of John Cummings. Esq..

Boston at least.

We congratulate the II*

lay divide the German Museums into— (1) Those four

i intention of exhibiting objects of Natural History tc

public; and (2) those established for educational



him an efficient officer. His successor lias not yet been nppom »< .

It is stated that Prof. Raphael rmnpelly has heen appointed

State Geologist of Missouri. Another report states that Prof.

Swallow received the appointment. Which is correct.'
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